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In preparation for our Centenary Commemoration in 2018,
XLMW]IEV[IVI¾IGXIHYTSRSYVEGEHIQMGEGLMIZIQIRXWERH
WYGGIWWIWEW[IPPEWSYVGSRXVMFYXMSRXSERYRNYWXERHI\GPYWMZI
history.
-RQSZMRKSRJVSQSYVHMZMWMZITEWX79MWGSQQMXXIHXSXLI
MHIEPSJERMRGPYWMZI[SVPHGPEWWYRMZIVWMX]MRERHJSV%JVMGE¯
learning, growing and moving forward together.

-RXLMWVITSVXXLIVEMWIHFEVHMZMHIHYTMR9RMZIVWMX]ERHJEGYPX]
GSPSYVWMWTVIWIRXIHEWEW]QFSPSJSYVIRHIEZSYVXSWYWXEMRE
WXERHEVHSJI\GIPPIRGIMREPPSYVGSVIEGXMZMXMIW

Our journey towards

INTEGRATED REPORTING
Since embarking on its journey to integrated reporting a few years ago, Stellenbosch University
is publishing its third integrated report. On this journey, we realised that a far wider range
of interconnected factors determine the value and future of an organisation than financial
profitability alone.

S

Some forms of capital (resources) that contribute to the
value of an organisation are tangible, and therefore easy
to add up or subtract, but many others are not so easy
to account for. In a university environment, our intangibles
predominate. Consider our capitals:

• human capital (our talented students and capable staff);
•½RERGMEPGETMXEP SYVMRGSQIWXVIEQW 
• intellectual capital (our intellectual expertise, brand and
evolving reputation);
• manufactured capital (our infrastructure);
• social and relationship capital (our indispensable
partnerships); and
• natural capital (our supporting environment of natural
resources).
These, and more, make up the sum total of assets with which
we create and sustain value.
Through our integrated reporting, we hope to show our
numerous stakeholders how we try to allocate resources,
manage risks and grasp opportunities in the best possible
way. Stellenbosch University – like so many other
organisations, both corporate and public – is still en route…
We plan to improve our understanding of true materiality
and true accountability across the board of our multiplicity
of operations, and we anticipate that integrated thinking will
eventually become second nature to us, so that we may
QEOIFIXXIVHIGMWMSRWERHQEREKIIJ½GMIRXP]ERHWYWXEMREFP]
EWFI½XWEORS[PIHKIHVMZIRMRWXMXYXMSRWYGLEWSYVW

OUR SCOPE AND BOUNDARIES
Our integrated report is published annually and covers
the full scope of University operations over the reporting
period, 1 January to 31 December 2017. To this we add a
few months more – until March 2018 – to enable us to
include all our graduation data for the year under review.
To show the members who approved this annual integrated
report, we present the University Council as at 18 June
2018, listing the outgoing members who were active in 2017

too.3YVVITSVXGSRXEMRW½RERGMEPJEGXWERH½KYVIWEFSYXSYV
STIVEXMSRWSZIVXLI½RERGMEP]IEVERHJSVXLIVIEHIV´W
GSRZIRMIRGISYVJYPP½RERGMEPVITSVXMWWXMPPTYFPMWLIHEWTEVX
SJSYVMRXIKVEXIHVITSVX8LI9RMZIVWMX]´W½RERGMEPWXEXIQIRXW
including the subsidiaries, associate companies and trusts,
are prepared in accordance with the relevant policies of
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), and, like
our integrated report, also comply with the Department of
,MKLIV )HYGEXMSR ERH8VEMRMRK´W 6IKYPEXMSRW JSV 6ITSVXMRK
by Public Higher Education Institutions as published in the
Government Gazette No. 37726 of 9 June 2014.
=SY[MPPEPWS½RHXLIGYWXSQEV]VITSVXWSJXLI'LERGIPPSV
'LEMVSJXLI9RMZIVWMX]'SYRGMP6IGXSVERH:MGI'LERGIPPSV
'LMIJ3TIVEXMRK3J½GIV:MGI6IGXSVWERH(IERWSJJEGYPXMIW
SRXLIMV½IPHWSJGEVIERHWYTIVZMWMSR1SWXSJXLIWIVITSVXW
however now highlight the value created over the reporting
TIVMSH MR PMRI [MXL WIPIGXIH WXVEXIKMG TVMSVMXMIW MHIRXM½IH
MR XLI 9RMZIVWMX]´W JYXYVIJSGYWIH -RXIRX ERH 7XVEXIK]
document for 2013–2018. This focus on value accords with
the principles provided by the International Framework of
the International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC), which
believes that “communication about value creation should
be the next step in the evolution of corporate reporting”. It
also accords with the King Code of Governance Principles
and the King Report on Governance (King III), arguably the
[SVPH´W PIEHMRK GSVTSVEXI KSZIVRERGI WXERHEVH ;I LEZI
also made a start on implementing the newly published King
IV code.
8LI 9RMZIVWMX]´W -RXIRX ERH 7XVEXIK] HSGYQIRX JSV ¯
2018 is now nearing the end of its cycle when the University
will develop a new strategy, and also celebrate its centenary.

APPROVING OUR ANNUAL
INTEGRATED REPORT
The Rectorate is closely involved in writing and compiling
the annual integrated report. Our Audit and Risk Committee
of Council examines the report and, with adjustments,
recommends the report for tabling at the University Council
QIIXMRKMR.YRI [LIVIXLIVITSVXMWGSRWMHIVIHERH½REPP]
approved for publication.

0IGXYVIVWERH7XYHIRXW
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Foreword by

THE CHANCELLOR
The position of Chancellor is a ceremonial one. I am in no way involved in the day-to-day
running of the University. However, I am pleased that management and Council took steps in
2017 to promote financial sustainability at SU, while also providing assistance to academically
deserving students in need of financial support.

T

The announcement by the President on 16 December 2017
that “fully subsidised free higher education and training for
TSSVERH[SVOMRKGPEWW7SYXL%JVMGERW²[SYPHFITLEWIHMR
from 2018 concluded a year dominated by this subject.
Up to that point, the higher education sector – if not the
GSYRXV]EWE[LSPI¯LEHFIIRIEKIVP]E[EMXMRKXLIWXEXI´W
VIWTSRWI XS XLI ½RHMRKW SJ XLI *IIW 'SQQMWWMSR PIH F]
Judge Jonathan Heher. The commission of inquiry was set
up in 2016 to investigate “the feasibility of making higher
IHYGEXMSRERHXVEMRMRKJIIJVII²
The announcement seemed to contradict the
recommendations of the commission, which had raised
HSYFXW EFSYX XLI WXEXI´W GETEGMX] XS TVSZMHI JVII LMKLIV
education to all students. Unsurprisingly, therefore, the
presidential announcement was followed by uncertainty
about how the new dispensation would be funded.
Calculations showed that the progressive introduction of
free higher education would cost R57 billion over three
years. There were indications that VAT would be increased
to stabilise public funding and raise the required money.
What was not in doubt, however, was the need to provide
access to higher education to as many South Africans as
TSWWMFPI -X[EWXLMWGEYWIXLEXGEYKLXXLITYFPMG´WEXXIRXMSR
and sparked the #FeesMustFall student protests back in
2015.
This was the context in which Stellenbosch University (SU),
as a leading higher education institution, found itself in the
reporting period of 2017. On the eve of its Centenary year,
the University, which had grown to a R6 billion organisation,
LEHXS½RHE[E]XSGSRXMRYIXLIWYGGIWWIWMXLEHEGLMIZIH
in its core activities, and at the same time adapt to changing
circumstances. It had to consolidate the progress it had
made on many fronts as it prepared to enter its second
century of existence.

BUDGETING FOR SUSTAINABILITY
Over a number of years, government subsidies for higher
education have increasingly fallen behind cost increases.
These not only include the consumer price index (CPI)
of around 6%, but particularly also the higher education
price index, which measures cost increases in the sector
and has typically increased by about 1,7% more than
the CPI per year. This is due to the high costs associated
with research equipment and technology, international
research publications, meeting accreditation and statutory
VIUYMVIQIRXW ERH QEMRXEMRMRK [SVPHGPEWW JEGMPMXMIW -X MW
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free up funds in the main budget, as well as a reduction
in library expenditure on less popular electronic databases.
Additionally, it was proposed that income from indirect cost
recovery be increased, while an allocation from the Strategic
Fund would be made available to balance the main budget.
I was glad to see that this produced a balanced main budget
for the next six years, which Council went on to approve. It
was important to prevent shortfalls from building up over
the next few years, and the integrated budget that was
IZIRXYEPP] EHSTXIH [SYPH MRHIIH EZSMH ER] HI½GMX SZIV E
WM\]IEVTPERRMRKLSVM^SR

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO
STUDENTS

(V.01EVEMW½VWX'LERGIPPSV
Stellenbosch University, 1918

Dr Johann Rupert
Chancellor, Stellenbosch University

particularly applicable to institutions such as SU that focus
intensively on research and postgraduate studies.
%WTSMRXIHSYXF]XLI'LMIJ3TIVEXMRK3J½GIVIPWI[LIVIMR
XLMWVITSVXXLI½RERGMEPTVIWWYVIWXLEXLEHFYMPXYTSZIVXMQI
½REPP]PIHXSEWMXYEXMSRMR[LIVIXLI½VWXTVSNIGXMSR
SJXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WQEMRFYHKIXJSVXSWLS[IH
E GYQYPEXMZI HI½GMX SJ 6 QMPPMSR 'PIEVP] GLERKIW LEH
to be introduced. The approach chosen was to make the
most of all revenue streams, namely state subsidies, tuition
and accommodation fees, research contracts, philanthropic
donations and commercial revenue.
The budget submitted to Council at the end of 2017
called for a general adjustment of 8% in 2018 student
fees (undergraduate and postgraduate), plus differentiated
adjustments (to be phased in for new students only) in some
faculties. Student accommodation fees would increase by
9,2%. An additional tuition fee for international students was
also introduced. Further measures that were implemented
included a progressive shift of institutional expenditure
on bursaries to the fourth income stream (donations) to
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8SQMXMKEXIXLIMQTEGXSJXLIQEVOIXVIPEXIHJIIMRGVIEWIW
SU continues its support to academically deserving students
[LS WXVYKKPI ½RERGMEPP] 8LI 9RMZIVWMX] EHNYWXIH MXW S[R
bursaries upwards in line with increases in tuition and
accommodation fees. Every year, SU ploughs back more than
LEPJSJMXWMRGSQIJVSQWXYHIRXJIIWMRXLIJSVQSJ½RERGMEP
aid to students.
In 2017, the University administered a total of R754 million
in bursaries – R298 million as an agent for external funders
(including for the National Student Financial Aid Scheme)
and R456 million from its own funds and research contracts,
of which R129 million was allocated from its main budget.
Nearly a quarter of SU students – 23% to be exact –
received bursaries.
=IX IZIR WXYHIRXW VIGIMZMRK ½RERGMEP EMH WSQIXMQIW
accumulate student debt due to shortfalls in funding. They
would typically have overcome all kinds of obstacles to get
XS YRMZIVWMX] MR XLI ½VWX TPEGI ERH [SVOIH ZIV] LEVH XS
achieve success in their studies, only to be weighed down by
HIFXEXXLI½REPLYVHPI
I was therefore pleased to see the University introduce the
79JYRHVEMWMRKGEQTEMKR[LMGLWTIGM½GEPP]XEVKIXIHXLMW
problem. Donors were asked for contributions to enable
WXYHIRXW XS KVEHYEXI HIFXJVII EX XLI IRH SJ XLI ]IEV
The campaign was most successful and raised more than
R1 million in a short space of time. It again illustrated the
power of donors joining hands to support a worthy cause.
From staff and students who dropped coins and notes from
their pockets into collection boxes across campus, to alumni
who donated online, to major donors who extended their
WYTTSVXSRGIQSVI79´WQMWWMSR[EW]IXEKEMRFSPWXIVIHF]
friends and partners of the University.

INCOME STREAMS
9RMZIVWMXMIWXLI[SVPHSZIVJEGI½RERGMEPGSRWXVEMRXWHYIXS
pressure on both the public purse and the private sector.
8SFIWYWXEMREFPIMRXLIPSRKVYR XLI]LEZIXS½RH[E]WSJ
generating their own income.
Again, I am pleased that SU is doing relatively well in this
VIKEVH -R    SJ XLI 9RMZIVWMX]´W MRGSQI GEQI
from allocations and research contracts, 3,5% from the
sale of goods and services, and 4% from private donations.
Nevertheless, the institution still had to rely on the state for
32% of its income, and on student study and accommodation
fees for 21,8%. There is, therefore, room for improvement
MRXIVQWSJWXVIRKXLIRMRKXLIXLMVH JSYVXLERH½JXLMRGSQI
streams.

CONCLUSION
-RXLIVYRYTXS79´W'IRXIREV]MR1EXMIWLEWFIGSQI
an esteemed research institution with a strong emphasis
on innovation. For universities to be regarded as part of
this league, they require stability, systemic sustainability,
an outstanding academic reputation and an impeccable
governance and management structure.
It is no coincidence that SU boasts all these features.
Hard work by staff and other members of the University
community has brought the institution to this point, as
evidenced in this annual report.
Looking ahead, the challenge for the University now is to
position itself to maintain its proven status as an excellent
MRWXMXYXMSR XS FVSEHIR EGGIWW ERH XS VIQEMR ½RERGMEPP]
sustainable in the face of economic challenges.
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Our

7LEVIHEGGSYRXEFMPMX]
We realise and accept that, in the interests of the stakeholders
we serve, we are jointly responsible for the achievement of
XLI9RMZIVWMX]´W:MWMSR

INSTITUTION
Vision 2030
We see Stellenbosch University as an inclusive, innovative and future-oriented place of
discovery and excellence, where staff and students are thought leaders in advancing
knowledge in service of our stakeholders.

W
MISSION

We strive to achieve our vision for Stellenbosch University
through sustained transformation and, on our journey
of discovery through academia in the service of our
stakeholders, we have resolved to:
• create an academic community in which social
justice and equal opportunities will lead to systemic
sustainability;
• investigate and innovatively implement appropriate and
sustainable approaches to the development of Africa;
•EPMKRSYVVIWIEVGL[MXLE[MHIVERKMRKWTIGXVYQSJ
challenges facing the world, Africa, our country and the
local community;
•QEMRXEMRWXYHIRXGIRXVIHERHJYXYVISVMIRXEXIHPIEVRMRK
and teaching that establish a passion for lifelong learning;

• invest in the innovative scholarship and creative ability of
all our people;

Empathy
We promote human dignity through a culture of respectful
FILEZMSYV ¯ WIPJVIWTIGX VIWTIGX JSV SXLIV TISTPI ERH
respect for the physical environment.
-RRSZEXMSR
We think and act in new and different ways and make good
choices and decisions for ourselves, and for our stakeholders,
the country, the continent and the planet.

We serve our stakeholders, who are:
• prospective students, students and parents;
• employees and pensioners;
• research partners;
• government, regulators and professional bodies;
• alumni;
• donors; and
•XLIGSQQYRMX] GMZMPWSGMIX]RSRKSZIVRQIRXEP
organisations, industry, other universities, schools,
advisory councils, service providers and the media).

)\GIPPIRGI
Everything we do is characterised by excellence.

• leverage the inherent power of diversity; and
• establish and extend synergistic networks in which our
University is a dynamic partner.

STRATEGIC THEMES

VALUES
0IEHIVWLMTMRWIVZMGISJSXLIVW
;I TVSQSXI XLI [IPPFIMRK SJ TISTPI ERH XLI [SVPH F]
leading with humility, responsibility and understanding.

STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

OUR INSTITUTIONAL
INTENT AND STRATEGY
2013–2018

BROADEN
ACCESS

SUSTAIN
MOMENTUM
OF
EXCELLENCE

-RGVIEWIEGGIWWXSRI[
ORS[PIHKIQEVOIXW

(MZIVWMJ]TVS½PISJWXYHIRXW
ERHTIVWSRRIP

4SWMXMSREWXLIPIEHMRK
VIWIEVGLMRWXMXYXMSRMR%JVMGE

1EMRXEMRWXYHIRX
WYGGIWWVEXI
ENHANCE
SOCIAL
IMPACT

%HZERGIGSQQMXXIH
ZMWMSREV]PIEHIVWLMT

STRATEGIC GOALS
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VISION 2030

 -RGVIEWMRKQYPXMPMRKYEPTVSKVEQQISJJIVMRK
 *YVXLIVMRKTVSKVEQQIVIRI[EP
 -RGSVTSVEXMRKMRJSVQEXMSRERHGSQQYRMGEXMSRXIGLRSPSKMIWJSV
PIEVRMRKERHXIEGLMRK
 &YMPHMRKGETEGMX]JSVI\TIVMQIRXEPPIEVRMRKERHJSVEKVEHYEXI
EXXVMFYXITVSKVEQQI
 -RGVIEWMRKQYPXMPMRKYEPTVSKVEQQISJJIVMRK
 %TTSMRXMRK]SYRKEGEHIQMGWXEVW
 &VSEHIRMRKEGGIWWERHGVIEXMRKHIZIPSTQIRXSTTSVXYRMXMIW
 8ETTMRKMRXSRI[ORS[PIHKIQEVOIXWJSVKVIEXIVZEPYII\XVEGXMSR
 7YTTSVXMRKWXYHIRXW½RERGMEPP]
 -QTVSZMRKTIVWSRRIPTVS½PI
 1EREKMRKORS[PIHKIERHSXLIVTEVXRIVWLMTW
 4VSQSXMRKVIWIEVGLSYXTYXW
 4VSQSXMRKWSGMIX]GIRXVIHWGLSPEVWLMT
 )\XIRHMRKVIWIEVGLMRRSZEXMSR
 )WXEFPMWLMRKVIWIEVGLJSGYWEVIEW
 'SQQIVGMEPMWMRKMRXIPPIGXYEPTVSTIVX]ERHFYWMRIWWSTTSVXYRMXMIW
 +IRIVEXMRKI\XVEMRGSQIXLVSYKLVIWIEVGLTEVXRIVWLMTW

 )WXEFPMWLMRKGSQTVILIRWMZIVYVEPTPEXJSVQW
 -RGSVTSVEXMRKMRJSVQEXMSRERHGSQQYRMGEXMSRXIGLRSPSKMIWJSV
PIEVRMRKERHXIEGLMRK
 7YWXEMRMRKTSWXKVEHYEXIWXYHIRXWYGGIWW
 -QTPIQIRXMRKXLI1SFMPMX]4PER
 %HZSGEXMRKNYWXMGIERHIUYEPSTTSVXYRMXMIW
 7LEVTIRMRKFYWMRIWWTVSGIWWIWERHJYRHVEMWMRKJSV½RERGMEP
WYWXEMREFMPMX]
 1EREKMRKORS[PIHKIERHSXLIVTEVXRIVWLMTW
 4YVWYMRKIRZMVSRQIRXEPWYWXEMREFMPMX]
 -RWXMXYXMRKMRXIKVEXIHTPERRMRKFYHKIXMRKERHVITSVXMRK
-RGPYWMZI

6

STAKEHOLDER GROUPS

-RRSZEXMZI

*YXYVISVMIRXEXIH

8VERWJSVQEXMZI
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Our institutional

BUSINESS MODEL

T

8LI9RMZIVWMX]´WEWTMVEXMSREPFYWMRIWWQSHIPJSGYWIWSRMXW
key stakeholders and how to satisfy their needs by means of
ZEPYIEHHMRKEGXMZMXMIWWYGLEWPIEVRMRKERHXIEGLMRKVIWIEVGL
innovation, social impact, internationalisation and enabling
professional support. The degree to which the University

manages to do this in a sustainable manner, determines
the revenue streams to the University. At the same
XMQI XLI SJJIVMRK SJ MXW ZEVMSYW ZEPYIEHHMRK TVSKVEQQIW
requires resources and also requires the University, where
appropriate, to partner with other organisations. This
obviously has cost implications for the University.

Dimensions of our Business Model
PARTNERS

ACTIVITIES

VALUE PROPOSITION

RELATIONSHIPS

KEY STAKEHOLDERS

 +SZIVRQIRXERHKSZIVQIRXEPEKIRGMIW







%JYRGXMSRSJ
 6ITYXEXMSRKPSFEPVEROMRKERHRIX[SVOW
 4VIJIVVIHLMKLIVIHYGEXMSRTEVXRIVMR
%JVMGE
 ,MKLIVIHYGEXMSRKEXI[E]XS%JVMGE
 6IPIZERGIERHIRKEKIQIRX0SGEP%JVMGE
+PSFEP
 5YEPMX]WYGGIWWERHI\TERWMZIEGEHIQMG
footprint
 %GGSYRXEFMPMX]EJJSVHEFMPMX]ERHMRGPYWMZMX]
 -RRSZEXMSRERHIRXVITVIRIYVWLMTMRTYXW
TVSGIWWIWERHSYXTYXW 0IEVRMRK 
8IEGLMRK6IWIEVGL7SGMEP-QTEGX
 7]WXIQMGWYWXEMREFMPMX]
 +SZIVRERGI
 0IZIVEKMRKKISKVETLMGEPPSGEXMSR
 7TSVX*EGMPMXMIWWGMIRGIZEVMIX]SJGSHIW
I\TIVXMWIVITYXEXMSR
 7EJIERHRYVXYVMRKIRZMVSRQIRX
 )QTPS]IVSJ½VWXGLSMGI
 9RMZIVWMX]MRWIVZMGISJWSGMIX]
 8IGLRSPSK]XVERWJIV4EXIRXW0MGIRGIW
-RRSZYW0EYRGL0EF4SVXJSPMSSJ7TMRSYX
GSQTERMIW
 1YPXMPMRKYEPMWQ
 'SGYVVMGYPEVEGXMZMXMIW

TIVWXEOILSPHIVKVSYT
 )RXMGMRKEHZERXEKI
 )REFPMRKWYGGIWWERHIRWYVMRK
IQTPS]EFMPMX]
 'VIHMFMPMX]I\GIPPIRGIERH
MRXIVREXMSREPVIGSKRMXMSR
 %GGIWWMFPIERHXVERWJIVEFPILMKLIV
IHYGEXMSR
 *PI\MFMPMX]ERHVIPIZERGI
 7EJIX]EJJSVHEFMPMX]UYEPMX]ERH
EGGIWWMFMPMX]
 'SQTIXMXZIIQTPS]IIZEPYI
proposition
 6IGSKRMWIHEWEREXMSREPLMKLIV
IHYGEXMSREWWIX
 4EVXRIVWLMT[MXLMRHYWXV]XSKIRIVEXI
ERHHMWWIQMREXIRI[ORS[PIHKIMRE
VIPIZERXIJJIGXMZIQERRIV
 +SZIVRERGIPIZIVEKIJSVFMKMWWYIW
 5YEPMX]MRJSVQEXMSRERH
GSQQYRMGEXMSR
 7YWXEMREFPIGSSTIVEXMZII\MWXIRGI
[MXL79ERHEPMKRQIRXSJKSEPW
 ;IPPKSZIVRIH[SVPHGPEWWYRMZIVWMX]
 'SS[RIVWLMTERHTVSQSXMRKUYEPMX]
SJ,)MR%JVMGE
 )REFPMRKIRZMVSRQIRXJSVLMKL
TIVJSVQERGIWTSVX

 7XEJJ
 4VSWTIGXMZIWXYHIRXW
 7XYHIRXW
9RHIVKVEHYEXIWXYHIRXW
4SWXKVEHYEXIWXYHIRXW
 -RXIVREXMSREPWXYHIRXW
 1EWWQEVOIX HMTPSQEW
 0IEVRERHIEVRWXYHIRXW
7. Parents
 +SZIVRQIRX
 -RHYWXV]
10. Donors
 %PYQRM
 7XIPPIRFSWGL1YRMGMTEPMX]ERHXS[R
 79'SYRGMP
 8VEHIYRMSRW
 -RXIVREXMSREPJYRHMRKEKIRGMIW
 %WWSGMEXMSRSJ%JVMGER9RMZIVWMXMIW
 7TSVX¯PSGEPERHMRXIVREXMSREP
 7IVZMGIWYTTPMIVWXLVSYKLZMEFPI
WSYVGMRK
 :IRXYVI'ETMXEP'SQTERMIW
 -RZIWXSVW
 6IWIEVGLTEVRIVW

LEAD CHANNELS

3. Books
 0IEVRMRKERHXIEGLMRK
 -RRSZYW XIGLRSPSK]XVERWJIV
0EYRGL0EFGSQQIVGMEPMWEXMSR

 -RHYWXV] PSGEPERHMRXIVREXMSREP
 %PYQRM
 (SRSVW PSGEPERHMRXIVREXMSREP
 %WWSGMEXMSRSJ%JVMGER9RMZIVWMXMIW
 79'SYRGMP
 -RXIVREXMSREPRIX[SVOW
 8S[R'SYRGMPERH1YRMGMTEPMX]
 7TSVXFSHMIW MRGPYHMRK7XIPPIRFSWGL%GEHIQ]SJ7TSVX
 7SYXL%JVMGER4SPMGI7IVZMGIERHTVMZEXIWIGYVMX]½VQW

6IWIEVGLERHMRRSZEXMSR FEWMGERHETTPMIH
0IEVRMRKERHXIEGLMRK SRGEQTYWSJJGEQTYW
7SGMEPMQTEGX
-RXIVREXMSREPMWEXMSR
)REFPMRKTVSJIWWMSREPERHEHQMRMWXVEXMZIWYTTSVXWIVZMGIW ,YQER
6IWSYVGIW*MRERGIW*EGMPMXMIW1EREKIQIRX7EJIX]ERH7IGYVMX]
7XYHIRX7YTTSVX-RJSVQEXMSR8IGLRSPSK]7TSVX1SFMPMX]7XYHIRX
%GGSQQSHEXMSR'SQQIVGMEPMWEXMSR5YEPMX]%WWYVERGI
 8IGLRSPSK]8VERWJIVERH&YWMRIWW(IZIPSTQIRX
 'SVTSVEXI'SQQYRMGEXMSRERH4YFPMG6IPEXMSRW
 (IZIPSTQIRXERH%PYQRM6IPEXMSRW

 7IPIGXIHWYTTPMIVRIX[SVOW

RESOURCES

COST STRUCTURE

 79FVERHVITYXEXMSR
 4ISTPI IQTPS]IIW GETEFMPMXMIWERHIRKEKIQIRXMRGPYHMRKEFMPMX]
XSMRRSZEXI
 *EGYPXMIW[MXLRIIHHVMZIRERHJYRGXMSREPEGEHIQMGSJJIVMRK
 7XYHIRXEFMPMX]XSGSGVIEXIZEPYIERHFIGSEGGSYRXEFPI
 *EGMPMXMIW EGEHIQMGERHWXYHIRXLSYWMRK[IPPIUYMTTIH
PEFSVEXSVMIW-8'JEGMPMXMIW
 -RXIPPIGXYEPGETMXEP
 *YRHMRKVIWSYVGIW
 ;IPPJYRGXMSRMRKEHQMRMWXVEXMZIW]WXIQW
 %PYQRM
 -RHYWXV]
 +SZIVRQIRX
 7YTTPMIVRIX[SVOW
 ;IPGSQMRKMRWXMXYXMSREPGYPXYVI

EW SJXSXEPI\TIRHMXYVI

 )QTPS]IIGSWX
 3TIVEXMRKGSWX
 3XLIV HITVIGMEXMSRERH½RERGIGLEVKIW 

INCOME STREAMS
EW SJXSXEPMRGSQI
 *MVWXWXVIEQ+SZIVRQIRXKVERX 
 7IGSRHWXVIEQ7XYHIRXERH
EGGSQQSHEXMSRJIIW
 8LMVHWXVIEQ6IWIEVGLMRZIWXQIRXW
GSQQIVGMEPMWEXMSRERHWEPIW
 *SYVXLWXVIEQ4LMPERXLVSTMGHSREXMSRW
ERHFIUYIWXW

8
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JSVTVMQEV]WIVZMGIVIRHIVMRK
Delivery - Learning and Teaching
 3RGEQTYWJEGIXSJEGIXIEGLMRK
 &PIRHIHPIEVRMRK MRGPYHMRK[IF
XIPIQEXMGI\TIVMIRXMEPEGXMSRPIEVRMRK
 :MVXYEP MRGPYHMRKZMETEVXRIVWLMTW
Delivery - Research
 4YFPMGEXMSRW
 7IQMREVW

Delivery - Social impact
 &PIRHIH[MXLPIEVRMRKERHXIEGLMRK
 .SMRXTVSNIGXW[MXLGSQQYRMXMIW
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GOVERNANCE
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Report of the

CHAIR OF THE UNIVERSITY COUNCIL
Being responsible for oversight over academic and operational issues as well as policy and
strategy at Stellenbosch University (SU), Council finds it encouraging that the institution
continues to excel despite financial challenges and turbulent socio-political times.

I

In as much as important decisions by Council in 2017 might
LEZI FIIR MRJSVQIH F] XLI 9RMZIVWMX]´W TEWX XLI] [IVI EX
the same time squarely aimed at positioning the institution
for the future. I will deal with the examples of the Language
Policy, the Admissions Policy and the Campus Renewal
Project below.

By approving the proposed new Language Policy, Council
expressed its unequivocal support for multilingualism,
without excluding students just because they might not be
TVS½GMIRXMRIMXLIV%JVMOEERWSV)RKPMWL8LIFEWMGXIRIXWSJ
XLITSPMG]EVIXLEXXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WPERKYEKIWSJMRWXVYGXMSR
must promote access and academic success, and that the
MRWXMXYXMSR´WPERKYEKITSPMG]QYWXWIVZIMXWEGEHIQMGTVSNIGX
'SYRGMP WTIGM½GEPP] I\TVIWWIH MXW WXVSRK WYTTSVX JSV XLI
multilingual context outlined in the new policy. In addition, the
VIZMWIH0ERKYEKI4SPMG]EGORS[PIHKIW79´WVSPIEWEREXMSREP
asset, committed to engaging with knowledge in a diverse
society. It gives effect to the Constitution of South Africa
in relation to language use in the academic, administrative,
professional and social contexts of the University, and also
EHZERGIWXLIMRWXMXYXMSR´WZMWMSRSJFIMRKMRGPYWMZIMRRSZEXMZI
ERHJYXYVIJSGYWIH
Moreover, under the watchful eye of our Language
Committee (see page 18), the Language Policy provides for
mechanisms for academic oversight, effective management
and good governance relating to language implementation.
This occurs within a framework that enables faculties to
customise their language implementation plans as well as
their mechanisms for accountability and reporting to the
relevant structures.
Two student surveys in 2017 indicated that the
MQTPIQIRXEXMSR SJ 79´W 0ERKYEKI 4SPMG] [EW KSMRK [IPP
'SYRGMPEPWSRSXIHJEGYPXMIW´ JIIHFEGOSRXLII\IGYXMSRSJ
their language implementation plans. The reports generally
illustrate that systems and processes have been put in place
to monitor the implementation of the Language Policy and
address challenges.
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SU has revised its Admissions Policy as a leading national
higher education institution, and as a national asset serving
the national interest and the nation as a whole. The policy
promotes access and success for students from diverse
communities because Stellenbosch is indeed a university for
all South Africans.
CAMPUS RENEWAL PROJECT
'SYRGMPETTVSZIH79´W'EQTYW6IRI[EP4VSNIGX '64 MR
EWQYGLSJXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WTL]WMGEPMRJVEWXVYGXYVILEH
FIGSQIH]WJYRGXMSREPERHVYRHS[RHYIXSEPSRKXIVQPEGO
of maintenance. This posed a risk to the sustainability of the
academic project at SU.The physical facilities of the University
are considered strategic assets and essential enablers of a
[SVPHGPEWWERHW]WXIQMGEPP]WYWXEMREFPIMRWXMXYXMSR

INFORMED BY THE PAST, YET FIRMLY
FOCUSED ON THE FUTURE

LANGUAGE POLICY
79´WRI[0ERKYEKI4SPMG][LMGL[EWEHSTXIHMRXSSO
effect in the year in review. The policy broadens access by
accommodating students who prefer to study in English,
[LMPI EPWS WXMPP TVSZMHMRK EGGIWW XS %JVMOEERWWTIEOMRK
students.

8LI JYRHEQIRXEP SFNIGXMZI MW XS QEMRXEMR XLI 9RMZIVWMX]´W
culture of academic excellence by attracting the best
applicants, and facilitating the transformation of SU so that
it has a more inclusive and representative student body. The
9RMZIVWMX]´W VITYXEXMSR EW E GIRXVI SJ I\GIPPIRGI HITIRHW
on attracting and maintaining a diverse student body, as this
enhances the learning environment.

Good progress has since been made, but more work remains
to be done. In 2017, Council approved the expansion of the
CRP, extending its timeline to 2027 and voting an additional
R1,456 billion towards the initiative.

Prof A Moorrees,
½VWX:MGI'LERGIPPSVERH
Chair of Council,
Stellenbosch University, 1918

In the reporting period, with the University approaching its
'IRXIREV][IVI¾IGXIHSRSYVNSYVRI]XLYWJEV[LMPIEP[E]W
keeping an eye on the road still to be travelled. Much work
VIQEMRW EW E RI[ IVE E[EMXW YW ¯ YRHSYFXIHP] ½PPIH [MXL
new opportunities and challenges.
On behalf of Council, I sincerely thank the University
community for their hard work and loyalty towards the
institution. A special word of appreciation to the outgoing
'SYRGMP ZMGIGLEMV 4VSJ 4; ZER HIV ;EPX [LS WIVZIH
Council with dedication and wisdom over his terms of
SJ½GI8LIHIHMGEXMSRSJEPP'SYRGMPQIQFIVWERHXLILMKLP]
knowledgeable members of the various committees of
Council is also much appreciated.

George Steyn
Chair of Council

The main components of the expanded project will be the
*EGYPX]SJ1IHMGMRIERH,IEPXL7GMIRGIW´ *MWERFYMPHMRK XLI
Engineering complex, and the refurbishment and expansion
of a number of other buildings on Stellenbosch campus.
George Steyn
Chair of Council

In 2016, the Gelyke Kanse group and eight other applicants
launched a legal challenge against the Language Policy.
The University opposed the challenge. The matter was
heard in the Western Cape high court, which handed
down judgement in October 2017, inter alia dismissing the
application with cost. The matter is now on appeal.
ADMISSIONS POLICY
Another important policy that Council dealt with in the
VITSVXMRK TIVMSH [EW 79´W %HQMWWMSRW 4SPMG]  'SYRGMP
adopted a revised version at the start of 2017, for
implementation from 2018. The new policy broadens the
criteria for admission beyond academic merit and population
KVSYTXSMRGPYHIWSGMSIGSRSQMGWXEXYWEW[IPP8LIEMQMWXS
provide greater access to disadvantaged students.
Three considerations for the admission of prospective
students to SU study programmes underpin the new policy:
• proven academic merit at school;
•XVERWJSVQMRKXLIVEGMEPHIQSKVETL]SJ79´WWXYHIRXFSH]
and
•VIHVIWWMRKXLIWSGMSIGSRSQMGHMWEHZERXEKIXLEXWSQI
students experience.
This represents a nuanced set of indicators that enables the
University to admit a diverse group of newcomer students
with the potential for success. The three considerations
GSQTPIQIRX SRI ERSXLIV XLVSYKL 79´W WXVEXIK] SJ I\GIP
lence through diversity.
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LOOKING AHEAD

The additional amount will be funded from the annual real
VIXYVR SR 79´W PSRKXIVQ MRZIWXQIRXW YT XS E QE\MQYQ
of 4% – the same funding model as that approved for the
original CRP. However, efforts to obtain additional funding
from industry partners, donors and the state will continue.

INTEGRATED REPORTING AND THE
KING CODE OF GOOD GOVERNANCE
Council is mindful of its responsibility to ensure the integrity
of integrated reporting as part of its oversight role and
governance function. Although this report on the activities
SJ  MW PEVKIP] WIIR EW 79´W XLMVH MRXIKVEXIH ERRYEP
report, the publication still contains certain elements of a
conventional annual report. This is to allow for compliance
[MXL XLI (ITEVXQIRX SJ ,MKLIV )HYGEXMSR ERH8VEMRMRK´W
guidelines for reporting by higher education institutions
published in Government Gazette no. 37726 of 9 June
2014, and to include the enrolment and effectiveness targets
set for SU by the Minister of Education and Training (see
TEKI   'SYRGMP QIQFIVW WEXMW½IH XLIQWIPZIW EW XS XLI
JVEQI[SVOERHGSRXIRXWSJXLMWVITSVXFIJSVI'SYRGMP½REPP]
signed off on the document on 18 June 2018.
SU subscribes to the principles of leadership, sustainability
and corporate citizenship in terms of King III and IV, and
SYVGSRWSPMHEXIHERRYEP½RERGMEPWXEXIQIRXWEVIHVEJXIHMR
accordance with the applicable prescripts of the International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS).
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Our

The

GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE

UNIVERSITY COUNCIL
The University Council governs Stellenbosch University subject to the Higher Education Act (Act
101 of 1997) and the institutional statute. The functions and composition of Council are set out
in the Statute of Stellenbosch University. Council members are listed below as at 18 June 2018,
when Council approved the Stellenbosch University Annual Integrated Report 2017.

University Council

Institutional
Forum

Convocation

6ITSVXXS'SYRGMP
ZMEXLI)\IGYXMZI
Committee

Senate

Students’
Representative
Council

Rectorate

6ITSVXWHIGMWMSRWXS
'SYRGMPERH7IREXI

Finance Committee
Honorary
Degrees
Committee

Executive
Committee
(Senate)

Appointments
Committee

General Management Meeting
Institutional Advisory Committee
on Internationalisation
Institutional IT Committee

Quality Committee
6ITSVXHMVIGXP]XS
'SYRGMP
Executive
Committee

Institutional Transformation
Committee
Rectorate-Deans Forum

Faculty Boards (10)
Audit and Risk
Committee

Teaching
Committee for
Learning and Teaching

Remuneration
Committee

Readmissions
Appeals Committee

Investment
Committee

Academic
Planning Committee

Social and
Business Ethics
Committee

ICT in Learning and Teaching

Rector-Mayor Forum

Technology and Information
Committee (TIC)

Senate Subcommittees
Academic Programme Committees and
other faculty committees

Timetable Committee

Name

Members of the Investment Committee of Council
Members of the Remuneration Committee of Council
Members of the Social and Business Ethics Committee of Council
Members of the Language Committee of Council

Bursaries and Loans Committee

Social Impact Committee

•••••
••

58

MB,ChB, MMed (Int) (SU), FCP(SA), DPhil (Oxon), MHCM (Harv),
DSc hc (Coventry)

1.4.2015–31.3.2020

Prof SA du Plessis

45

BCom (SU), BComHons (SU), MPhil (Cambridge), PhD (SU)

1.1.2018–31.12.2023

3YXKSMRK Prof L van Huyssteen

66

MScAgric, PhD (Agric) (SU)

1.4.2013–31.12.2017

:MGI6IGXSV 7SGMEP-QTEGX8VERWJSVQEXMSRERH4IVWSRRIP
Prof NN Koopman

57

BA, BTh, BThHons, MTh, DTh (UWC)

1.7.2016–30.6.2021

62

BEngHons, MEng (SU), MBA (UCT), PhD (Stanford), PrEng

1.9.2017–31.12.2020

:MGI6IGXSV 0IEVRMRKERH8IEGLMRK

•

Prof A Schoonwinkel

:MGI6IGXSV 6IWIEVGL-RRSZEXMSRERH4SWXKVEHYEXI7XYHMIW
Prof TE Cloete

60

MSc (UOFS), DSc (UP)

1.9.2017–31.7.2022

ELECTED BY THE PERMANENT ACADEMIC STAFF (NON-SENATE MEMBERS)

•

Prof J Fourie

35

MCom, PhD (Utrecht)

1.9.2016–31.8.2018

ELECTED BY THE PERMANENT NON-ACADEMIC STAFF
Mr WP Davidse

3YXKSMRK Me G Arangies

Position vacant

•
Research Subcommittee A

Research Subcommittee C
Central Analytical Facility Committee

48

BEcon, BPhil, MPhil (SU)

6.4.2018–5.4.2020

53

BCom (UPE), MBA (SU)

6.4.2016–5.4.2018







Mr AR Diedrich

58

PGCerts Globalisation (GLU Kassel), DevEcon (BSE, Germany), EdMethod
& Labour Ed (ACTRAV, Turin), Empl & SocSecur Law, Adult Ed (UCT)

23.3.2017–22.3.2021

Prof A Keet

53

MEd (UWC), PhD (UP)

1.12.2014–30.11.2018

Prof PG Maré

72

BAHons (UN), BAHons, MA (Wits), PhD (UN)

25.9.2014–24.9.2018

Ms TS Lingela

61

BA, UED (Fort Hare), BEd (Rhodes), MEd (UDW, USA)

1.1.2014–31.12.2018

Ms Z Stuurman

29

BAHons Political Science (SU)

13.7.2017–12.7.2021

Position vacant






2.4.2014–1.4.2018

ELECTED BY THE CONVOCATION

SREC: Animal Care and Use
SREC: Biosafety and Environment
Health Research Ethics Committee 1
Health Research Ethics Committee 2
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Prof WJS de Villiers

APPOINTED BY THE MINISTER OF HIGHER EDUCATION AND TRAINING

SREC: Humaniora

ICT in Research Committee

7HUPRIRI¼FH

'LMIJ3TIVEXMRK3J½GIV

Programme Advisory Committee

Research Subcommittee B

Senate Research Ethics
Committee (SREC)

4XDOL¼FDWLRQV

ELECTED BY THE INSTITUTIONAL FORUM

Library Committee

Research Committee

Age

6IGXSVERH:MGI'LERGIPPSV

•

Social Impact

Research

14

O

•
•
•
•

EX OFFICIO MEMBERS

Risk Management Committee

Human Resources
Committee

Language
Committee

Members of the Executive Committee of Council
Members of the Audit and Risk Committee of Council
Members of the Human Resources Committee of Council

Our statutory Council and Senate committees are shown in the diagram on the previous page. For information on the roles of the
EFSZIQIRXMSRIHGSQQMXXIIWWII±9RMZIVWMX]'SYRGMPERHWYFGSQQMXXIIWSJ'SYRGMP²TEKI

Employment Equity Advisory
Committee

Council
Committees

•
•
•

3YXKSMRK Prof WAM Carstens

65

MA, DLitt (SU)

3YXKSMRK Prof GJ Crafford

39

MSc Bourek (UPE), PhD (NMMU), MBA (SU)

4.11.2016–1.4.2020

Mr CD Cillié

43

BSc, BScHons (Medical Physiology), BPhil (Logistics & Transport Economics)

2.4.2018–1.4.2022

Prof AR Coetzee

67

MB,ChB, MMed (Anes), PhD, MD, PhD, DSc (SU), FCA(SA), FFARCS

2.4.2016–1.4.2020

Mr H Gonzales

30

LLB (SU), registered attorney

2.4.2016–1.4.2020

Prof JH Hambidge

62

BAHons (SU), MA (UP), PhD (Rhodes), PhD (UCT)

2.4.2018–1.4.2020

Adv JJ Meiring

45

BA, BAHons (Latyn), LLB (SU), BCL (Oxon)

2.4.2018–1.4.2022

Mr JG Theron

55

BA Law, LLB (SU)

2.4.2018–1.4.2022
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Name

Age

4XDOL¼FDWLRQV

University Council’s statement on

7HUPRIRI¼FH

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

ELECTED BY SENATE

•

Prof UME Chikte

64

PhD (SU), MSc (UCL), MDent, DHSM (Wits), BChD
(UWC)

1.1.2018–31.12.2019

Prof A Gouws

59

1% 6%9 4L( -PPMRSMW9VFERE'LEQTEMKR

1.1.2018–31.12.2019

Prof MA Fataar

52

BA, HDE, BAHons, MPhil, PhD (UWC)

1.7.2018–30.6.2020

APPOINTED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE MUNICIPALITY OF STELLENBOSCH
Adv GMM van Deventer

59

Dip Viticulture and Botany, Dip Cellar Master and Wine
Maker (First Class) (Elsenburg), BA Law, LLB (SU)

1.12.2016–
30.11.2021

ELECTED BY THE DONORS

•••
•••

Mr GM Steyn
(Chair from 2.4.2012)

59

BA Law, LLB (SU)

2.4.2018–1.4.2022

Mr HR Brody

54

BAccHons (SU), CA(SA), EMP (UCT)

2.4.2018–1.4.2022

Mr JJ Durand

51

BAccHons (SU), MPhil (Oxon), CA(SA)

2.4.2016–1.4.2020

70

BScBEng, MEng, PhD (SU)

2.4.2014–1.4.2018

3YXKSMRK Prof PW van der Walt

•••

:MGI'LEMVJVSQ

ELECTED BY THE PREMIER OF THE WESTERN CAPE PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT

•••

Mr AP van der Westhuizen

59

BCom, HED, MEd (SU)

1.8.2014–31.7.2018

ELECTED BY COUNCIL

•
•

Mr AV Moos

40

BA, BPhil Journalism, MBA (SU)

1.6.2018–31.5.2022

Ms K Njobe

47

Biology (UCLA, USA), MSc (Zoology) (UP), MTE (IMD,
Switzerland)

1.6.2018–31.5.2022

ELECTED BY THE STUDENTS' REPRESENTATIVE COUNCIL
Mr EL Etson

23



1.1.2018–31.12.2018

Mr L Nkamisa

26



1.1.2018–31.12.2018

3YXKSMRK Me LA Julies

23



24.4.2017–
31.12.2017

3YXKSMRK Mr TM Mlangeni

19



10.3.2017–
31.12.2017

•

Stellenbosch University was established in 1918 under Act 13 of 1916 when the Victoria College
was converted into a university.

UNIVERSITY COUNCIL AND
SUBCOMMITTEES OF COUNCIL

T

The University Council (hereafter referred to as Council) is
committed to sound management principles and ensures that
the University is managed in a responsible and transparent
QERRIVEWFI½XWEKSSHGSVTSVEXIGMXM^IR &YWMRIWWEPPSGEXIH
XS'SYRGMPJSVGSRWMHIVEXMSRERHHIGMWMSRQEOMRKMWWIXSYXMR
the Statute of the University, either by established practices or
in terms of the Higher Education Act, 1997. In addition, Council
is accountable to its various interest groups.

'SYRGMPMWGSQTVMWIHSJEGEHIQMGERHRSREGEHIQMGQIQFIVW
duly appointed and nominated in terms of the Statute of
the University, the majority of whom are not staff members
or current students of the University. The role of the Chair
SJ'SYRGMPMWWITEVEXIJVSQXLIVSPISJXLI6IGXSVERH:MGI
'LERGIPPSV SJ XLI 9RMZIVWMX] 8LI 'LEMV SJ 'SYRGMP [EW VI
elected in 2018 to serve a further term as Chair of Council
from 2 April 2018 to 1 April 2022.

Council consisted of 28 members during 2017 (2 positions
EVIZEGERX  'SYRGMPMWGSQTVMWIHSJ½ZII\IGYXMZI'SYRGMP
QIQFIVWMRHITIRHIRXRSRI\IGYXMZI'SYRGMPQIQFIVW
½ZIIQTPS]IIWSJXLI9RMZIVWMX] JSYVQIQFIVWETTSMRXIH

by government and two appointed by the students. The
REQIW SJ XLI QIQFIVW XLIMV UYEPM½GEXMSRW ERH XIVQW SJ
SJ½GIETTIEVSRTEKIWERH
'SYRGMP SJ½GMEPP] QIX ½ZI XMQIW HYVMRK XLI VITSVXMRK ]IEV
The University reports that the average Council meeting
rate of attendance by Council members was 80% for the
year under review. The lowest rate of attendance was 71%.
Council has created structures to ensure that its obligations
to all interest groups are duly met at all times. The following
committees of Council play a direct role in the effective
functioning of the University: the Executive Committee
of Council; the Human Resources Committee of Council;
the Remuneration Committee of Council; the Audit and
Risk Committee of Council, the Social and Business Ethics
Committee of Council, the Investment Committee of
Council and the Language Committee of Council. All the
committees are formally constituted with written mandates
and are mainly comprised of members of Council who are
not staff members or students of the University.
The Council committees meet at different intervals, with
some meeting before every Council meeting and others as
and when required.

7KHIROORZLQJQRQ&RXQFLOPHPEHUVZHUHDSSRLQWHGDVDGGLWLRQDOPHPEHUVRIWKH$XGLWDQG5LVN&RPPLWWHH

••
••
•
•

Prof DP du Plessis

BSc (UCT), MBA, DBA (SU)

Mr JP Bester

BComHons (Acc) (SU), BComHons (ManAcc), BComHons
(InformSys) (UCT), CA(SA)

Mr BHJ Wessels

BCompt (Unisa), GIA(SA)

Mr H van der Ahee

BEng (Chem), BAcc, BComHons (Taxation) (SU), BComp
tHons (Unisa), CA(SA)

7KHIROORZLQJQRQ&RXQFLOPHPEHUVZHUHDSSRLQWHGE\&RXQFLODVPHPEHUVRIWKH,QYHVWPHQW&RPPLWWHH

••
•
•
•
•
•

Prof DP du Plessis

BSc (UCT), MBA, DBA (SU)

Mr GT Ferreira

BCom, MBA (SU)

Prof JD Krige

MCom (SU), FIA (London)

Mr DK Smith

BSc (SU), FASSA, ISMP (HBS)

Mr MM du Toit

BScAgric, MBA (SU)

1W)HIPE,EVTI1IEOIV

BAHons (SU)

7KHIROORZLQJQRQ&RXQFLOPHPEHUVZHUHDSSRLQWHGE\&RXQFLODVPHPEHUVRIWKH6RFLDODQG%XVLQHVV(WKLFV&RPPLWWHH
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••

Mr JP Bester

BComHons (Acc) (SU), BComHons (ManAcc), BComHons
(InformSys) (UCT), CA(SA)

•
•
•

Dr T Theron

BScHons, MSc, PhD (SU)

Prof P Naudé

LicTheol, MA, DTh (SU)

Prof P Pillay

BAdminHons, MAdmin, DAdmin (UKZN)
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THE UNIVERSITY COUNCIL AND SUBCOMMITTEES OF COUNCIL:
MEMBERSHIP AND ATTENDANCE OF MEETINGS IN 2017

2YQFIVSJ
QIQFIVs

2YQFIVSJ
QIIXMRKW

4SWMXMSRW½PPIH

%ZIVEKI
EXXIRHERGI

Audit and Risk Committee

7

7

4

71%

Executive Committee

7

7

6

86%

Human Resources Committee

5

5

5

88%

Investment Committee

8

8

4

70%

Language Committee

8

8

3

67%

Remuneration Committee

4

4

1

75%

Social and Business Ethics Committee

6

6

4

81%

30

28

5

80%

University Council

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF COUNCIL
The Executive Committee of Council within its delegated
powers makes decisions on behalf of Council, deals with
business on behalf of Council, advises Council on policy
decisions and, in the period between Council meetings,
liaises with senior management on matters impacting the
JYRGXMSRWSJ'SYRGMP8LIGSQQMXXIIEPWSJYP½PWEQSRMXSVMRK
and control function on behalf of Council in that it makes
VIGSQQIRHEXMSRWSRXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WXVERWJSVQEXMSRXEVKIXW
and monitors implementation, makes recommendations
on the annual operating and capital budgets, and monitors

progress in terms of the approved budgets and results. The
committee is also responsible for ensuring that the University
MW½RERGMEPP]WSYRHERHVIQEMRWEKSMRKGSRGIVR
8LI )\IGYXMZI 'SQQMXXII SJ 'SYRGMP QIIXW EX PIEWX ½ZI
times a year and consists of seven members, who are also
QIQFIVWSJ'SYRGMP'YVVIRXP]WIZIRTSWMXMSRWEVI½PPIHEW
set out on pages 15 and 16. This committee met six times
during the reporting year and has no matters pending. The
Executive Committee rate of attendance for 2017 averaged 86%.
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AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE OF COUNCIL
The Audit and Risk Committee (ARC), whose terms of
reference and work plan were updated and approved by
Council in 2017, functions in terms of a written Council
mandate. Regarding the University and its associated legal
entities, the ARC is accountable to Council for the following:
• the safeguarding of assets and investments;
• the effectiveness of the integrated assurance process,
IWTIGMEPP]VIKEVHMRK½RERGMEPGSRXVSPW
• the governance of risk management;
• information and technology governance;
• the review of internal and external audit processes,
independence and reports;
• the review of the forensic audit process and reports;
• the evaluation of the effectiveness of the Finance function;
• compliance with various statutory requirements;
• the review of accounting policy;
•XLIVIZMI[SJ½RERGMEPVITSVXMRK
• integrated reporting and sustainability issues; and
• the position of the University as a going concern.
The Audit and Risk Committee of Council, whose Chair
and members are also members of Council or are external
MRHMZMHYEPW [LS LEZI XLI VIUYMVIH ½RERGMEP I\TIVXMWI
XS EWWMWX XLI 'SQQMXXII MR XLI IJ½GMIRX I\IGYXMSR SJ MXW
duties, has been functioning since 31 October 2005. The
Committee consists of seven members, as set out on pages
ERH'YVVIRXP]WIZIRTSWMXMSRWEVI½PPIH8LIQIIXMRKW
EVIEPWSEXXIRHIHF]XLI9RMZIVWMX]´WMRXIVREPERHI\XIVREP
auditors, and its senior management.The unrestricted access
of the auditors to the Audit and Risk Committee ensures
their independence. The Committee may seek independent
TVSJIWWMSREPEHZMGIMRJYP½PPMRKMXWVIWTSRWMFMPMXMIW
The Committee meets at least four times a year, one meeting
SJ[LMGLMWHIHMGEXIHXSVMWOVIPEXIHQEXXIVW8LI'SQQMXXII
TIVJSVQWERERRYEPWIPJIZEPYEXMSRSJMXWJYRGXMSRMRK
HUMAN RESOURCES COMMITTEE OF COUNCIL
TLI ,YQER 6IWSYVGIW 'SQQMXXII SJ 'SYRGMP´W QERHEXI
includes recommendations to Council regarding general
strategy and broad policy on employee matters as well
as appointments and promotions of senior employees.
The committee also communicates appointments and
promotions of employees on job grade 4 in terms of its
delegated authority by Council.
8LI 'SQQMXXII GSRWMWXW SJ ½ZI QIQFIVW REQIP] XLI
'LEMV SJ 'SYRGMP EW GLEMV  XLI:MGI'LEMV SJ 'SYRGMP XLI
Rector; a member of Council not appointed by the staff
or students of the University; and a member appointed by
the employee interest groups of the University. In addition
X[SI\SJ½GMSQIQFIVW [MXLSYXZSXMRKVMKLXW EPWSWIVZI
SRXLI'SQQMXXII REQIP]XLI:MGI6IGXSV 7SGMEP-QTEGX
Transformation and Personnel) and the Chief Director:
,YQER 6IWSYVGIW 'YVVIRXP] EPP ½ZI TSWMXMSRW EVI ½PPIH EW
WIXSYXSRTEKIWERH8LI'SQQMXXIIQIX½ZIXMQIW
during 2017.
INVESTMENT COMMITTEE OF COUNCIL
The Investment Committee appoints asset managers for
WLSVX ERH PSRKXIVQ MRZIWXQIRX JYRHW SJ XLI 9RMZIVWMX]
and the Stellenbosch Trust respectively. This Committee
mandates asset managers, monitors the performance of the
asset managers quarterly and reports to Council and the
Stellenbosch Trust trustees.
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The Investment Committee is comprised of four members
appointed by Council and four members appointed by the
Stellenbosch Trust as set out on pages 15 and 16. Additional
members may be coopted on the grounds of their expertise.
8LI6IGXSVERHXLI'LMIJ3TIVEXMRK3J½GIVEVII\SJ½GMS
members. The Chief Director: Finance attends the meetings
on the grounds of his administrative responsibilities and the
secretariat is provided by the Deputy Director: Financial
Planning and Asset Management. The Committee meets at
least twice a year; it met four times in 2017.

The Remuneration Committee of Council is comprised of
XLI'LEMVSJ'SYRGMPXLI:MGI'LEMVSJ'SYRGMP EWGLEMV ERH
XLVIII\SJ½GMSQIQFIVW [MXLSYXZSXMRKVMKLXW REQIP]XLI
Chief Director: Human Resources; the Director: Human
6IWSYVGIW 6IQYRIVEXMSRERH&IRI½XW ERHEQIQFIVSJ
XLI'LMIJ3TIVEXMRK3J½GIV´WVIWTSRWMFMPMX]GIRXVIEWWIXSYX
on pages 15 and 16.

LANGUAGE COMMITTEE OF COUNCIL
The Language Committee is responsible for the oversight
of language issues and liaises closely with other committees
and the executive management of the University in the
execution of the following tasks among others:

SOCIAL AND BUSINESS ETHICS COMMITTEE OF
COUNCIL
The Social and Business Ethics Committee (SBC) of Council
was formed at the end of 2014 and started functioning
in 2015. The key function of the committee is to serve
as the social conscience of the University, and to ensure
that the institution acts as a responsible corporate citizen.
The committee has overall responsibility for establishing
corporate ethical values and associated codes of conduct
and policies, ensuring that the principles of ethical business
practice are adhered to and evaluating the impact thereof.
The Committee makes the necessary announcements and
VIGSQQIRHEXMSRWMRXIVQWSJMXW½RHMRKWXS'SYRGMP

• oversight of the monitoring, assessment and measurement
SJXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WEGXMZMXMIWVIPEXIHXSPERKYEKI
• the consideration of substantive national and international
guidelines, best practice and legislation in respect of
language;
• advising management regarding sensitive language
implementation issues that may develop urgently and
continually.;
•MRWTIGXMRK 7IREXI´W WIQIWXIV VITSVXW XS QEREKIQIRX
EW [IPP EW QEREKIQIRX´W VIEGXMSR XS XLIQ ERH QEOMRK
recommendations to Council;
•HIPMFIVEXMRKSRQEREKIQIRX´WERRYEPVITSVXSRPERKYEKI
to Council before the Council meeting and, if necessary,
offering inputand recommendations to Council;
•IRWYVMRKXLEXI\IGYXMZIQEREKIQIRXTYXMRTPEGIWYJ½GMIRX
GETEGMX]XSI\IGYXIXLI9RMZIVWMX]´W0ERKYEKI4SPMG]ERH
• forwarding real risks perceived to the Audit and Risk
Committee.
The Language Committee is composed of the Rector;
XLI:MGI6IGXSV 0IEVRMRK ERH8IEGLMRK  ½ZI QIQFIVW SJ
Council appointed from the members elected respectively
F] 7IREXI XLI 1MRMWXIV XLI 'SRZSGEXMSR XLI 7XYHIRXW´
Representative Council and the independent members
SJ 'SYRGMP ERH E GSSTXIH QIQFIV [LS MW ER I\TIVX SR
language and the pedagogic value of language, appointed by
the Language Committee as set out on pages 15 and 16.
8LI GLEMV LEW XS FI E RSRI\IGYXMZI QIQFIV SJ 'SYRGMP
and is appointed by Council. The Committee may, at its
discretion, approach any additional persons with relevant
competencies to attend meetings and assist the Committee
in the execution of its duties. The Committee meets at least
twice a year.
-RXLI'SQQMXXIII\IGYXIHMXWJYRGXMSRWJSVXLI½VWX
time with the introduction of the newly revised Language
Policy. Effective new monitoring mechanisms instituted by
Council found that the faculties implemented the new policy
smoothly and conscientiously.Two surveys targeting students
on the implementation and effectiveness of the policy were
HSRIIEVP]MRXLI½VWXERHWIGSRHWIQIWXIVWERHGSR½VQIH
the reports of the faculties, Senate and management that
the revised Language Policy is succeeding in realising its goals.
REMUNERATION COMMITTEE OF COUNCIL
The Remuneration Committee is responsible for
setting general strategy and broad policy on matters
GSRGIVRMRK WXEJJ VIQYRIVEXMSR ERH JVMRKI FIRI½XW ERH
makes recommendations to Council regarding general
remuneration increases. The Remuneration Committee also
advises Council on the remuneration of the Ombud and
members of the Rectorate.
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The Committee met twice in 2017. Its recommendations
regarding an improved and expanded mandate has been
accepted by Council.

The committee is comprised of six members, namely two
RSRI\IGYXMZI'SYRGMPQIQFIVW X[SVITVIWIRXEXMZIWJVSQ
University management, one staff member with the required
expertise and one external member, who is also a member
of the Audit and Risk Committee as set out on pages 15 and
168LI'LEMVMWERSRI\IGYXMZI'SYRGMPQIQFIV
The committee met four times during 2017. The key aspects
that were considered in 2017 included the use of an ethical
code, ethical aspects regarding declaration of interest with
senior appointments and the role, responsibilities and power
of the Ombud.

COMPLYING WITH LAWS, CODES,
REGULATIONS AND STANDARDS
8LI 9RMZIVWMX]´W MRXIVREP EYHMXSVW GSQQIRGIH [MXL E
compliance function assessment towards the end of 2016.
Action plans and a road map have been agreed with
management to be actioned in 2017 through 2018.

Area
Statute of the
University

SHARING INFORMATION ACCORDING TO
PAIA
Stellenbosch University is committed to fostering a culture
of transparency and accountability through compliance with
the Promotion of Access to Information Act (No. 2 of 2000)
(PAIA) and to information sharing when appropriate. The
University submitted its compulsory section 32 report for
April 2016 to March 2017 to the South African Human
Rights Commission, on 11 April 2017. From January 2017 to
December 2017, the University received 11 requests made
under the Act. Of these, four were granted, one was refused
as the requested records did not exist (Section 23 of PAIA),
three were refused due to the mandatory protection of
privacy of a third party who is a natural person (Section 34
of PAIA), one was refused due to the mandatory protection
of records privileged from production in legal proceedings
(Section 40 of PAIA), and two were refused under Section
44 of PAIA as the requested records contained consultative
EHZMGIKMZIRXS7XIPPIRFSWGL9RMZIVWMX]MRGSR½HIRGI
REPORTING UNDER KING III AND KING IV
The King Code of Governance Principles (King III) has been
applicable to all business entities, including universities, since
1 March 2010. In August 2010, the University performed
an independent internal audit of the extent of compliance
with the applicable King III principles. At that stage the
University had already complied with the majority of the
principles and since compiled a complete action plan with a
view to implementing the outstanding applicable principles.
-QTPIQIRXEXMSRSJXLI/MRK-:6ITSVX´WTVMRGMTPIWTYFPMWLIH
in November 2016 and to be conformed to by entities
whose book year commences after 1 April 2017, has also
been initiated.
The University subscribes to the philosophy of leadership,
sustainability and corporate citizenship as set out in King
III and IV. Where King III requires an explanation of areas
SJRSRGSRJSVQEXMSRF]FYWMRIWWIRXMXMIW[LSHIGPEVIXLEX
they adhere to the principles, King IV requires conformation
to its governance principles and an explanation. As at 31
December 2017 the University did not comply with the
following in respect of King III:

([SODQDWLRQ
Where the amended Statute, which complies with the Higher Education Act, does not meet the require
ments of King III, compensating measures will be put in place for observing the purpose of the guidelines.
The SU Statute is currently being amended and will adhere to the principles of King IV once complete.

Succession planning
+MZIRXLEX'SYRGMPQIQFIVWEVIETTSMRXIHF]ZEVMSYWMRXIVIWXKVSYTWFEWIHSRWTIGM½GI\TIVXMWIXEPIRX
and talent management management is not possible. Succession planning is done by the respective interest groups responsible for the
appointment of their representatives in Council.
of Council members
Council committees

/MRK---VIUYMVIWXLIZEVMSYW'SYRGMPGSQQMXXIIWXSVIZMI[XLIMVVIKYPEXMSRWXSTIVJSVQEWIPJEWWIWWQIRX
annually. Taking into consideration that some of the committees by nature require only biannual meetings,
XLIERRYEPVIZMI[SJXLIWIVIKYPEXMSRWERHWIPJEWWIWWQIRXEVIMQTVEGXMGEP3RGIXLIRI[7XEXYXIGSQIWMRXS
effect, all regulations of Council committees will be reviewed and adjusted, in order to align the regulations
to the Statute. Thereafter regulations will be reviewed as and when necessary.

Remuneration
disclosure

Remuneration disclosure meets the requirements as set by the Regulations for Reporting by Higher
Education Institutions and King III requirements are currently not being met.

Training register
for Audit and Risk
Committee members

Given the expertise of the members and the positions they hold, additional training for Audit and Risk
'SQQMXXIIQIQFIVWMWRSXHIIQIHRIGIWWEV]1IQFIVW[MPPFIVIUYMVIHXSGSR½VQXLIMVGSRXMRYSYW
professional training and development on a regular basis.
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Area

-REPPMRWXERGIWFIPS[XLIEHNYHMGEXMSRERHETTSMRXQIRXWSGGYVVIHMRXIVQWSJXLITVSZMWMSRWSJ79´W4YVGLEWMRKERH8IRHIV
Policy as well as the Rules with regard to Delegation of Authority and Responsibilities.

([SODQDWLRQ

Combined audit
insurance framework
and reporting

A combined audit assurance framework was developed by management and the internal auditors, and
served before the Audit and Risk Committee of Council during 2017. As a result, the Committee added to
its annual meeting schedule a meeting dedicated to risk management (see page 70).

Ensuring compliance
with legislation

The appointment of an additional legal advisor in the Legal Services Division supporting the Director,
provides the capacity for the development of a compliance function including the drafting of a legal
compliance policy, plan and framework. The internal audit assessment of the compliance function will provide
guidance for further steps and action to be taken.
The responsibility for compliance remains at an operational level in line with the embedded risk
QEREKIQIRXQSHIP WIITEKI %'SQTPMERGI3J½GIV[EWETTSMRXIHXS[EVHWXLIIRHSJ

Conforming to the King III and IV principles is an ongoing
process and conforming to corporate governance principles
is therefore evaluated continuously.The University already has
processes in place to evaluate the impact and implementation
of King IV in order to ensure adherence. Some of the
9RMZIVWMX]´W MRRSZEXMSRW MR KSZIVRERGI EVI HIWGVMFIH YRHIV
“Sound and responsible governance processes” in the report
SJXLI'LMIJ3TIVEXMSRW3J½GIVTEKI

FINANCIAL AND CORPORATE
MANAGEMENT
)JJIGXMZIIJ½GMIRXERHXVERWTEVIRX½RERGMEPQEREKIQIRXERH
internal control systems are used to ensure the accuracy of
XLI9RMZIVWMX]´WEGGSYRXMRKVIGSVHWERHXLIMRXIKVMX]SJXLI
HEXEYWIHJSVXLITVITEVEXMSRSJ½RERGMEPWXEXIQIRXW
8LIVI EVI MRLIVIRX PMQMXEXMSRW XS XLI IJ½GMIRG] SJ ER]
internal control system, including the possibility of human
error and the circumvention or subversion of control
QIEWYVIW'SRWIUYIRXP]IZIRERIJ½GMIRXW]WXIQSJMRXIVREP
control can at best only provide reasonable assurance as far
EW½RERGMEPMRJSVQEXMSRMWGSRGIVRIH
The internal and external auditors assess the effectiveness,
IJ½GMIRG]ERHVIPMEFMPMX]SJ½RERGMEPQEREKIQIRXERHMRXIVREP
control systems. Weaknesses in the systems are brought to
the attention of management and, where applicable, to the
attention of the Audit and Risk Committee. Steps are taken
HMPMKIRXP] XS VIGXMJ] HI½GMIRGMIW SJ GSRXVSP ERH SJJIV XLI
STTSVXYRMX]XSMQTVSZIXLIW]WXIQEWERH[LIRHI½GMIRGMIW
EVIMHIRXM½IH8LI9RMZIVWMX]EPWSLEWEJSVQEPTVSGIHYVIMR
place for reporting possible anomalies or fraud.
The University functions in terms of a value system that is
set out in its Strategic Framework and has been adopted
by the University community. Financial management is
based on a set of principles that was adopted by Council
on 19 May 2003. The University also has an Assurance
and Promotion of Ethically Accountable Research Policy.
8LMW TSPMG] MW ETTPMIH F] ½ZI IXLMGW GSQQMXXIIW X[S JSV
research in relation to health and one each for research in
relation to human participants, the care and use of animals,
and environmental and biosafety) to ensure that researchers
EGX MR EGGSVHERGI [MXL PEMHHS[R IXLMGEP RSVQW MR IZIV]
VIPEXMSRWLMT[MXLWYFNIGXWERHSFNIGXWHYVMRKXLIMVWGMIRXM½G
research.The ethical norms set out in the policy already apply
at the time of assessment of the purpose of the particular
research and the formulation of the subject of research, and
EVIEPWSFMRHMRKMRVIWTIGXSJ½RERGIVIWSYVGIW GPMIRXW XLI
community; the physical, biological and social environment;
the safety of researchers and collaborators and the personal
responsibility of the researcher.
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PURCHASING AND TENDERING
PROCEDURES
The Purchasing and Provision Services Department is
responsible for the development and implementation of a
centralised purchasing policy and procedure that is based
on ethics, fairness, impartiality, transparency and competitive
GSWXIJJIGXMZIRIWW-RXLMW[E]XLI(ITEVXQIRX[MWLIWXSSJJIV
all service providers from all communities the opportunity
to do business with SU, irrespective of race, gender or faith.
Price limits determine when service or product purchases
need to be put out to tender or how many quotations should
be obtained. A distinction is also made between institutional,
strategic and capital tenders, as well as tenders that do not
affect the operations of SU as a whole, such as the purchasing
of research equipment. These purchases are each subject to
their own set of rules in terms of the approvals needed before
tenders may be invited and awarded.The rules are contained
MR 79´W 4YVGLEWMRK ERH8IRHIV 4SPMG] EW [IPP EW XLI 6YPIW
with regard to Delegation of Authority and Responsibilities.
Prior to each tender adjudication, members of the tender
GSQQMXXII EVI I\TIGXIH XS GSQTPIXI E HIGPEVEXMSRSJ
MRXIVIWX JSVQ -J ER] QIQFIV ETTIEVW XS LEZI GSR¾MGXMRK
interests, that member does not take part in the adjudication.
Following labour unrests, the Rectorate resolved in 2016
XLEX XLI MRXIVIWXW SJ I\XIVREP WIVZMGI TVSZMHIVW´ WXEJJ ERH
of the University would be best served by means of a
viable sourcing model. Viable sourcing would commence
YTSR XLI I\TMV] SJ IWWIRXMEPWIVZMGIW GSRXVEGXW WYGL EW
cleaning services. This model will enable the University to
transparently determine the optimal solution for the supply
SJ XLIWI WIVZMGIW XS 79 GSRWMHIVMRK ZEVMSYW WXEOILSPHIVW´
MRTYXW -RXLMWVIKEVHEPWSWIIXLI'LMIJ3TIVEXMSRW3J½GIV´W
report, “Sound and responsible governance processes” on
page 44.) The underlying principles of the model include:
• human dignity;
• sustainability of SU;
•½RERGMEPJIEWMFMPMX]
•XVERWTEVIRG]ERHGSR½HIRXMEPMX]
• stakeholder inputs;
• signing of a code of conduct;
• corporate governance; and
•FIWXQYXYEPFIRI½X
Tenders awarded for continuous services in terms of this
model during 2017 included those for the sourcing of
security services and of landscaping and gardening services.
Tenders were also invited for various capital projects, the
largest of which was the building of a new learning and
teaching centre, the Jan Mouton Learning Centre. See the
tables alongside for the tender committee members of the
various projects.
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MEMBERS OF THE TENDER COMMITTEE FOR THE SOURCING OF SECURITY SERVICES

Name

3RVLWLRQ

Ms M du Toit

,IEH8VERWJSVQEXMSR3J½GI

Mr V van der Walt

Director: Risk and Protection Services

Mr A Echardt

Operations Manager: Risk Management and Campus Security

Mr B Malan

'SQTPMERGI3J½GIV7YR'SQ

Mr E Mouton

Director: Business Management: Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences

Ms A Rossouw

Facilities Manager

Ms F Majiet

Director: Financial Services

Ms M Malan

Business Manager: Facilities Management

MEMBERS OF THE TENDER COMMITTEE FOR THE SOURCING OF LANDSCAPING AND GARDENING SERVICES
Mr H Swanepoel

Director: SunCom

Ms C Klein

Facilities Manager

Ms M Malan

Business Manager: Facilities Management

Mr J de Wet

Environmental Sustainability Manager

Ms M Pittaway

Environmental Specialist

Ms M du Toit

,IEH8VERWJSVQEXMSR3J½GI

Ms F Majiet

Director: Financial Services

1V2+E½IPHMIR

Director: Property Services

MEMBERS OF THE TENDER COMMITTEE FOR THE BUILDING OF THE JAN MOUTON LEARNING CENTRE
Ms I Louw

Senior Project Manager

Mr AC Kriel

Manager: Capital Projects

Ms M Malan

Business Manager: Facilities Management

Mr JA Engelbrecht

Director: Planning and Development (acting)

Ms N van den Eijkel

Chief Director: Facilities Management

STUDENT PARTICIPATION
The participation of students in decisionmaking is important
to the University, as also set out in the Strategic Framework.
At a macrolevel students have a seat in the highest formal
WXVYGXYVIWSJEYXLSVMX]WYGLEWXLI7XYHIRXW´6ITVIWIRXEXMZI
Council (SRC) representation in Council, the Senate and
the Institutional Forum. Students are also members of the
faculty boards, the Student Fees Committee, the Honorary
Degrees Committee, the Social Impact Committee and the
selection committees for the appointment of the Rector
ERH:MGI6IGXSVW *YVXLIVQSVI WXYHIRXW WIVZI MR ZEVMSYW
important working committees, such as the Bursaries and
Loans Committee, the Central Disciplinary Committee, the
Quality Committee, the Library Committee and the Student
Accommodation Committee. Student representatives are
appointed from the faculties to form the Academic Affairs
'SYRGMP %%'  XLI'LEMVQERERH:MGI'LEMVQERSJ[LMGL
perform various representative functions in the area of the
:MGI6IGXSV 0IEVRMRK ERH 8IEGLMRK  8LI] WIVZI EQSRK
others, on the Academic Planning Committee and the
Learning and Teaching Committee.
Various advisory forums – for instance for students with
special learning needs or HIV/Aids or who are harassed or

WYJJIVJVSQWYFWXERGIEFYWI¯EPWSEZEMPXLIQWIPZIWSJWXYHIRXW´
skills and knowledge. The Welcoming and Monitoring Work
Group, who manages the welcoming of newcomer students,
consists of various student representatives and all but one
of the monitors are from student ranks. The Stellenbosch
University Advisory Forum for Student Support Services
also includes student representatives.
The Student Councils of Stellenbosch, Tygerberg and the
Military Academy assist with the leadership development of
students. The Frederik van Zyl Slabbert Institute for Student
Leadership Development at the Centre for Student Affairs
presents leadership development opportunities for both
positional leaders (also from residences and private student
[EVHW  ERH RSRTSWMXMSREP PIEHIVW8LI GSRWXMXYXMSR SJ XLI
7SGMIXMIW´ 'SYRGMP QEOIW TVSZMWMSR JSV WXYHIRX WSGMIXMIW
under the leadership of an SRC member, to play a more
structured role in the development of a diverse and healthy
student community.
8LI'LEMVWSJXLI76'ERHXLI%%'LEZIFMQSRXLP]½\IH
QIIXMRKW [MXL XLI:MGI6IGXSV 0IEVRMRK ERH8IEGLMRK  MR
addition to ad hoc meetings arranged as and when required.
Furthermore, the Executive Committee of the SRC meets
at least 10 times with the Rectorate annually for discussing
general management matters.
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Report of

SENATE TO COUNCIL

A

As a statutory body, Senate made an important contribution
XSXLITSWMXMSRMRKSJ7XIPPIRFSWGL9RMZIVWMX]EWEJYPP¾IHKIH
WXGIRXYV] YRMZIVWMX] HYVMRK XLI VITSVXMRK ]IEV 7IREXI
met four times during 2017 to discuss contributions by
its various committees, namely the Executive Committee
of Senate, the Appointments Committee, the Quality
Committee, the various faculty boards, the Committee
on Learning and Teaching, the Readmissions Appeals
Committee, the Academic Planning Committee, the Social
Impact Committee, the Library Committee, the Research
Committee, the Senate Research Ethics Committee, and
the Honorary Degrees Committee (see “Our governance
structure” on page 14). These discussions were followed by
WTIGM½GVIGSQQIRHEXMSRWXS'SYRGMP
Matters that received attention at Senate meetings included
the recommendation to Council of a number of new
academic programmes, a transformation plan, amendments
to the Short Course Policy, as well as the appointment
of deans. The latter included recommendations on the
appointment of deans for the faculties of Education, Arts and
Social Sciences, Theology, and Economic and Management
Sciences. In addition, Senate approved doctoral research
topics and discussed a range of teaching and community
activities in connection with academia.
Due to limited capacity and the large number of applications
VIGIMZIH EPP XLI 9RMZIVWMX]´W YRHIVKVEHYEXI TVSKVEQQIW
have been selection programmes for the past number of
years.

CHANGE IN ACADEMIC STRUCTURES
No changes were made to academic structures during
2017.

PROMOTION OF PROGRAMME
RENEWAL
The Department of Higher Education and Training and the
Council on Higher Education respectively approved and
accredited the following new programmes in 2017:
8QGHUJUDGXDWH
No undergraduate programmes were approved.
3RVWJUDGXDWH
• Doctor of Philosophy in Biomedical Engineering
• Master of Arts in Public Sociology and Anthropology
• Master of Engineering in Biomedical Engineering
(Research)
• Master of Engineering in Biomedical Engineering
(Structured)
• Master of Mindfulness name changed to Master of
Philosophy in Mindfulness
• Master of Science in Implementation Science
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• Postgraduate Diploma in Engineering
• Postgraduate Diploma in Medical Toxicology
• Postgraduate Diploma in State Procurement Policy and
Regulation
• Professional Master of Law in Intellectual Property Law
• Professional Master of Law in State Procurement Policy
and Regulation

COMPOSITION OF SENATE
Senate was constituted as prescribed by the Stellenbosch
University Institutional Statute and comprised:
•XLI6IGXSVERH:MGI'LERGIPPSV4VSJ;.7HI:MPPMIVW
(chair);
• the Rectorate, namely:
 4VSJ8)'PSIXI :MGI6IGXSV6IWIEVGL-RRSZEXMSRERH
Postgraduate Studies);
 4VSJ,'/PSTTIV :MGI6IGXSV7XVEXIK]ERH
Internationalisation);
 4VSJ22/SSTQER :MGI6IGXSV7SGMEP-QTEGX
Transformation and Personnel);
 4VSJ%7GLSSR[MROIP :MGI6IGXSV0IEVRMRKERH
Teaching); and
 4VSJ0ZER,Y]WWXIIR 'LMIJ3TIVEXMRK3J½GIV 
• the Registrar, Dr RR Retief (secretary);
•X[SQIQFIVWSJ'SYRGMP IEGLJSVEX[S]IEVXIVQ 
namely Ms G Arangies and Prof PW van der Walt;
• all full professors of the University;
•½ZIEWWSGMEXITVSJIWWSVW
• four members of the Student Representative Council;
• two academic staff members who are neither professors
nor associate professors;
• two administrative staff members;
• two technical staff members;
• departmental chairs who are not full professors;
• two secundus deans in the Faculty of Military Science; and
•EPPZMGIHIERW[LSEVIRSXJYPPTVSJIWWSVW

CONTRIBUTION TO VICE-RECTORS’
PORTFOLIOS
Senate made a comprehensive and expert contribution
to the portfolios of Operations and Finance; Learning and
Teaching; Research, Innovation and Postgraduate Studies;
Strategy and Internationalisation; and Social Impact,
Transformation and Personnel during the reporting year.
For more information on these portfolios, please turn to
XLI VIWTIGXMZI ZMGIVIGXSVW´ VITSVXW TEKIW  XS  8LI
University also acknowledges excellence by awarding
LSRSVEV] HIKVIIW E 'LERGIPPSV´W 1IHEP ERH 'LERGIPPSV´W
Awards – for more on this, consult page 96.

The Senate of 1904 The

Senate
SJXLI:MGXSVME'SPPIKIXLEX
became the University of
Stellenbosch in 1918, in the
foyer of the “Ou Hoofgebou”.

Prof Wim de Villiers
Chair of Senate

Council also declared the following persons to be members
of Senate:
• The chief directors of Facilities Management; Finance;
Sport; and Strategic Initiatives and Human Resources.
• The senior directors of the Library and Information
Service; Information Technology; Innovation and Business
Development; Institutional Research and Planning;
Corporate Communications; Learning and Teaching
)RLERGIQIRXXLI4SWXKVEHYEXIERH-RXIVREXMSREP3J½GI
Research; Development and Alumni Relations; Social
Impact; Student Affairs; and Prospective Students.
• The director of the Centre for Teaching and Learning.
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Report of the

INSTITUTIONAL FORUM
The Institutional Forum (IF) is an advisory body that, in terms of section 31(1) of
the amended Higher Education Act 101 of 1997, advises the University Council on
policy matters, including the implementation of provisions of the aforementioned
act and of national policies on higher education.

LOOKING FORWARD

I

The IF feels very strongly that the existing codes of conduct
for staff and students should continue to receive attention in
order to expedite the establishment of an inclusive culture
on campus. In this respect, the pursuit of a listening, tolerant
culture is particularly important.

IF activities consist of meetings to consider advice to
Council, as well as opportunities for discussion between the
IF executive committee and the Rectorate. From time to
time, the IF utilises three task teams on diversity and equity,
institutional planning, and institutional culture respectively
XS½REPMWIMXWEGXMZMXMIWQSVIW[MJXP] 1IQFIVWZSPYRXIIVXS
serve on the task team(s) of their choice. The task teams
are mandated to properly investigate the matters assigned
XSXLIQERHVITSVXFEGOXSXLI-*[LMGLXLIRTVSZMHIW[IPP
considered advice to Council. The latest amendments to
the Higher Education Act now compel the SU Council to
consider the aforementioned advice and, if it is not adopted,
to furnish the IF with written reasons for such decision.

COMPOSITION OF THE
INSTITUTIONAL FORUM
According to the Statute of the University, the IF consists of 32
members. Eight members are appointed as prescribed from
each of the four sectors of governance and management, staff,
students and the community. Now that notice has been given
of the imminent amendment of the Statute, the composition
of the IF will require urgent attention in the course of 2018,
also in light of the national trend.

ACTIVITIES
The IF is expected to advise Council on policy documents
ERH XS GSQQIRX SR XLI 9RMZIVWMX] QEREKIQIRX´W MQTPI
mentation of the Higher Education Act. To this end, the
full IF and its executive committee each meets four times
a year. Extraordinary meetings may also be convened on
matters of urgency, and one such meeting to discuss the
new Admissions Policy indeed took place this past year.
At each executive committee meeting, the agenda of the
JSPPS[MRK -* QIIXMRK MW ½REPMWIH8LI I\IGYXMZI GSQQMXXII
also endeavours to meet with the Rectorate prior to each
IF meeting.
1SVISZIV XLI -* GSRXMRYSYWP] WIIOW XS JSGYW SR WTIGM½G
matters in addition to its legally prescribed duties and
responsibilities so as to provide Council with proactive
advice for its consideration and further investigation. The
WXVEXIKMG TVMSVMXMIW SJ XLI 9RMZIVWMX] EVI GSRWMHIVIH TEVE
mount throughout.
Towards the end of May 2017, two members also represented
the IF at a meeting of the parliamentary portfolio committee
on higher education at short notice.
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-RPMKLXSJXLI9RMZIVWMX]´W:MWMSRMRXIVQWSJ[LMGLXLI
institution seeks to be welcoming and inclusive, the IF will
continue to recommend necessary amendments to policies
and regulations in order to realise this vision.

In addition, the IF is positive about the constructive
discussions that took place regarding the proposed new
framework for the appointment of senior staff (post level 1– 4).
With a view to the future, the IF will continue its normal,
legally prescribed activities in 2018, while also actively
focusing on encouraging campus discussions on aspects of
diversity promotion and transformation. Feedback will be
provided to Council by way of formal reports.
Dr HP Muller,
½VWX'LEMVSJXLI-RWXMXYXMSREP
Forum 1999

6RPHRIWKH¼UVWFRORXUHG0DWLH
VWXGHQWVLQ The IF remains

Mr Le Roux Burrows
Chair: Institutional Forum

TRANSFORMATION ON CAMPUS
The IF remains committed to actively take part in accelerated
transformation in order to establish a culture of inclusivity on
XLI9RMZIVWMX]´WGEQTYWIW-RXLMWVIKEVHER-*VITVIWIRXEXMZI
serves on the Transformation Committee, which is chaired
F] XLI :MGI6IGXSV 7SGMEP -QTEGX 8VERWJSVQEXMSR ERH
Personnel) and reports to the Rectorate.

Mr Le Roux Burrows

GSQQMXXIHXSEGXMZIP]XEOITEVX
MREGGIPIVEXIHXVERWJSVQEXMSR
MRSVHIVXSIWXEFPMWLEGYPXYVI
of inclusivity on the University’s
campuses.

Chair of the Institutional Forum

APPOINTMENT OF SENIOR STAFF
As provided for by the applicable rules, the IF took part in
the processes for the appointment of various deans. For this
purpose, the IF in each instance elected one member to
serve on the respective selection committees.
COMMENT ON PROPOSED POLICIES
University policies on which the IF advised Council by way of
formal reports in 2017 included:
•XLI½REP%HQMWWMSRW4SPMG]
• the Policy in respect of Short Courses;
•XLI4SPMG]SR2SR%YHMX7IVZMGIWERH
• the Policy on Centres, Bureaus and Institutes (CBIs).
The IF supports the overall intentions of the policies above.
The Forum proposed technical and editorial amendments
to some of the policies, and emphasised the urgent need
for training and empowerment to enable effective policy
implementation.
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Our performance against our

STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
In this chapter, the report of the Rector and Vice-Chancellor presents an overview of the
University’s performance as measured against its strategic priorities, strategic management
indicators and its Council’s targets for the year under review. The Chief Operating Officer and
the Vice-Rectors report in more detail on how their responsibility centres fared with their
strategic goals. The reports provide an outline of how their integrated plans – encapsulating the
business plans of the various entities that they manage – contribute to the strategic direction
that Stellenbosch University has embarked upon as a 21st century university. The direction is
in line with the strategic priorities, themes and objectives as set out in Stellenbosch University
Institutional Intent and Strategy 2013–2018 and summarised on page 6 and 7.
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The

RECTORATE
The Rector, Chief Operating Officer and Vice-Rectors are the executive management of the
University. They are ex officio members of Senate and of Council. The Registrar is responsible
for institutional governance support, legal services and the academic administration of the
University. The Rectorate is given here as at 31 December 2017.

CHIEF OPERATING
OFFICER

CHIEF OPERATING
OFFICER

3URI/HRSROGW
YDQ+X\VVWHHQ
BScAgricHons, MScAgric,
PhDAgric

3URI6WDQGX3OHVVLV
BCom, BComHons, MPhil,
PhD

Joined the University in
1999; appointed as Chief
3TIVEXMRK3J½GIVMR
retired on 31 December
2017

Joined the University in
1999; appointed Chief
3TIVEXMRK3J½GIVHIWMKREXI
in 2017, assuming position
on 1 January 2018

VICE-RECTOR
(LEARNING AND
TEACHING)
3URI$UQROG6FKRRQZLQNHO
BEngHons, MEng, MBA, PhD,
PrEng
Joined the University in 1988;
appointed as
:MGI6IGXSV 0IEVRMRKERH
Teaching) in 2012

VICE-RECTOR
(RESEARCH,
INNOVATION AND
POSTGRADUATE
STUDIES)
3URI(XJHQH&ORHWH
BSc, BScHons, MSc, DSc
Joined the University in 2009;
ETTSMRXIHEW:MGI6IGXSV
(Research and Innovation) in
2012 and portfolio expanded
in 2015

7KH9LFWRULD&ROOHJH&RXQFLOLQ
&EGOVS[JVSQPIJXXSVMKLX8.HI;EEP*;6SFIVXW
CM Neethling, PD Cluver. Front row, from left to right:
JH Neethling, JL Marais, A Moorrees, DS Botha.
Absent: DF Malan.

RECTOR AND VICECHANCELLOR

VICE-RECTOR
(STRATEGY AND
INTERNATIONALISATION)

VICE-RECTOR
(SOCIAL IMPACT,
TRANSFORMATION AND
PERSONNEL)

3URI:LPGH9LOOLHUV
MB,ChB, MMed (Int), FCP(SA),
DPhil, MHCM, DSc hc

3URI+HVWHU.ORSSHU
BACur, MCur, PhD, MBA,
DNurs hc, FAAN, ASSAf

3URI1LFR.RRSPDQ
BA, BTh, BThHons, MTh, DTh

Joined the University in 2015
with his appointment as
6IGXSVERH:MGI'LERGIPPSV
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Joined the University in 2016
with her appointment as
:MGI6IGXSV
(Strategy and
Internationalisation)

Joined the University in 2001;
ETTSMRXIHEW:MGI6IGXSV
(Social Impact,Transformation
and Personnel) in 2016

REGISTRAR
'U5RQHO5HWLHI
BA, BAHons, MA, DLitt
Joined the University
in 1998; appointed as
Registrar in 2017

EXECUTIVE
MANAGER: RECTORATE
'U-HURPH6ODPDW
BCom, HED, MEd, PhD
Joined the University in
2004; appointed as
Executive Manager:
Rectorate in 2015
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Report of the

RECTOR AND VICE-CHANCELLOR
Stellenbosch University (SU) was created out of Victoria College by an act of Parliament in
1918. In 2017, on the cusp of our milestone Centenary, we found ourselves ideally placed to
reflect on the road travelled thus far, and to advance resolutely on our journey to become the
institution we aim to be. At the same time, we remained focused on the present – because the
important work of the University continues unabated.

S

SU has become a leading higher education institution that
is making a crucial contribution to human development in
our country, on our continent and in the rest of the world.
3YVKVEHYEXIWEVI[IPPUYEPM½IHERHMRXIVREXMSREPP]WSYKLX
after, our research is innovative and relevant, and our social
impact is extensive.
;IGERHMZMHI79´WEGXMZMXMIWMRMRXSXLVIIQEMREVIEW
preparing for our Centenary commemoration in 2018,
working on a new vision and future strategy to take the
University beyond 2018, and solidifying the gains we had
made in our core business – particularly research and
innovation, learning and teaching, as well as social impact and
transformation.
79´W -RWXMXYXMSREP -RXIRX ERH 7XVEXIK] LEW KYMHIH XLI
MRWXMXYXMSR WMRGI 8LMW HSGYQIRX MW³XVERWPEXIH´ MRXS ER
Institutional Plan every year, which in 2017 comprised seven
main strategies: to broaden access, sustain momentum on
excellence, enhance social impact, expand internationalisation,
EHZERGIW]WXIQMGXVERWJSVQEXMSR IRLERGIW]WXIQMGWYWXEMR
ability and execute the Campus Renewal Project.
In the reporting period, we pursued these strategies in an
MRXIKVEXIH [E] EGVSWW XLI MRWXMXYXMSR [MXL QEREKIQIRX´W
responsibility centres coordinating the activities of support
services and faculties throughout the University so that we
could go forward together. This annual integrated report of
7XIPPIRFSWGL9RMZIVWMX]VI¾IGXWSYVTVSKVIWWMRXLMWVIKEVH
-R XLI JSPPS[MRK TEVEKVETLW - [MPP LMKLPMKLX WMKRM½GERX
achievements in pursuit of our seven main strategies in the
course of the year in review. For more details, please turn to
the rest of the report.

BROADENING ACCESS
The diversity of both our staff and student bodies improved
in 2017. Our black African, coloured, Indian and Asian
contingent increased to 46,7% of all staff, and 40,1% of all
students (see table on page 34). SU is indeed becoming
more inclusive. This also applies to gender, with female
permanent staff having increased to 57,1% of the total staff
corps. In all of these categories, plans are in place to make
further progress.
We also celebrated the tenth anniversary of our Disability
Unit. In 2017, SU had 349 registered students with disabilities,
being those students who identify as having disabilities and
have sought support in some or other form. Highlights
included seeing ten students who had been assisted by the
Braille Unit graduate in December, as well as witnessing nine
members of the Maties Parasport Club compete in the
World Para Athletics Championships in London, where we
[SRSJ8IEQ7%´WQIHEPW
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-RXLI½IPHWSJVIWIEVGLERHMRRSZEXMSR[IJYVXLIVMRGVIEWIH
our numbers of postdoctoral fellows, researchers rated
by the National Research Foundation, as well as patent
ETTPMGEXMSRW 3XLIV LMKLPMKLXW MR  [IVI 79´W XLMVH
satellite being put into orbit, and our Faculty of Medicine
ERH ,IEPXL 7GMIRGIW´ ERRSYRGIQIRX XLEX E XIEQ JVSQ 79
and Tygerberg Academic Hospital had performed a second
TIRMWXVERWTPERX8LMWQEHIMXXLI½VWXQIHMGEPGIRXVIMRXLI
world to successfully perform this procedure twice, having
TIVJSVQIHXLI[SVPH´W½VWXWYGLXVERWTPERXMR

ENHANCING SOCIAL IMPACT

Prof JJ Smith,
½VWX6IGXSV
Stellenbosch University 1918

4VSJ;MQHI:MPPMIVW
6IGXSVERH:MGI'LERGIPPSV

SUSTAINING MOMENTUM ON
EXCELLENCE
For the 2017 academic year, which included both the
December 2017 and March 2018 graduation ceremonies,
SU again set new records in terms of the number of
UYEPM½GEXMSRWE[EVHIH-RXSXEP[IGSRJIVVIHHIKVIIW
HMTPSQEW ERH GIVXM½GEXIW 8LIWI MRGPYHIH   QEWXIV´W
degrees and 305 PhDs – both new records – of which 44%
and 41% respectively went to black African, coloured, Indian
ERH%WMER VIGMTMIRXW HIQSRWXVEXMRK 79´W GSRXVMFYXMSR EW E
national asset.
In addition, we initiated an annual system of institutional
teaching awards to show the same amount of institutional
support for excellence in teaching and learning than that
normally made available to research and innovation. The
awards form part of a range of measures designed to
develop a cadre of academics who are able to provide
inspiration and leadership in teaching in their disciplines and
across the institution. Our student success rate reached an
EPPXMQILMKLSJ MR
SU also again attracted top students. An astonishing 46%
SJ XLI ]IEV´W GSLSVX SJ RI[GSQIV ½VWX]IEVW EGLMIZIH
an aggregate of 80% and above in their National Senior
'IVXM½GEXII\EQMREXMSRXLITVIZMSYW]IEVERH EXXEMRIH
an aggregate of between 70% and 79%.
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As the effect of the drought in the Western Cape worsened
during the reporting year, an SU initiative captured the public
imagination. Our Faculty of Engineering developed a smart
water meter, which was rolled out to a hundred schools,
not only helping them save water, but also spreading the
conservation message far and wide (see page 85). This was
FYXSRII\EQTPISJ79´WMQTEGXSRXLIFVSEHIVWSGMIX]8LI
WGMIRGIJSVWSGMIX] JVEQI[SVO LEW F] RS[ FIGSQI ½VQP]
entrenched at SU, without compromising our commitment
to basic science.
The values that we aspire to had an equally strong impact on
campus. SU regards universities as places of discourse and
debate. Therefore, we frequently host events on campus to
contribute to the national dialogue on topical social issues.
-RXLIVITSVXMRKTIVMSHERYQFIVSJLMKLTVS½PIWTIEOIVWEX
XLIWIIZIRXWIQTLEWMWIHXLIRIIHXSTVSXIGX7SYXL%JVMGE´W
constitutional democracy, including Prof Homi Bhabha, Ms
Judith February, and Judges Albie Sachs and Mahomed Navsa.

EXPANDING INTERNATIONALISATION
Having established a new responsibility centre at top
management level catering for internationalisation in 2016,
XLMW EVIE VIGIMZIH WMKRM½GERXP] QSVI EXXIRXMSR MR XLI ]IEV
MRVIZMI[%WTSMRXIHSYXF]XLI:MGI6IGXSV 7XVEXIK]ERH
Internationalisation), the internationalisation brief is to “bring
SU to the world and the world to SU”.
We are making good progress in building our reputation –
not only in South Africa and on the rest of our continent,
but also globally. This is evident from the students we attract,
SYVMRXIVREXMSREPTEVXRIVW´[MPPMRKRIWWXSGSSTIVEXI[MXLYW
ERHXLIIZIVKVS[MRKRYQFIVSJVIUYIWXWJVSQYRMZIVWMXMIW
across the world to collaborate with SU.
8S QSZI JSV[EVH MR TYVWYMRK 79´W WXVEXIKMG KSEP SJ
internationalisation, an Institutional Advisory Committee on
Internationalisation was established in 2017. Its purpose is to
advise SU International on issues of internationalisation and
promote internationalisation at the University.
Despite our global vision, we maintain a particularly strong
presence in Africa beyond our own national borders. For
instance, we have more than 400 collaborative projects in 42
African countries with more than 600 African collaborators.
We also host the secretariat of the NEPAD Southern African
Network of Water Centres of Excellence (SANWATCE),
TEVXMGMTEXIH MR TER%JVMGER GSRWSVXME WYGL EW 4)6-4)6-9

(building disaster risk capacity) and TRECCAfrica (building
skills to combat climate change and resource depletion),
and are active in the African Research Universities Alliance
(ARUA).

ADVANCING SYSTEMIC
TRANSFORMATION
-RMQTSVXERXI\XIVREPVSPITPE]IVWI\TVIWWIHKVS[MRK
GSR½HIRGIMR79EWEXVERWJSVQMRKMRWXMXYXMSR
PARLIAMENTARY PORTFOLIO COMMITTEE
-R 1E] [I QIX [MXL 4EVPMEQIRX´W 4SVXJSPMS 'SQQMXXII SR
Higher Education and Training for the third consecutive
]IEV;IVITSVXIHXLEX79´W8VERWJSVQEXMSR4PERLEHFIIR
approved two months earlier. The committee commended
SU for the progress made, but also raised critical questions,
as it indeed should. Parliament plays a vital oversight role in
7SYXL%JVMGE´WGSRWXMXYXMSREPHIQSGVEG]79MWETVSYHTYFPMG
university and is therefore happy to report to the nation in
this way. We told the committee that although SU still had
some way to go, we were resolute to stay the course, taking
all our stakeholders along on our transformation journey.
GENDER COMMISSION
In November, we made a presentation to the Commission
for Gender Equality in Johannesburg regarding our progress
towards gender equality. We pointed out that 54% of our
students and 56% of our staff members were female. Also in
XIVQWSJUYEPM½GEXMSRWEGLMIZIHJIQEPIWXYHIRXW[IVIMRXLI
QENSVMX]3JEPPXLSWI[LSEGLMIZIH79UYEPM½GEXMSRWMR
56% of undergraduates and 55% of postgraduates were
female. In addition, 56% of those living in University housing
were women. Gender equality among staff is showing a
positive trend, although we acknowledge that women are
underrepresented in the academic corps as well as at senior
levels, both academic and management. This is receiving
attention.
We also told the Commission for Gender Equality about the
work of our task team on rape culture, which management
had established to investigate the factors underpinning
gender violence on campus. The team found that, just as in
society at large, gender violence not only violated the victims/
survivors, but affected everyone – staff, students, friends
and family of victims/survivors, as well as the perpetrators.
9RMZIVWMXMIW´ VSPI MR EHHVIWWMRK KIRHIV ZMSPIRGI MW RSX SRP]
about engaging students while on campus, but also about
equipping our graduates to be agents of change in the
broader society.
CURRICULUM REVIEW
-RWXMXYXMSREP TVSKVEQQI VIRI[EP LEW FIIR MHIRXM½IH EW E
strategic priority for the Learning and Teaching responsibility
centre. The initiative gained momentum in 2017 with a
[SVOWLSTXLEXPIHXSXLIMHIRXM½GEXMSRSJSRITVSKVEQQI
per faculty for immediate renewal.The Programme Advisory
Committee tabled 23 new programme submissions to the
authorities for approval, accreditation and registration with a
view to introduction in 2019.
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The matter of decolonising the curriculum received special
attention. A task team produced a report under the auspices
SJ 7IREXI´W 'SQQMXXII JSV 0IEVRMRK ERH8IEGLMRK ERH E
discussion document was tabled at Council.
The conversation on systemic transformation is set to
continue throughout the University, including in faculties and
student environments.

ENHANCING OUR SYSTEMIC
SUSTAINABILITY
CENTENARY COMMEMORATION
8LIJVEQI[SVOJSVQEVOMRK79´W'IRXIREV][EWTYX
in place in 2017. We said that we would celebrate great
EGLMIZIQIRXW ERH KVSYRHFVIEOMRK HMWGSZIVMIW EX 79 SZIV
the past 100 years. However, at the same time, the University
stated clearly that it acknowledged “its contribution to the
injustices of the past” and committed itself to “appropriate
redress and development initiatives1”. We also undertook
to honour the critical Matie voices of the past who would
not be silenced, despite being ostracised at the time.
Against this backdrop of excellent achievements and
valuable lessons from our complex history, the Centenary
themed “100 years of learning, growing and moving forward
XSKIXLIV²WMKRM½IWERI[FIKMRRMRKJSV79 FIMRKEREGXMZI
ERHIRIVKIXMGTEVXMGMTERXMR7SYXL%JVMGE´WNSYVRI]XS[EVHW
a just society.
INSTITUTIONAL STRATEGY REVIEW
Determining our future direction was an important task in
the reporting year, as the existing framework guiding SU,
our Institutional Intent and Strategy 2013–2018, will be
I\TMVMRK MR SYV 'IRXIREV] ]IEV;SVO SR 79´W RI[:MWMSR
2040 and Strategic Framework 2019–2024 started in 2016
EPVIEH]-R½ZIXEWOXIEQW[SVOIHSRWTIGM½GEWTIGXW
and various levels of management across the University
provided extensive inputs. Staff and students were consulted
and Council discussed aspects such as the proposed vision,
mission and values of the University.

AGREEMENT WITH DEPARTMENT OF DEFENCE
In October, we signed a new memorandum of agreement
(MOA) with the National Department of Defence to
reinforce our relationship, which dates back to the 1960s. SU
is the only university in the country offering military science
training. This makes the new MOA vital for the sustainability
SJRSXSRP]SYV(IJIRGI*SVGI FYXEPWS79´WSTIVEXMSRWEX
its Saldanha campus.The intention of the new MOA – which
is a revision of the agreement signed in 2012 – is to facilitate
a closer working relationship between the two parties.
STAFF CULTURE AND CLIMATE SURVEY
In the year in review, we requested staff members to
TEVXMGMTEXIMR79´W½VWXMRWXMXYXMSREPGYPXYVIERHGPMQEXIWYVZI]
The response rate was 26%, and the subsequent report
TVSZMHIH VIPMEFPI ERH ZIVM½EFPI HEXE ¯ FSXL UYERXMXEXMZI
and qualitative – to serve as a basis for interventions and
solutions. Overall, most of the respondents revealed a
positive attitude towards the University. They indicated that
XLI] [IVI TVSYH SJ 79´W I\GIPPIRGI ERH UYEPMX] ERH XLEX
they felt positive about the work environment it offered.The
survey also showed that staff were culturally aware and had
a generally positive approach to transformation.
However, the survey did identify certain areas of concern.
Some respondents were less positive about aspects such as
career development, job security, workload and stress factors,
WEPEVMIWERHFIRI½XWEW[IPPEWTIVJSVQERGIQEREKIQIRX
Encouragingly, most staff members who participated
I\TVIWWIH XLIMV IEKIVRIWW XS LIPT ½RH WSPYXMSRW 8LIVI
is a common desire to foster a climate of high morale,
MRRSZEXMSR ERH E [IPGSQMRK ERH TISTPIGIRXVIH GEQTYW
culture. Our objective is to repeat the survey every two
years to measure progress and ensure that we are aware of
any new areas of concern.

EXECUTING THE CAMPUS RENEWAL
PROJECT
;LMPI XLI ½RIV HIXEMPW [MPP FI LEQQIVIH SYX FIJSVI

WYFQMXXMRKE½REPHVEJXXS'SYRGMP XLIGSRWIRWYWMWXLEX[I
want to be a relevant university, playing a key role in the
development of our nation and continent. We also want to
contribute to a society of dignity, healing, justice, freedom
and equality for all.

WATER CRISIS
The looming water crisis in the Western Cape also
constituted a major component of systemic sustainability
in 2017. We crafted a fourfold strategy to ensure the
uninterrupted continuation of our academic programme.This
entails upgrading existing infrastructure to save and reuse
water, unlocking additional sources by way of boreholes and
½PXVEXMSRTPERXWGSPPEFSVEXMRK[MXLXLIVIPIZERXEYXLSVMXMIWEX
all levels of government, and engaging staff and students in
[EXIVWEZMRKIJJSVXWXLVSYKLGSQQYRMGEXMSRHVMZIW
RECYCLING
We are very proud of our recycling statistics. SU recycles
around 70% of all general waste from our Stellenbosch,
Tygerberg and Bellville Park campuses. This means that
PIWW[EWXIIRHWYTEXPERH½PPW [LMGLXYVRWYWMRXSEQSVI
environmentally friendly and sustainable institution.

Construction of a major new learning centre, which is set
to alleviate the shortage of teaching space on Stellenbosch
campus and promote student success inclusively and
innovatively, commenced in September.
The funders of the building are the Department of Higher
Education and Training, the SU Council, the University itself,
as well as individual donors. The largest of these is Mr Jannie
1SYXSR [LSMWER79EPYQRYW PSRKWXERHMRKHSRSVXSXLI
University, as well as founder of the investment company PSG
Group. He donated R50 million towards the project in 2016.
The name of the new building will honour the memory of
his father, Johannes Jacobus Mouton, or Jan Mouton for short.
Like his son, Jan Mouton Snr also studied at SU. The youngest
SJWIZIRGLMPHVIRLI[EWE½VWXKIRIVEXMSRWXYHIRX[LSEJXIV
½RMWLMRKWGLSSPMRMXMEPP][SVOIHJSVJSYV]IEVWXSIEVRIRSYKL
money to pay for his studies. At SU, he obtained the degree
&'SQMRERHETSWXKVEHYEXIUYEPM½GEXMSRMRIHYGEXMSRMR
1942. He later became a shopkeeper in Carnarvon, where he
also served as mayor for many years, reaching out to various
communities in town. He later moved to Pretoria, where he
worked in agricultural management. He passed away in 1975.

*VSQ79´W7XVEXIKMG*VEQI[SVOJSVXLIXYVRSJXLI'IRXYV]ERH&I]SRHEHSTXIHF]'SYRGMPSR1EVGL
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MOVING FORWARD
Overall, 2017 was a very successful academic year for SU. We
continued to go from strength to strength in terms of student
success rates and research outputs, despite a tight budget.
The institution that achieved formal university status in 1918
has grown into a reputable and consequential university in
7SYXL%JVMGEWIVZMRKERIZIVFVSEHIVWIGXMSRSJXLITSTYPEXMSR
SU has done well to position itself as a globally competitive,
locally relevant institution.

The University is increasingly seen as an institution with
enormous potential for facilitating transformation and having a
meaningful social impact. I am honoured to lead the University
into its Centenary year, and I give credit to all our hardworking
staff and students for our many achievements.

MINISTERIAL ENROLMENT AND EFFECTIVENESS TARGETS FOR 2019 AND STELLENBOSCH
UNIVERSITY’S PERFORMANCE, 2015–2017

68LQ
MLQLVWHULDO7DUJHW 2015
Head count
*YPPXMQIIUYMZEPIRXWXYHIRXW
Funded teaching input unit (weighted
JYPPXMQIIUYMZEPIRX
*MVWXXMQIIRXIVMRK½VWX]IEVW

27 510 in 2012 to increase to 30 809 in 2019, annual
increase of 1,6% between 2012 and 2019

29 613

68LQ
2016

68LQ
2017

30 160

31 114

22 193 in 2012 to increase to 25 330 in 2019

23 128

23 745

24 311

77 965 in 2021/22 (the funded teaching input share will
change from 5,38% in 2015/16 to 5,33% in 2021/22)

73 615

75 005

79 828

5 230 in 2019, average annual increase of 4,1% from 3 936
in 2012

5 285

5 025

5 200

0DMRU¼HOGVRIVWXG\
Science, engineering and technology

52% in 2019

48,7

48,3

48,5

Business and management

22% in 2019

21,1

21,6

21,7

Education

5% in 2019

5,3

4,4

4,3

Humanities

21% in 2019

24,9

25,7

25,5

/HYHOVRIVWXG\
Undergraduate

63% in 2019

62,5

63,3

62,4

4SWXKVEHYEXIFIPS[QEWXIV´W

12,9% in 2019

12,8

12,3

12,8

1EWXIV´W

16,6% in 2019

16,6

16,3

15,9

Doctoral

4,7% in 2019

5,2

5,2

5,4

Occasional students

2,8% in 2019

2,9

2,8

3,5

To increase from 7 681 in 2012 to 8 130 in 2019

7 816

8 208

8 932

7RWDOJUDGXDWHV

*UDGXDWHVLQVFDUFHVNLOOV
Engineering

455 in 2019

507

525

541

Life and physical sciences

404 in 2019

444

488

474

Animal and human health sciences

438 in 2019

403

408

413

Initial teacher education

355 in 2019

428

336

328

*UDGXDWHVDWGLIIHUHQWOHYHOV
4SWXKVEHYEXIFIPS[QEWXIV´W
6IWIEVGLQEWXIV´W

2 706 in 2019

2 629

2 554

2 691

867 in 2019

927

877

928

Doctoral

231 in 2019

267

278

305

8EVKIXIHWYGGIWWVEXI

 MR

86,7



87,1

INTERPRETATION OF COMPARATIVE ENROLMENT AND EFFECTIVENESS VALUES
AND THE MINISTERIAL TARGETS FOR 2019

The table above shows how Stellenbosch University fared in 2015, 2016 and 2017, measured against the enrolment
and effectiveness targets set by the Minister of Higher Education and Training for the University for 2019. These statistics
are extracted annually from the Higher Education Management Information System (HEMIS) and submitted to the
Department of Higher Education and Training, who compares the performance of universities in South Africa. Stellenbosch
9RMZIVWMX]´WWYGGIWWVEXITIVJSVQERGISJ JSVI\GIIHWXLI1MRMWXIV´WXEVKIXSJ 
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MONITORING ON THE WAY FORWARD – STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT INDICATORS

The Institutional Plan contains key overarching strategic management indicators (SMIs) with which we measure how we
EVIJEVMRKMRXLIVIEPMWEXMSRSJSYVMRWXMXYXMSREPKSEPW*SVIEGLSJSYV-RWXMXYXMSREP-RXIRXERH7XVEXIK]´WTVMSVMXMIWXLIQIW
ERHKSEPW[IHIWGVMFIWTIGM½GWXVEXIKMGEGXMSRWXLEXEVIWXMTYPEXIHF]IEGLJEGYPX]ERHTVSJIWWMSREPWIVZMGIMRHMZMHYEPP]
The complete details are contained in the separate plans of each responsibility centre. In these plans the faculties and
professional service divisions indicate how they will achieve the goals of the institution by way of their action plans. All
faculties and professional services are jointly responsible for achieving the targets in the Institutional Plan and therefore
work in an integrated manner according to our business model.

OUR STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT INDICATORS

(QKDQFHVRFLDOLPSDFW

6XVWDLQPRPHQWXPRIH[FHOOHQFH

%URDGHQDFFHVV

6WUDWHJLF
3ULRULW\

6WUDWHJLF0DQDJHPHQW
,QGLFDWRU

2023
2017 7DUJHW

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Share of students from black Af
rican, coloured, Indian and Asian
population groups (%)

32,9

33,1

34,6

36,6

37,8

38,7

Share of permanent staff from
black African, coloured, Indian and
Asian population groups (%)

40,0

41,0

43,0

43,2

43,8

45,6

46,7

55,0

Share of female permanent staff
(%)

53,5

54,0

54,9

55,9

56,0

56,6

57,1

60,0

Share of undergraduate module
credits taught in Afrikaans and
English to PARALLEL class groups
(%)

16,6

15,4

17,5

20,9

25,0

Share of undergraduate module
credits taught in BOTH Afrikaans
and English to the SAME class
group (%)

62,9

69,5

69,5

64,6

60,0

Share of undergraduate module
credits taught in EITHER
Afrikaans OR English to a class
group (%)

20,4

15,1

13,0

14,5

15,0

40,1

47,5

Permanent teaching and research
staff with doctorates (%)

60,5

61,3

60,8

61,8

60,6

60,3

60,2

65,0

Ratio of weighted research
SYXTYXWTIVJYPPXMQI
equivalent teaching and research
staff member

1,83

2,41

2,33

2,50

2,53

2,64

*

2,44

,)1-7FEWIHWYGGIWWVEXISJ
undergraduate and postgraduate
students (%)

83,4

84,9

85,9

85,1

86,7

85,9

87,1

85,5

6EXMSSJJYPPXMQIIUYMZEPIRX
students, weighted by level of
WXYH]TIVJYPPXMQIIUYMZEPIRX
teaching and research staff
member

25,39

25,85

24,57

25,44

26,16

25,9

*

24,00

8LMVHWXVIEQMRGSQIWLEVISJ
79´WXSXEPMRGSQI

28,0

29,4

27,7

31,4

26,4

30,1

28,7

32,3

*SYVXLWXVIEQMRGSQIWLEVISJ
79´WXSXEPMRGSQI

6,5

5,9

5,6

5,2

5,4

7,3

4,9

10,0

36,4

36,6

38,1

35,9

40,8

41,7

41,8

45,0

Share of personnel remuneration
not funded via the main budget**
(%)

INTERPRETATION OF THE STRATEGIC
MANAGEMENT INDICATORS IN THE
TABLE

Our strategic management indicators (SMIs) determine to
what extent the University realises its strategic priorities,
XLIQIWERHKSEPWEWHI½RIHMRXLI-RWXMXYXMSREP-RXIRXERH
Strategy 2013–2018 (see pages 6 and 7), during a given
year.
We have progressed steadily with broadening access
XSXLI9RMZIVWMX]8LI[MHIVMQTPIQIRXEXMSRSJTEVEPPIP
medium instruction and language interpreting together with
purposeful marketing and recruitment contributed towards
the 2,3% rise in student diversity to 40,1% over the past
three years (2015–2017).
Staff diversity (46,7% in 2017) has improved systematically,
MRHMGEXMRKXLEXHIWTMXIXLIGLEPPIRKIWXLI9RMZIVWMX]´W
efforts are bearing fruit (see “Building a diverse and
XVERWJSVQEXMSRSVMIRXIHWXEJJ ²SRTEKI *IQEPI
permanent staff has again increased slightly to 57,1%,
although equitable representation at executive
management and senior academic levels has not been
realised yet.
The University is working hard to sustain its momentum
SJI\GIPPIRGI8LI9RMZIVWMX]´WGETEGMX]XSSJJIV
postgraduate supervision and to generate publishable
research results depends mainly on academic staff having
HSGXSVEPUYEPM½GEXMSRW%JXIVHVSTTMRKXS MRXLI
percentage of academic staff with doctorates increased
XSEREPPXMQILMKLSJ MRFYXW]WXIQEXMGEPP]

sank back to 60,2% in 2017 due to academic staff retiring
and the appointment of younger staff members to ensure
sustainability. In 2016 – the most recently released data
¯IEGLJYPPXMQIIUYMZEPIRXXIEGLMRKERHVIWIEVGLWXEJJ
member produced an average of 2,64 weighted research
SYXTYXW EGGVIHMXIHTYFPMGEXMSRWERHQEWXIV´WERHHSGXSVEP
graduates), exceeding the previous best of 2,53 in 2015.
The success rate of our students, in other words, the
TIVGIRXEKISJJYPPXMQIIUYMZEPIRXWXYHIRXW[LSTEWWIHXLI
modules for which they had registered, was 87,1% in 2017,
a new record and exceeding our target of 85,5% (see
±7XYHIRXEGGIWW[MXLWYGGIWW²MRXLIVITSVXSJXLI:MGI
Rector (Learning and Teaching) on page 49).
Growing into its role as a responsible corporate citizen,
the University enhances its impact on society through
MRXIKVEXIHTPERRMRKJSV½RERGMEPERHIRZMVSRQIRXEP
WYWXEMREFMPMX];MXLEREZIVEKISJ[IMKLXIHJYPPXMQI
WXYHIRXWWIVZMGIHF]IEGLJYPPXMQITIVQERIRXVIWIEVGL
and teaching staff member, the University is still under
TVIWWYVIXSQEMRXEMRELIEPXL]PSRKVYRFEPERGIFIX[IIR
GSWXIJJIGXMZIRIWWERHETSWMXMZIWXYHIRXI\TIVMIRGI8S
keep student fees as low as possible and to be able to
offer bursaries to more students, the University managed
to increase its income from sources other than the state
subsidy, for example income from contract research,
investment and commercialisation (28,7% of our income)
and from philanthropic donations (4,9% of our income).
The percentage of staff remuneration from these
sources was 41,8% in 2017, compared to 35,9% in 2014,
demonstrating that the University increasingly tries to
lessen its reliance on state subsidies and student fees.

Prof Wim de Villiers
6IGXSVERH:MGIGLERGIPPSV

* 2017 results will be reported in 2018.
** Funds consist of restricted and unrestricted funds. The difference between future restricted and unrestricted funds may affect the
JIEWMFMPMX]SJXLIXEVKIX7II±%ZEMPEFPIJYRHW²SRTEKI*SVHI½RMXMSRWSJXLIMRHMGEXSVWWIIXLI+PSWWEV]YRHIV±7XVEXIKMG
management indicators explained”, page 147.
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Overview of our

FINANCIAL CAPITAL
Stellenbosch University (SU) is committed to the long-term financial sustainability of the
institution. To this end, financial planning is directed by a management mandate over six years.
Since 2013, the systemic emphasis has been falling on the Institutional Intent and Strategy for
2013 to 2018, but that is drawing to an end soon and will be reviewed in 2018. The adjusted
strategies will subsequently direct our financial planning and the allocation of resources.
Financial sustainability remains a core objective in our pursuit of a flourishing institution.

T

2017 BUDGET AND REVIEW

8LI 9RMZIVWMX] [EW EFPI XS IRH XLI  ½RERGMEP ]IEV
WYGGIWWJYPP]HIWTMXIZEVMSYW½RERGMEPGLEPPIRKIW
*SPPS[MRK XLI 1MRMWXIV SJ ,MKLIV )HYGEXMSR ERH8VEMRMRK´W
announcement of 19 September 2016 on student fee
EHNYWXQIRXWXLI79FYHKIX[EW½REPMWIH[MXLHYIEPPS[ERGI
for an 8% adjustment in student fees and a 10% adjustment
in accommodation fees. Owing to continued savings on
certain institutional costs (mainly utility services and banking
fees), an amount in excess of R10 million could be cut across
the budget. Although additional costs for viable contracting
amounting to some R8 million on the main budget and R10
million on the accommodation budget had been included in
the respective budgets, the various environments were able
to absorb these in the main budget through existing grants.
These interventions resulted in a balanced main budget for
2017. However, no additional strategic demands could be
accommodated.
79´W  FYHKIX EW ETTVSZIH F] XLI 79 'SYRGMP SR 
2SZIQFIV  [EW ½RERGMEPP] YRWYWXEMREFPI [MXL XLI
budgets as from 2019 (drawn up for planning purposes)
WLS[MRK HI½GMXW 8LIVIJSVI 79 LEH XS GSRWMHIV EGXMZIP]
which actions could be dispensed with or changed, as
XLI 9RMZIVWMX]´W ½RERGMEP WYWXEMREFMPMX] [EW EX E GVSWWVSEHW
with certain environments even seeming to be at a critical
juncture. Certain interventions had been made in 2017
¯ WSQI SJ [LMGL LEH E GEVV]XLVSYKL IJJIGX %QSRK XLI
actions introduced in 2017 were the establishment of several
task teams for investigating various institutional aspects. The
outcomes and recommendations of three of these, namely
the Budget Task Team, the Bursary and Loans Task Team and
the Indirect Cost Recovery Rate Task Team, had a direct
impact on the SU budget. Although the task teams have not
]IXJYP½PPIHXLIMVQERHEXIGIVXEMRHIGMWMSRWEPVIEH]EJJIGXIH
the 2018 budget, such as:
• introducing differentiated student fee adjustments for
new students;
• introducing an international tuition fee;
• making further cuts to certain institutional costs;
• budgeting for a higher, effective indirect recovery rate
across all contracts;
• linking income from other income streams (such as
bursary income) to the main budget; and
• reducing the Strategic Fund in the short term in order to
balance the main budget.
*SPPS[MRKXLIWIEGXMSRWEFVIEOIZIRFYHKIXJSVEW[IPP
EWE½ZI]IEVTPERRMRKLSVM^SRYTXSGSYPHFITVIWIRXIH
to the SU Council for approval on 28 November 2017.
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1V8LIYRWZER7GLEPO[]O½VWX
Registrar: Financial who, since
[SVOIHSYXXLIFYHKIX
with the then Rector
4VSJ.ERRMIHI:MPPMIVW

1V1ERMI0SQFEVH
Chief Director: Finance

8LIFYVHIRSRXLI½VWXERHWIGSRHMRGSQIWXVIEQWEPSRK[MXL
pressure on other income streams, bring even more pressure
XSFIEVSRXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WI\TIRHMXYVIERHXLIWYWXEMREFPI
funding thereof. In the next few years, the University will have
to examine – both institutionally and at faculty level – which
I\TIRHMXYVIWWYTTSVX79´WGSVIFYWMRIWWERHWXVEXIKMIW ERH
which the University may need to terminate. On the other
hand, this presents opportunities for growing other income
WXVIEQW IWTIGMEPP] [MXL VIKEVH XS XLI ½JXL MRGSQI WXVIEQ
namely income from commercial activities and innovation.This
EPWSMRGPYHIWSTXMQEPI\TPSMXEXMSRSJXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WEWWIXW

OTHER DEVELOPMENTS AND
UNCERTAINTIES
SUBSIDY FORMULA
Although the proposed adjustments to the subsidy formula
have been in the pipeline for some time, the publishing of a
HVEJX HMWGYWWMSR HSGYQIRX LEW FIIR TSWXTSRIH MRHI½RMXIP]
following the 2015 protests. On 11 and 12 May 2017, the
Department of Higher Education and Training (DHET)
presented a workshop attended by representatives from
EPP YRMZIVWMXMIW 8LI WIWWMSR [EW TEVX SJ XLI (ITEVXQIRX´W
consultation process on the proposed adjustments. The
(ITEVXQIRX GSR½VQIH XLEX XLI TVSTSWIH EHNYWXQIRXW
would not imply any additional funds for the sector, but would
merely be a redistribution of the existing subsidy allocation.
Moreover, the DHET did not foresee that the redistribution
[SYPHWYFWXERXMEPP]GLERKIIEGLMRWXMXYXMSR´WWYFWMH]EPPSGEXMSR
)ZIRWS FEWIHSRXLIGSRXIRXWSJXLIHVEJXHSGYQIRX 79´W
TVIPMQMREV]QSHIPPMRKSJXLITSWWMFPIIJJIGXSRXLI9RMZIVWMX]´W
WYFWMH] MRGSQI WLS[W E WYFWXERXMEP ½RERGMEP VMWO 6IWYPXMRK
from adjustments to the various categories and the revised
weights of units for postgraduate studies, SU anticipates a
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decrease of our subsidy allocation of between R100 million
and R150 million per annum.We have forwarded our feedback
to the DHET, including a request for the data used in the
(ITEVXQIRX´WGEPGYPEXMSRWFYXXSHEXILEZILEHRSVIWTSRWI
8LI(ITEVXQIRXGSR½VQIHXLEXXLIVIZMWMSRSJXLIWYFWMH]
formula took place independently from the activities of the
presidential commission, and that no feedback had been
taken into account in the modelling process. Moreover,
XLIVI[IVIWSQIYRGIVXEMRXMIWEWXSLS[XLIGEVV]XLVSYKL
effect of the gap funding and the latest announcement about
free education for students whose parents earn less than
R350 000 would be funded. Proposals had been made to
manage this simply as part of the block allocation.

ADJUSTMENT OF VAT RATE
A further risk arising from the announcement of the new VAT
rate that is effective as from 1 April 2018 is that universities
cannot claim any input VAT on expenditure that relates to
EGEHIQMGEGXMZMXMIW 79´WGSWXFEWI[MPPEGGSVHMRKP]MRGVIEWI
by 1% as of 1 April 2018, which involves a huge risk, as the
subsidy formula does not provide for additional revenue to
cover the increase. In the same way, over the past few years
restrictions have been placed on the increase in student fees
at a rate below the sectoral Consumer Price Index (CPI)
(called the Higher Education Price Index – or HEPI – which
is about 1,7% higher than the CPI).

FREE HIGHER EDUCATION FOR POOR AND
WORKING-CLASS STUDENTS
The report on the activities of the presidential commission,
compiled on 14 January 2016, was issued on 13 November
2017 by former President Jacob Zuma. However, the report
was issued without any recommendations or clear steps on
the way forward. The sector issued a response to this via
USAf (Universities South Africa).
On 16 December 2017, former President Zuma announced
fully subsidised free higher education and training for poor
ERH[SVOMRKGPEWWWXYHIRXW8LI HI½RMXMSR SJ³[SVOMRKGPEWW
WXYHIRXW´ [EW I\XIRHIH XS LSYWILSPHW [MXL E GSQFMRIH
annual income of R350 000 or less. This will be phased in
EWJVSQJSVWXYHIRXW[LSIRVSPJSVXLI½VWXXMQIEXE
public university.
The timing of the announcement, as well as uncertainties
GSRGIVRMRKXLIVSPPSYXERHMQTPIQIRXEXMSRXLIVISJFVSYKLX
considerable pressure to bear on universities during the
2018 registration period.
In his budget speech on 22 February 2018, the former
1MRMWXIVSJ*MRERGIMRHMGEXIHXLEXXLITVIWMHIRXMEPERRSYRGI
ment would be honoured, but that the issue of funding had
to be investigated and cleared up forthwith. Clearly, the
implementation and funding of these decisions are clothed
in substantial uncertainty.

FINANCIAL RESULTS

Discussions and proposals that followed the announcement
on 16 December 2017 appear to indicate that student fees
could be regulated in future. However, no particulars about
that are available yet.
STUDENT FEES AND GAP FUNDING
Minister Nzimande in his announcement on 19 September
SJJIVIHEHHMXMSREP½RERGMEPEMHXSMQTSZIVMWLIHWXYHIRXW
MR XLI JSVQ SJ E WSGEPPIH KET EPPSGEXMSR 8LI MRXIRXMSR SJ
this kind of funding is to offer relief to the “missing middle”
category of students. Students from households with a
combined income of less than R122 000 per annum continue
XSUYEPMJ]JSVJYPP½RERGMEPEMHJVSQXLI2EXMSREP*MRERGMEP%MH
Scheme for Students (NSFAS). This new funding will allow all
students from households with a combined income of less
XLER 6  TIV ERRYQ XS UYEPMJ] JSV ½RERGMEP WYTTSVX
Qualifying students will receive funding, which effectively
means no fee increase for 2017 and 2018.
Students who received the 8% gap funding in 2017 will
continue to receive the rebate in 2018 without having to apply
for this funding again. However, there is some uncertainty
EFSYX XLI JYRHMRK SJ XLI GEVV]XLVSYKL IJJIGX [LIXLIV MX
could be sustained.

The 2017 reporting year was characterised mainly by:
• a 10,7% increase in total income; i.e. R5 877 million (2016:
R5 311 million);
• a 3,7% decrease in income from grants and contracts; i.e.
R1 166 million (2016: R1 210 million);
•E MRGVIEWIMRVIEPMWIHTVS½XSRMRZIWXQIRXWMI
R758 million (2016: R327 million);
• an 8,9% increase in recurring expenditures; i.e. R4 976
million (2016: R4 571 million);
• a total surplus of R902,0 million (2016: R740,8 million);
LS[IZIVMJMRZIWXQIRXMRGSQIERHVIEPMWIHTVS½XSR
investments are excluded – as they should be excluded
for budgeting purposes, because the possibility of the
performance being repeated cannot be guaranteed – the
2017 budget shows a shortfall of R200 million (compared
to a surplus of R95,5 million in 2016); and
• a surplus of R20,7 million (2016: R46,1 million) on the
QEMRFYHKIXMIXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WEGEHIQMGFYWMRIWWEW
funded by state subsidy and student fees (the main
components of which are set out below).
Of the abovementioned surplus of R902,0 million, R615,6
million is attributable to restricted funds over which Council
has no discretion. The balance of the surplus – R286,4 million
– lies in unrestricted Council funds and can be attributed to
the following, among other things:
• actual expenditure, e.g. for utility services, banking fees,
postage and insurance that prove to be less than the
budgeted expenditure in the main budget (R13,4 million);
• actual recovery of effective indirect costs of R6,1 million
more than the budgeted amount;
• factors such as higher than budgeted income from interest
ERHVIEPMWIHTVS½XSRXLIWEPISJMRZIWXQIRXWXSXEPPMRK
R472,8 million; and
• conservative spending with respect to operating
I\TIRHMXYVIEWEVIWYPXSJYRGIVXEMRX]SZIVPSRKXIVQ
income expectations for the University, seeing that the
subsidy formula for higher education institutions is under
review.
8LI JEGXSVW XLEX GSRXVMFYXIH XS XLI  ½RERGMEP VIWYPXW
include also the following:
• conservative, integrated budget planning within a rolling
WM\]IEV½RERGMEPTPERMRGPYHMRKEGSRXMRKIRG]VIWIVZI[MXL
a view to managing unforeseen events;
• continuous redesigning and aligning of operating processes
XSIRWYVIKVIEXIVGSWXIJ½GMIRG]ERH
• making strategic funds available to support new initiatives
HMVIGXIHEXVIEPMWMRKXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WZMWMSRERHSFNIGXMZIW
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2014

,QFUHDVH
'HFUHDVH 
2015



,QFUHDVH
'HFUHDVH 
2016



,QFUHDVH
'HFUHDVH 
2017



,QFUHDVH
'HFUHDVH 



Rm

 5 140

33,6

5 033

(2,1)

5 311

5,5

5 877

10,7

Government grants

Rm

1 355

14,6

1 576

1,5

1 788

13,5

1 882

5,3

9,0

1 233

14,8

1 130

(8,4)

1 282

4,8

1 210

33,0

1 166

% of income
Student, accommodation
and other fees
% of income
Grants and income
% of income
Private donations
% of income
Sales of services and
products
% of income
6IEPMWIHTVS½XSRHMW
posal of investments
% of income
Interest and dividends
earned
% of income
Other
% of income

%

35,2

30,2

Rm

986

1 074

%

25,6

20,9

Rm

690

869

%

17,9

16,9

Rm

185

206

%

4,8

4,0

Rm

79

193

%

2,1

3,8

Rm

303

947

%

7,9

18,4

Rm

237

289

%

6,2

5,6

Rm

14

10

%

0,4

0,2

31,3

33,7

24,5
25,9

910
215

4,4

182

(5,6)

546

348

(42,4)

327

20,1

318

23
0,6

4,7

9
0,3

(31,6)

204

7,0

3,5
(40,1)

758

131,9

12,9
(8,5)

6,0
144,0

232
3,9

6,2

6,9
(32,5)

57,2

3,6

10,8
22,1

191

(3,7)

19,8

6,4

3,6
212,5

338

13,5

21,8

22,8

4,3
144,3

32,0

21,3

18,1
11,5

344

8,2

5,9
(61,6)

9
0,1

2,7

0,1% 100%

,QWHUHVWDQGGLYLGHQGVHDUQHG

2WKHU

announcement regarding the student fee adjustments for
2017. SU responded to the announcement as follows:
• The proposed increase in student fees was limited to
the 8% agreed upon by the sector. The 8% increase had
been applied based on the 2015 budget, as there was no
increase in 2016.

6Q

• The US Business School (USB) had requested a 10%
increase, since the #FeesMustFall protests were not
directed towards business schools and since their
tariffs would be substantially lower than those of their
competitors. The request was approved.

7RWDO 5PLOOLRQ

6Q

6Q



5HDOLVHGSUR¼WRQGLVSRVDORILQYHVWPHQWV

6Q

6Q

3,5%
6DOHVRIVHUYLFHVDQGSURGXFWV

6Q

32,0%

3ULYDWHGRQDWLRQV

*UDQWVDQGFRQWUDFWV

21,8%

6Q

8EFPIFIPS[GSQTVMWIWXLIGSQTSWMXMSRSJXLI9RMZIVWMX]´W
income per main component, expressed as a value as well as
EVEXMS[MXLGSQTEVEXMZI½KYVIWJSVTVIZMSYW]IEVW
As is shown in Table 1, the total income increased by 10,7%
(2016: 5,5%) to R5 877 million (2016: R5 311 million).
*MKYVIWLS[WXLIGSQTSWMXMSRSJXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WMRGSQI
per main component, as well as the relative ratio to total
income.

8SXEPVIGYVVMRKMRGSQI
SJ[LMGL

1 552
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2013



6WXGHQWDFFRPPRGDWLRQDQGRWKHUIHHV

8LI GSRWSPMHEXIH ERRYEP ½RERGMEP WXEXIQIRXW JSV XLI ]IEV
ended 31 December 2017 were prepared in accordance
with the Regulations for Annual Reporting by Higher
Education Institutions. In terms of Section 41(2) of the
Higher Education Act 101 of 1997 (as amended up to and
including the Regulations for Annual Reporting by Higher
Education Institutions dated 9 June 2014), universities are
VIUYMVIHXSWYFQMXERRYEP½RERGMEPWXEXIQIRXWXSXLI(,)8
that comply with International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRS). The University had elected to apply IFRS even before
the new regulations were published with 1 January 2004 as
transitional date.
In terms of Section 4(3)(b) of the Public Audit Act 25 of
 XLI %YHMXSV+IRIVEP GER EYHMX ER] MRWXMXYXMSR XLEX
VIGIMZIW TYFPMG JYRHMRK8LI%YHMXSV+IRIVEP LEW LS[IZIV
elected not to audit Stellenbosch University personally.

FIGURE 1: INCOME PER
MAIN COMPONENT 2017

6Q

REPORTING STANDARDS

-RWXIEH XLI 9RMZIVWMX]´W ETTSMRXIH I\XIVREP EYHMXSV
4VMGI[EXIVLSYWI'SSTIVW -RG [EW MWWYIH [MXL WTIGM½G
additional instructions that must carried out.These additional
instructions include the auditing of compliance legislation
ETTPMGEFPI XS ½RERGMEP QEXXIVW ½RERGMEP QEREKIQIRX ERH
other related matters, as well as the auditing of performance
against predetermined objectives agreed upon by the
University and the Minister of Higher Education and Training.
For the year under review, the table on page 33 indicating
the ministerial enrolment targets, were the only objective
included in the agreement with the Minister of Higher
Education and Training.

*RYHUQPHQWJUDQWV

8LIWEMH½RERGMEPWYGGIWWIWSJJIVEWSPMHFEWIJSVGSRXMRYIH
TVSEGXMZI ½RERGMEP TPERRMRK ERH JSV VI½RMRK XLI ½RERGMEP
QSHIPXLEX[SYPHWIVZIXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WWXVEXIKMGSFNIGXMZIW
and focus areas.

*RYHUQPHQW JUDQWV increased by 5,3% (2016: 13,5%,
MRGPYHMRKXLI½RERGMEPMRNIGXMSRJVSQXLIWXEXI 
Government grants consist of unearmarked subsidy income
and earmarked grants, where the unearmarked subsidy
income is earned based on a calculation according to the
(,)8´W JSVQYPE 8LMW JSVQYPE MW FIMRK VIZMI[IH ERH XLI
impact that the amended subsidy formula will have on the
9RMZIVWMX]´W MRGSQI VIQEMRW YRGIVXEMR 8LI YRIEVQEVOIH
subsidy income is brought into account in the income
JSV XLI 9RMZIVWMX]´W QEMR FYHKIX +SZIVRQIRX KVERXW EPWS
include grants from related government institutions such as
the National Research Foundation (NRF).
SU received a contribution of R79,2 million from the DHET
JSVXLIFYHKIXIHHI½GMXJSV 6QMPPMSR [LMGLLEH
resulted from the 0% increase in study and accommodation
fees. The amount was divided internally according to the
WEQI VEXMS EW XLI GSVVIWTSRHMRK HI½GMXW MI 6 QMPPMSR
XSXLIQEMRFYHKIXJSVHI½GMXWVIPEXMRKXSWXYHIRXJIIW ERH
6QMPPMSRXSXLIEGGSQQSHEXMSRFYHKIXJSVHI½GMXWMR
XLEXVIWTIGX ,S[IZIV XLMW[EWESRGISJJKVERX WSMX[EW
included under government grants in 2016. Consequently, the
accommodation budget also showed government income,
whereas it had never received state subsidies before, seeing
XLEXMX[EWEWIPJWYWXEMRMRKFYHKIX [LMGLLEHXSFIJYRHIH
from accommodation fees charged to students.
% SRGISJJ EHHMXMSREP IEVQEVOIH KSZIVRQIRX KVERX SJ
R300 million was added to the subsidy allocation for the
 ½RERGMEP ]IEV EW E VIWYPX SJ XLI   MRGVIEWI MR
2016. As regards the additional earmarked government
grant, SU received R1,1 million (2017) and R0,516 million
(2018) for the phasing out of the 0% increase in 2016. The
impact of this was set off in the 2017 annual statements and
MRGPYHIH MR KSZIVRQIRX KVERXW EW XLI GEVV]XLVSYKL IJJIGX
of the bailout was simply added to block allocations for
universities from 2017.
,QFRPHIURPVWXGHQWDQGRWKHU1IHHVincreased by 13,5%
(2016: a decrease of 8,4%).
On 19 September 2016, Minister Nzimande made the

The additional increase is the result of the USB increase of
10% (i.e. approximately R500 000), as well as an increased
total number of students, i.e. 2% more undergraduates (471
students) and 8% more postgraduates (814 students). The
increases are, however, in line with enrolment planning and
puts SU within the enrolment targets agreed on with the
DHET.
The 0% announcement on 23 October 2015 also applied
to accommodation fees for 2016 (in 2015, SU implemented
a 10,7% increase in accommodation fees). For 2017, a
10% increase was approved for accommodation fees.
This represents the real cost of accommodation (which
GSRWXMXYXIWEWITEVEXIFYHKIXXLEXRIIHWXSFIWIPJWYWXEMRMRK 
The higher increase (two percentage points more than 8%)
is a direct result of decisions on viable sourcing that were
made towards the end of 2015 in response to the student
protests.
Another reason for the additional increase is the extended
capacity (220 beds in a new residence at Tygerberg) in 2017,
as well as empty beds in 2016 (i.e. occupation factor below
100%), which was corrected in 2017.
The increase in student and other income1 goes hand in
hand with increased provisioning for irrecoverable student
fees. It remains a challenge to collect student debts in good
time. This pressure increased towards the end of 2015 on
account of the #FeesMustFall protests and the subsequent
announcements and expectations concerning free higher
education. Students tend, at any rate, to postpone the
settlement of outstanding debts until the registration for
the next year. The outstanding fees from NSFAS for 2017
(approximately R42 million) is another reason for the
WMKRM½GERXMRGVIEWIMRXLIHI½GMXEX]IEVIRH
SU has established certain measures to manage outstanding
student fees, including the following: Students with debts
owing may not, among other things, register for a next
year of study unless they have a bursary that covers the
SYXWXERHMRK EQSYRX ERH XLI ½VWX MRWXEPQIRX -R EHHMXMSR
WTIGMEP EVVERKIQIRXW GER FI QEHI XS TE] SJJ XLI ½VWX
instalment. Students also do not receive their degree
GIVXM½GEXIW FIJSVI SYXWXERHMRK WXYH] JIIW LEZI FIIR TEMH
8LI9RMZIVWMX]´WIWXEFPMWLMRKSJE'SPPIGXMSR3J½GIMR
is already paying dividends, together with improved control
over methods to avoid prescription of debt.
8LI 9RMZIVWMX] HSIW RSX LEZI WYJ½GMIRX WTEGI XS KVS[
student numbers substantially, except in Mode 2, which is
E GSQFMREXMSR SJ JEGIXSJEGI GSRXEGX WIWWMSRW XIPIQEXMG
broadcasting and electronic learning.
*UDQWV DQG FRQWUDFWV decreased by 3,7% (increased by
33% in 2016) to R1 166 million (2016: R1 210 million).
% RYQFIV SJ QENSV QYPXM]IEV VIWIEVGL GSRXVEGXW I\TMVIH

Other fees include accommodation and membership fees, as well as other items which can be levied against student accounts, as
approved by the Student Fee Committee.

1
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7DEOH
GROWTH AND COMPOSITION OF EXPENDITURE, 2013–2017

2013
8SXEP
I\TIRHMXYVI
SJVIGYVVMRK
nature, of
[LMGL

Rm

3 321

1 602

% of
expenditure

%

48,2

Depreciation

Rm

222

%

6,7

Rm

13

Finance
charges
% of
expenditure
Bursaries
(net)
% of
expenditure
Rent paid,
maintenance
and repairs
% of
expenditure
Other
operating
expenditure
% of
expenditure
40

7,5

3 653

,QFUHDVH
'HFUHDVH 

2015
2014

10,0

4 063

,QFUHDVH
'HFUHDVH 

2016
2015

11,2

4 571

,QFUHDVH
'HFUHDVH 

2017
2016

12,5



,QFUHDVH
'HFUHDVH 

2017


6Q

6Q

6Q

6Q

)LQDQFHFKDUJHV

2WKHURSHUDWLQJH[SHQGLWXUH

'HSUHFLDWLRQ

%XUVDULHV

0,7%

6Q

5,7%

decreased value of investments, which amounted to R135,7
million in 2017, is disregarded, total expenditure increased
F] 8LI9RMZIVWMX]´WGSRXMRYIHMQTVSZIQIRXSJFYHKIX
ERHSTIVEXMRKTVSGIWWIWMWEMQIHEXKVIEXIVGSWXIJ½GMIRG]
ERH MQTVSZIH WIVZMGI HIPMZIV] %W QIRXMSRIH IEVPMIV 79´W
2017 budget was an unsustainable budget towards the end
SJXLIWM\]IEVTPERRMRKLSVM^SR'IVXEMRMRXIVZIRXMSRW[IVI
done in 2017 as regards budget allocations and spending in
WTIGM½G GEXIKSVMIW SJ MRWXMXYXMSREP I\TIRHMXYVI VIWYPXMRK MR
expenditure levelling off.

Furthermore, a large component of expenditure is linked
to direct spending on research contracts, which means such
I\TIRHMXYVI [MPP ¾YGXYEXI MR PMRI [MXL XLI VIPEXIH MRGSQI
8LI TEVXMGYPEV MRGSQI GEXIKSV] WLS[IH E ]IEVSR]IEV
decrease from 2016.
7MKRM½GERX EHHMXMSREP I\TIRHMXYVI 6 QMPPMSR  [EW
incurred in 2016 for additional security following the student
protests. Spending in that regard was substantially lower
(R2,8 million) for 2017.
The increase in staff costs of 7,3% may be attributed to, among
other things, a general salary adjustment of 6% in 2017 for
all qualifying staff (the average increase in employment costs
was 6,44%). There was no adjustment between 2016 and
2017 in base remuneration levels. Moreover, the number of
RSRTIVQERIRXWXEJJQIQFIVWMRGVIEWIH WXEJJQIQFIVW
year on year).
The University makes a large contribution to bursaries from
the main budget annually. For 2017, this amounted to R129,0
million (2016: R119,7 million), and the spending thereof is
included in bursaries where SU acts as principal. In 2013,
the Council also made R25 million from discretionary funds
EZEMPEFPI SZIV ½ZI ]IEVW JVSQ  XS  JSV KVERXMRK
recruitment bursaries. Of all students at the University, 23%
receive bursaries that cover on average 67% of their debt.
During 2017, students received gap funding from the DHET
to offset the 8% increase in study and accommodation fees.
-R PMRI [MXL KSZIVRQIRX´W TVSTSWIH EHHMXMSREP½RERGMEP EMH
for “the missing middle” students, Management decided
to award a 2% bursary to students qualifying for SU
accommodation (to provide for the difference between
79´W   MRGVIEWI MR WXYHIRX JIIW ERH XLI (,)8 FYVWEV]
which provides for only 8%). Therefore, residential students
will effectively experience no increase for 2017.
The growth and composition of bursaries are shown in
Table 3.

8,9
7DEOH
GROWTH AND COMPOSITION OF BURSARIES, 2013–2017

Staff costs

% of
expenditure

,QFUHDVH
'HFUHDVH

2014
2013


4,5%




100%

7RWDO 5PLOOLRQ

8EFPI  WLS[W XLI GSQTSWMXMSR SJ XLI 9RMZIVWMX]´W
expenditure per main component, expressed as a value and
EWEVEXMSEPSRK[MXLGSQTEVEXMZI½KYVIWJSVTVIZMSYW]IEVW
*MKYVIWLS[WXLIGSQTSWMXMSRSJXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WI\TIR
diture per main component.
The total expenditure for 2017 increased by 8,9% (2016:
12,5%) to R4 976 million (2016: R4 571 million), compared
XSXLIERRYEPEZIVEKIMR¾EXMSRVEXISJ JSV -JXLI

33,1%

5HQWSDLGPDLQWHQDQFHDQGUHSDLUV

EXPENDITURE

FIGURE 2:
EXPENDITURE PER MAIN
COMPONENT 2017

6Q

3UR¼W UHDOLVHG RQ GLVSRVDO RI LQYHVWPHQWV increased
by 131,9% (2016: decreased by 40,1%) to R758 million
(2016: R327 million). The increase may be attributed to the
additional investment strategy of the Investment Committee
of Council, namely to transfer funds from balanced portfolios
XS PSRKXIVQ TSVXJSPMSW [MXL WTIGMEPMWX QERHEXIW JSV
international investments. In addition, funds were transferred
XSERI[QIHMYQXIVQTSVXJSPMSXSQEREKIXLIQEVOIXVMWO
SJJYRHMRKXLI½RERGMRKHI½GMXSRXLI'EQTYW6IRI[EP4PER
SZIV XLI RI\X  ]IEVW8LI TVS½X VIEPMWIH XLVSYKL XLIWI
XVERWJIVW[MPPFIVIGETMXEPMWIHYRXMPGEWL¾S[MWVIUYMVIHJSV
project planning under the Campus Renewal Plan.
In 2005, SU also received a bequest that was subject to
usufruct. With the expiry of the usufruct in 2017, the share
TSVXJSPMS [EW VIEPMWIH EX E TVS½X SJ 6 QMPPMSR ERH XLI
TVS½X[EWWYFWIUYIRXP]GETMXEPMWIH

6WDIIFRVWV

in 2017. The sale of the leasing rights to Academia in 2016
VIWYPXIHMRESRGISJJMRGSQISJ6QMPPMSRMR
Given the uncertainties regarding unearmarked subsidy
income, it is important that the income streams in respect
of grants, contracts and donations, as well as the exploitation
of commercial revenues, should contribute more to the
9RMZIVWMX]´W XSXEP MRGSQI SZIV XMQI 8LI HMZIVWM½GEXMSR
of the historic funding sources, particularly international
sources, is receiving close attention.The recovery of support
ERH MRWXMXYXMSREP GSWXW JVSQ XLMVH ERH ½JXLWXVIEQ MRGSQI
activities by means of the indirect cost recovery rate
is bringing relief to the main budget and has realised fair
surpluses against budget this year (the result of a higher
effective recovery rate). The restrictions imposed by funders
SR XLI VIGSZIV] SJ GSWXW GEYWIW YRHIVVIGSZIV] SJ XLIWI
costs, which continues to pose a challenge.
Revenue from SULYDWHGRQDWLRQV decreased by 31,6% (2016:
increased be 57,2%), from R338 million to R232 million.
[EWERI\GITXMSREP]IEV[MXLQENSVSRGISJJHSREXMSRW
including two donations to the value of R80 million. However,
the exceptional growth experienced in 2016 has evened
out to more realistic levels. In the past few years, this income
stream has been made a focus point, which proved to be
successful. However, most funding is received for restricted
usage.The challenge remains to collect unrestricted donations,
[LMGLGERFVMRKVIPMIJEWVIKEVHWXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WQEMRFYHKIX
activities.

%

0,4

Rm

316

10,1

1 730

8,0

47,3
11,0

241

23

338

252

17

403

12,0

288

18

442

7,3

283

(1,5)

5,7
(4,7)

0,4
19,1

2 332
46,9

14,1

6,3
(24,6)

0,4
7,0

2 172
47,5

4,7

6,2
75,7

0,6
17,0

12,1

47,7
8,6

6,6
(7,1)

1 939

35

93,7

456

3,2

% of
expenditure
Principal

%

9,5

Rm

129

%

3,9

Rm

1 039

%

31,3

9,3
4,9

147

9,9
14,1

4,0
1,1

1 175

32,2

212

9,7
44,1

5,2
13,0

1 240

30,5
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212

4,6
5,6

1 439

31,5

Agent

9,2
(0,2)

224

Rm

Bursaries
paid

0,7
9,7

8SXEP
I\TIRHMXYVI
SJVIGYVVMRK
nature, of
[LMGL

5,8

Gap funding

2013

,QFUHDVH
'HFUHDVH


2014

,QFUHDVH
'HFUHDVH


2015

,QFUHDVH
'HFUHDVH


2016

,QFUHDVH
'HFUHDVH


2017

3 321

3 653

4 063

4 571



531

10

588

11

12

10

6

Rm

316

17

338

7

403

19

442

10

456

3,2

215

1,6

250

16,3

256

2,3

283

10,4

298

5,6



15,9

767

16,0



16,2

725

%



16,1

659

,QFUHDVH
'HFUHDVH





15,4

13

4,5
16,1

1 646

14,4

33,1
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AVAILABLE FUNDS

Stellenbosch University places a high premium on sound
GSVTSVEXI ERH ½RERGMEP QEREKIQIRX ERH HSIW IZIV]XLMRK
MR MXW TS[IV XS IRWYVI XLEX ½RERGIW EVI QEREKIH MR E
XVERWTEVIRXQERRIV 4EVXSJWSYRH½RERGMEPQEREKIQIRXMW
to manage responsible levels of reserve funds with a view
XS PSRKXIVQ W]WXIQMG WYWXEMREFMPMX] [LMGL MRGPYHIW XLEX
academic quality be maintained throughout). However,
contrary to public perception, reserve funds are not a lump
sum put aside to earn interest, but take the form of funds
intended for various environments to be used only according
XSWTIGM½GKYMHIPMRIWERHGSRHMXMSRW
Funds comprise restricted and unrestricted funds. Restricted
funds, which amount to R9,562 billion, consist of operational
JYRHW VIGIMZIHJSV EQSRKSXLIVXLMRKW PSRKXIVQI\XIVREP
contracts with the industry), loans (student loans, which are
channelled back into further student support), donations
WYFNIGX XS GSRHMXMSRW SJJWIX F] HSRSVW  ERH ½\IHEWWIX
JYRHW[MXLWTIGM½GGSRHMXMSRWJSVETTPMGEXMSR IKXSHIZIPST

facilities) and are not available to Council for discretionary
use.These funds can be used in accordance with the relevant
provisions only.
9RVIWXVMGXIH JYRHW QE] FI YWIH EX 'SYRGMP´W HMWGVIXMSR
Such funds amount to R1,223 billion (2016: R1,161 billion),
ERH EVI JYVXLIV HMZMHIH MRXS JYRHW IEVQEVOIH JSV WTIGM½G
purposes. Examples of earmarked funds include the
9RMZIVWMX]´W -RWYVERGI 6IWIVZI *YRH [LMGL MW WYFNIGX XS
separate regulations determining how it may be applied),
XLI 9RMZIVWMX]´W 7XVEXIKMG *YRH ERH XLI FEPERGI SJ JYRHW
from environments earmarked for strategic and operating
objectives according to approved environment plans. The
balance of R571 million (2016: R459 million) is available for
HMWGVIXMSREV]YWIF]'SYRGMP8LMWEQSYRXWXS SJ79´W
XSXEPERRYEPVIZIRYIVITVIWIRXMRKSRP]SRIQSRXL´WMRGSQI
which is a very low level of contingency (compared to the
international standard of three months).
8EFPIWLS[WXLIKVS[XLMREZEMPEFPIJYRHWERHPSRKXIVQ
MRZIWXQIRXWSZIVXLITEWX½ZI]IEVW

7DEOH
AVAILABLE FUNDS AND LONG-TERM INVESTMENTS, 2013–2017

%ZEMPEFPI
JYRHWSJ
[LMGL

Rm

0SRKXIVQ
investments
% of available
funds

2013

,QFUHDVH
 'HFUHDVH 

2013



6 067

%

2014

,QFUHDVH
 'HFUHDVH 

2014


8,2

10 636

41,2

6 631

62,9

2015

,QFUHDVH
 'HFUHDVH 

2015


15,5

11 824

23,1

7 684

62,3

2016

,QFUHDVH
 'HFUHDVH 

2016


2017

,QFUHDVH
 'HFUHDVH 

2017


10,3

12 254

3,6

13 338

8,8

9,3



2,7



12,6

65,0

64,4

8EFPIWLS[WXLIGSQTSWMXMSRSJXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WJYRHWERH
the percentage of total income constituted by unearmarked
reserves (thus, available for application by Council).
%PXLSYKLXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WEZEMPEFPIJYRHWERHRIXEWWIXZEPYI
MRGVIEWIHERHEVI½RERGMEPP]WSYRHGIVXEMRVMWOWRIIHXSFI
GSRWMHIVIH7SQISJXLIQSWXMQTSVXERXVMWOWMHIRXM½IHEVI
the following:
• the unknown effect that the expected change in the
subsidy formula, and possible student fee regulations, will
LEZISRMRGSQIWXVIEQWJSVXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WQEMRFYHKIX
• potential sector regulation of student fee adjustments;
•XLIMQTEGXSJXLIGSYRXV]´WIGSRSQMGWMXYEXMSRERH
ratings, as well as its effect on investment growth and
yields, especially in the light of funding for the Campus
Renewal Plan;
• the impact of the exchange rate on income from
donations and research contracts; and
•WXYHIRXW´EFMPMX]XSQIIXHIFXGSQQMXQIRXW
The University will tackle these challenges by means of its
WXVEXIKMGETTVSEGLXS½RERGMEPTPERRMRKERHQEREKIQIRX

LIQUIDITY

8VERWTEVIRXPMUYMHMX]VMWOQEREKIQIRXMQTPMIWXLEXWYJ½GMIRX
cash and marketable securities be maintained, and that
credit facilities be available.

Current assets

2016

2017

Rm

Rm

1 018

1 037

Current liabilities

885

1 061

Ratio current assets to current
liabilities

1,15

0,98

The University had R774,1 million (2016: R752,1 million) in
cash and cash equivalents on 31 December 2017, invested
mainly in demand deposits. The available cash, plus net cash
¾S[MR[MPPFIWYJ½GMIRXXSJYP½PGETMXEPERHSXLIV
SFPMKEXMSRW8LI9RMZIVWMX]LEWXLIEFMPMX]XSVIEPMWIPSRK
term investments at short notice in order to cover possible
liquidity risks.

Mr Manie Lombard
Chief Director: Finance
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COMPOSITION OF AVAILABLE FUNDS, 2013–2017

8SXEPMRGSQI

Rm

2013

,QFUHDVH
(DeFUHDVH 

2013
2014


,QFUHDVH
 'HFUHDVH 

2014
2015


,QFUHDVH
 'HFUHDVH 

2015
2016




5 140

5 033

5 311

,QFUHDVH
 'HFUHDVH 

2016


2017

,QFUHDVH
 'HFUHDVH 

2017


5 877

6IWXVMGXIHJYRHW

5 856

18,0

6 792

16,0

7 624

12,3

8 553

12,2

9 563

11,8

9RVIWXVMGXIH
JYRHW

1 243

20,4

1 287

3,6

1 663

29,2

1 161

(30,2)

1 223

5,3

Earmarked
reserves

836

62,4

1 060

26,7

1 240

17,0

702

(43,4)

651

(7,1)

Unearmarked
reserves

406

(21,4)

227

(44,0)

423

86,1

459

8,6

571

24,4

7 099

18,4

8 079

13,8

9 287

15,0

9 714

4,6

10 786

11,0

8SXEPJYRHW
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Report of the

CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER
Large public universities such as Stellenbosch University (SU) have many institutional
objectives and no overriding profit motive. Nevertheless, systemic sustainability as an
institutional objective and, at SU, an institutional strategy implies that the institution has
to adopt and develop a number of business-like characteristics to sustainably achieve its
various academic objectives. This is accomplished through the divisions of Finance, Facilities
Management, Information Technology, Innovus and Maties Sport, which are all located in the
responsibility centre of Operations and Finance, with the Chief Operating Officer (COO) at the
helm. Progress made in 2017 in SU’s pursuit of systemic sustainability is outlined below.

SHARPENING BUSINESS PROCESSES
AND FUNDRAISING FOR FINANCIAL
SUSTAINABILITY
CAUTIOUS BUDGETING TO ENSURE FINANCIAL
SUSTAINABILITY
8LILMKLIVIHYGEXMSRWIGXSVLEWFIIRYRHIV½RERGMEPWXVEMR
for a number of years, exacerbated more recently by the
pressures of the #FeesMustFall movement, the associated
WIGYVMX] I\TIRWIW ERH GSRWXVEMRXW SR YRMZIVWMXMIW´ EFMPMX]
to adequately adjust their fees every year. SU did not
IWGETI XLIWI TVIWWYVIW -R JEGX XLI ½VWX TVSNIGXMSR SJ XLI
9RMZIVWMX]´W QEMR FYHKIX JSV XLI TIVMSH  XS 
WLS[IHEGYQYPEXMZIHI½GMXSJ6QMPPMSR8LMWVIWYPX[EW
not entirely surprising, as the 2017 budget was known to be
unsustainable over the medium term.
The Finance Division developed various alternative scenarios
MR VIWTSRWI XS XLMW WMKRM½GERX VMWO XS ½RERGMEP WYWXEMREFMPMX]
and a combination of measures were eventually selected
ERHETTVSZIH8LIWIEVITVSNIGXIHXSEZSMHER]HI½GMXWSZIV
XLIWM\]IEVTPERRMRKLSVM^SR8LIETTVSZIHFYHKIXMRGPYHIH
WSQI MQTSVXERX HIGMWMSRW -X ½VWXP] MRXVSHYGIH E FEWIPMRI
adjustment of 8% for student fees and 9,2% for the cost
of SU accommodation, plus differentiated fee adjustments
for some programmes and modules phased in from 2018
onwards. Secondly, an institutional decision was made to
MRGVIEWI MRHMVIGX GSWX VIGSZIV] SR XLMVHWXVIEQ MRGSQI
EGXMZMXMIWMQTPIQIRXGSWXGYXXMRKQIEWYVIWEGVSWWERYQFIV
of activities, and shift bursary funding from the main budget to
XLIJSYVXLMRGSQIWXVIEQ-REHHMXMSRWYWXEMREFMPMX]SVMIRXIH
turnaround strategies will be initiated in the faculties of Arts
and Social Sciences, Education as well as Theology.
Despite the fee adjustments, SU still does not rank among
the most expensive universities in South Africa for most
of its undergraduate programmes. Moreover, through the
extensive portfolio of undergraduate and postgraduate
½RERGMEPEMHQEREKIHF]XLI9RMZIVWMX] SJSYVWXYHIRXW
were supported in 2017 at an average value of R56 310,
covering 67% of their student fees. Student debt was
managed responsibly and reported to the Audit and Risk
Committee and Council as required.

'SYRGMP´W%YHMXERH6MWO'SQQMXXII%RHMREJYVXLIVFMHXS
IRLERGI79´WVMWOVIWTSRWI XLI%YHMXERH6MWO'SQQMXXII
added a fourth meeting, dedicated to risk management, to
its annual meeting schedule.
PROVIDING SMART, GREEN, FUTURE-FIT
FACILITIES FOR A SUSTAINABLE, FUNCTIONAL
CAMPUS
-R 7ITXIQFIV 'SYRGMP I\XIRHIH XLI 9RMZIVWMX]´W ZIV]
EQFMXMSYW QYPXM]IEV 'EQTYW 6IRI[EP 4VSNIGX ERH EPWS
expanded its scope by R1,46 billion to include two enormous
projects in the faculties of Engineering as well as Medicine
and Health Sciences. Meanwhile, the rebuilt and greatly
improved Van der Sterr building reopened in 2017, while the
revamped and expanded HB Thom theatre complex will be
ready for use in early 2018.
A snapshot of progress with major Campus Renewal Project
MRMXMEXMZIW [LMGL [MPP WMKRM½GERXP] FSSWX XLI MRWXMXYXMSR´W
manufactured capital, is provided below.

ROLL-OUT OF CAMPUS RENEWAL PROJECT INITIATIVES
,QLWLDWLYHGHVFULSWLRQ

Value

R257 m
-DQ0RXWRQ/HDUQLQJ&HQWUH'SRWXVYGXMSRSJEPS[
GEVFSRJEGMPMX]FSEWXMRK¾I\MFPIGPEWWVSSQWEPMKLX½PPIHEXVMYQ
ERHXIVVEGIHWIEXMRKXVMTPIZSPYQIGMVGYPEXMSRWTEGIWER
undercover walkway, a restaurant and basement parking on
the Stellenbosch campus.

T
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%RSXLIV I\EQTPI SJ KSSHKSZIVRERGI MRRSZEXMSR EX 79
in 2017 was the approval of a Technology and Information
Committee (TIC) in line with the King IV recommendation
to that effect. The TIC will ensure institutional oversight
and strategic coordination of technology and information
functions, and technology and information management
and support, mindful of the separate yet overlapping
responsibilities associated with information governance and
information technology. This collaborative effort between
XLIVIWTSRWMFMPMX]GIRXVIWSJXLI'33ERHXLI:MGI6IGXSV
(Strategy and Internationalisation) will be an important
platform to ensure that information governance and
technology at SU are aligned, coordinated and sustainably
integrated with the University.
79´W GSQQMXQIRX XS XLI MQTPIQIRXEXMSR SJ XLI /MRK
codes also implies advances in many other areas of good
KSZIVRERGI -R 1E] JSV I\EQTPI XLI MRWXMXYXMSR´W ½VWX
combined assurance plan – an integrated plan that embeds
XLI 9RMZIVWMX]´W VMWO QEREKIQIRX QSHIP ¯ WIVZIH FIJSVI

4VSJ.;6HI:MPPMIVW
½VWX:MGI6IGXSV
3TIVEXMSRWERH
7XYHIRX%JJEMVW 

4VSJ7XERHY4PIWWMW
'LMIJ3TIVEXMRK3J½GIV

SOUND AND RESPONSIBLE GOVERNANCE
PROCESSES
%QSRKXLISFNIGXMZIWSJXLI'33´WVIWTSRWMFMPMX]GIRXVIMW
the pursuit of continuous improvement in governance. To
this end, the University implements the recommendations
of the King III code of good governance and adheres to
XLI VITSVXMRK WXERHEVHW VIUYMVIH SJ XLI GSYRXV]´W LMKLIV
education institutions. Implementation of the King IV Report,
published in November 2016, has also been initiated.
One example of the value added in terms of professional
KSZIVRERGIMRXLIVITSVXMRK]IEV[EWXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WVSPP
out of a viable sourcing model with respect to services such
as security, catering and cleaning. Under this model, which
strikes a sound balance between the provision of decent
ERHHMKRM½IHNSFWSRXLISRILERHERH½RERGMEPWYWXEMREFMPMX]
on the other, a number of contracts were put out to tender
in 2017. These contracts were successfully allocated to
I\XIVREP GSQTERMIW WYFNIGX XS 79´W GSHI SJ GSRHYGX -R
some instances, the rigorous tender process also pointed to
MRXIVREPWIVZMGIWHMZMWMSRWEWEQSVIFIRI½GMEPSTXMSR 7II
also “Purchasing and tendering procedures”, page 20.)
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&RPPHQFHPHQWDQGSURJUHVV
Commenced in September 2017

)DFXOW\RI0HGLFLQHDQG+HDOWK6FLHQFHV%LRPHGLFDO
5HVHDUFK)DFLOLW\ Upgrade of the existing Fisan building and
GSRWXVYGXMSRSJERI[XLVIIWXSVI]EHHMXMSR[MXLFEWIQIRX
parking.

R977 m

Set to commence in 2019

)DFXOW\RI(QJLQHHULQJ New Pavement Laboratory, up
grades to Mechanical Engineering building and laboratory
spaces.

R723 m

Set to commence in April 2018

%HOOYLOOH3DUNFDPSXV2I[PIGXYVIWTEGIERHSJ½GI
extensions.

R136 m

Expected completion in 2019

'UDPD+%7KRP7KHDWUH&RPSOH[ Complete renewal of R96 m
IPIGXVMGEPERHIPIGXVSRMGMRJVEWXVYGXYVIHIRWM½GEXMSRRI[WQEPP
theatre.
9DQGHU6WHUUUHGHYHORSPHQW(IRWM½GEXMSRERH
construction of new lecture hall complex.

R111 m

Facilities Management, being the custodian of physical
JEGMPMXMIWSR79´WGEQTYWIW JSPPS[WEXSXEPGSWXETTVSEGLXS
the development of new facilities and the improvement of
existing ones. Another priority consideration is to ensure
universal access to enable all staff, students and visitors,
irrespective of their physical abilities, to use the facilities.
Another ongoing project across Stellenbosch campus is the
TVSZMWMSRSJRI[½FVISTXMGHEXEVSYXIW
HARNESSING TECHNOLOGY TO IMPROVE
CAMPUS EFFICIENCY AND PRODUCTIVITY
,EZMRK QSZIH XS XLI '33´W VIWTSRWMFMPMX] GIRXVI MR
October 2017, the Information Technology (IT) Division is
[SVOMRKLEVHXSXYVR79MRXSEWQEVX XIGLRSPSK]IREFPIH
institution.
Important improvements attained in 2017 included
the establishment of a new General Support Services
Department and a considerable expansion of WiFi

Expected completion in February 2018

Completed in 2017

connectivity on campus, which covered 77% of all schedulable
lecture halls by the end of the reporting year. Meanwhile, SU
students can now follow live lectures or review material via
the SunStream service. The responsibility centre for Social
Impact, Transformation and Personnel was also assisted with
XLIMQTPIQIRXEXMSRSJEWSJX[EVIW]WXIQXSWLS[GEWI79´W
social impact.
%RSXLIV QENSV SRKSMRK -8 TVSNIGX MW 79´W XVERWMXMSR JVSQ
MXWI\MWXMRKSPHIVKIRIVEXMSRQSRSPMXLMGIRXIVTVMWIVIWSYVGI
planning software to what will be a portfolio of modern
software with the required business capabilities for a
PIEHMRK VIWIEVGLMRXIRWMZI YRMZIVWMX]8LI W]WXIQ MW YWIH XS
QEREKIZEVMSYWGIRXVEPJYRGXMSRW MRGPYHMRK½RERGI WXYHIRX
information and facilities management. To implement crucial
elements of the new portfolio, the IT Division in 2017
GSPPEFSVEXIH GPSWIP] [MXL *MRERGI XLI 6IKMWXVEV´W (MZMWMSR
and Facilities Management to prepare for the introduction
of their respective new platforms.
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MANAGING CAMPUS SECURITY AS A
SUSTAINABILITY RISK
Security remained a risk on all SU campuses, although 2017
did not see a repeat of the student protests that characterised
the previous two years. Expanded security services on all
campuses since 2016 have been paying dividends, and students
ERHWXEJJ ´WTIVWSREPWEJIX]SRGEQTYWMQTVSZIHWYFWXERXMEPP]
However, the tragic murder of an SU student in the
Stellenbosch central business district highlighted the close
connection between safety and transport for a university
community where the majority of both staff and students
commute to our campuses. Therefore, the Campus Mobility
Plan now provides for additional night shuttles to assist
WXYHIRXW [LS PMZI SJJ GEQTYW =IX XS HIPMZIV E PSRKXIVQ
mobility and parking strategy, the mobility plan needs to
be further developed, particularly in conjunction with
Stellenbosch Municipality.

PROMOTING SPORT AS A STRATEGIC ASSET
1MRHJYPSJXLIWXVEXIKMGZEPYIPSGEXIHMREWXVSRKERH[IPP
managed sport offering, SU is continually upgrading its
JEGMPMXMIW [LMGL LEZI FIGSQI WSYKLXEJXIV XVEMRMRK ZIRYIW
for local and international athletes. At the southern end
of Stellenbosch campus, the athletics stadium at the iconic
Coetzenburg sports complex is under construction, while
XLI0IRXIPYWWTSVX½IPHWERHGPYFLSYWIXSXLIRSVXLSJXLI
campus are also being upgraded. Both projects are scheduled
for completion in 2018.
Maties Sport is central to building and sustaining excellence
EX 79 -R  79´W EXLPIXIW GSRXMRYIH XS FYMPH SR XLIMV
successes of the previous year. Maties Rugby, for example,
won the USSA national championship and ended second in
the Varsity Cup.The following table shows other major sport
achievements of the year in review.

SPORT UNIT’S EXCEPTIONAL ACHIEVEMENTS

6SRUWLQJHYHQW

0DWLHV6SRUWDFKLHYHPHQW

Varsity Sports

8LI1EXMIW[SQIR´WG]GPMRKXIEQ[SRXLI:EVWMX]7TSVXW18&GSQTIXMXMSR
Maties Rugby ended second in the Varsity Cup.
Maties Hockey women won silver in the Varsity Hockey competition.
Maties Netball, Maties Cricket and Maties Sevens ended third in their respective competitions.

University Sport South Africa (USSA) +SPHJSV1EXMIW6YKF]1EXMIW7IZIRW1EXMIW']GPMRK1EXMIW7[MQQMRK[SQIR´WXIEQ1EXMIW
;EXIV4SPSQIR´WXIEQERH1EXMIW'ERSIMRK[SQIR´WXIEQ
Maties Swimming came second overall, and the following teams also won silver: Maties Water
4SPS[SQIR1EXMIW+]QREWXMGW1EXMIW'ERSIMRKQIRERH1EXMIW7YV½RK
Bronze for Maties Tennis, Maties Badminton and Maties Judo.
World Para Championships

Nine members of Maties Parasport Club participated in the World Para Athletics
'LEQTMSRWLMTWMR.YP]1EXMIWEXLPIXIWIRHIHYT[MRRMRK XLEXMW SJ8IEQ7%´W
15 medals:
• Charl du Toit (BEdHons student): two gold medals and one silver;
• Dyan Buis (BEdHons student): two gold;
• Ilse Hayes (alumna): two silver;
• Anruné Liebenberg (BEd student): two silver;
• Reinhardt Hamman (club member): silver;
• Arnu Fourie (alumnus): bronze; and
• Zanele Situ (club member): bronze.
Christian Sadie won three silver medals at the World Para Swimming Championships in
December 2017.

World Student Games (Summer
Universiade)

The USSA team to the 29th Summer Universiade (World Student Games) held in Taiwan
MR%YKYWXMRGPYHIHXLIJSPPS[MRK1EXMIW7TSVXWXYHIRXEXLPIXIW.YWXMRI4EPJVEQER EXLPIXMGW 
7EQERXLE4VIXSVMYW EXLPIXMGW .ER0SYMW1EVMX^ XIRRMW )QQE'LIPMYW W[MQQMRK ERH0[E^M
Madi, Nic Downes, Jason Evezard, Jordan Rumbelow, Lood Rabie and Cameron Sugden (all
water polo).
4EPJVEQERXLIXIEQ´W¾EKFIEVIV[SREWMPZIVQIHEPMRXLIQ

%TEVX JVSQ RYVXYVMRK SYV GSYRXV]´W JYXYVI WTSVX WXEVW
Maties Sport is also a key player in holistically developing
Stellenbosch students, also putting a premium on the
academic success of talented student athletes. In the past
]IEVJSVI\EQTPIXLIWXYHIRXWMRXLI1EXMIW7TSVXLMKL
performance programme achieved an 83% success rate. In
addition, the emphasis on advocating an active lifestyle among
all students and staff helps create a cohesive and engaged
79 GSQQYRMX] 1SVISZIV 1EXMIW 7TSVX´W HMZIVWI WXEJJ ERH
commitment to representative sports teams contribute to
institutional transformation and, thus, sustainability.
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an internationally acclaimed entrepreneurial university: In the
 9&- [SVPH FIRGLQEVO WXYH] SJ YRMZIVWMX]PMROIH
incubators, the LaunchLab stood out among its peers. This
earned Innovus a prestigious award, which is to be handed
over at the World Incubation Summit in Toronto in February
2018. Attesting to the quality of innovation emanating from
XLI 0EYRGL0EF SRI SJ MXW WTMRSYX GSQTERMIW 'YFI7TEGI
launched a nanosatellite to the International Space Station
in 2017, from where it was released into space to gather
WGMIRXM½GMRJSVQEXMSR
-RRSZYWEPWSQEREKIWXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WWXEOIMRMXWKVSYTSJ
companies, the Short Courses and Copyright Division, as
well as the SU trademark portfolio. These activities will be
SJKVIEXWMKRM½GERGIXSXLI9RMZIVWMX]´W½RERGMEPWYWXEMREFMPMX]
MR JYXYVI EW TEVX SJ [LEX LEW FIGSQI ORS[R EW XLI ½JXL
income stream. To optimise this income stream, Innovus was
GSQFMRIH[MXL79´W(MZMWMSRJSV'SQQIVGMEP7IVZMGIWMRXLI
reporting year. Following the merger, Commercial Services
was renamed SunCom (Stellenbosch University Commercial
Services) and includes the Neelsie Student Centre, SU
residences, Maties Food Services and Compliance, the
Botanical Garden, the Maties Copy and Print Shop, Maties
Dairy as well as the newly revamped Maties Shop in the
Neelsie and the Stellenbosch University Store in the town
GIRXVI+SMRKJSV[EVH7YR'SQ[MPPWYTTSVXIJ½GMIRXWIVZMGI
delivery, maximise commercial income and promote an
IRXVITVIRIYVMEPGEQTYWGYPXYVI%RI\EQTPISJXLMWMWXLIWS
called Arts Project, which sees SunCom and Innovus working
with the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences as well as Facilities
1EREKIQIRXXSIRWYVIXLIWYWXEMREFPIQEREKIQIRXSJ79´W
music halls, drama theatres and Woordfees.

PURSUING ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY

&]QMHXLITVSXVEGXIHHVSYKLXGSRHMXMSRWWMRGI
had plunged the Western Cape in a water crisis. Since then,
79´W'LMIJ(MVIGXSV*EGMPMXMIW1EREKIQIRXLEWFIIRGLEMVMRK
a contingency committee and coordinating a water crisis

response plan for the University. The plan entails managing
water usage on the demand side, along with measures to
increase supply. The list of measures undertaken in this
regard include:
•XLIGSRXMRYSYWMHIRXM½GEXMSRERHVITEMVSJ[EXIVPIEOW
•XLI½XXMRKSJ[EXIVWEZMRKXETWERHWLS[IVLIEHW
• the installation of bulk meters for improved monitoring;
• the harvesting of rainwater and reuse of greywater; as well
as
• the maintenance of existing and the sinking of new
boreholes.
Yet whilst the water crisis response plan is intended to sustain
SU through the severe drought, the measures encouraging
[EXIVIJ½GMIRG]JSVQTEVXSJEPEVKIVWYWXEMREFMPMX]HVMZISR
campus. Another important component of this drive is the
Energy Master Plan, in terms of which SU in 2017 continued
to increase renewable energy use on its campuses, switched
XS QSVI IRIVK]IJ½GMIRX PMKLXMRK [LIVIZIV TSWWMFPI ERH
QEREKIHXSWMKRM½GERXP]HVMZIHS[RIPIGXVMGMX]GSRWYQTXMSR
per student.The sustainability drive further includes initiatives
to reduce and manage waste and improve the biodiversity
and indigenous landscapes on SU campuses.

LOOKING AHEAD

In 2018 and beyond, the responsibility centre of the COO
[MPPGSRXMRYIXSETTP]VIWTSRWMFPI½RERGMEPQEREKIQIRXERH
sound governance practices. It will also continue to develop
XLI TL]WMGEP MRJVEWXVYGXYVI RIIHIH XS EGLMIZI 79´W GSVI
academic strategy, deliver the IT infrastructure to develop
RI[ TIHEKSKMGEP QSHIW ERH GSQQIVGMEPMWI 79´W GYXXMRK
IHKIMRXIVHMWGMTPMREV]VIWIEVGLJSVXLIFIRI½XSJWSGMIX] -R
XLMW[E] [I[MPPVIQEMRGIRXVEPXSXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WHVMZIXS
improve systemic sustainability, promote the entrepreneurial
GYPXYVI VIUYMVIH F] WXGIRXYV] LMKLIV IHYGEXMSR ERH
ultimately help make SU the destination of choice for
students and staff as we embark on our second century as
a university.

COMMERCIALISING
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND
THE CREATION OF BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
-RRSZYWERSXLIVHMZMWMSRMRXLI'33´WVIWTSRWMFMPMX]GIRXVI
but also a wholly owned subsidiary of the University, leads
79´WLMKLP]WYGGIWWJYPXIGLRSPSK]XVERWJIVTVSKVEQQI
8LVSYKL MXW FYWMRIWW MRGYFEXSV XLI 2IHFERO7XIPPIRFSWGL
University LaunchLab, Innovus has helped establish SU as
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-RMXMEXMZIWWTIGM½GEPP]EMQIHEXIRLERGMRKXLI0 8WYTTSVXWIVZMGIWVIEPQMRGPYHIH79´WOI]VSPIMRSFXEMRMRK(ITEVXQIRX
of Higher Education and Training (DHET) accreditation for the .SYVREP SJ 7XYHIRX%JJEMVW MR%JVMGE. Another two issues of
this journal appeared, featuring contributions by a number of Stellenbosch staff. The University also further advanced the
TVSJIWWMSREPMWEXMSRSJWXYHIRXEJJEMVWERHEPPMIHLMKLIVIHYGEXMSRWIVZMGIWF]VIKMWXIVMRKE4SWXKVEHYEXI(MTPSQEMR&YWMRIWW
1EREKIQIRXERH%HQMRMWXVEXMSR ,MKLIV)HYGEXMSR1EREKIQIRX 8LIGSYVWI[MPPTVSJIWWMSREPMWIXLI[SVOSJ79´WS[RWXEJJ
and also attract peers from across Africa.

Report of the

VICE-RECTOR
(Learning and Teaching)
The responsibility centre for Learning and Teaching (L&T) is a key contributor in
establishing Stellenbosch University (SU) as the preferred institution for tertiary teaching
and learning among all South Africans. This involves a sustained emphasis on relevant
teaching pedagogies for the modern-day student and the delivery of world-class
graduates equipped to make a difference in Africa. Therefore, L&T, through its divisions,
ensures that the University’s teaching function is effectively supported and both student
and staff learning promoted. In this way, intellectual capital is transferred and optimised.

ESTABLISHING OPTIMAL ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURES FOR ALL-ROUND EXCELLENCE
8SFIXXIVQIIXWXEOILSPHIVRIIHW 79´W(MZMWMSRJSV7XYHIRX%JJEMVWGSRWSPMHEXIHERYQFIVSJRI[WXVYGXYVIWERHWIRMSV
appointments. Headed up by its new senior director, the Division now comprises the three centres of Student Counselling
and Development, Student Communities as well as Student Leadership and Structures. Each guided by a director and staffed
F]E[IPPUYEPM½IHGSRWGMIRXMSYWERHGSQQMXXIHTIVWSRRIPGSVTWXLIMVWLEVIHSFNIGXMZIMWXSWXVIRKXLIRWXYHIRXPIEHIVWLMT
ERHXLIGSGYVVMGYPEVSJJIVMRKEX798LIWYGGIWWSJXLMWRI[WXVYGXYVI[EWGSR½VQIHF]XLII\XIVREPUYEPMX]VIZMI[
SETTING UP INNOVATIVE SYSTEMS TO SUPPORT EXCELLENCE
8LIHEWLFSEVHHIZIPSTIHMR[MXLWXYHIRXERHWXEJJMRJSKVETLMGW½RERGMEPMRHMGEXSVWERHWXEXMWXMGW[EWJYVXLIVI\TERHIH
MRXLIVITSVXMRK]IEV -XRS[EPWSJIEXYVIWREXMSREPWXYHIRXERHWXEJJHEXE TPERRMRKMRJSVQEXMSR ½RERGMEPMRJSVQEXMSRHS[R
to departmental level, research statistics and strategic management indicators. The dashboard, which has been well received by
senior staff, will be further populated with, among others, SU facilities information going forward.

STUDENT ACCESS WITH SUCCESS

A general quantitative measure of student success in academic terms remains the module success rate, which has since 2010
remained around 85%, among the highest in the country.
SU STUDENT MODULE SUCCESS RATE (%)

O

Overall, the responsibility centre helps sustain the
MRWXMXYXMSR´W QSQIRXYQ SJ I\GIPPIRGI *VSQ E PIEVRMRK
and teaching perspective, this requires quality academic
TVSKVEQQIW WOMPPIHERHHIHMGEXIHEGEHIQMGW E¾SYVMWLMRK
ERH VITVIWIRXEXMZI WXYHIRX FSH] [IPPSMPIH EGEHIQMG
EHQMRMWXVEXMSR W]WXIQW ERH IWWIRXMEP 79[MHI WYTTSVX
services. So, guided by the strategic priorities and themes in
XLI9RMZIVWMX]´W-RWXMXYXMSREP-RXIRXERH7XVEXIK]¯
--7 79´W7XVEXIK]JSV8IEGLMRKERH0IEVRMRKEW[IPPEW
the L&T Environment Plan, the responsibility centre pursues
IMKLXWTIGM½GWXVEXIKMGJSGYWIW8LIJSPPS[MRKWIGXMSRWVITSVX
on the core activities undertaken in 2017 to achieve each
of these.

EXCELLENCE IN LEARNING AND
TEACHING
PURSUING EVER BETTER, MORE EFFICIENT
PROGRAMME AND SUPPORT SERVICES
DELIVERY
On the eve of its Centenary in 2018, SU remains unwaveringly
GSQQMXXIHXSGSRXMRYIIRWYVMRKEUYEPMX] IJ½GMIRXPIEVRMRK
and teaching environment, sustaining the level of excellence
it has become known for. The reporting year saw further
external evaluations of seven academic departments and
IMKLX WYTTSVX WIVZMGIW HMZMWMSRW EW [IPP EW  JSPPS[YT
TVSKVIWW VITSVXW 8LIWI QEVOIH XLI IRH SJ 79´W JSYVXL
quality assurance cycle. In addition, a simultaneous external
review of L&T and all its support services divisions yielded
ZEPYEFPI MRWMKLXW MRXS XLI VIWTSRWMFMPMX] GIRXVI´W MRXIVREP
W]RIVK]ERHSZIVEPPMQTEGXSRXLIMRWXMXYXMSR8LI½RHMRKW[MPP
MRJSVQJYVXLIVIJ½GMIRG]MQTVSZIQIRXWMRXLI]IEVWELIEH
The University also continued its participation in the national
Quality Enhancement Project (QEP), which included a
report submitted to the Council on Higher Education on
XLIWIGSRHTLEWI5)4XLIQI±'YVVMGYPYQ²
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2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018*

2019*

2020*

2021*

83,2

83,4

84,9

85,9

85,1

86,7

85,9

87,1

85,2

85,1

85,0

85,0

*Targets

4VSJ;01SYXSR
½VWX:MGI6IGXSV

4VSJ%VRSPH7GLSSR[MROIP
:MGI6IGXSV 0IEVRMRKERH8IEGLMRK

HONING SKILLS, BUILDING SCHOLARSHIP AND
ADVANCING PROFESSIONALISATION
Acutely aware that its learning and teaching offering can only
be as good as those appointed to deliver it, SU continued its
initiatives to ensure that its academic and L&T support staff
remain second to none, with skills comparable with the best
internationally.
These included the tenth annual Scholarship of Teaching and
0IEVRMRK GSRJIVIRGI XLI VIZMWIH WIQIWXIVPSRK 46)(%'
(Professional Educational Development for Academics)
and three instalments of the short course on blended
XIEGLMRK ERH PIEVRMRK 8LMVX]WIZIR XIEGLMRK ERH PIEVRMRK
research proposals were also submitted to the Fund for
Innovation and Research in Learning and Teaching (FIRLT),
which helps sustain a steady stream of research outputs
ERH WIVZIW EW E WTVMRKFSEVH JSV 79´W WYGGIWWJYP XIEGLMRK
JIPPS[WLMT WGLIQI 6IKMSREPP] XLI 9RMZIVWMX] GSTVIWIRXW
the postgraduate diploma in Higher Education Pedagogy for
academic staff wishing to sharpen their skills. And to reward
XSTTIVJSVQMRKEGEHIQMGW 79MQTPIQIRXIHMXWMRWXMXYXMSREP
awards for teaching excellence this past year, recognising 13
staff members at a gala function.
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Further attesting to student success is the consistently
LMKLEZIVEKI½VWX]IEVVIXIRXMSRVEXIJSVEPPYRHIVKVEHYEXI
FEGLIPSV´W TVSKVEQQIW [LMGL WXSSH EX   JSV XLI
period 2008–2017 (2007–2016: 87,9%). Yet the entire SU
value chain is geared towards student access with success,
including the following components.
SHAPING A CLIMATE AND CULTURE
CONDUCIVE TO SUCCESS
The University understands that, apart from its academic
offering, student success also implies eliminating physical,
social, mental and other barriers to successful studies
and personal wellness. To this end, three important policy
MRMXMEXMZIW[IVI½REPMWIHJSVJYPPMQTPIQIRXEXMSRJVSQ
namely the work of the End Rape Culture task team, the
drafting of a comprehensive Universal Access Policy as well
as the Discrimination and Harassment Policy.
1SVISZIV XLIKVSYRH[SVO[EWHSRIXSI\TERH79´WLMKL
MQTEGX ½VWX]IEV WYTTSVX SJJIVMRK XS EPWS MRGPYHI WIRMSV
students. In 2018, the Senior Student Experience project will
IRLERGIWYTTSVXERHHIZIPSTQIRXEQSRKWIGSRHERHXLMVH
years as well as postgraduates. Further bolstering support,
XLI 9RMZIVWMX]´W GSYRWIPPMRK ERH WYTTSVX WIVZMGIW TVSZMHIH
6 832 individual psychotherapy sessions to students in 2017
– nearly double the number provided the previous year.
L&T recognises its responsibility to hedge against the
potential risk of unchecked campus activism.Therefore, it has
purposefully set out to establish a culture where activists for
the common good are celebrated. To this end, the building
LSYWMRK79´WHMWEFMPMX]ERHIUYEPMX]YRMXW[EWREQIH7MQSR
Nkoli House, in honour of the late young human rights
activist.

STRENGTHENING THE CO-CURRICULUM,
STUDENT ENGAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP
)JJSVXW XS I\XIRH ERH HIITIR XLI GSGYVVMGYPYQ SYXSJ
class learning experience) in 2017 included the accreditation
SJ WIZIR GSGYVVMGYPEV TVSKVEQQIW XLEX HIZIPST KVEHYEXI
attributes and other competencies. These are acknowledged
SR WXYHIRXW´ XVERWGVMTXW YTSR KVEHYEXMSR MQTVSZMRK
7XIPPIRFSWGLKVEHYEXIW´IQTPS]EFMPMX]ERHIUYMTTMRKXLIQXS
FIEKIRXWSJGLERKIJSVXLIFIRI½XSJXLIGSYRXV]%RSXLIV
WYGGIWWJYP 79 0IEHW GSRJIVIRGI EPWS EHHIH XS XLI GS
curricular experience, preparing students to be responsible
leaders.
In terms of student engagement, an assessment of the cluster
hubs – study and recreational spaces shared by residence
and commuter students – generated exciting results. The
addition of another two hubs in 2018 will further strengthen
XLIVIWMHIRXMEPQSHIPJSV79´WWXYHIRXW
STARTING EARLY – NURTURING SUCCESS
AMONG TOMORROW’S STUDENTS
One of the major barriers to tertiary academic success is
MRWYJ½GMIRXTVITEVEXMSREXWGLSSP8LIVIJSVI ETEVXJVSQMXW
regular school recruitment drives, SU further strengthened
its telematic schools project, which seeks to improve Grade
XSW´ ]IEVIRHVIWYPXW8LITEVXMGMTEXMRKWGLSSPWMR
the Western, Eastern and Northern Cape – 167 of whom
NSMRIH MR  ¯ EVI EWWMWXIH [MXL ER ERRYEP  LSYVW´
PIWWSRW FVSEHGEWX ZME 79´W MRXIVEGXMZI WEXIPPMXI TPEXJSVQ SV
MRXIVRIXPMZIWXVIEQMRKGSZIVMRKRMRIOI]WYFNIGXW
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SIZE AND SHAPE OF SU STUDENT
BODY

WORKING TOWARDS A MORE DIVERSE STUDENT BODY
6IWMHIRGITPEGIQIRXVIQEMRWEOI]HVMZIVMR79´WTYVWYMXSJEHMZIVWM½IHWXYHIRXFSH]F]FVSEHIRMRKEGGIWWXSWXYHIRXWJVSQ
QER]HMJJIVIRXGSQQYRMXMIW8LI9RMZIVWMX]EKEMRVIGIMZIHJSYVXMQIWQSVIETTPMGEXMSRWXLERXLIEZEMPEFPIRYQFIVSJ½VWX
]IEVVIWMHIRGIWTSXW)ZIRXYEP½VWX]IEVTPEGIQIRXW[IVI[IPP[MXLMRXLI &'-%TPEGIQIRXERH MRXIVREXMSREPWXYHIRX
TPEGIQIRXXEVKIXW8LIJSPPS[MRKXEFPITVSZMHIWXLI½KYVIWJSVEPPYRHIVKVEHYEXIVIWMHIRGIWMR7XIPPIRFSWGL4PEGIQIRX½KYVIW
JSV8]KIVFIVKGEQTYWVIWMHIRGIWIUYEPP]I\GIIHIHXEVKIXW[MXL &'-%½VWX]IEVWLEZMRKWIGYVIHTPEGI

GROWING THE STUDENT BODY WITHOUT
COMPROMISING ON QUALITY
79´WMRJSVQEXMSRWIWWMSRWGEVIIVGSYRWIPPMRKERHSTIR
days attracted thousands of top students from diverse
backgrounds. More than 33 000 undergraduate
applications were received, representing a 20%
increase over the previous year.
Improved admissions processes also paid considerable
dividends in terms of the number of complete
ETTPMGEXMSRWVIGIMZIH *SVXLI½VWXXMQI FPEGO%JVMGER
coloured, Indian and Asian (BCIA) students submitted
more complete applications than their white
counterparts – 9 709 and 8 311 respectively. For black
African students in particular, complete applications
were up by 10% compared to 2016.
Mindful that quantity should never compromise quality,
SU takes pride in the fact that an astounding 46% of its
 RI[GSQIV ½VWX]IEV GSLSVX EGLMIZIH   ERH
EFSZIMRXLI2EXMSREP7IRMSV'IVXM½GEXII\EQMREXMSR
A total of 41% passed with a mark of 70–79%. Those
EHQMXXIH [MXL E ½REP QEVO SJ FIPS[   HIGVIEWIH
WMKRM½GERXP]JVSQ MRXS MR7IIXLI
½KYVIFIPS[

STUDENT PROFILE OF FIRST-YEAR RESIDENCE PLACEMENT, 2016–2017

1XPEHUV



2016

2017

2016

2017

1 202

1 176

59,6

56,5

816

43,5

3RSXODWLRQJURXS
White
Black African, coloured, Indian and Asian

907

40,4

Black African

338

388

16,7

18,6

Coloured

417

437

20,7

21,0

Indian

61

82

3,0

3,9

Asian*

n.a.

QD

n.a.

QD

1 040

929

51,5

44,6

978

1154

48,5

55,4

1 913

1 954

94,8

93,8

105

129

5,2

6,2

1

821

802

40,7

38,5

2

1 158

1 240

57,4

59,5

39

41

1,9

2,0

1 103

1 238

54,7

59,5

915

845

45,3

40,6

2 083

100

100

/DQJXDJH
Afrikaans
2SR%JVMOEERW
1DWLRQDOLW\
South African
International
)LUVWJHQHUDWLRQVWDWXV

Unknown
$FDGHPLFPHULW
80%+
<80%

2 018

TOTAL

%XXLIXMQIXLMWHEXE[IVII\XVEGXIH³%WMER´[EWRSXEZEMPEFPIEWEWITEVEXIHEXE½IPHJSVWXYHIRXW

DISTRIBUTION OF NEWCOMER FIRST-YEARS’ GRADE 12 RESULTS, 2013–2017
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

2013
26%

45%



23%

46%

31%

23%

44%

33%

2014
2015
2016
18%

42%

40%

2017
13%

41%

100%

KEY TRENDS OVER THE PAST FIVE YEARS
8LITIVGIRXEKISJRI[GSQIV½VWX]IEVW 2*W [MXLE
Grade 12 average of 80% and above increased yearly,
with a sharp increase from 2015 to 2017. In 2015,
one third of NFs achieved 80% or more in Grade 12,
increasing to 46% in 2017.
Conversely, the percentage of NFs in the lower Grade
12 categories decreased steadily from 2013 to 2017,
with the highest decrease in the category below 70%.

46%

<70  80+
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8LIWI ERH SXLIV IJJSVXW WE[ E QEVOIH MQTVSZIQIRX MR 79´W TIVJSVQERGI EKEMRWX XLI WXEXIH
MRWXMXYXMSREPVIKMWXVEXMSRXEVKIXJSV&'-%RI[GSQIV½VWX]IEVWEWXLIJSPPS[MRKXEFPIWLS[W
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SU’S PERFORMANCE AGAINST THE STATED INSTITUTIONAL REGISTRATION TARGET FOR BLACK AFRICAN,
COLOURED, INDIAN AND ASIAN NEWCOMER FIRST-YEARS, 2014–2017

/HYHO

Total

1XPEHURIVWXGHQWV

7DUJHWVHWE\&RXQFLO

2014
(June)

2015
(June)

2016
(June)

2017
-XQH

2014
(June)

2015
(June)

2016
(June)

2017
-XQH

29 393

30 150

30 854

31 639

*

*

*

*

Postgraduates

9 915

10 051

10 154

10 440

*

*

*

*

Undergraduates

18 342

19 042

19 582

19 844

*

*

*

*

2I[GSQIV½VWX]IEVWXYHIRXW

5 182

5 371

5 102

5 269

4 830

5 131

4 977

5 129

% of black African, coloured, Indian and
%WMER &'-% RI[GSQIV½VWX]IEVWXYHIRXW

















 7II XLI XEFPI ±1MRMWXIVMEP IRVSPQIRX ERH IJJIGXMZIRIWW XEVKIXW JSV  ERH 7XIPPIRFSWGL 9RMZIVWMX]´W TIVJSVQERGI
2014–2017” on page 33.
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Total BCIA students as a percentage of the entire SU student body is also making steady progress:
ALL BLACK AFRICAN, COLOURED, INDIAN AND ASIAN (BCIA) STUDENTS AT SU (%)

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018*

2019*

2020*

2021*

32,9

32,9

33,1

34,6

36,6

37,8

38,7

40,1

42,7

44,5

45,8

48,3

*Targets
;LMPIXLIWI½KYVIWEVIIRGSYVEKMRK [SVO[MPPLEZIXSFIMRXIRWM½IHMRXLI]IEVWELIEHXSHMZIVWMJ]XLIWXYHIRXFSH]IZIR
JYVXLIVLIHKMRKEKEMRWXETSXIRXMEPWXYHIRXHMZIVWMX]VMWOKSMRKJSV[EVH7IISYVWXYHIRXTVS½PIMRRYQFIVWSRTEKIWERH

FURTHERING PROGRAMME RENEWAL

)RWYVMRK XLEX 79 SJJIVW VIWTSRWMZI TVSKVEQQIW MR E GSWX
IJJIGXMZI[E]VIUYMVIWVIKYPEVVI¾IGXMSRSRXLITVSKVEQQI
offering. In this regard, the Programme Advisory Committee
in 2017 tabled 23 new programme submissions to the
authorities for approval, accreditation and registration with
a view to introduction in 2019. (For programmes approved
and accredited in 2017, see page 22.)
'EXEP]WIH F] E [SVOWLST LSWXIH F] [SVPHVIRS[RIH
learning innovator Prof Gilly Salmon, the institutional
Programme Renewal Project gained great momentum. Each
JEGYPX]MHIRXM½IHSRIGERHMHEXITVSKVEQQIJSVMQQIHMEXI
renewal, and drafted a roadmap for other programmes to
JSPPS[ 'VSWWJEGYPX]HMWGYWWMSRWMRXLMWVIKEVH[MPPGSRXMRYI
XLVSYKL XLI TYVTSWIGVIEXIH JSVYQ SJ ZMGIHIERW JSV
teaching.

INCREASING MULTILINGUAL
PROGRAMME OFFERING

8LIVITSVXMRK]IEVQEVOIHXLIGSQQIRGIQIRXSJ79´WRI[
0ERKYEKI4SPMG] [LMGLTSWMXMSRWXLI9RMZIVWMX]EWE[SVPH
class South African institution that promotes multilingualism
without exclusion. The policy provides for three delivery
modes, i.e. Afrikaans and English for subdivided class groups
TEVEPPIPQIHMYQ  FSXL%JVMOEERW ERH )RKPMWL MR YRHMZMHIH
class groups, and either Afrikaans or English in accordance
[MXL XLI EWWMKRIH PIGXYVIV´W PERKYEKI TVS½GMIRG] 1SHYPI
credits taught in each of these modes are indicated in the
table below.

MODULE CREDITS BY MEDIUM OF TUITION

massive open online courses (MOOCs), the new online
learning design service SUNOnline, the mobile application
of the institutional learning management system SUNLearn,
ERH XLI EFMPMX] XS GSRHYGX VIEPXMQI MRXIVEGXMZI ZMVXYEP
GPEWWVSSQW XLVSYKL 7927XVIEQ 1SVISZIV 79´W PIKEG]
business intelligence system was successfully replaced with
XLI 792M W]WXIQ MR  8LI W]WXIQ SJJIVW EGGYVEXI
MRXIKVEXIH MRJSVQEXMSR XS FIXXIV MRJSVQ HIGMWMSRQEOMRK
and user uptake is steadily increasing. The process to replace
79´W I\MWXMRK WXYHIRX MRJSVQEXMSR W]WXIQ [MXL E QSHIVR
WXGIRXYV]ZIVWMSREPWSGSRXMRYIH ERHVIWTSRWIWXSXLI
9RMZIVWMX]´W MRMXMEP VIUYIWX JSV MRJSVQEXMSR EVI I\TIGXIH MR
XLI½VWXWIQIWXIVSJ

TAPPING INTO NEW KNOWLEDGE
MARKETS

79´W ORS[PIHKI QEVOIXW WXERH XS I\TERH IZIR JYVXLIV
XLEROW XS XLI MRWXMXYXMSR´W I\TIVXMWI MR MRXIVEGXMZI WEXIPPMXI
FEWIH XIGLRSPSK] MRXIVRIX PMZIWXVIEQMRK ERH RS[ EPWS
SUNOnline. The latter aims to provide online design
and support services to faculties so as to craft academic
TVSKVEQQIWXEMPSVQEHIXSWYMXWTIGMEPQEVOIXRIIHW
8LI 9RMZIVWMX]´W XIPIQEXMG TVSKVEQQI VIQEMRW OI] MR XLMW
VIKEVH'YVVIRXP]TVSZMHMRKEXIGLRSPSK]QIHMEXIHTPEXJSVQ
to postgraduate academic offerings, it is seen as an important
TVIGYVWSV SJ E QSVI GSQTVILIRWMZI XIGLRSPSK]QIHMEXIH
type offering envisaged for the future. Once implemented,
WYGLEJYPP¾IHKIHXIPIQEXMGSJJIVMRK[MPPTVSZMHIJSVMRXIVEPME
XLI PIEVRERHIEVR QEVOIX F] VIUYMVMRK WXYHIRXW´ TVIWIRGI
on campus at only certain times of the year, with academic
support mostly provided through satellite, web and other
learning technologies.

SUPPORTING STUDENTS
FINANCIALLY

79 VIQEMRW GSQQMXXIH XS TVSZMHI ½RERGMEP WYTTSVX XS
qualifying students in need by both administering state
sources and drawing on its own institutional funds.
In terms of state sources, the National Student Financial
Aid Scheme (NSFAS) is being scrutinised to assess its
effectiveness. Meanwhile, having unequivocally stated the
RIIH JSV TYFPMGTVMZEXI TEVXRIVWLMTW XS MQTVSZI WYTTSVX
JSV TSSV ERH ±QMWWMRKQMHHPI² WXYHIRXW KSZIVRQIRX LEW
partnered with a range of private entities to establish the
Ikusasa Student Financial Aid Programme (ISFAP). The
programme intends to eventually fund up to 65% of all
IRVSPPIH WXYHIRXW MR HIWMKREXIH ½IPHW SJ WXYH] 79 JSVQW
part of the ISFAP pilot phase and will in 2018 offer up to
 KVERXW XS ½VWX]IEVW MR XLI QMWWMRKQMHHPI FVEGOIX MR
½IPHWWYGLEWQIHMGMRITL]WMSXLIVET]SGGYTEXMSREPXLIVET]
engineering, actuarial science and chartered accountancy.
In a further bid to support the missing middle, the DHET
offered an 8% fee adjustment grant to compensate for fee
increases at tertiary institutions. In 2017, all students with a
KVSWWJEQMP]MRGSQISJPIWWXLER6TIV]IEVUYEPM½IH
for this support, and SU allocated more than R12 million to
WXYHIRXWMRGPYHMRK27*%7FIRI½GMEVMIW
In addition, more than R107 million in bursary funding was
QEHI EZEMPEFPI JVSQ 79´W S[R QEMR FYHKIX XS VI[EVH
academic excellence, support students in need, and promote
undergraduate student diversity.
Yet with an increasing number of students relying on aid, and
FSXLWXEXIWSYVGIWERHXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WQEMRFYHKIXYRHIV
KVS[MRK TVIWWYVI JYRHVEMWMRK ERH JEGYPX]HVMZIR FYVWEV]
recruitment initiatives have become crucial. To diversify
its bursary sources and guard against the potential risk of
overreliance on any one source, the concerted drive to
MRGVIEWI XLI 9RMZIVWMX]´W WLEVI SJ TVMZEXIWIGXSV FYVWEV]
donation agreements continues.

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018*

2019*

2020*

2021*

% module credits taught in English and Afrikaans
parallel medium

16,6

15,4

17,5

20,9

20,5

22,0

23,5

25,0

% module credits taught in English and Afrikaans
in same class

62,9

69,5

69,5

64,6

66,0

64,0

62,0

60,0

&20326,7,212)678'(17%2'<%<),(/'$1'/(9(/2)678'<-XQH

% module credits taught in either English or
Afrikaans

20,4

15,1

13,0

14,5

13,5

14,0

14,5

15,0

)DFXOWLHV
AgriSciences

*Targets
8LI0ERKYEKI'IRXVIEPWSQEMRXEMRIHERHI\TERHIHMXWSJJIVMRK8LMWMRGPYHIWGVIHMXFIEVMRKGSYVWIWMREGEHIQMGPMXIVEG]
language acquisition and professional communication (2 667 students), writing consultations (4 537 consultations, including
on Tygerberg campus and via Skype), short courses in academic writing (1 454 students), Reading Lab consultations
(3 324 interactions), translation and editing services in all local and 15 foreign languages, an isiXhosa clinical communication
programme for medical and health sciences students, as well as further isiXhosa terminology development.
8SWYTTSVXXLIRI[0ERKYEKI4SPMG]MRXIVTVIXMRKWIVZMGIW[IVIGSRWMHIVEFP]I\TERHIH8LISJJIVMRKRS[EPWSMRGPYHIWZEPYI
added services such as podcasts, transcriptions and translations of PowerPoint presentations, as well as South African Sign
Language (SASL) interpreting.
In another exciting development, a new Language Learning Hub is taking shape, which will offer individual local students the
chance to become more multilingual, with plans to expand to external clients in the future.

'SQQMXXIH XS IQFIH -'8 MR 79´W PIEVRMRK ERH XIEGLMRK
practices, the University continued to implement the
'SYRGMPJYRHIH6QMPPMSR-'8MR0IEVRMRKERH8IEGLMRK
TVSNIGX 2S[ XLEX EPP ½FVI STXMG VSYXIW FIX[IIR FYMPHMRKW
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LEZI FIIR GSQTPIXIH ERH   SJ GPEWWVSSQW EVI ;M*M
IREFPIHXLIRI[P]ETTSMRXIHJEGYPX]FEWIHFPIRHIHPIEVRMRK
coordinators are set to foster meaningful integration of ICT
with academic programmes. Another step ahead in terms of
infrastructure was the commencement of construction on
XLIRI[WXEXISJXLIEVX.ER1SYXSR0IEVRMRK'IRXVI
%W-'8FIGSQIWQSVI½VQP]IRXVIRGLIHMRMXWSTIVEXMSRW
SU continues to innovate, now boasting two successful
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3RVW
JUDGXDWHV

8QGHU
JUDGXDWHV

*UDQG7RWDO



567

1 469

2 101

6,7

Arts and Social Sciences

312

1 381

3 383

5 076

16,0

Economic and Management Sciences

346

3 480

5 181

9 007

28,5

776

971

1 754

5,5

161

922

2 998

4 081

12,9

25

383

420

828

2,6

307

4 479

14,2

629

2,0

3 169

10,0

Education
Engineering
Law
Medicine and Health Sciences
Military Science
Science
Theology
*UDQG7RWDO

INCORPORATING INFORMATION AND
COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY
(ICT) FOR LEARNING AND TEACHING

2FFDVLRQDOV

6KDUHRIVWXGHQWV 

7

1 699

2 473

7

97

525

109

862

2 198

273

226

515

1,6

1 355

16

10 440

19 844

31 639

100
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Report of the

4XDOL¼FDWLRQW\SH
Undergraduate diplomas and
GIVXM½GEXIW

1XPEHU
DZDUGHG



65

0,7

+IRIVEP½VWXFEGLIPSV´WHIKVIIW

2 640

29,2

4VSJIWWMSREP½VWXFEGLIPSV´WHIKVIIW

1 521

16,8

75

0,8

4SWXKVEHYEXIHMTPSQEWERHGIVXM½
cates

1 355

15,0

Honours degrees

1 462

16,2

1EWXIV´WHIKVIIW

1 622

17,9

305

3,4

9 045

100

4SWXKVEHYEXIFEGLIPSV´WHIKVIIW

Doctoral degrees
7RWDO

1XPEHURI
VWXGHQWV



Afrikaans

12 168

38,5

English

14 999

47,4

240

0,7

IsiXhosa

1 084

3,4

3XLIVSJ½GMEP7%PERKYEKIW

1 828

5,8

+RPHODQJXDJH

Afrikaans/English

Other languages
7RWDO

COMPOSITION AND SIZE OF STUDENT BODY BY
*(1'(5-XQH

1XPEHURI
VWXGHQWV

1 320

4,2

31 639

100

COMPOSITION AND SIZE OF STUDENT BODY BY
6$3529,1&(-XQH

3URYLQFH

*HQGHU

Western Cape

1XPEHURI
VWXGHQWV



18 820

59,5

Gauteng

3 856

12,2

Unknown

3 006

9,5



/[E^YPY2EXEP

2 088

6,6

Female

16 982

53,7

Eastern Cape

1 593

5,0

Male

14 656

46,3

Northern Cape

571

1,8

7RWDO

31 639

100

Limpopo

508

1,6

Mpumalanga

480

1,5

Free State

469

1,5

COMPOSITION AND SIZE OF STUDENT BODY BY
5$&(-XQH

1XPEHURI
VWXGHQWV



Black African

6 018

19,0

Coloured

5 719

18,1

Indian

952

3,0

Asian

1

0,0

18 937

59,9

12

0,0

31 639

100

5DFH

White
Withheld
7RWDO

North West
7RWDO

248

0,8

31 639

100

COMPOSITION AND SIZE OF STUDENT BODY BY
1$7,21$/,7<-XQH

1DWLRQDOLW\
South Africa
SADC (excluding South Africa)
Other African countries
Rest of the world
7RWDO
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VICE-RECTOR
(Research, Innovation and Postgraduate Studies)

COMPOSITION AND SIZE OF STUDENT BODY BY
+20(/$1*8$*(-XQH
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1XPEHURI
VWXGHQWV



27 991

88,5

1 872

6,0

551

1,8

1 225

3,7

31 639

100

Stellenbosch University (SU) aims to be a leading research-intensive university on the
African continent. The institution wishes to achieve this by pursuing excellence, remaining
at the forefront of its chosen focus areas, gaining standing based on its research outputs,
and being enterprising, innovative and self-renewing. This requires a careful balance
between, on the one hand, continuity and consistency and, on the other, transformation
and rejuvenation of SU’s academic researcher cohort. At the same time, SU research strives
to be socially relevant. Ultimately, our research efforts are not only aimed at academic
success, but also at making a significant impact on the world around us.

T

These objectives are actively pursued by the responsibility
centre for Research, Innovation and Postgraduate Studies
(RI&PS). Through the activities of its various divisions, RI&PS
MR  JYVXLIV WXVIRKXLIRIH XLI 9RMZIVWMX]´W WXEXYW EW E
VIWIEVGL PIEHIV ERH FSPWXIVIH XLI MRWXMXYXMSR´W MRXIPPIGXYEP
capital, as the following sections will show.

APPOINTING YOUNG ACADEMIC
STARS

&] HIZIPSTMRK E RI[ KIRIVEXMSR SJ EGEHIQMGW 6- 47 IR
LERGIW XLI 9RMZIVWMX]´W VIWIEVGL GETEGMX] VINYZIREXIW XLI
researcher cohort, and helps defend SU against the risk of
slow institutional transformation.
One way in which this is accomplished is through a structured
WYTTSVX TVSKVEQQI JSV IEVP]GEVIIV VIWIEVGLIVW [LMGL MW
backed up with funding from the Department of Higher
Education and Training (DHET) research development grant.
8LMWMRGPYHIWIEVP]GEVIIVVIWIEVGLIVQIRXSVMRK [LMGLLEW
thus far matched 145 young researchers with experienced
mentors to support mentees through their PhD studies as
[IPPEWXLISJ½GMEPVEXMRKTVSGIWWSJXLI2EXMSREP6IWIEVGL
Foundation (NRF).
Postdoctoral fellows, another crucial component of our
young researcher cohort, increased by 40% since 2015 to
MR8LMWWMKRM½GERXKVS[XLMWQEREKIH[MXLMRXLI
TEVEQIXIVW SJ 79´W RI[ TSWXHSGXSVEP TVSKVEQQI TSPMG]
which took effect in January 2017. These fellows contribute
WMKRM½GERXP]XSXLIMRWXMXYXMSR´WVIWIEVGLSYXTYXEWWLS[GEWIH
at the postdoctoral research day towards the end of the
]IEV=IXXLITVSKVEQQIJEGIWXLIVMWOSJMRWYJ½GMIRXLYQER
resources to deal with the administrative burden associated
with such a large postdoctoral cohort, and increasing staff
capacity should be a strategic priority.
The Consolidoc programme, which affords PhD graduates
an extension following graduation to publish the research
from their theses, also continued to pay dividends. The 12
Consolidoc fellowships awarded in 2016 eventually resulted
MR  EVXMGPIW ERH IREFPIH ½ZI SJ XLI VIGMTMIRXW XS WIGYVI
postdoctoral fellowships. In 2017, another 22 Consolidoc
JIPPS[WLMTW [IVI E[EVHIH *MREPP] XLI 26* IEVP]GEVIIV
programme Thuthuka provided 41 young researchers with
research awards worth just under R2,5 million.

4VSJ,;6SWWSY[
½VWX:MGI6IGXSV %GEHIQMG 


Prof Eugene Cloete
:MGI6IGXSV 6IWIEVGL-RRSZEXMSRERH
4SWXKVEHYEXI7XYHMIW

POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWS AT SU,
2012–2017
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PROMOTING RESEARCH OUTPUTS
PUSHING THE BOUNDARIES OF RESEARCH OUTPUTS
%GGSVHMRKXSXLI(,)8´WSJ½GMEPVITSVXSRTYFPMGEXMSRW EWWIWWIHMR XLI[IMKLXIHVIWIEVGLSYXTYXTIVJYPPXMQI
79WXEJJQIQFIV FSXLTYFPMGEXMSRWERHTSWXKVEHYEXIWXYHIRXW [EW8LI9RMZIVWMX]´WTYFPMGEXMSRSYXTYXTIVGETMXE[EW
1,58.This made SU the most productive institution nationwide in terms of weighted research output per capita. In fact, DHET
½KYVIWWLS[XLEX79LEWQEMRXEMRIHXLILMKLIWXVIWIEVGLSYXTYXTIVJYPPXMQIEGEHIQMGWXEJJQIQFIVSJEPPYRMZIVWMXMIWMR
XLIGSYRXV]JSVXLITEWXWIZIRGSRWIGYXMZI]IEVW*YVXLIVQSVI79FSEWXWXLIGSYRXV]´WLMKLIWXRYQFIVSJVIWIEVGLGMXEXMSRW
per publication.

SU RESEARCH OUTPUTS, 2012–2016*

5HVHDUFKRXWSXWV

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Weighted research output per capita

2,37

3,08

2,97

3,03

2,92

3,11

Research publication output per capita

1,22

1,36

1,47

1,50

1,32

1,58

6EXMSSJ[IMKLXIHVIWIEVGLSYXTYXWTIVJYPPXMQIIUYMZEPIRXXIEGLMRK
and research staff member (strategic management indicator)

1,83

2,41

2,33

2,50

2,53

2,64

*Results of the 2017 publications are assessed in 2018.
In addition, the annual institutional research report, Research at Stellenbosch University, again garnered an excellence award at
the annual MACE (Marketing, Advancement and Communication in Education) conference – for the sixth consecutive year.
Of course, a considerable increase in research output implies a concomitant increase in measures to ensure its integrity and
IXLMGEPGSQTPMERGI)XLMGWVIZMI[EX79MWQEREKIHXLVSYKL½ZIGSQQMXXIIW[LSWIQIQFIVWLMTGSQTVMWIWEGEHIQMGWXEJJ
and community members who volunteer their time to help ensure that XLI9RMZIVWMX]´W research is conducted in an ethically
VIWTSRWMFPIQERRIV8LIGSRWMHIVEFPIMRGVIEWIMRRI[ETTPMGEXMSRWWIVZMRKFIJSVIXLIWIGSQQMXXIIWMWVI¾IGXIHFIPS[

NEW APPLICATIONS REVIEWED BY SU ETHICS COMMITTEES, 2013–2017

&RPPLWWHH

2013

2014

2015

2016

Health Research Ethics Committee 1 and 2

453

475

507

470

555

Research Ethics Committee: Humanities

425

430

616

882

1 285

Research Ethics Committee: Animal Care and Use

32

41

41

50

35







4

2

Research Ethics Committee: Biosafety and Environmental Ethics (new)

Apart from the risk of ethically unsound research, the
changing landscape of research publication also poses new
challenges. Firstly, predatory publishing is of equal concern to
all higher education institutions, including SU. To proactively
raise awareness in this regard, several information sessions
[IVILIPHJSVXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WVIWIEVGLIVWMR7IGSRHP]
new, more stringent policy requirements in terms of claiming
publication output subsidies from the DHET add to the
administrative burden on an already overstretched Division
for Research Development. These issues will require careful
consideration in the period ahead.
GROWTH IN RESEARCH OUTPUTS
RECOGNISED IN WORLD RANKINGS
SU maintains a nuanced approach to university rankings:
%GEHIQMGI\GIPPIRGIERHUYEPMX]VIQEMRWRSRRIKSXMEFPIERH
RSEXXIQTXMWQEHIXSEVXM½GMEPP]MR¾YIRGIXLIMRWXMXYXMSR´W
position on any ranking.
Encouragingly, however, SU had climbed to the 351–400
category in the Times Higher Education (THE) World
University Rankings released in 2017 (2016: 401–500
category), mainly on the strength of its improved performance

56

2017

MRXLIVIWIEVGLWIGXMSRSJXLIVEROMRK8LMWVI¾IGXWMXWWXEXYW
as a leading research institution in the country and on the
continent.
79´W MQTVSZIQIRX SR XLI8,) VEROMRK GSQIW EJXIV XLI
news that SU had risen even further in the latest QS world
university rankings, which now places the University second
in South Africa, having climbed from third position in the
previous edition.
CREATING A PLATFORM TO INCREASE
RESEARCH VISIBILITY
The SU Knowledge Directory, a tool collaboratively
HIZIPSTIH F] E RYQFIV SJ XLI 9RMZIVWMX]´W HMZMWMSRW EMQW
to open up SU expertise to the world by means of a web
GSRWSPI JIEXYVIH TVSQMRIRXP] SR XLI MRWXMXYXMSR´W [IFWMXI
(http://www0.sun.ac.za/knowledge_directory/).
8LI HMVIGXSV] SJJIVW ZEVMSYW FIRI½XW -X RSX SRP] IREFPIW
potential national and international research and industry
partners to search for SU experts, but also promotes
MRXIVHMWGMTPMREV] RIX[SVOMRK EQSRK XLI 9RMZIVWMX]´W S[R
researchers. In 2017, the directory was populated with
VIWIEVGLIVW´ FMSWOIXGLIW ERH PMROW XS XLIMV VIWIEVGL
publications.
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SUPPORTING RESEARCH WITH
21ST-CENTURY LIBRARY SPACES,
CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY AND
SUSTAINABLE COLLECTIONS

8S GSRXMRYI IREFPMRK XLI 9RMZIVWMX]´W GSVI FYWMRIWW SJ
research, teaching and learning, the Library and Information
7IVZMGITVSZMHIWEGGIWWXSVIPIZERX YTXSHEXIMRJSVQEXMSR
VIWSYVGIW XLIPEXIWXMRJSVQEXMSRHMWGSZIV]XSSPWERHWXEXI
SJXLIEVXJEGMPMXMIW
In the reporting year, extensive refurbishments to the
Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences branch library at
Tygerberg were completed. When opening its doors in early
2018, the facility will provide inviting spaces and facilities to
EGGSQQSHEXIXLIQSHIVRHE]RIIHWSJQIHMGEPWXYHIRXW
researchers and staff. Architects have also been appointed
for the refurbishment of sections of the central Stellenbosch
University Library (formerly known as JS Gericke Library), a
project which may take up to two years.
Apart from its newly upgraded website, the Library has also
MQTPIQIRXIHERI[KIRIVEXMSRPMFVEV]QEREKIQIRXW]WXIQ
and discovery tool, which keeps it in step with the latest
technology and business processes the academic library
industry has to offer. To support the implementation of a
bespoke research data management system on campus, a
research data manager has joined the Library staff.
In addition, efforts to ensure a more sustainable
subscriptions bill continued in the year in review with an
evaluation of all existing journal and database subscriptions,
and an investigation into alternatives to subscribing to
comprehensive electronic journal packages. This resulted
MR I\XIRWMZI WEZMRKW [LMGL LEZI GVIEXIH QYGLRIIHIH
manoeuvring space in the 2018 budget.
New service delivery initiatives, such as the establishment
of a library student advisory board as well as seeking client
feedback on whiteboards, have helped the Library and
Information Service further improve its essential service
offering.

SUSTAINING RESEARCH EXCELLENCE
EXPERT RESEARCH EARNS SU SPECIALISED
RESEARCH CHAIRS
8LI 9RMZIVWMX]´W sustained research excellence is evident
from its 44 research chairs – 25 as part of the NRF South
African Research Chair Initiative (SARChI) funded by the
Department of Science and Technology, 18 funded by other
sponsors, and the recently established chair in Studies in
Historical Trauma and Transformation funded from the
9RMZIVWMX]´WS[RFYHKIX
Two chairs were added in 2017: One funded by the
multinational beer and beverage company AB InBev in the
(ITEVXQIRX SJ %KVSRSQ] EMQW XS LIPT EGLMIZI %JVMGE´W
agricultural potential, while the SARChI chair in sugarcane
FMSVI½RMRK MR XLI (ITEVXQIRX SJ 4VSGIWW )RKMRIIVMRK
centres on improving the economic viability of the sugarcane
industry.
As part of developing a new strategic framework for the
University, a process was also initiated to formulate new
focused research areas to take SU into its second century
EW E VIWIEVGLMRXIRWMZI YRMZIVWMX] 8LI VIGSQQIRHEXMSRW
emanating from three public consultative forums were fed
MRXSXLIHVEJXMRKSJXLIMRWXMXYXMSR´WRI[7XVEXIKMG*VEQI[SVO
2019–2024.

RESEARCH OUTPUTS HITTING THE
HEADLINES IN 2017
8QWROGKLVWRULHVRI6RXWK$IULFDQIDPLOLHVWREH
recorded 79VIGIMZIHE½ZI]IEV%RHVI[;1IPPSR
*SYRHEXMSRKVERXSJMRWYTTSVXSJXLI
TVSNIGX±8LIFMSKVETL]SJERYRGLEVXIHTISTPI²
[[[YRGLEVXIHTISTPISVK 8LITVSNIGXLSWXIHMRXLI
Department of History will transcribe large sets of
LMWXSVMGEPQMGVSHEXEXSXIPPXLIYRXSPHLMWXSVMIWSJ7SYXL
%JVMGERJEQMPMIWXLEX[IVITVIZMSYWP]I\GPYHIHJVSQXLI
national narrative.
&RQWULEXWLRQWRWKHVWDWHFDSWXUHGHEDWHThe report
Betrayal of the promise: How South Africa is being
stolenIQEREXMRKJVSQXLI79GSRZIRIHGSPPEFSVEXMZI
7XEXI'ETEGMX]6IWIEVGL4VSNIGXGSRXVMFYXIH
EGEHIQMGEPP]XSXLITYFPMGHIFEXIEFSYXWXEXIGETXYVI
MRXLIGSYRXV]'SRWMWXMRKSJPIEHMRKVIWIEVGLIVW
from the universities of Stellenbosch, Cape Town, the
;MX[EXIVWVERHERH.SLERRIWFYVKXLMWMWETVMQI
I\EQTPISJXLIX]TISJMRXIVHMWGMTPMREV]MRXIVYRMZIVWMX]
research SU aims to increasingly pursue.

0HGLFDOFHQWUH¼UVWWRFRPSOHWHSURFHGXUH
VXFFHVVIXOO\WZLFH-R%TVMPER798]KIVFIVK,SWTMXEP
XIEQTIVJSVQIHEWIGSRHTIRMWXVERWTPERXQEOMRK
MXXLI½VWXQIHMGEPGIRXVIMRXLI[SVPHXSWYGGIWWJYPP]
GSQTPIXIXLMWTVSGIHYVIX[MGI8LIXIEQTIVJSVQIH
XLI[SVPH´W½VWXTIRMWXVERWTPERXMR(IGIQFIV
8LITVSGIHYVIMRZSPZIWI\XVIQIP]XE\MRKQMGVSZEWGYPEV
WYVKIV]8LIXVERWTPERXWJSVQTEVXSJETVSSJSJGSRGITX
WXYH]XSHIZIPSTEGSWXIJJIGXMZITIRMPIXVERWTPERX
TVSGIHYVIJSVYWIMREX]TMGEPXLIEXVIWIXXMRKMRE7SYXL
%JVMGERTYFPMGWIGXSVLSWTMXEP

68LQFXEDWHG&XEH6SDFHODXQFKHGPLFURVDWHOOLWH
%PWSMR%TVMP'YFI7TEGIER79MRMXMEXMZIMRGYFEXIH
EXXLI9RMZIVWMX]´W0EYRGL0EFPEYRGLIHMXW½VWX
QMGVSWEXIPPMXI>%%IVS7EX[EWPEYRGLIH[MXLER%XPEW
:VSGOIXJVSQ'ETI'EREZIVEPMRXLI9RMXIH7XEXIW8LMW
JSPPS[WMRXLIXVEMPFPE^IHF]WEXIPPMXIW7YRWEXMR
FYMPXF]79WXEJJERHWXYHIRXWERH7YQFERHMPE7EXMR
FYMPXF]WXEJJSJEJSVQIV79WTMRSYXGSQTER]
7YR7TEGI8LI>%%IVS7EXHSGOIH[MXLXLI-RXIVREXMSREP
7TEGI7XEXMSRJVSQ[LIVIMX[EWVIPIEWIHMRXSSVFMXMR
1E]8LIWEXIPPMXIJSVQWTEVXSJXLIMRXIVREXMSREP5&
TVSNIGX[LMGLMRZSPZIWTYXXMRKWEXIPPMXIWIEGLWQEPPIV
XLEREWLSIFS\MRXSSVFMXXSKEXLIVHEXESRXLIPEVKIP]
YRI\TPSVIHPS[IVXLIVQSWTLIVI¯OQEFSZI
earth.
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SUSTAINED RESEARCH ACHIEVEMENTS
ACKNOWLEDGED
8LI VITSVXMRK ]IEV WE[ XLI 9RMZIVWMX]´W EGEHIQMG ERH
research support services staff again garnering numerous
WSYKLXEJXIVEGGSPEHIW8LIWIMRGPYHIH
• two prestigious Royal Society of South Africa awards;
•½ZIRI[P]EGUYMVIHQIQFIVWLMTWSJXLI%GEHIQ]SJ
Science of South Africa (ASSAf);
•IMKLX½REPMWXWEXXLI2EXMSREP7GMIRGIERH8IGLRSPSK]
Forum (NSTF)/South32 awards;
• a Department of Science and Technology (DST) Women
in Science award; and

NRF-RATED RESEARCHERS AT SU, 2012–2017
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• two DST/Southern African Research and Innovation
1EREKIQIRX%WWSGMEXMSR 7%6-1% E[EVHWJSV79´W
contribution to research management in Southern Africa.
-REHHMXMSR6- 47:MGI6IGXSV4VSJ)YKIRI'PSIXIVIGIMZIH
an NSTF award recognising his outstanding contribution to
research and innovation in South Africa.

EXTENDING RESEARCH INNOVATION

-RRSZEXMSR GSRWXMXYXIW E ZMXEP GSQTSRIRX SJ 79´W VIWIEVGL
success. It positions the University as a place of opportunity,
attracting the best researchers and students from across
Africa and the rest of the world. The SU research output
again delivered a considerable number of new innovations,
as the following graph shows:

11
11
13
14
15

Tshwane University of Technology
Poynting Antennas (Pty) Ltd
University of the Free State
University of the Western Cape
Nelson Mandela Metro University

21
23
25
25

9RMZIVWMX]SJ/[E^YPY2EXEP
Discovery Holdings Limited
Element Six (Production) (Pty) Ltd
University of Pretoria
2SVXL;IWX9RMZIVWMX]
DETNET South Africa (Pty) Ltd
University of the Witwatersrand
CSIR

2014

2015

2016

2017

R669,1 m

R864,2 m

R866,6 m

R1 210,2 m

R1 165,5 m

*YVXLIV WMKRM½GERX WSYVGIW SJ VIWIEVGL MRGSQI MR 
were a bilateral and multilateral collaboration award of
R14 million from the NRF, and a R1,8 million award from
the HB & MJ Thom Trust towards study leave for academic
staff and bursaries for postgraduate students. SU was also
JSVXYREXIXSVIGIMZIX[STVSNIGXWTIGM½GE[EVHW¯SRIJVSQ
the Mellon Foundation in support of the “Biography of an
Uncharted People” project in the Department of History
(R12,6 million), and another from the Research Councils
9/XSWYTTSVX79´WTEVXMGMTEXMSRMRXLITVSNIGX±(IZIPSTMRK
Resilient Nations – Towards a Public Health Early Warning
7]WXIQZME9VFER;EXIV4VS½PMRK 6I2); ² 6QMPPMSR 
Like previous years, SU academics again applied to the
extremely competitive European Union (EU) Horizon 2020
Research and Innovation funding programme as well as

SXLIV )9VIPEXIH JYRHMRK WGLIQIW (YVMRK  EPSRI 
grants to the value of R37 million were awarded (2014–
2017: R169 million). In addition, SU researchers and students
were involved in 28 Erasmus+ awards, bringing the overall
RYQFIVSJ)9VIPEXIHVIWIEVGLGSPPEFSVEXMSRE[EVHWEXXLI
University to 107.

SUSTAINING POSTGRADUATE
STUDENT SUCCESS

A substantial and successful postgraduate student body is an
MQTSVXERXFYMPHMRKFPSGOSJER]VIWIEVGLMRXIRWMZIYRMZIVWMX]
-R79LEHQEWXIV´WERHHSGXSVEPWXYHIRXW

NUMBER OF ENROLLED MASTER’S AND PHD STUDENTS AT SU, 2013–2017

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

4 735

4 717

4 848

4 919

5 005

Doctoral students

1 331

1 385

1 473

1 497

1 703

7RWDO

6 066

6 102

6 321

6 416

6 708

%PWSWMQMPEVXSXLIX[STVMSV]IEVWEKEMRWE[EVIGSVHRYQFIVSJQEWXIV´WERH
doctoral degrees conferred.

1EWXIV´WHIKVIIW

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

1 301

1 293

1 378

1 468

1 622

225

234

267

278

305

Doctoral degrees

1MRHJYP SJ XLI 6- 47´W VIWTSRWMFMPMX] XS HIJIRH EKEMRWX XLI VMWO SJ MRWYJ½GMIRX WXYHIRX HMZIVWMX]
at SU, black African, coloured, Indian and Asian (BCIA) students represented a solid 49% of the
postgraduate student body, whilst just over 19% of the postgraduate cohort were international.

33
33

73

POSTGRADUATE STUDENT DIVERSITY, 2013–2017

77
77

SASOL Technology
University of Cape Town
7XIPPIRFSWGL9RMZIVWMX]


108
0
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2013

MASTER’S AND DOCTORAL DEGREES AWARDED BY SU, 2013–2017

15
15

INSIAVA (Pty) Ltd
AEL Mining Services Ltd

THIRD-STREAM INCOME FROM
RESEARCH CONTRACTS,
2013–2017

1EWXIV´WWXYHIRXW

79´WRYQFIVSJ4'8ETTPMGEXMSRWI\GIIHWIZIRXLEXSJXLI
'SYRGMPJSV7GMIRXM½GERH-RHYWXVMEP6IWIEVGL '7-6  [LMGL
EXXIWXWXSXLIMRWXMXYXMSR´WGETEGMX]XSGSRXVMFYXIXSIGSRSQMG
and social improvement in the country through innovation.

8

Through the Technology and Human Resources for Industry
4VSKVEQQI 8,6-4  79´W TEVXRIVWLMTW [MXL MRHYWXV]
were further strengthened. Twenty three projects funded
YRHIV XLI SVMKMREP 26*EHQMRMWXIVIH8,6-4 VIGIMZIH XLIMV
delayed 2016/17 grants, and R23,3 million was awarded.
8LI 9RMZIVWMX]´W MRHYWXV] TEVXRIVW EPWS WYFQMXXIH 
project proposals to the new THRIP programme run by the
Department of Trade and Industry (dti), with six selected
projects eventually receiving R22,1 million. As per dti
requirements, some of the funding will be used for research
and student training activities at historically disadvantaged
institutions.



PATENT COOPERATION TREATY (PCT) APPLICATIONS RESULTING FROM SU RESEARCH,
2009–2017
Medical Research Council
LEVINSON, Steven Mark

GENERATING SUSTAINABLE
RESEARCH INCOME THROUGH
RESEARCH PARTNERSHIPS
To generate sustainable research income through
TEVXRIVWLMTW 6- 47 YXMPMWIW FSXL XLMVHWXVIEQ GSRXVEGX
VIWIEVGL  ERH JSYVXLWXVIEQ TLMPERXLVSTMG HSREXMSRW 
sources.
8LMVHWXVIEQMRGSQISJQSVIXLER6QMPPMSR[EW
KIRIVEXIHXLVSYKLXLIRI[VIWIEVGLGSRXVEGXWTVSGIW
sed in 2017, whilst outgoing subcontracts signed totalled just
over R23 million. The latter is lower than in 2016, although
the reduction is mainly due to a stronger South African rand.

306

2017

SUPPORTING SU’S GROWING NUMBER OF
EXEMPLARY NRF-RATED RESEARCHERS
8LI 9RMZIVWMX]´W  26*VEXIH WGMIRXMWXW MRGPYHMRK 
%VEXIHVIWIEVGLIVWJYVXLIVEXXIWXXSMXWWYWXEMRIHWTIGMEPMWIH
research capacity.
-R 7ITXIQFIV HVEWXMG GLERKIW MR XLI 26*´W VEXMRKWPMROIH
incentive funding scheme were announced. While this poses
KVEZIGSRGIVRWXSQER]SJ79´WVEXIHVIWIEVGLIVW[LSLEZI
been depending on these funds, the University would like to
continue supporting the NRF rating system in principle – not
SRP]EWEUYEPMXEXMZI TIIVVIZMI[IHQIEWYVISJI\GIPPIRGI
but also as a gateway to certain competitive NRF funding
programmes.
For this reason, SU has made available an award from its
contingency fund so as to buffer the sudden change in NRF
MRGIRXMZI JYRHMRK 8LI 9RMZIVWMX]´W 26*VEXIH VIWIEVGLIVW
can therefore work on the premise that they will receive
similar levels of incentive funding in 2018 than under the
TVIZMSYW26*VYPIW[LMPIXLI9RMZIVWMX]TYXWMRTPEGIPSRKIV
term plans.

20

40
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Percentage black African, coloured, Indian and
Asian students

46,0

46,0

47,0

48,0

49,0

Percentage international students

18,3

17,8

19,0

19,2

19,0
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8LVSYKLGSRXMRYSYWP]VI½RIHWIVZMGIWEW[IPPEWTSWXKVEHYEXI
JYRHMRK ERH WOMPPW WYTTSVX XLI 4SWXKVEHYEXI 3J½GI 4+3 
bolsters postgraduate success. A new, comprehensive
catalogue now provides prospective postgraduates with
ER SZIVZMI[ SJ 79´W TVSKVEQQI SJJIVMRK [LMPI XEMPSVIH
orientation sessions across campus help new postgraduates
½RH XLIMV JIIX -R XIVQW SJ JYRHMRK ERH WOMPPW WYTTSVX XLI
PGO administered bursaries worth R234 million in 2017
(2016: R222 million), with a welcome increase in bursary
funds from industry, whilst SU contributed R30 million
of total postgraduate bursaries from its own budget. To
LSRI TSWXKVEHYEXIW´ VIWIEVGL WOMPPW XLI 4+3 GSRHYGXIH
20 research support orientations for 1 012 postgraduates,
reached 1 096 participants with research skills development
[SVOWLSTW ERHLSWXIHEX[SHE]MRXIRWMZIXVEMRMRKWIWWMSR
XSMQTVSZITSWXKVEHYEXIW´EGEHIQMG[VMXMRKWOMPPW
8LI 4+3 EPWS XETW MRXS 79´W RIX[SVOW XS TYVWYI
GSRWXERX MQTVSZIQIRX MR XLI 9RMZIVWMX]´W TSWXKVEHYEXI

environment. One example is its participation in the EU
Erasmus+ programme Enhancing Postgraduate Environments.
Through this intervention six South African and six
European universities jointly develop a set of South African
contextualised resources for strengthening postgraduate
IRZMVSRQIRXW 79HIZIPSTIH IVIWSYVGIW EHHIH XS XLI
TVSNIGX´W [IFWMXI TSWXKVEHIRZMVSRQIRXWGSQ  MR 
MRGPYHI±,S[MWKSSHWGMIRXM½G[VMXMRKPMOIKSSHGSSOMRK²
“The research degree toolkit” and “The MoU between
supervisor and postgraduate students”. In addition, the
4+3 QEREKIW XLI 9RMZIVWMX]´W NSMRX HIKVII TVSKVEQQIW
with partners such as KU Leuven and Vrije Universiteit. Five
students in joint PhD programmes graduated in December
 [MXL E JYVXLIV ½ZI WGLIHYPIH XS KVEHYEXI MR 1EVGL
2018. New joint degree agreements were also concluded
with Hamburg University (Germany), Macquarie University
(Australia), Coventry University (United Kingdom) and the
Université Claude Bernard Lyon 1 (France).

3RVWJUDGXDWHVXFFHVVThrough
GSRXMRYSYWP]VI½RIHWIVZMGIWEW[IPPEW
TSWXKVEHYEXIJYRHMRKERHWOMPPWWYTTSVX
XLI4SWXKVEHYEXI3J½GIFSPWXIVW
TSWXKVEHYEXIWYGGIWW

Report of the

VICE-RECTOR
(Strategy and Internationalisation)
Helping to transform Stellenbosch University (SU) into a future-fit and globally
competitive institution, the recently established responsibility centre of Strategy and
Internationalisation (S&I) (previously Strategic Initiatives and Internationalisation)
can be seen as a natural corollary of SU’s pursuit of relevance. This pursuit has been
an integral part of the University’s strategies and plans for many years, even more
so as the institution is about to enter its second century of existence next year.
Following further self-assessment by the Rectorate in the reporting year, a third
portfolio, information governance, was shifted to the responsibility centre in addition
to its initial two responsibility areas of strategic initiatives and internationalisation.
Together, these three portfolios are aimed at keeping SU responsive to the needs of a
21st-century higher education institution.

B

By implementing an aligned strategy in the plans of the
various responsibility centres, faculties, departments, centres
ERHYRMXW7 -TYVWYIWSTXMQEPW]RIVK]FIX[IIR79´WWXVEXIKMG
objectives, aspirational business plan and performance
indicators (see page 34).The internationalisation brief, in turn,
is to bring SU to the world and the world to SU – contributing
to innovative scholarship, international collaboration and
new knowledge economies locally, regionally and globally. In
terms of information governance, the responsibility centre
has set to work to create a framework to effectively monitor,
VIKYPEXIERHIZEPYEXI79´WMRJSVQEXMSRW]WXIQWIREFPMRKXLI
9RMZIVWMX]XSFIQSVIIJ½GMIRX[MXLPIWWIJJSVX
As the paragraphs below will illustrate, the reporting year
saw many advances made in these three portfolios to ensure
that SU remains relevant in the changing higher education
PERHWGETIERHGEXIVWXSXLIRIIHWSJQSHIVRHE]WXYHIRXW
and employers as well as the country, region and globe.

DRIVING STRATEGIC INITIATIVES
CRAFTING STRATEGIES TO TAKE SU INTO THE
FUTURE
The responsibility centre in 2017 initiated the development
SJ 79´W :MWMSR  ERH 7XVEXIKMG *VEQI[SVO ¯
2024, which are set to replace the existing Institutional
Intent and Strategy 2013–2018 upon its expiry. Following
strategic planning processes and consultations through the
9RMZIVWMX]´W MRWXMXYXMSREP ERH I\IGYXMZI TPERRMRK JSVYQW
½ZI XEWO XIEQW [IVI IWXEFPMWLIH XS VIWTIGXMZIP] KIRIVEXI
MRTYXWSR79´WZEPYIWJYXYVIWM^IERHWLETIVIWIEVGLXLIQIW
strategic performance indicators, and bursaries and loans.
Incorporating their recommendations, along with feedback
obtained through student and staff consultations on the
ZEPYIWSJ79 E½VWXHVEJXZMWMSRERHJVEQI[SVOWLSYPHFI
available for extensive consultation in April 2018.
At the same time, the annual reiteration of the Institutional
Plan – this time covering the period 2018–2023 – was again
successfully completed, and the plan was submitted on
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1V6SFIVX/SX^q½VWX7IRMSV
%HQMRMWXVEXMZI3J½GIVERH
JSYRHIVSJXLI3J½GIJSV
International Relations, 1993

Prof Hester Klopper
½VWX:MGI6IGXSV 7XVEXIK]ERH
-RXIVREXMSREPMWEXMSR

time to the Department of Higher Education and Training
(DHET) in December.
Once adopted, the new Vision 2040 and Strategic
Framework 2019–2024 will guide the Institutional Plan,
ensuring optimal integration and coordination.
SPEARHEADING KEY STRATEGIC PROJECTS
A central strategic project in 2017 was preparations and
TPERRMRKJSV79´W'IRXIREV]1MRHJYPSJXLIIGSRSQMG
GPMQEXI ERH XLI 9RMZIVWMX]´W EPVIEH] JYPP EGEHIQMG ]IEV MX
was decided to commemorate the occasion primarily using
I\MWXMRK IZIRXW SR 79´W GEPIRHEV [LMPI WIPIGXMZIP] EHHMRK
only a few special events. With the Centenary visual identity,
theme and expression introduced to campus in August,
planning is far advanced and SU is looking forward to
commemorating “100 years of learning, growing and moving
forward together” next year.
In addition, S&I supported faculties such as Education, Arts
and Social Sciences as well as Theology to work towards
MQTVSZIH W]WXIQMG WYWXEMREFMPMX] XLVSYKL JEGYPX]WTIGM½G
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renewal strategies. Medicine and Health Sciences was also
supported in increasing its academic footprint through a new
undergraduate nursing science programme and expanding
its clinical platform to the Northern Cape.

ADVANCING INTERNATIONALISATION
A FUTURE-FIT INTERNATIONALISATION PLAN
AND FURTHER SUPPORT STRUCTURES
Having established SU International with its six centres as
EQSVIIJ½GMIRXSVKERMWEXMSREPWXVYGXYVIMR IJJSVXWXS
produce an internationalisation strategy for SU started in all
IEVRIWXMRXLI]IEVMRVIZMI[ +YMHIHF]XLI(,)8´WRI[P]
published Draft Policy Framework for the Internationalisation
of Higher Education in South Africa, a position paper
was drafted to serve as a basis for a broader strategy on
internationalisation, which is scheduled for completion in the
course of 2018.
Further efforts towards embedding internationalisation at
SU included the establishment of an Institutional Advisory
Committee for Internationalisation (IACI), which met for
XLI½VWXXMQIXS[EVHWXLIIRHSJXLI]IEV8LISZIVEVGLMRK
function of IACI is to advise Stellenbosch University
International (SU International) on matters relating to
internationalisation, and to contribute to the advancement
of internationalisation at the University. All responsibility
centres and faculties are represented on the committee.

SU’S COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS

A UNIVERSITY OF AFRICA, FOR AFRICA
– INCREASING SU’S FOOTPRINT ON THE
CONTINENT
Through both its Africa Centre for Scholarship (ACS) and
the Centre for Collaboration in Africa (CCA), SU continued
its interventions to reach out to African partners in
ORS[PIHKIGVIEXMSR/I]EQSRKXLI%'7´WEGXMZMXMIWMR
was coordinating the ever wider range of initiatives of the
African Doctoral Academy (ADA). These included a winter
and summer doctoral school (406 participants in total)
and joint doctoral schools in collaboration with Makerere
University in Uganda (100 delegates) and the universities
of Namibia and Malawi respectively (300 delegates in total).
8LI ''% MR XYVR [EW LEVH EX [SVO QEREKMRK 79´W QSVI
than 400 registered active collaborative projects in over 42
African countries with more than 600 African collaborators
WII ½KYVI  1SVISZIV 79 WYWXEMRIH FMPEXIVEP EKVIIQIRXW
with 24 higher education institutions on the continent.
*YVXLIVEXXIWXMRKXSXLIMRWXMXYXMSR´WWXVSRKTVIWIRGIMR%JVMGE
is its continued hosting of the secretariat for the NEPAD
Southern Africa Network of Water Centres of Excellence
7%2;%8')  79EPWSGSRXMRYIWXSWYTTSVXTER%JVMGER
MRMXMEXMZIWWYGLEW4)6-4)6-9 FYMPHMRKHMWEWXIVVMWOGETEGMX] 
and TRECCAfrica I and II (building skills to combat climate
change and resource depletion), and its active participation
in the African Research Universities Alliance (ARUA).
This growing footprint has clearly made SU an attractive
destination for students from elsewhere in Africa, who
currently comprise 58% of all international students and
84,3% of all international postgraduates at the University.
Yet outbound student mobility from SU to other African
countries can improve. To this end, PhD students and young
researchers were accompanied to Makerere in 2017, with
an undergraduate delegation to West Africa to follow next
year.

Morocco 14

Mauritania 2

Burkina Faso 
Ivory Coast 1

Sudan 12
Ethiopia 41

Sierra Leone 2

Nigeria 53
Kenya 86

D.R. Congo 6

Uganda 57
Seychelles 2
Zambia 
Malawi 40

Angola 4
Zimbabwe 40
Namibia 56
Botswana 61

Madagascar 
Reunion 2
Swaziland 5
Lesotho 7
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1XPEHURI
VWXGHQWV

South African

27 991

88,5

1 872

6,0

551

1,8

1 225

3,7

31 639

100

Southern African Development
Community (excluding South Africa)
Other African countries
Rest of the world
7RWDO

Burundi 1
Tanzania 47

Comores 1
Mauritius 
Mozambique 24



NON-DEGREE PROGRAMMES FOR INCOMING INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

3URJUDPPH

1XPEHURIVWXGHQWV

7LSVXTVSKVEQQIW XEMPSVQEHIEGGSVHMRKXSLSQIMRWXMXYXMSR´WVIUYMVIQIRXW

63

79-RXIVREXMSREP;MRXIV7GLSSP XLVII[IIOTVSKVEQQI.YRI.YP]

129

Exchange programmes (from partner institution; involves tuition waiver)

332

Freemovers (Study Abroad students, paying full fee)

342

%J½PMEXIWXYHIRXW WLSVXXIVQVIWIEVGLWXE]WMRXIVRWLMTW

115

7RWDO

981

8LIMRFSYRHRSRHIKVIIGSLSVXRSXSRP]IRLERGIWHMZIVWMX]ERHEHHWERMRXIVREXMSREPIPIQIRXXSXLI79GPEWWVSSQERH
research environment, but also represents an important income generator that earned SU a total of R9,5 million. With this
revenue, the University could inter alia support 332 outbound student mobility opportunities and award R4,1 million in travel
and exchange bursaries.
NON-DEGREE OUTBOUND MOBILITY FOR SU STUDENTS

1XPEHURIVWXGHQWV
33

Semester exchanges, 2nd semester

62

Partner summer and winter schools

124

Independent summer and winter schools

56

Winter camp, Xiamen, China

16

Overseas conference grants for PhD candidates

23

/90IYZIR798LMRO8ERO

18

7RWDO

332

C.A. Republic 2

Ghana 41
Benin 2
Gabon 5

62

Egypt 13

Niger 5
Eritrea 1

Togo 3

1DWLRQDOLW\

7IQIWXIVI\GLERKIWWXWIQIWXIV XSTEVXRIVMRWXMXYXMSRWXYMXMSR[EMZIVTPYWSXLIVFIRI½XW

Tunisia 8
Algeria 8

Chad 3

Senegal 16
The Gambia 5

COMPOSITION AND SIZE OF STUDENT BODY BY
1$7,21$/,7<-XQH

3URJUDPPH

Libya 4
Mali 

EXPANDING INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS
BEYOND THE CONTINENT – KEEPING MOBILE
AND CONNECTED
The Global Engagement Centre (GEC) arranges both
MRFSYRH ERH SYXFSYRH RSRHIKVII WXYHIRX QSFMPMX] -R
XLI VITSVXMRK ]IEV MX GSSVHMREXIH E VERKI SJ RSRHIKVII
programmes for 981 incoming international students.
Inbound and outbound student and staff mobility remains
the acid test for sustainable internationalisation.
-RXLMWVIKEVH EXSXEPSJRSR7SYXL%JVMGERWXYHIRXW
were registered at SU in 2017, including a sizable 1 225 from
countries beyond Africa.

PIONEERING A CUTTING-EDGE SYSTEM FOR
INTEGRATED INTERNATIONALISATION DATA
As international collaboration data are often not readily
EZEMPEFPIXSHIGMWMSRQEOIVWERHVIWIEVGLIVW79LEWMRMXMEXIH
the development of an innovative electronic database that
captures the information of all its networks, partnerships
ERH GSPPEFSVEXMSRW 8LMW WTIGMEPMWIH ERH XEMPSVQEHI
information system aims to combine customer relationship
management with international partnership management
and international activities, whilst also being integrated
[MXL I\MWXMRK HEXE WSYVGIW WYGL EW 79´W LYQER VIWSYVGIW
and student information systems. Its development will be
ER MRRSZEXMZI ½VWX 8LI W]WXIQ MRGPYHIW XLI MRJSVQEXMSR
components of staff mobility and activities, international
visitors to SU, partnership management and international
TVSNIGXW -X [MPP FI VI½RIH ERH I\TERHIH MR XLI QSRXLW
ahead.

ENHANCING INFORMATION
GOVERNANCE
CREATING VALUE THROUGH THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF AN INFORMATION
GOVERNANCE PORTFOLIO
Following its formal inception in October, the new
Information Governance Division (incorporating the
previous Division for Institutional Research and Planning)
was quick off the mark to establish its structures and
procedures. Information Governance will be accountable
for developing an information vision and roadmap for SU,
aligning information and IT strategies, and implementing
technology and information governance. In addition it will
manage an implementation framework for the Protection
of Personal Information Act (POPIA)/Promotion of Access
to Information Act (PAIA), and mitigate against information
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ERHG]FIVWIGYVMX]VMWOW8LMWMX[MPPEGLMIZIXLVSYKLMXWXLVII
centres for Institutional Information, Student Information
System Support and Business Intelligence. A task team on
information governance will provide additional support. The
Information Governance Division is also represented on the
Technology and Information Committee of the Rectorate.
RESPONSIBLY MANAGING PERSONAL
INFORMATION
Personal information pervades the entire University. Policies
ERHTVMZEG]RSXMGIWQE]TVSZMHIIZMHIRGISJ79´WJSVQEPMWXMG
compliance with relevant laws such as POPIA and PAIA. Yet,
giving full effect to the constitutional right to privacy in all
SJXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WSTIVEXMSRWVIUYMVIWGSRWMHIVEFPIXVEMRMRK
and awareness work, and a range of supporting tools.
In this regard, spearheaded by its Institutional Information
3J½GIV79MRHIZIPSTIHERHVIPIEWIHTVMZEG]RSXMGIW
for all institutional mobile apps and drafted a similar notice
for the institutional corporate website. In addition, funding
was secured and the groundwork done for an extensive
privacy awareness campaign to be rolled out in early 2018,
which will be followed by the development of privacy training
material. Work on a new set of regulations for recruiting SU
employees as research participants and conducting research
[MXL 79´W TIVWSREP ERH MRWXMXYXMSREP MRJSVQEXMSR LEW EPWS
begun. At the national level, SU is a valued contributor to a
Universities South Africa task team to help develop a POPIA
code of conduct for the higher education sector, which
is set to eliminate any regulatory uncertainties and other
areas of concern.

To manage the risks presented by privacy and personal
information, efforts to develop a formal set of privacy
regulations and an information breach procedure are
under way. A newly appointed SU labour lawyer will also
assist the University in addressing privacy risks in its internal
administrative functions.

Report of the

VICE-RECTOR
(Social Impact, Transformation and Personnel)

LOOKING AHEAD

2S[ [SVOMRK [MXL E ½VQP] IWXEFPMWLIH SVKERMWEXMSREP
structure, S&I is looking forward to continue implementing
MXW QERHEXI MR XLI ]IEVW ELIEH 7TIGM½G JSGYWIW [MPP FI XS
align Vision 2040 and the Strategic Framework 2019–2024
[MXL XLI VIWTSRWMFMPMX] GIRXVI´W S[R WXVEXIKMG TPERW EW
well as those of faculties and support services divisions,
and then implement these with vigour and dedication.
*YXYVI MRXIVREXMSREPMWEXMSR EGXMZMXMIW [MPP FIRI½X JVSQ XLI
internationalisation strategy once completed in 2018.
Moreover, the added formal information governance
function will contribute to more effective and innovative use
SJXLIMRWXMXYXMSR´WMRJSVQEXMSRERH-8 8LMW[MPPIRWYVIXLEX
XLI 9RMZIVWMX] QIIXW MXW S[R ERH WXEOILSPHIVW´ RIIHW ERH
complies with all relevant legislation, contractual agreements
and internal policies.
More immediately, however, S&I will be instrumental in
WIIMRKXLI9RMZIVWMX]´W'IRXIREV]TVSNIGXXLVSYKLXS
the end, fully utilising this key strategic initiative to enhance
the SU brand.

The responsibility centre for Social Impact, Transformation and Personnel (SITP)
contributes to the University’s institutional quest to have a transformative impact on
society through its human resources. At the same time, the responsibility centre encourages
institutional transformation and maintains a well-equipped, healthy and well-managed staff
corps, preserving and expanding the institution’s human and relationship capital.

T

Through its divisions of Human Resources, theTransformation
3J½GI 7SGMEP -QTEGX 'EQTYW ,IEPXL 7IVZMGIW XLI
University Museum as well as the Stellenbosch University
79 ;SSVHJIIW7-84MWYRMUYIP]TSWMXMSRIHXSEHZERGI79´W
social impact and transform both the University and others
through its staff, students, alumni and partners. Precisely this
the responsibility centre continued to do throughout 2017,
as the following overview illustrates.

PROMOTING SOCIETY-CENTRED
SCHOLARSHIP
FURTHER INSTITUTIONALISING SOCIAL IMPACT
;MXL 7IREXI LEZMRK ETTVSZIH 79´W 7SGMEP -QTEGX 7XVEXIKMG
4PER 7-74 XS[EVHWXLIIRHSJPEWX]IEVWE[WMKRM½GERX
progress in setting up structures towards full implementation
of the plan.
8[S WMKRM½GERX WXITW QERHEXIH F] XLI 7-74 [IVI XLI
establishment of a Social Impact Committee of Senate
(SIC[S]) and a Social Impact Knowledge Platform (SIKP). The
7-' 7 QIXJSVXLI½VWXXMQIERHHVEJXIHWIZIRWSGMEPMQTEGX
themes, all aligned with the National Development Plan
ERH XLI 9RMXIH 2EXMSRW´ 7YWXEMREFPI (IZIPSTQIRX +SEPW
which have since been fed into the process of developing a
new vision and strategic framework for the University. The
7-/4 MRXYVR [EWEPWSSJ½GMEPP]PEYRGLIHERHRS[TVSZMHIW
MQQIHMEXI MRJSVQEXMSR EFSYX 79´W WSGMEP MQTEGX MRMXMEXMZIW
to internal and external stakeholders, which considerably
improves collaboration.
Implementation of the SISP also resulted in the development
of a strategic management indicator for social impact. In
addition, staff and student orientation sessions were hosted
– the former to familiarise new academic appointments
with the social impact support structures and champions
across the University, and the latter to introduce newcomer
WXYHIRXWXS79´WWSGMEPMQTEGXMRMXMEXMZIWERHWXVSRKGYPXYVI
of student volunteerism.
Pulling it all together, the annual Social Impact Symposium
offered an opportunity to align, acknowledge and celebrate
XLIWSGMEPMQTEGX[SVOHSRIF]79´WWGLSPEVW VIWIEVGLIVW
and students.
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½VWX:MGI6IGXSV 'SQQYRMX]
-RXIVEGXMSRERH4IVWSRRIP 

Prof Koopman
:MGI6IGXSV 7SGMEP-QTEGX
8VERWJSVQEXMSRERH4IVWSRRIP

BUILDING SOCIAL IMPACT SKILLS AND
SCHOLARSHIP
To properly embed social impact at SU, both staff
ERH WXYHIRXW´ WSGMEP MQTEGX GSQTIXIRGMIW RIIH XS FI
enhanced. In this regard, staff from the Division for Social
Impact attended and presented at two national and two
MRXIVREXMSREP GSRJIVIRGIW [LMPI XLI 7-84:MGI6IGXSV ERH
colleagues attended the 2017 Talloires Network Leaders
Conference in Mexico.
7XYHIRXW´ WOMPPW MR IRKEKMRK [MXL QIQFIVW SJ PSGEP
communities were expanded through a student volunteering
course coordinated and presented by Matie Community
Service, which commenced in the fourth semester. Upon
conclusion in March 2018, it is hoped that the students will
put their newly acquired skills to use embarking on various
GSQQYRMX]FEWIHTVSNIGXW
PARTNERING AND ENGAGING WITH
COMMUNITIES
&IRI½XMRK GSQQYRMXMIW MR E QSWX HMVIGX [E] XLI 79
chapter of the Golden Key International Honour Society
celebrated Mandela Day by hosting the annual Toasties
for Tummies drive on both Stellenbosch and Tygerberg
campuses in partnership with Matie Community Service.
The 340 participating volunteers prepared and distributed
  WERH[MGLIW XS  FIRI½GMEV] SVKERMWEXMSRW MR XLI
Stellenbosch municipal area, Tygerberg Hospital and the
greater Western Cape.
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As its contribution to creating development opportunities
in the communities surrounding SU, the University Museum
treated 565 learners from 21 schools to a guided tour of the
museum and educational discussions on selected artworks.

The primary focus is to ensure the right workforce in terms
of numbers, competencies, post levels and attitude to be
EFPI XS I\IGYXI XLI 9RMZIVWMX]´W WXVEXIKMIW ERH EGLMIZI MXW
objectives. To this end, a number of senior appointments
were made in the course of the year, which not only
FSSWXIH 79´W WXEJJ WOMPPW TSSP FYX EPWS IRLERGIH HMZIVWMX]
Prof Danie Brink took over from Prof Mohammad Karaan
as Dean: AgriSciences, whilst Prof Reggie Nel was appointed

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2023

40,0

41,0

43,0

43,2

43,8

45,6

46,7

55,0

Although the number of academic staff with disabilities is up from 6 in 2016 to 8 in 2017, the percentage share has declined
JVSQ XS EWEVIWYPXSJERMRGVIEWIMRXLIXSXEPEGEHIQMGGSVTW8LIRYQFIVSJI\IGYXMZIERHRSREGEHIQMGWXEJJMWYT
from 15 in 2016 to 22 in 2017, showing a slight increase in the percentage share of 0,6% to 0,9%.
OUR HUMAN CAPITAL EQUITY PROFILE
EMPLOYMENT EQUITY PROFILE OF ACADEMIC STAFF AT SU, 2017
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88

43

151

194

Economic and Management
Sciences

36

184

220

Education

26

23

49

Engineering

11

111

122

7

23

30

58

91

149

35

132

167

8

16

Law
Medicine and Health Sciences
Science
Theology
:MGI6IGXSV 6IWIEVGL-RRSZEXMSR
and Postgraduate Studies)
'LMIJ3TIVEXMRK3J½GIV
*UDQGWRWDO

2

6

94

2

22

78

6,4

2,1

6

6

200

2

22

78

3,0

1,0

5

2

7

227

1

16

84

3,1

0,4

0

49

53

47

0,0

0,0

5

BCIA

:KLWH

4

2

7

129

1

9

91

5,4

0,8

1

1

31

1

23

77

3,2

3,2

1

2

3

152

1

39

61

2,0

0,7

3

10

13

180

21

79

7,2

0,0

24

24

33
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1

1

1

1

1

801

1 045

23%

77%

1
244

6WDIIZLWK
GLVDELOLWLHV

19

Arts and Social Sciences

7RWDO

)DFXOW\
AgriSciences

3HUFHQWDJHV
)RUHLJQ
QDWLRQDOV

)RUHLJQQDWLRQDOV
2WKHU

CREATING A WELL-BALANCED WORKFORCE
FOR A 21ST-CENTURY INSTITUTION
SU understands that human resources management is
EFSYX QSVI XLER XMQIOIITMRK ERH WEPEVMIW -R E WX
century institution, it requires a careful balancing act
between integrated talent management, leadership
HIZIPSTQIRX [SVOPMJIFEPERGI IQTPS]QIRXIUYMX] GLERKI
and transformation management, and a strategic business
partnership between line management and employees.
In 2017, the Division for Human Resources managed this
delicate balance, further establishing SU as the preferred
employer in the South African higher education sector.

6KDUHRISHUPDQHQWVWDIIIURPEODFN
$IULFDQFRORXUHG,QGLDQDQG$VLDQ
SRSXODWLRQJURXSV 

6WDIIZLWK
GLVDELOLWLHV

Reaching out to other major Stellenbosch employers to
TVSQSXIHIZIPSTQIRXJSVXLIFIRI½XSJEPPVIWMHIRXWSJXLI
town, SU convened a meeting with Stellenbosch Municipality,
Capitec, Investec, Mediclinic, PSG, PwC and Remgro. Issues
HMWGYWWIH MRGPYHIH GVMQI ERH WEJIX] XVEJ½G ERH XVERWTSVX
water and electricity, job creation and skills development,
as well as entrepreneurship and innovation. The intention is
to emulate the successes of similar initiatives in the United
Kingdom and United States, jointly harnessing the unique
opportunities presented by a university town to overcome
7XIPPIRFSWGL´WGLEPPIRKIW

ADDING TO OUR VALUE
PROPOSITION WITH AN IMPROVED
STAFF CORPS

Further innovations included the introduction of a leadership
and executive development programme for staff, the
decentralisation of academic appointments and promotions
XS JEGYPXMIW ERH XLI GSQTPIXMSR SJ ER IQTPS]II FIRI½XW
ERHGYPXYVIERHGPMQEXIWYVZI]8SIRWYVIXLEXWXEJJ ´WWTIGM½G
training needs are met, personnel development plans were
linked to training interventions. Gender pay parity was
another major focus, and further advances were made to
eradicate unjust remuneration practices.

*UDQG
WRWDO

BROADENING ACCESS AND
CREATING DEVELOPMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

*MREPP] XLI 79 'LSMV [EW EKEMR ZSXIH XLI [SVPH´W XST
EQEXIYV GLSMV JSV XLI ½JXL GSRWIGYXMZI ]IEV F] Interkultur,
leading organiser of international choir competitions and
festivals. The choir offers valuable national and international
exposure to many students who otherwise would not have
had the opportunity.

Now working within the parameters of a newly approved,
comprehensive Employment Equity Policy and Plan, a key
development in the reporting year was the appointment
of a Director: Employment Equity, who will be exploring
strategies to accelerate staff diversity. An employment
equity committee has also been established to help monitor
progress in achieving staff diversity targets. Of course,
meeting diversity targets already starts with ensuring a
diverse applicant pool. In this regard, extensive strategic
recruitment actions were launched in addition to normal
advertising.
In 2017, black African, coloured, Indian and Asian (BCIA) staff
constituted 23% of the total academic establishment at SU
(2016: 22%) and white academic staff 77% (2016: 78%). In
terms of employment equity levels among SU executive and
RSREGEHIQMGWXEJJ&'-%TIVWSRRIPVITVIWIRXIH  
57%) and white staff members 42% (2016: 43%). So, while
staff diversity is clearly improving, the pace at which this is
happening requires attention.

BCIA

7IZIVEP IZIRXW SR XLI 9RMZIVWMX]´W WXVEXIKMG IRKEKIQIRX
calendar were also geared towards advancing public
engagement. These included the stage production The
Fall, the Oscar and Rose Mpetha memorial lecture to
commemorate Human Rights Day, an Africa Day symposium
ERHE;SQIR´W(E]NE^^GSRGIVX

7XEVXIHMREWEREPPRMKLXIZIRXSJTSIXV]VIEHMRK XLI
SU ;SSVHJIIWLEWKVS[RMRXSSRISJ7SYXL%JVMGE´WPIEHMRK
EVXW ERH GYPXYVI JIWXMZEPW [MXL E XIRHE] TVSKVEQQI SJ
over 500 productions, discussions, lectures and visual arts
exhibitions. With more than 50 000 visitors and 72 319
tickets sold, the 2017 event again brought quality creative
works to as wide an audience as possible, broadening
access to the world of arts in a multilingual, inclusive and
welcoming environment. Also falling under the Woordfees
umbrella is the isiXhosa schools drama programme Buya!,
which has grown to 46 participating schools in the Western
Cape. At the Buya! Festival in May, 36 new isiXhosa plays
premiered. In addition, the ;SSVHI3TIR;sVIPHI (WOW)
project – another ;SSVHJIIW MRMXMEXMZI ERH 79´W PEVKIWX
schools partnership project – continued to develop a love
for reading and learning among young learners. Active in all
nine provinces, the various WOW learning and educational
competitions attracted 674 participating schools.

BUILDING A DIVERSE AND TRANSFORMATIONORIENTED STAFF
79´WWXEJJGSVTWGSRWXMXYXIWEQENSVXVERWJSVQEXMZIMRWXVYQIRX
at the University. Therefore, in gauging transformation at the
institution, shifts in staff diversity are closely monitored. To
ensure optimal diversity in all appointments and promotions,
and to accelerate the representation of employees from
YRHIVVITVIWIRXIH KVSYTW EGVSWW 79 XLI QYPXM]IEV
[SVOJSVGITPERW[IVIJYVXLIV½RIXYRIHERHI\TERHIH

STREAMLINED PROCESSES FOR EFFICIENT
WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT
%PXLSYKL WXIITIH MR LMWXSV] XLMW RIEVP] ]IEVSPH
institution keeps innovating, and its human resources
TVEGXMGIW EVI RS I\GITXMSR 8S OIIT TEGI [MXL QSHIVR
day needs, the Division for Human Resources successfully
MQTPIQIRXIH MXW IPIGXVSRMG FPIRHIHPIEVRMRK TVSKVEQQI
for performance management, and over 500 staff members
completed it in the second semester.

7RWDO

Campus Health Services (CHS) representatives made
their impact felt beyond campus by participating in the
biannual SA Sports Medicine Association conference, as
[IPPEWJYVXLIVE½IPHHIPMZIVMRKTETIVWEXXLIERRYEP7TSVXW
Medicine Winter Summit in Utah and the American College
of Sports Medicine annual meeting in Colorado. In addition,
CHS published two case studies and a research article in
MRXIVREXMSREPTIIVVIZMI[IHWGMIRXM½GNSYVREPW7XVMZMRKXSFI
of service to as broad a public as possible, clinical personnel
GSPPEFSVEXIHGPSWIP][MXL1EXMIW7TSVX´W,MKL4IVJSVQERGI
Unit to assist the Maties USSA andVarsity Sport teams in their
respective competitions, including travelling with the teams.
CHS also delivered emergency medical services at 85 major
QYPXMWTIGXEXSVIZIRXWSRGEQTYW *MREPP] WTSVXWTL]WMGMERW
and physiotherapists associated with CHS delivered clinical
and teaching services on a rotational basis at the Institute of
Sport and Exercise Medicine (ISEM) Sports Medicine and
Orthopaedic Clinic at Tygerberg Hospital.

79 EPWS GSRXMRYIH MXW TEVXRIVWLMT [MXL XLI I´&SWGL
Heritage Project, which seeks to build mutual respect and
trust and to unite the people of Stellenbosch. One way in
which this is pursued is by stimulating debate, which was a
major aim of the 100% Stellenbosch Heritage Celebration
event in Heritage Month, where a specially commissioned
documentary :IVPERKI (Longing) was screened. The video
gave a voice to nine women from the greater Stellenbosch
QYRMGMTEP EVIE [LS VI¾IGXIH SR XLIMV EWWSGMEXMSRW [MXL
XLI [SVH±PSRKMRK² %RSXLIV SYXGSQI SJ XLI 79¯I´&SWGL
partnership was the graduation of 15 volunteers in the
 I´&SWGL WTSRWSVIH GSQQYRMX] PIEHIVWLMT GSYVWI
The course equips community leaders to take ownership of
development in their own communities and facilitate culture
and heritage interventions.

RI[ (IER 8LISPSK] 79´W RI[ (IER %VXW ERH 7SGMEP
Sciences is Prof Anthony Leysens. In addition, the University
concluded the appointment of Prof Ingrid Woolard as Dean:
Economic and Management Sciences, and is looking forward
XS[IPGSQMRKLIVMRXLI½VWXWIQIWXIVSJ(V0IWPMIZER
Rooi took up the position of Senior Director: Social Impact
and Transformation, and Mr Gerhard Lipp was promoted to
Senior Director: Legal Services.

:KLWH

Another indispensable link between SU and its surrounding
communities is the University Museum, which increasingly
serves as a safe space for transformative dialogue and
MRGPYWMZI GMXM^IRWLMT % VERKI SJ TYFPMG PIGXYVIW ERH ½PQ
screenings along with initiatives such as Wednesday art
[EPOEFSYXW EXXVEGXIH SZIV   ZMWMXSVW 8LI QYWIYQ´W
MRMXMEXMZIW XS VIEGL SYX XS XLSWI FI]SRH XLI 9RMZIVWMX]´W
boundaries were not limited to local communities either,
with several international partners hosted and papers
delivered at international conferences and events. Moreover,
the museum director was appointed as a research associate
SJ1MGLMKER7XEXI9RMZIVWMX]1YWIYQ [LMGLEXXIWXWXS79´W
growing impact.

As a result of this exposure, many of the learners expressed
a strong desire to study at SU in the near future.

BCIA

In terms of more formal community engagement, the
University continued to forge new and maintain existing
partnerships with society through the Division for
Social Impact. Relations with the Cape Higher Education
'SRWSVXMYQ ',)' MRXLIWXERHMRKGSQQMXXIIWSJ',)'
;IWXIVR'ETI+SZIVRQIRXERH',)''MX]SJ'ETI8S[R
were strengthened, while memoranda of understanding with
the municipalities of Saldanha Bay, Hessequa, Drakenstein,
Eden, Cape Winelands and Breede Valley were maintained.

16

27

43

1 088

8

0,0

4,0%

0,7%

BCIA = black African, coloured, Indian and Asian staff
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EMPLOYMENT EQUITY PROFILE OF EXECUTIVE AND NON-ACADEMIC STAFF AT SU, 2017

)RUHLJQ
QDWLRQDOV

6WDIIZLWK
GLVDELOLWLHV

3

61

39

0

2,7

1

106

2

62

38

0,9

1,9

7

0

7

57

43

0

0

5

22

0

22

77

23

0

0

68

43

111

Arts and Social Sciences

65

40

105

Chief Director: Finance

4

3

Chief Director: Human
Resources

17

'LMIJ3TIVEXMRK3J½GIV

1

350

221

571

0

571

61

39

0

0,7

Corporate Communication

0

1

1

0

1

0

100

0

0

Economic and Management
Sciences

58

63

121

0

121

48

52

0

0

Education

34

18

52

0

Engineering

64

46

110

Innovation and Commer
cialisation

4

4

Law

9
230

Medicine and Health
Sciences
Military Science

52

65

35

0

0

4

114

58

42

4

0

8

0

8

50

50

0

12,5

9

18

0

18

50

50

0

0

151

381

7

388

60

40

1,8

0,5

1

2

3

77

74

151

7

7

14

:MGI6IGXSV0IEVRMRKERH
Teaching

144

152

296

:MGI6IGXSV6IWIEVGL
Innovation and Postgradu
ate Studies

94

95

:MGI6IGXSV7SGMEP-QTEGX
Transformation and Personnel

88

Other

Science
Theology

*UDQGWRWDO

2

3

2

4

1

2

0

3

33

67

0

0

1

152

51

49

1

0

0

14

50

50

0

0

1

297

7

49

51

0,3

2,4

189

0

189

1

50

50

0

0,5

44

132

0

132

2

67

33

0

1,5

20

14

34

1

1

35

59

41

3

0

1 334

992

2 326

9

15

2 341

57%

43%

0,6%

0,9%

1
1

;MXLMXW8VERWJSVQEXMSR3J½GIRS[JYPP]IWXEFPMWLIH7-84MW
well equipped to help defend SU against the risk of lacking
staff diversity and institutional transformation. In this regard,
the approval and implementation of the Transformation
Plan was a key focus in the year in review. Several actions
were taken to align existing practices and policies with
the plan. These included the formation of a Visual Redress
Task Team, which is tasked with monitoring and guiding
the naming of SU buildings and venues as well as the
renewal of public spaces, symbols and facilities to ensure
XLEXRSSRIJIIPWI\GPYHIH8LIVIGSRWXMXYXIH-RWXMXYXMSREP
Transformation Committee (ITC) also provided sound
leadership and advice, and championed the establishment
SJJEGYPX]FEWIHXVERWJSVQEXMSRGSQQMXXIIWEPSRK[MXLE
student ITC.
In an effort to equip staff with the tools and skills to
EHZERGIMRWXMXYXMSREPXVERWJSVQEXMSR79´WXVERWJSVQEXMSREP
competency workshops reached another 250 employees,
while a transformation glossary and interfaith guidelines
[IVIEPWSTVSHYGIH-REHHMXMSR79´W½VWX8VERWJSVQEXMSR
Indaba towards the end of 2017 served as a platform for
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BCIA

7RWDO

BCIA

7RWDO

AgriSciences

:KLWH

6WDIIZLWK
GLVDELOLWLHV

111

2WKHU

0

:KLWH

BCIA

)DFXOW\GLYLVLRQ

3HUFHQWDJHV
*UDQG
WRWDO

)RUHLJQQDWLRQDOV

6

22

A FIGHTING FIT STAFF AND STUDENT CORPS
FOR A FUTURE-FIT SU
CHS remains key in ensuring a healthy staff and student
corps, and conducted 24 939 student and staff consultations
in the reporting year. Having changed its operating hours to
WYMX QIHMGEP WXYHIRXW´ RIIHW XLI8]KIVFIVK 'EQTYW 'PMRMG
LEWWMKRM½GERXP]MQTVSZIHMXWEGGIWWMFMPMX]
8LIWXVYGXYVMRKSJGSWXIJJIGXMZITEGOEKIWERHEWYGGIWWJYP
institutional occupational health programme have seen an
MRGVIEWIHYTXEOISJ',7´WTL]WMSXLIVET]WIVZMGISJJIVMRKEW
[IPPEWEXSXEPSJSJ½GIZMWMXW[MXLEZMI[XSMQTVSZMRK
SJ½GI IVKSRSQMGW -R E JYVXLIV FMH XS XVIEX ERH TVIZIRX
illness, campus initiatives were rolled out to raise awareness
of hypertension and breast cancer.
-RNYV] ERH HMWEFMPMX] TVIZIRXMSR IJJSVXW MRGPYHIH TVI
TEVXMGMTEXMSR LIEPXL EWWIWWQIRXW SJ  1EXMIW LMKL
performance athletes, the distribution of injury prevention
guidelines on social media, and the training of student
volunteers in emergency management of severe contact
sport injuries.

$WWHQGLQJWRSHUVRQQHOQHHGVLQ
times of change 8LILMKLIVIHYGEXMSR
WIGXSVLEWVIGIRXP]FIIRGLEVEGXIVMWIH
F]MRGVIEWIHXYVFYPIRGIXIRWMSR
XVERWMXMSRERHGLERKI%WEVIWTSRWMFPI
IQTPS]IV79RIIHWXSIRWYVIXLEX
WXEJJEVIWYTTSVXIHXSGSTI[MXLXLIWI
HIQERHW8LMWVIUYMVIHEWXVSRKJSGYW
on comprehensive staff wellness as well
EWWSGMEPMRXIVEGXMSRMR
,IVIEVIXLI;MPKIRLSJ6IWMHIRGIWXEJJ
1919.

over 100 staff and students to exchange ideas to advance
the Transformation Plan. Discussions on issues such as the
decolonisation of the curriculum, visual redress, universal
access for disabilities, addressing rape culture and building
an enabling institutional climate and culture yielded valuable
insights, which will serve as a point of departure for
transformation work in 2018.
ATTENDING TO PERSONNEL NEEDS IN TIMES
OF CHANGE
The higher education sector has recently been characterised
by increased turbulence, tension, transition and change.
As a responsible employer, SU needs to ensure that staff
are supported to cope with these demands. This required
a strong focus on comprehensive staff wellness as well as
social interaction in 2017.
Initiatives in this regard included the annual Fun Walk and
Sports Day, which attracted 874 enthusiastic staff participants,
as well as health screenings offered to 678 employees across
JEGYPXMIW ERH WYTTSVX WIVZMGIW IRZMVSRQIRXW 79´W WXEJJ
support and advisory service conducted 223 consultations.
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Report on

RISK EXPOSURE, EVALUATION AND MANAGEMENT
Like any other organisation, Stellenbosch University (SU) faces occasional risk exposure that
may disrupt its efforts towards achieving its strategic and operational objectives,
and hamper sustainability.

O

Over the past eight years, the University has developed risk
management into a key aspect of corporate overview. In
2009, the institution adopted an embedded risk management
model, which assesses risk in all areas, and then manages
it at source as far as possible. This model, which had been
JYVXLIVVI½RIHSZIVXMQI[EWWYFNIGXIHXSERMRXIVREPEYHMX
in 2013. Proposals from the audit were implemented and
risk evaluation was improved to provide for both initial and
TSWXMRXIVZIRXMSREWWIWWQIRX
'SYRGMP´WEHSTXMSRSJXLI6MWO1EREKIQIRX4SPMG]MR
laid the foundation for an enhanced risk management
framework for SU, which was implemented in 2017 and
GSRXMRYIW XS FI VI½RIH %GGSVHMRK XS XLMW JVEQI[SVO VMWO
management at SU supports institutional management
processes, with risk owners continuously capturing risks
MR XLI 9RMZIVWMX]´W IPIGXVSRMG VMWO VIKMWXIV JSV QEREKIVMEP
overview. Risks that require institutional managerial overview
EVIXLIRVIJIVVIHXSXLIVIWTSRWMFMPMX]GIRXVIW´VIWTIGXMZIVMWO
management committees, followed by the Rectorate Risk
Management Committee (RMC).The risk register is annexed
XSXLI6IGXSV´WVMWOQEREKIQIRXVITSVXXLEXWIVZIWFIJSVI
'SYRGMP´W%YHMXERH6MWO'SQQMXXII

MONITORING, REVIEW AND
CONTROL IN LINE WITH A
COMBINED ASSURANCE MODEL
-R  (IPSMXXI XLI 9RMZIVWMX]´W MRXIVREP EYHMX WIVZMGI
TVSZMHIV LIPTIH HIZIPST 79´W GSQFMRIH EWWYVERGI QSHIP
as recommended by King III and the Institute for Internal
Auditors (IIA), to coordinate and optimise the various
assurance services and functions at the University. Following
the publication of the King IV Report on Corporate
Governance for South Africa 2016 (King IV), the lines of
GSQFMRIH EWWYVERGI [IVI I\TERHIH JVSQ XLVII XS ½ZI
Combined assurance is built on risk management, and the
GSQFMRIH EWWYVERGI QSHIP GPEVM½IW VSPIW ERH JYRGXMSRW
VI¾IGXWXLIPEXIWXHIZIPSTQIRXWMRXLIEVIEERHGSRXVMFYXIW
XS MQTVSZIH GSQQYRMGEXMSR ERH QSVI IJ½GMIRX VMWO
management and control.
During the reporting year, risk management matured both
internationally and locally with the publication of an update
by COSO (the Committee of Sponsoring Organisations
of the Treadway Commission) in September, as well as
XLI MRXVSHYGXMSR SJ /MRK -: [MXL WTIGM½G VIJIVIRGI XS VMWO
management. Although work still needs to be done to
obtain a fully integrated risk management programme,
79´W VMWO QEREKIQIRX TVSKVEQQI LEW JYVXLIV IZSPZIH
through initiatives collectively planned and executed by a
risk management task team consisting of the Chief Director:
Finance, the Director: Risk Management and the Financial
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Controller.The Financial Controller is also responsible for the
link between the risk register and the combined assurance
report.
8LI VI½RIQIRXW XS XLI VMWO QEREKIQIRX JYRGXMSR EPWS
required the terms of reference of the Rectorate RMC to be
updated. The revised terms of reference were presented to
the Rectorate for evaluation and approved in September 2017.
RISK ASSESSMENT AND PRIORITISATION
0IEHMRK XLI [E] XS[EVHW E RI[ VI½RIH ERH QEXYVI VMWO
management process is the updated version of the SU
risk register software, which was implemented in 2017.
Additional functions include the following:
• Risk owners list the existing processes or controls towards
mitigating risk exposure, and indicate the perceived
effectiveness thereof.
• Risk owners are required to consider root causes of
MHIRXM½IH VMWO IZIRXW WS EW XS EHHVIWW GEYWIW MRWXIEH SJ
consequences.
• An expanded format for the risk mitigation action plan
allows risk owners to indicate mitigation actions to be
XEOIRF]ZEVMSYWSJ½GMEPWEW[IPPEWXLIGSQTPIXMSRHEXISJ
each mitigation action.
•)\TERHIHVMWOGPEWWM½GEXMSRWGSQTPIQIRXXLIMRWXMXYXMSREP
SVKERMWEXMSREPPE]SYX *SVIEGLVMWOGPEWWM½GEXMSR EWIRMSV
QEREKIVMWETTSMRXIHEWMRWXMXYXMSREPGPEWWM½GEXMSRS[RIV
responsible for residual risk assessment and prioritisation.
6MWO GPEWWM½GEXMSR S[RIVW [IVI MRHMZMHYEPP] XVEMRIH ERH
KYMHIH XS GSQTMPI SZIVWMKLX VITSVXW JSV IEGL GPEWWM½GEXMSR
following secondary risk assessments. In these reports,
GPEWWM½GEXMSRS[RIVWVIZMI[XLIVMWOWERHVIJIVXLSWI[MXL
the highest exposure to the Rectorate RMC for review, and
then to the Rectorate.
There is more work ahead to obtain a fully integrated
risk management programme. For the sake of conducting
QIERMRKJYP X[SXMIV VMWO EWWIWWQIRXW TVSGIWWIW [MPP FI
initiated to identify strategic and operational risks as potential
future risk events as opposed to institutional issues. In
EHHMXMSRXLIVMWOVIKMWXIVVIGSVHW[MPPYRHIVKSERMRWXMXYXMSR
[MHIYTHEXI'PEWWM½GEXMSRWGPEWWM½GEXMSRS[RIVWHI½RMXMSRW
and principles regarding risk ownership will be among the
topics discussed and evaluated by the Rectorate RMC.
SETTING UP THE RISK HEAT MAP
8LIVI½RIQIRXSJXLIVMWOQEREKIQIRXTVSGIWWEPWSGVIEXIH
the opportunity to review the process of setting up the
9RMZIVWMX]´WGYWXSQEV]VMWOLIEXQET -X[EWVIGSQQIRHIH
that the risk heat map be compiled from all risks that
GPEWWM½GEXMSRS[RIVWVIJIVXSXLI6IGXSVEXIJSPPS[MRKXLIMV
secondary risk assessments. In this way, the Rectorate RMC
ERH6IGXSVEXI[MPPLEZILMKLPIZIPSZIVWMKLXSJIEGLSJXLI
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VMWO GPEWWM½GEXMSRW [LMGL [MPP IREFPI XLIQ XS JSGYW QSVI
WTIGM½GEPP] SR XLI LMKLSVHIV TVMSVMXMWIH VMWOW MRWXIEH SJ E
multitude of operational risks.
ESTABLISHING RISK APPETITE
According to the COSO Enterprise Risk Management
*VEQI[SVO VMWO ETTIXMXI MW E FVSEHFEWIH HIWGVMTXMSR SJ
the desired level of risk that an entity will take in pursuit of
MXW QMWWMSR %W XLI VIWTSRWMFMPMX] GIRXVIW´ VMWO QEREKIQIRX
committees predominantly focus on operational risks, the
risk management task team recommended that the setting
of risk appetite be made a Rectorate RMC function.The task
team recommended the following process for the setting of
risk appetite to complement strategic management:
• The Rectorate considers and prioritises risks associated
[MXL EGLMIZMRK WXVEXIKMG SFNIGXMZIW MHIRXM½GEXMSR SJ
strategic risks at the annual institutional planning session).
• The Rectorate considers extraordinary risks challenging
the realisation of one or more strategic objectives.
• The risk management task team drafts applicable risk
appetite statements.
• The Rectorate approves the draft risk appetite statements
for consideration by the Audit and Risk Committee of
Council.
• Council approves the risk appetite statements, thereby
authorising SU to accept certain risks in the pursuit of
realising its strategic objectives.

MANAGING HIGH-ORDER RISKS
STRATEGICALLY
The process of risk management supports institutional
management, as risk owners continuously capture risks in
XLI 9RMZIVWMX]´W IPIGXVSRMG VIKMWXIV JSV QEREKIVMEP VIZMI[
-RWXMXYXMSREPVMWOWEVIGSRXMRYSYWP]VIZMI[IH[MXLWM\QSRXL
oversight and revision meeting cycles. The responsibility
GIRXVIW´VMWOQEREKIQIRXGSQQMXXIIWVIJIVVMWOWXLEXVIUYMVI
institutional managerial overview to the Rectorate RMC.
;LIVIMXQEOIWWIRWILMKLSVHIVWXVEXIKMGERHSTIVEXMSREP
VMWOWEVIPMROIHXSXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WWXVEXIKMGTVMSVMXMIW WIIXLI
following page). With the revision of our institutional strategy
in progress, new strategic priorities will be introduced in
2018. In an effort to reduce exposure to these risks, they are
strategically managed to acceptable levels of tolerance in the
medium to long term.
8LI XEFPI SR TEKI  TVSZMHIW E W]RSTWMW SJ 79´W LMKL
order risks during the reporting year, and the measures the
institution has put in place to manage them. Also consult the
ZEVMSYWVIWTSRWMFMPMX]GIRXVIW´VITSVXWJSVJYVXLIVMRJSVQEXMSR
SRLS[XLIWIVMWOW[IVIXEGOPIHMR79´W½RERGMEPVMWOW
EVIEHHVIWWIHMRXLI½RERGMEPVITSVX
-RXIVREP LMKLSVHIV VMWOWSJ XLEXLEZIFIIRQMXMKEXIH
XS EGGITXEFPI PIZIPW EVI MRWYJ½GMIRX MRZIWXQIRX MR WTSVX E
reduction in bursaries from the National Student Financial
Aid Scheme (NSFAS), the transfer of the Technology and
Human Resources of Industry Programme (THRIP) to the
Department of Trade and Industry (dti), the funding shortfall
for the new Jan Mouton Learning Centre due to rising
building costs, student diversity, and criticism against the state
of transformation at the University and the Language Policy.

4VSJ7XERHY4PIWWMW 'LMIJ3TIVEXMRK3J½GIV
'LEMVSJXLI6IGXSVEXI´W6MWO1EREKIQIRX'SQQMXXII

0DQDJLQJKLJKRUGHUULVNVVWUDWHJLFDOO\
The University is no stranger to calamities,
WYGLEWXLMW½VIEX,YMWXIR&SWGLMR
but over time has learnt to manage risk
strategically.
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SU’S HIGH-ORDER RISKS DURING THE REPORTING YEAR Continued

5HVSRQVLELOLW\
FHQWUH

+LJKRUGHUULVN

2XUUHVSRQVH

-RWYJ½GMIRXPIGXYVILEPP
capacity for increasing
student numbers*

Construction of the Jan Mouton Learning Centre started in Sep
tember 2017 after SU had received a private donation towards the
PIEVRMRKGIRXVI´WJYRHMRKWLSVXJEPP'SYRGMPLEWEPWSQEHIEZEMPEFPI
approximately R121 million.
'SQTPIXMSRSJXLIHIRWM½GEXMSRSJXLI:ERHIV7XIVVFYMPHMRKERH
construction of a new lecture hall complex.
Renewal of electrical and electronic infrastructure of the HB Thom
XLIEXVIEPSRK[MXLHIRWM½GEXMSRERHEHHMXMSRSJERI[WQEPPXLIEXVI
For more planned Campus Renewal Project initiatives, see page 45.

Chief Operating
3J½GIV

The discontinuation
of National Research
Foundation (NRF)
incentive funding

Assessment of the indirect cost recovery policy in collaboration with
the Finance Division.
6IEWWIWWQIRXSJXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WTSWXKVEHYEXIFYVWEV]I\TIRHMXYVI
to ensure that students are optimally funded.
Liaison with national and international funding agencies.
Positioning our researchers to compete successfully for funding
opportunities.

:MGI6IGXSV
(Research,
Innovation and
Postgraduate
Studies)

Staff diversity

6QMPPMSREPPSGEXIHJSVXLIHMZIVWM½GEXMSRSJTEVXMGYPEVP]XLIWIRMSV :MGI6IGXSV
academic corps.
(Social Impact,
Aiming for 40% representation of designated groups in academic staff. Transformation
and Personnel)

Sustainable main
tenance of physical
facilities*

Sustainable maintenance factored into the Campus Renewal Project.
Capacity enhancements through the internal transfer of a senior
project manager to the Campus Renewal Project, and the sourcing of
a project management consultant for Property Services to assist with
upgrade projects.

Chief Operating
3J½GIV

Exposure to building
ERHQSYRXEMR½VIW

Placing an expert group of diverse stakeholders on standby as a
GSRXMRKIRG]GSQQMXXIIJSV½VIQEREKIQIRX
3RKSMRKEXXIRXMSRXS½VII\TSWYVI6IQIHMEPEGXMSRW[IVIXEOIR
after the 2016 audit, and detailed audits of another 26 buildings are
being undertaken.

Chief Operating
3J½GIV

Potential allegation
of unethical research
practices at SU

Formal investigation processes and policies are in place to address
allegations fairly and transparently. Dealing with respondents or
complainants who do not accept the outcome as fair or who fail to
comply.

:MGI6IGXSV
(Research,
Innovation and
Postgraduate
Studies)

Capacity constraints
exposing University to
unsound legal advice
and documentation

Addressing unsound legal advice through a combination of internal
and external legal capacity and coverage.
Drafting of a Legal Risk Regulation in conjunction with the
Compliance Regulation.
Applying existing guidelines for vetting and signing off commercial
contracts, managing litigation and other legal documents.

Rector

Increased litigation
under the impending
Protection of Per
sonal Information Act
(POPIA)

The Information Governance Division launched several initiatives
to address and ensure privacy legislation compliance. These include
reviewing all applicable existing policies and procedures, applying an
assessment tool to assess institutional compliance, and incorporating
best practices in awareness programmes for all divisions.

:MGI6IGXSV
(Strategy and
Internationalisation)

Ageing IT infrastructure
and inadequate staff
capacity to man
age ongoing changes
and implement and
maintain systems and
services*

Investigation into organisational structure.
Clustering specialist knowledge sources.
Allocating additional funds for core functions in the IT budget to
facilitate responsiveness.

Chief Operating
3J½GIV
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SU’S HIGH-ORDER RISKS DURING THE REPORTING YEAR

5HVSRQVLELOLW\
FHQWUH

+LJKRUGHUULVN

2XUUHVSRQVH

-REHIUYEXIG]FIV
security*

%']FIVWIGYVMX]3J½GI[EWIWXEFPMWLIH[MXLMRXLI-8(MZMWMSRERHE
JYPPXMQIG]FIVWIGYVMX]JYRGXMSREV][EWETTSMRXIH
Subsequently, an assessment was conducted and several technical
operational corrections were initiated, effectively driving down
exposure.

Chief Operating
3J½GIV

Potential disruption of
University activities by
student activism*

Finding legal alternatives and developing guidelines to promote lawful
protest action.
Appointing contingency committees to manage situations that may
disrupt core activities.
Establishing task teams to investigate activism triggers, such as alleged
rape culture, student fees and sourcing.
Implementing a viable sourcing model for continuous services (see
pages 20 and 44).

Chief Operating
3J½GIV

Occupational health
and safety compliance

Assessment of the state of the occupational health and safety (OHS)
function within the University.
The OHS function reports to the newly appointed technical advisor
in the Property Services Section.

:MGI6IGXSV
(Social Impact,
Transformation
and Personnel)

Increased exposure
to violent crime in
particular*

Collaborating with external partners through Stellenbosch Security
Initiative, of which SU is a founding member.
Continuous implementation of a comprehensive preventative and
reactive security strategy, with visible patrols and campus community
awareness through an extensive communication drive.
Renewed efforts to ensure safety in the Coetzenburg area.
For more on campus security, see page 46.

Chief Operating
3J½GIV

Predatory publications Raising strong awareness among our researchers about the danger of
and publishers, including predatory publishing and publishers as well as hijacked journals when
the hijacking of
IRGSYVEKMRKXLIQXSTYFPMWLMRSTIREGGIWWTYFPMGEXMSRW
scholarly journals

:MGI6IGXSV
(Research,
Innovation and
Postgraduate
Studies)

Drought in the
Western Cape*

Chief Operating
3J½GIV

A Drought Response Plan Contingency Committee has been
IWXEFPMWLIHXSIRWYVIGSQTPMERGI[MXLPIZIP[EXIVVIWXVMGXMSRW WII
page 46).
-RWXEPPMRKE[EXIV½PXIVTEGOEKMRKTPERXJVSQXLIUYEVV]XSWIGYVI
supply at Bellville Park.
Sinking a borehole at Tygerberg, where an underground reservoir is
available.
*M\MRKPIEOEKIWERHVITPEGMRK½XXMRKWMRFYMPHMRKW[MXL[EXIVIJ½GMIRX
equipment, such as special showerheads.
)\IGYXMRKSYV(VSYKLX6IWTSRWI'SQQYRMGEXMSR4PERSR[EXIV
saving to reach staff and students via MFM, newsletters, articles,
posters and social media.

9$/8(6!([FHOOHQFH6KDUHGDFFRXQWDELOLW\(PSDWK\,QQRYDWLRQ/HDGHUVKLSLQVHUYLFHRIRWKHUV
* These risks affect our systemic sustainability. For more on our actions to ensure systemic sustainability, please see the Report of the
'LMIJ3TIVEXMRK3J½GIVSRTEKI
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Our

FACULTY REPORTS
The core business of Stellenbosch University is carried out by our ten faculties. Collectively, this
core business comprises teaching and learning, research and innovation, internationalisation,
and social impact.
Our core business produces beneficial outputs as follows:
• the business of teaching and learning delivers academically qualified students equipped for
the world of work;
• the business of research and innovation generates new knowledge essential for the
advancement of humankind;
• the business of internationalisation enhances excellence through partnerships and intellectual
capital exchange; and
• the business of social impact enables the practical two-way sharing of knowledge with
society to the benefit of society and the University.
Eight of our University’s ten faculties are situated on our main campus at Stellenbosch, namely
AgriSciences, Arts and Social Sciences, Education, Engineering, Law, Science, Theology and the
larger part of Economic and Management Sciences. The rest of the Economic and Management
Sciences Faculty is situated on the Bellville Park Campus in the form of the University of
Stellenbosch Business School and USB Executive Development Ltd. The last two faculties are the
Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences at the Tygerberg Campus and the Faculty of Military
Science at the coastal town of Saldanha Bay. Details about these faculties may be obtained on
the University’s website at www.sun.ac.za.
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Faculty of

AGRISCIENCES
The Faculty of AgriSciences is a key stakeholder in addressing the challenges of South African
agriculture and forestry, and ensuring that the country’s natural resources are utilised and
managed both ethically and scientifically. We remain the top faculty for agriculture and forestry
studies in Africa, and have been ranked 23rd among the BRICS countries and among the top
100 globally in the latest QS world rankings. This strengthens our resolve to continue offering
quality education and applied research in agricultural sciences.

SUSTAINING OUR MOMENTUM OF
EXCELLENCE

DEGREE CERTIFICATES AWARDED
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'SQQMXXIH XS ½RHMRK WSPYXMSRW XS XLI HIZIPSTQIRX
challenges of the country and continent, we established a
Social Impact Committee, which now links our research
activities and outcomes to the actual needs of the
community, including smallholder farmers. In maintaining
WXVSRK XMIW [MXL OI] MRHYWXV] WXEOILSPHIVW XLI %KVS,YF
at Welgevallen now hosts leading industry partners such as
Hortgro Science, Citrus Research International, AgriSA and
%KVMGSPPIKIW-RXIVREXMSREP8LMWIRLERGIWXLI*EGYPX]´WETTPMIH
research focus and enables valuable outputs for agricultural
enterprises.
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2014

2015

([FHOOHQFHLQ)RRG6FLHQFHDFNQRZOHGJHG4MGXYVIH
[MXLXLIMVKSPHWMPZIVERHFVSR^IGIVXM½GEXIWJVSQ
XLI7SYXL%JVMGER%WWSGMEXMSRJSV*SSH7GMIRGIERH
8IGLRSPSK]EVIJVSQXLIPIJX7XITLERMIHY8SMX)QQE
4LMPPMTWERH4LMPMTTE+V]PPW[MXLWYTIVZMWSV4VSJ1EVIRE
Manley.

ENHANCING OUR SOCIAL IMPACT

184
170

2013

The AgriSciences enrolment plan focuses on expanding
HMZIVWMX]ERHMQTVSZMRKWXYHIRXW´EGEHIQMGTVS½PI'SQFMRIH
with academic student support in the form of monitoring
and tutoring, this is aimed at increasing student success
and throughput rates into postgraduate studies. Another
OI] GSRXVMFYXSV XS [LIXXMRK WGLSSP PIEVRIVW´ ETTIXMXI JSV
agriculture studies is the AgriSciences@Maties programme
ERHXLI79'IRXVIJSV7XYHIRX6IGVYMXQIRX´WIJJSVXW
In terms of student funding, the merit bursary programme
VIKMWXIVIH MXW ½VWX XLVII PIEVRIVW JVSQ ;IWXIVR 'ETI
agriculture schools. Assisted by various agricultural industries,
[I GSYPH EPWS I\TERH SYV WXYHIRX ½RERGMEP WYTTSVX [MXL
another 48 undergraduate bursaries.

53

2012

76

Prof Danie Brink
Dean: Faculty of AgriSciences

&7G%KVMG

A number of our researchers and students garnered
accolades in the year in review. For example, Prof Karen
Esler was appointed as the Africa regional editor of
the journal Conservation Biology .SLERq 2MIROIQTIV
Swanepoel received the Helga and Wolfgang Gaul Stiftung
award for outstanding research from the International
*IHIVEXMSR SJ 'PEWWM½GEXMSR 7SGMIXMIW [LMPI XLI TVIWXMKMSYW
Journal of Ecology’s ,EVTIV TVM^I JSV XLI FIWX IEVP]GEVIIV
paper was awarded to Martina Treurnicht, a PhD student
in Conservation Ecology. Heinrich Jantjies and Johann
Boonzaaier, both PhD students in Agricultural Economics,
won the International Food and Agribusiness Management
%WWSGMEXMSR´W WXYHIRX GEWI WXYH] GSQTIXMXMSR -R EHHMXMSR
Food Science undergraduates Stephanie du Toit, Emma
Phillips and Philippa Grylls respectively received gold, silver
and bronze awards from the South African Association
for Food Science and Technology for their submissions on
packaging materials and related technologies (see photo far
right).

In the period ahead, mitigating the agricultural impact of
the prevailing drought and building future resilience will
FI E WMKRM½GERX JSGYW JSV SYV VIWIEVGLIVW8S XLMW IRH XLI
QEWXIV´W TVSKVEQQI SR WYWXEMREFPI EKVMGYPXYVI [MPP FI
expanded to include resource management, which will
be extended to PhD level. AgriSciences will be adopting
E FVSEHIV IRKEKIQIRX WXVEXIK] MRGPYHMRK GETEGMX]FYMPHMRK
and research in support of agriculture development on the
continent. Student mobility and staff development, especially
IEVP]GEVIIV WYTTSVX [MPP FI E TVMSVMX] -R EHHMXMSR [I [MPP
also seek to increase our number of postdoctoral fellows,
[LMGLWXSSHEXMREW[IPPEWSYVMRHYWXV]WTSRWSVIH
research associates.

Providing the broadest possible access to a diverse pool
of students and staff remains a priority. In 2017, we further
boosted academic staff diversity with two appointments
WYTTSVXIH F] XLI 2EXMSREP 6IWIEVGL *SYRHEXMSR´W R+%4
initiative, and also achieved student diversity enrolment
targets. Diversity was further enhanced with an increased
female postgraduate cohort (now at 52% of the total) and
a stronger student contingent from other African countries
(8% of total).

4VSJ%-4IVSPH
½VWX(IER*EGYPX]SJ%KVMGYPXYVEP
Sciences, 1918

Master

The Faculty is home to a large postgraduate student cohort.
-R[ILEHQEWXIV´WERH4L(GERHMHEXIW[LMPI
QEWXIV´WERH4L(WXYHIRXWKVEHYEXIH

International events hosted by the Faculty included the
-RXIVREXMSREP7SGMIX]JSV,SVXMGYPXYVEP7GMIRGI´WGSRJIVIRGI
the seventh Conference on Managing Quality in Chains, the
second International Symposium on Ornamentals, and the
annual Regional Network of Agricultural Policy Research
Institutes (ReNAPRI) stakeholder conference.

LOOKING FORWARD

BROADENING ACCESS

(SGXSVEXI

I

In terms of teaching excellence, we continued our focus on
TVSKVEQQI VIRI[EP MR  [MXL ER MRHITXL VIZMI[ SJ
XLI TVSKVEQQI SJJIVMRK ERH QSHYPI GSRXIRX MR XLI ½IPHW
of crop production, conservation ecology, animal sciences
as well as viticulture and oenology. This occurred in close
collaboration with external stakeholders, including the South
African agricultural sector and international collaborators and
moderators. The programme renewal process is supported
by the ongoing development of pedagogy and didactics led
F]XLI*EGYPX]´WFPIRHIHPIEVRMRKGSSVHMREXSV/EXLV]R;MVXL
As a further testament to our teaching excellence, Marianne
McKay from the Department of Viticulture and Oenology
VIGIMZIH E WGLSPEVWLMT JVSQ XLI 9RMZIVWMX]´W 'IRXVI JSV
Teaching and Learning in recognition of her contributions
XSI\GIPPIRGIMRXLMW½IPH8LI(ITEVXQIRXSJ*SSH7GMIRGI
[EWEPWSVEROIHLMKLIWXSJEPP%JVMGERHITEVXQIRXWMRMXW½IPH
having reached the 76–100 bracket on the Times Higher
Education subject rankings.

Another milestone, which put Stellenbosch University (SU)
EX XLI JSVIJVSRX SJ [LIEX KIRIXMG VIWIEVGL JSV XLI FIRI½X
of the local industry, was the launch of the Plant Breeding
Laboratory at Welgevallen experimental farm. The facility,
a result of efforts by the Department of Genetics, forms
part of the national Wheat Breeding Platform, which aims to
HIZIPSTRI[WIIHZEVMIXMIWXLEXGER[MXLWXERH7SYXL%JVMGE´W
harsh climate, while boosting yields. (see bottom photo on
right).

2016

2017

*YVXLIVE½IPH[IGSRXMRYIHSYVTEVXMGMTEXMSRMRXLI6IKMSREP
Universities Forum for Capacity Building in Agriculture
(RUFORUM), while a number of staff members served on
the management structures of national and global academic
associations. The latest addition in this regard being Dr Lynn
,SJJQER [LS [EW IPIGXIH ZMGITVIWMHIRX SJ 3VREQIRXEPW
South Africa.

Developing seed varieties for a harsh climate
%XXIRHMRKXLIMREYKYVEXMSRSJXLI4PERX&VIIHMRK
Laboratory were, from left to right, Prof Eugene Cloete
:MGI6IGXSV6IWIEVGL-RRSZEXMSRERH4SWXKVEHYEXI
7XYHMIW 7GMIRGIERH8IGLRSPSK]1MRMWXIV2EPIHM4ERHSV
ERHPEFSVEXSV]LIEH;MPPIQ&SXIW
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Faculty of

ARTS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
The Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences boasts a rich and diverse academic project that cuts
across the arts, languages and social sciences, and encompasses all facets of society. By
breaking down traditional disciplinary boundaries, we instil in our students the ability to think
critically and challenge the status quo. This, we believe, enhances their employability and turns
them into engaged citizens of South Africa, Africa and the world.

In a bid to broaden access to collaborative research on the
continent, we remained active as a member of the PANGeA
network of African humanities faculties. This network has
now expanded its activities to include research collaboration,
NSMRX WYTIVZMWMSR EW [IPP EW XLI IEVP]GEVIIV JIPPS[WLMT
TVSKVEQQI4%2+I%)H

SUSTAINING OUR MOMENTUM OF
EXCELLENCE

W

;MXL  2EXMSREP 6IWIEVGL *SYRHEXMSRVEXIH VIWIEVGLIVW
40 postdoctoral fellows, four research chairs and one centre
of excellence, the Faculty is a leader in academic and research
excellence. This was sustained in 2017, having conferred
UYEPM½GEXMSRWMRGPYHMRKLSRSYVWQEWXIV´WERH
57 doctoral degrees, and increased our research output by
a solid 43%.

4VSJ0]HMEZER2MIOIVO
TVSJIWWSVSJ(YXGL
½VWXJIQEPITVSJIWWSVXSFI
ETTSMRXIHXSXLI9RMZIVWMX]

Prof Anthony Leysens
(IER*EGYPX]SJ%VXWERH7SGMEP
Sciences

-RXUQDO
DUWLFOHV

,QWHUQDWLRQDO
FRQIHUHQFH
SDSHUV

1DWLRQDO
FRQIHUHQFH
SDSHUV

7RWDO

Year

%RRNV

%RRN
FKDSWHUV

2015

5,2

11,8

196,1

2,9

1,0

216,8

2016*

72,5

73,0

248,1

3,0

1,4

398,1

* 2017 results will be audited in 2018.

Some exceptional staff achievements further cemented
our stature in the academic and research community. Prof
Lambert Engelbrecht (Social Work) was awarded the
prestigious Stals prize by the 7YMH%JVMOEERWI %OEHIQMI ZMV
;IXIRWOET IR /YRW for his contribution to his discipline.
Profs Grace Musila (English) and Leslie Swartz (Psychology)
IEGL VIGIMZIH E 'LERGIPPSV´W VIWIEVGL I\GIPPIRGI E[EVH
while Prof Swartz along with Profs Ashraf Kagee and Mark
Tomlinson were also granted membership of the Academy
of Science of South Africa (ASSAf).
Our excellent international reputation was also evident
from various special projects involving our staff and students.
8LIWI MRGPYHIH XLI 1YWMG (ITEVXQIRX´W TEVXRIVWLMT [MXL
the University of Leeds, United Kingdom, in hosting the
symposium “Out of the Shadows: Rediscovering Jewish
Music and Theatre”. The SU Chamber Choir was selected
to take part in the Hong Kong Choir Festival as the featured
GLSMVMRVIWMHIRGI[LIVIXLI]IRXLVEPPIHEYHMIRGIW%RSXLIV
LMKLPMKLX [EW XLI 'LSVEP (MZMWMSR´W SRKSMRK VIPEXMSRWLMT
with Ludwig Maximilian University, Munich, which led to
colloquiums by visiting professors and international student
exchanges.

LOOKING FORWARD
%QENSVMQQIHMEXIGLEPPIRKIVIQEMRWXLI*EGYPX]´WW]WXIQMG
WYWXEMREFMPMX]8LIRI\X]IEV[MPPWIIEWMKRM½GERXSZIVLEYPSJ
our academic offering, and innovative thinking about how
to incorporate new knowledge markets. At the same time,
our academic project should respond to the need to be a
KPSFEPP]VIPIZERX¾I\MFPIERHMRRSZEXMZIHIWXMREXMSRSJGLSMGI
We welcome this unique opportunity to embark on a
VIRI[EP TVSNIGX [MXL XLI EMQ SJ FIMRK XLI ½VWXGLSMGI
humanities faculty in South Africa, while further raising our
TVS½PISRXLIGSRXMRIRXERHJYVXLIVE½IPH

ENHANCING OUR SOCIAL IMPACT

ARTS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES RESEARCH OUTPUT AVERAGES, 2015–2016
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SYVEGEHIQMGWXEJJHMZIVWMX]TVS½PIVIQEMRWEGLEPPIRKI YT
from 21% in 2016 to 22%). We continued our efforts to
proactively recruit promising diversity candidates from
outside, as well as from our own ranks. To build our own
pipeline of candidates, a policy has been established to
MHIRXMJ] TSXIRXMEP JYXYVI EGEHIQMGW JVSQ EQSRK XLMVH]IEV
undergraduates, and encourage them to continue studying
YTXSEXPIEWXQEWXIV´WPIZIP%RSXLIVSTTSVXYRMX]XSMHIRXMJ]
and mentor potential diversity academics is the appointment
of postdoctoral fellows.

Further initiatives set to sustain excellence going forward
MRGPYHIXLI*EGYPX]´WVIWIEVGLLYFMRMXMEXIHMRXLIVITSVXMRK
year, the existing teaching and learning hub, as well as the
*EGYPX]´W MRXIVREXMSREPMWEXMSR WXVEXIK] [MXL MXW HMWXMRGX JSGYW
on increasing our African footprint.

BROADENING ACCESS
In 2017, the Faculty continued its activities to broaden access
for a more diverse group of students and staff.
Designated groups accounted for 46,3% of undergraduates
and 44% of postgraduates. At the same time, research
GSRHYGXIH XLMW TEWX ]IEV GSR½VQIH WOMPPW KETW VIPEXMRK XS
QEXVMG TIVJSVQERGI KIRHIV ERH WSGMSIGSRSQMG WXEXYW MR
XLI*EGYPX]´WMRGVIEWMRKP]HMZIVWIWXYHIRXFSH]8LIVIJSVIXS
ensure access with success, academic support initiatives such
as reading, writing and thinking skills development will be
MRXIRWM½IHMRXLITIVMSHELIEH
But whilst student diversity and our administrative staff
diversity is improving (the latter from 55% in 2016 to 62%),
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Social impact is integral to our teaching and learning, and
embedded in our academic project.
In the Social Work Department, for example, 300 students
are annually placed for practice education (service learning) at
approximately 40 welfare organisations, supervised by some
55 social workers. The Psychology Department, in turn, has
developed various projects in economically disadvantaged
communities in the broader Winelands. Our Visual Arts
Department offers an MA in Art Education focusing on
sustainability and critical citizenship, while undergraduate
design courses include environmentally sustainable and
WSGMEPP] GSRWGMSYW HIWMKR TVEGXMGIW 8LI ETTPMIHXLIEXVI
projects of the Drama Department promote accessible,
LMKLMQTEGXTIVJSVQERGIW
Social impact projects in the Music Department have taken
music to areas such as Cloetesville, Idas Valley, Kayamandi,
/]PIQSVI ERH:PSXXIRFYVK 8LI (ITEVXQIRX´W 2MKLXMRKEPI
4VSNIGX XEOIW VIGMXEPW XS JVEMPGEVI ERH SPHEKI LSQIW MR
surrounding communities, while the Canticum Novum
student choir often performs in rural communities. In
addition, departmental ensembles and the Endler concert
series have a longstanding track record of making music
accessible to a wider audience.

3UHVWLJLRXV6WDOVSUL]H Prof Lambert Engelbrecht
QMHHPI GLEMVSJXLI7SGMEP;SVO(ITEVXQIRXVIGIMZIW
XLI7XEPWTVM^IJSVWSGMEP[SVOJVSQ4VSJ;IWWIP
4MIREEVGLEMVQERSJXLI7YMH%JVMOEERWI%OEHIQMIZMV
;IXIRWOETIR/YRW PIJX [MXL%VXWERH7SGMEP7GMIRGIW
Dean Prof Anthony Leysens looking on. Photo: Anton
.SVHEER7'47

In terms of more direct academic contributions to society,
the History Department was awarded a R14 million AW
Mellon Foundation grant for the research project Biography
of an Uncharted People. This project helps tell the previously
untold stories of those historically excluded from the South
%JVMGER REVVEXMZI -R EHHMXMSR SRI SJ XLI ½VWX KVEHYEXIW SJ
XLI *EGYPX]´W 'IRXVI JSV 6IKMSREP ERH 9VFER -RRSZEXMSR
and Statistical Exploration (CRUISE), Mr Risenga Maluleke,
[EW ETTSMRXIH 7SYXL %JVMGE´W RI[ 7XEXMWXMGMER+IRIVEP
and Statistics South Africa head. Beyond national borders,
Philosophy Professor Johan Hattingh was instrumental in
formulating the Declaration of Ethical Principles in Relation
to Climate Change that UNESCO adopted at its 39th
session in Paris, France. Prof Hattingh served as president
SJXLIQIQFIVI\TIVXKVSYTXEWOIH[MXLGSQTMPMRKXLI
½VWXHVEJXW
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Faculty of

ECONOMIC AND MANAGEMENT SCIENCES
The Faculty of Economic and Management Sciences is an innovative, values-based faculty with
significant social impact through academic excellence. In 2017, the Faculty continued to play its
part to give effect to Stellenbosch University’s Institutional Intent and Strategy 2013–2018 by
sustaining excellence, broadening access and enhancing social impact.

Project Zero more sustainable by entering into new
agreements, such as with the BANKSETA, to further enhance
accessibility. The highly successful Thuthuka programme,
which develops chartered accountants from the designated
groups, celebrated its tenth birthday and continues to garner
support. In addition, the Business School presented four of
their academic programmes via a blended learning platform,
which allowed students from across the globe to gain access.
Further bolstering access, 40% of the student fees payable
in the Faculty were covered by various loans and bursaries.
=IX TVSKVIWW [MXL MRGVIEWMRK XLI HMZIVWMX] SJ XLI *EGYPX]´W
academic staff is slow. In 2017, 16% of the academic staff and
 SJXLII\IGYXMZIERHRSREGEHIQMGWXEJJGSQTPIQIRX
were from the BCIA groups. Recruiting and retaining BCIA
academics from the designated groups for the respective
specialised subject areas remain a major challenge.

SUSTAINING OUR MOMENTUM OF
EXCELLENCE

O

Our aspiration to maintain our momentum of excellence is
supported by an excellent programme offering that attracts
diverse students from across South Africa, Africa and the
[SVPH%TTVS\MQEXIP]RI[½VWX]IEVWVIKMWXIVIHEXXLI
beginning of 2017.The Faculty had 9 007 enrolments in total,
of whom 5 181 (59,3%) were undergraduates. In December,
we awarded 1 664 diplomas and degrees; the highest for
ER IRHSJ]IEV GIVIQSR] XS HEXI SJ [LMGL  LEH FIIR
obtained cum laude. Including the March 2018 cermonies,
EPXSKIXLIVUYEPM½GEXMSRW[IVIE[EVHIHMR

Numerous projects contributed to our increased student
success. These include a module mentoring programme
EMQIH EX ½VWX]IEV QSHYPIW EW [IPP EW XYXSVMRK 2S[ MR
MXW WIGSRH ]IEV SYV LSPMWXMG HIZIPSTQIRX GSGYVVMGYPEV
programme for top undergraduates, OPTIMUS, also
accepted another cohort of 32 students. Innovative teaching
ETTVSEGLIWWYGLEWXLI¾MTTIHGPEWWVSSQEVIYXMPMWIHEPSRK
with learning technology applications in order to facilitate
blended learning in large classes and rejuvenate the classroom
experience. Moreover, our lecturers remain at the forefront
SJ XIEGLMRKERHPIEVRMRK MRRSZEXMSR F] EXXIRHMRK XIEGLMRK
seminars, short courses in information and communications
technology, and various training opportunities. Together,
these initiatives yielded an average undergraduate module
pass rate of 82,6%.
At postgraduate level, we are particularly proud of our
number of PhD enrolments, which grew to 156, while we
awarded 33 PhDs for the year. The Graduate School for
)GSRSQMG ERH 1EREKIQIRX 7GMIRGIW +)1  JSV JYPPXMQI
doctoral students, which helps shorten the average time
taken to complete a PhD, served 29 students, while 19
young academics formed part of STEM, the staff version of
XLI +VEHYEXI 7GLSSP 78)1 MW WIX XS WMKRM½GERXP] MRGVIEWI
the number of staff who holds a PhD, which currently stands
at 36,1%.
Our number of researchers with a National Research
Foundation rating totalled 36. In addition, our research
output per academic staff member reached a record high
of 0,59, despite the staff complement having almost doubled
over the past decade.
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LOOKING FORWARD
We are optimistic about having a substantial impact on
UYEPMX]XIEGLMRK VIWIEVGLERHXLIGSQQYRMX]MRXLIVYRYT
XS XLI *EGYPX]´W GIRXIREV] MR XLI RI\X HIGEHI -QQIHMEXI
priorities will be ongoing programme renewal and the
MQTPIQIRXEXMSRSJ¾I\MFPIEWWIWWQIRXJVSQSR[EVHW
which will do away with minimum predicate marks as a
requirement for admission to exams. In addition, plans are
afoot to address space constraints at Bellville Park campus.
*MREPP] I\TERHMRK SYV XLMVHWXVIEQ MRGSQI [MPP VIQEMR ER
important focus to ensure sustainability in the longer term.

ENHANCING OUR SOCIAL IMPACT
We continued to strengthen our social impact through our
scholarly activities.
4VSJ47IVXSR½VWX(IER
Faculty of Commerce,
¯

Prof Johan Malan
%GXMRK(IER*EGYPX]SJ)GSRSQMGERH
Management Sciences

Further attesting to our sustained excellence, our Business
7GLSSP VIXEMRIH MXW XVMTPIGVS[R EGGVIHMXEXMSR [LMPI SYV
Department of Industrial Psychology received Health
Professions Council reaccreditation for the training of
psychometrists and industrial psychologists.
Following extensive refurbishments and additions to the
½VIHEQEKIH:ERHIV7XIVVFYMPHMRK [I[IVIHIPMKLXIHXS
WXEVX XLI  EGEHIQMG ]IEV [MXL WMKRM½GERXP] MQTVSZIH
facilities to underpin ongoing excellence. We also managed
to maintain our income stream from subsidies, tuition fees
ERH XLMVHWXVIEQ JYRHMRK 1SVISZIV SYV WXYHIRX RYQFIVW
GSRXVMFYXIH XS E GSWXIJJIGXMZI PIGXYVIVXSWXYHIRX VEXMS
[LMGL WXSSH EX  JYPPXMQI IUYMZEPIRX WXYHIRXW TIV
academic staff member for the year in review.

BROADENING ACCESS
Regarding the broadening of access, 35,5% of our entire
student body and 26,3% of undergraduates were from the
black African, coloured, Indian and Asian (BCIA) groups in
the year in review. We aim to increase the undergraduate
½KYVI XS   F]  XLVSYKL E GSQTVILIRWMZI VERKI
of faculty projects. These include the Project Zero bursaries,
the student ambassador project, focused recruitment, as well
EW I\TERHMRK XLI TEVEPPIPQIHMYQ PERKYEKI SJJIVMRK [LMGL
enables students to study in the language of their choice and
supports multilingualism as an asset.
-R  WMKRM½GERX TVSKVIWW [EW QEHI XS[EVHW QEOMRK
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4VSJIWWSV 4VIKEPE 4MPPE] SYV ZMGIHIER JSV WSGMEP MQTEGX
ERH XVERWJSVQEXMSR ERH HMVIGXSV SJ XLI 9RMZIVWMX]´W %RXM
Corruption Centre for Education and Research (ACCERUS),
was appointed as incumbent of the South African Institute
SJ'LEVXIVIH%GGSYRXERXW'LEMVMR%RXM'SVVYTXMSR7XYHMIW
Along with the Chair in Economic and Social Policy Studies,
[LMGL LEW FIIR VIRI[IH JSV ERSXLIV ½ZI ]IEVW ERH XLI
newly created Centre for Competition Law and Economics,
this will see us contribute to sound business practices and
corporate governance in the country.

6KDSLQJWKHIXWXUH8LI(ITEVXQIRXSJ-RHYWXVMEP
4W]GLSPSK]WXYHIRXWFYW][MXLGEVIIVGSYRWIPPMRKMR
Cloetesville, Stellenbosch.

1SVISZIV XLI (ITEVXQIRX SJ 0SKMWXMGW LEW WMKRIH E PSRK
term agreement with STC Group Holdings to establish a
XVEMRMRKEGEHIQ]WTIGM½GXSLEVFSYVWPSKMWXMGWERHXVERWTSVX
Our Department of Statistics and Actuarial Science also
further strengthened its collaboration with Schroders for
conducting research and presenting symposia.
Further social impact activities included the Department of
-RHYWXVMEP 4W]GLSPSK]´W GEVIIV KYMHERGI WIVZMGIW XS RIEVF]
schools, leadership development for school principals, and
skills development for doctors in training. The School for
Public Leadership, in turn, served the public sector with an
excellent research output and a number of short courses,
[LMPI XLI &YWMRIWW 7GLSSP´W 7QEPP &YWMRIWW %GEHIQ]
contributed to the upskilling of black entrepreneurs in Cape
Town and Aliwal North.
*VSQ E WYWXEMREFMPMX] TIVWTIGXMZI XLI ½VI MR XLI:ER HIV
Sterr building in 2015 has led to the enlargement and
refurbishment of the Van der Sterr building, with a big new
lecture hall complex with four lecture rooms erected in
the quad of the Van der Sterr building being added to our
physical resources in 2017. Pressure on the available space is,
however, also experienced at the Bellville Park campus and
plans are afoot to expand the lecture hall capacity and to
enlarge and modernise the learning and living areas.

3DUWQHUVKLSVPDNHDGLIIHUHQFHZLWKEXUVDULHV
8LYXLYOEFYVWEV]VIGMTMIRXWEXXIRHMRKMXWXIR]IEV
anniversary celebrations.

Project Zero4VSJ7XER(Y4PIWWMWMRHMWGYWWMSR[MXL
members of Project Zero, a bursary initiative that aims
XSVIHYGIXLIGSWXSJWXYH]MRKXS^IVSJSVXEPIRXIH
WXYHIRXW
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Faculty of

EDUCATION
The Faculty of Education prides itself on its quality, contemplative teaching and learning
programmes. What truly distinguishes the Faculty, however, is its commitment to
research that not only takes account of a widely disparate socio-political landscape, but also
engages with various voices and remains open to new and reconsidered views. This ultimately
ensures that, as scholars, we remain attuned and responsive to the needs of society.

T

Attracting, retaining and rewarding exceptional staff is
essential in sustaining excellence. In 2017, we welcomed
the public intellectual and former University of the Free
7XEXIZMGIGLERGIPPSV 4VSJ.SREXLER.ERWIR MRSYVQMHWX%W
EHMWXMRKYMWLIHTVSJIWWSVMRXLI*EGYPX]XLMW%VEXIHWGMIRXMWX
teaches and researches school governance, management,
leadership and policy, while also serving as a mentor to
postgraduates. In addition, the Faculty yielded two recipients
SJ 'LERGIPPSV´W E[EVHW ¯ 4VSJIWWSV 0IWPI] PI +VERKI JSV
his contributions to curriculum renewal, and Stellenbosch
University Centre for Pedagogy (SUNCEP) director Dr
Trevor van Louw for having established SUNCEP as a leader
in educational development.
8LI*EGYPX]EPWSGSRXMRYIWXSHIPMZIVLMKLGEPMFVIKVEHYEXIW
In late 2017, for example, barely a month after receiving
X[S 6IGXSV´W E[EVHW IHYGEXMSR WXYHIRX 1/ 2SQTYQ^E
was awarded a prestigious Mandela Rhodes scholarship. In
EHHMXMSRSYVLSRSYVW  QEWXIV´W  ERHHSGXSVEP  
XLVSYKLTYXW VIQEMRIH GSRWMWXIRX [MXL  UYEPM½GEXMSRW
conferred at these levels. Moreover, the Faculty awarded
 TVSJIWWMSREP &)H UYEPM½GEXMSRW ERH  4SWXKVEHYEXI
'IVXM½GEXIWSJ)HYGEXMSR

BROADENING ACCESS
As a faculty, we remain mindful of our responsibility to
promote social justice through education. In this regard, we
are sensitive to the need for accessible, relevant programmes;
programmes that speak to every student who enters or
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LOOKING FORWARD

Ultimately, SU Faculty of Education graduates should be critical
thinkers, equipped to be socially responsible contributors to
society.These graduate attributes the Faculty seeks to instil in
its students from early on, leading by example.

In spite of our many advances and contributions, we remain
aware of the sustainability challenges in terms of our teacher
education programmes, especially the BEd. However, with
XLI RIGIWWEV] MRWXMXYXMSREP WYTTSVX [I EVI GSR½HIRX XLEX
XLIIRZMWEKIHVIZMI[SJXLI*EGYPX]´WTVSKVEQQIWVIWIEVGL
and infrastructural arrangements will ultimately deliver
greater sustainability and value.

In this respect, the Faculty produced numerous opinion
editorials and articles on topical social issues in the course
SJ  'SRXVMFYXMSRW GSZIVIH ZEVMSYW IHYGEXMSRVIPEXIH
issues facing South African society today – from the value
of multilingual education, achieving social change through
education, and the crucial role of learning support teachers,
to preparing future teachers for diversity in their classrooms,
tips for learning later in life, the national reading crisis, and
XLIVMWOWTSWIHF]JIIWJVIIIHYGEXMSR ,EZMRKETTIEVIHMR
the public media, these made a constructive contribution to
the national education dialogue, and further established the
Faculty as a thought leader in society.

SUSTAINING OUR MOMENTUM OF
EXCELLENCE

The reporting year again saw exceptional educational
research conducted, with a strong focus on social justice
IHYGEXMSRMRPMRI[MXLXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WWSGMEPNYWXMGIXLIQI
Our research outputs grew in both quantity and quality.
8LIWI MRGPYHIH  EVXMGPIW MR TIIVVIZMI[IH NSYVREPW
and a total of 29 books and book chapter contributions
to internationally published manuscripts. Our National
6IWIEVGL*SYRHEXMSRVEXIHVIWIEVGLIVGSLSVXMRGVIEWIHXS
16 scholars in 2017, which has strengthened our reputation
EWEPIEHMRKVIWIEVGLHVMZIRIHYGEXMSRJEGYPX]

ENHANCING OUR SOCIAL IMPACT

Prof GG Cillié,
½VWX(IER
*EGYPX]SJ)HYGEXMSR

4VSJ=YWIJ;EKLMH
%GXMRK(IER*EGYPX]SJ)HYGEXMSR

wishes to enter our doors from across South Africa, Africa
ERHIPWI[LIVI*SVXLMWVIEWSRXLI*EGYPX]´WSJJIVMRKEMQWXS
reimagine education and broaden horizons – going beyond
technicist notions of teacher training, adopting new modes
of instruction and improving access for a more diverse pool
of students.
One way of achieving this is by expanding our offering to
MRGPYHIMRXIKVEXIHIPIEVRMRK-RXLMWVIKEVH[EWXLI½VWX
]IEVSJMQTPIQIRXMRKSYV¾I\MFPI&)H,SRSYVWTVSKVEQQI
XLVSYKL E FPIRHIHPIEVRMRK ETTVSEGL 8LI TVSKVEQQI
managed to reach students who might otherwise never have
had the opportunity to enrol at Stellenbosch University (SU).
The lessons learnt will now be applied in the years ahead to
ensure the right balance between technological attachment,
personal autonomy and social engagement. Further aiding
access to the broadest possible student cohort, our PhD
ERH QEWXIV´W IRVSPQIRXW EVI WTIGM½GEPP] JEZSYVEFPI XS
African students.
Broadening access to SU more generally, SUNCEP continued
to play a leading role, particularly through its SciMathUS and
Hope@Maties university preparation programmes. In 2017,
41 former SciMathUS and 92 former Hope@Maties students
graduated from SU. Between December 2005 and March
2018, SciMathUS alone yielded more than 200 SU graduates.
3J XLIWI  SFXEMRIH WIGSRH UYEPM½GEXMSRW HIKVIIW SV
HMTPSQEW EX79ERHQSVIXLERXIREXLMVHUYEPM½GEXMSR
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More directly equipping education students with an
understanding of their transformative role as prospective
educators, the Faculty hosted a Leadership in Education short
GSYVWI8LMWGSGYVVMGYPEVGSYVWI EGSPPEFSVEXMSR[MXL79´W
Frederik Van Zyl Slabbert Institute for Student Leadership
Development, challenged students to think differently about
education and their role as educators in society.
In a bid to improve South African school education, SUNCEP
GSRXVMFYXIWXSXLI*EGYPX]´WWSGMEPMQTEGXF]VIEGLMRKSYXXS
existing educators through its teacher professional learning
offering. In 2017, this programme broke new ground with
MXW½VWXZMHISWXVIEQMRKXIEGLIVXVEMRMRKWIWWMSR8LMWIREFPIW
the Faculty to reach teachers in deep rural areas, building
and refreshing their teaching skills.
Our impact also extends to the global arena, where the
Faculty helped build a robust knowledge base from which
to address global education challenges. In March 2017,
for example, more than 150 delegates from 11 countries
attended the sixth Postgraduate Supervision Conference
LSWXIH F] XLI *EGYPX]´W 'IRXVI JSV ,MKLIV ERH %HYPX
Education. Themed “Postgraduate supervision: Spaces,
journeys and new horizons”, the event aimed to improve
the postgraduate environment at higher learning institutions
KPSFEPP] % JI[ QSRXLW PEXIV XLI *EGYPX]´W 6IWIEVGL 9RMX
for Mathematics Education (RUMEUS) organised the 18th
International Conference on the Teaching of Mathematical
Modelling and Applications. The event, attended by more
XLERHIPIKEXIWJVSQGSYRXVMIW [EWXLI½VWXIHMXMSR
of this biennial conference to be hosted on the African
continent. Here, participants were able to share best
practices for mathematics teaching and learning.

6FL0DWK86RIIHUVDVHFRQGFKDQFHWRTXDOLI\IRU
WHUWLDU\HGXFDWLRQThe SciMathUS programme is a
university preparation programme that offers tuition in
1EXLIQEXMGWERH4L]WMGEP7GMIRGIWSV%GGSYRXMRKXS
IHYGEXMSREPP]HMWEHZERXEKIHPIEVRIVW%JXIVSRI]IEV
of tuition, learners can apply at tertiary institutions
JSVLMKLP]WIPIGXMZITVSKVEQQIW[MXLMQTVSZIHQEVOW
7MRGIMXWMRGITXMSRMR7GM1EXL97]MIPHIH79
KVEHYEXIWWSQI[MXLQSVIXLERSRIUYEPM½GEXMSR
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Faculty of

ENGINEERING
The Faculty of Engineering is one of Stellenbosch University’s flagship faculties. The worldclass engineers we produce contribute to the economic development of the country and
improve citizens’ quality of life. In addition, our outstanding research and consulting services
add value to industry, and substantially supplement our funding streams.

'VIEXMRK E QSVI EGGIWWMFPI YWIVJVMIRHP] IRZMVSRQIRX EX
a more basic level, we also opened a new, modern and
spacious cafeteria, The Chalkboard. Run by a professional
catering company, the facility provides meals to our growing
student corps and serves as a meeting spot.

ENHANCING OUR SOCIAL IMPACT
By its very nature, our research has a direct positive impact
on society. In 2017, we continued to engage with industry,
WSPZMRKTVSFPIQWJSVXLIFIRI½XSJXLIFVSEHIVGSQQYRMX]
7SQII\GMXMRKRI[TVSNIGXWMRGPYHIELERHLIPHRERSIPIGXVMG
biosensor that uses one drop of blood to diagnose cancer
WSSRIVERHEXEPS[IVGSWXGYXXMRKIHKIXVEGOMRKW]WXIQWXS
combat rhino poaching, value adding to agricultural products
ERH[EWXIX]VIWERHVIWIEVGLSRMRJSVQEPWIXXPIQIRX½VIW

SUSTAINING OUR MOMENTUM OF
EXCELLENCE

O

3YV KSSH VITYXEXMSR EKEMR WIGYVIH E PEVKI ½VWX]IEV
intake in 2017, and an excellent turnout rate. At 86%, our
undergraduate pass rate broke through the 85% ceiling
JSVXLI½VWXXMQIWMRGI [LMGLMRHMGEXIWXLIGEPMFVISJ
students we attract, the dedication of our teaching staff, and
the quality of our programmes. For the second consecutive
]IEV SYVWXYHIRXFSH]EPWS]MIPHIHXLI'LERGIPPSV´W1IHEP
recipient: Ms Jacqueline Kazmaier achieved an average
SJ   SZIV LIV JSYV]IEV &)RK -RHYWXVMEP )RKMRIIVMRK 
studies, and distinctions all round (see page 99). She is the
fourth female engineering student to win this coveted award
since 2003.
At the postgraduate level, our research activities continue
to go from strength to strength. Over the past decade,
our number of postgraduate students has tripled. We are
particularly proud of the increase in our number of PhDs
awarded from nine in 2006 to 43 in the reporting year.
8LMWLEWEPWSWIIREWMKRM½GERXMRGVIEWIMRSYVTYFPMGEXMSRW
with our weighted research output per academic being
the second highest at Stellenbosch. Furthermore, an
independent study found that our students complete their
QEWXIV´WERHHSGXSVEPHIKVIIWMRXLIWLSVXIWXEZIVEKIXMQI
of all engineering faculties in South Africa – a noteworthy
EGLMIZIQIRXXSEHHXSSYVXIEGLMRKERHPIEVRMRKVIGSVH
In terms of staff excellence, two of our academics, Profs
James Bekker and Jan van Vuuren, were honoured with
Southern African Institute for Industrial Engineering awards
in recognition of their contributions to industrial engineering
in the region. Prof Maarten Kamper, Electric and Electronic
)RKMRIIVMRKGLEMV VIGIMZIHE'LERGIPPSV´WI\GIPPIRGIE[EVH
while our academic cohort holding National Research
Foundation ratings grew by another six to 43.
To underpin sustained excellence, Council approved the
R723 million budget for our Engineering campus upgrade
plan.This extensive project will see a complete refurbishment,
YTKVEHI ERH HIRWM½GEXMSR SJ SYV ]IEVSPH JEGMPMXMIW XS
accommodate more students and staff in modern teaching,
working and laboratory environments. In addition, our strong
XMIW [MXL MRHYWXV] LEZI WIGYVIH YW XLMVHWXVIEQ MRGSQI SJ
approximately R150 million per annum, which matches our
EPPSGEXMSRJVSQXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WQEMRFYHKIXERHMWZMXEPXS
IRWYVISYV½RERGMEPWYWXEMREFMPMX]
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Prof HL Reitz,
½VWX(IER*EGYPX]SJ
)RKMRIIVMRK¯

4VSJ;MOYWZER2MIOIVO
Dean: Faculty of Engineering

BROADENING ACCESS
We draw our students from a fairly small pool, namely top
Grade 12 achievers with distinctions in Mathematics and
Physical Sciences. As competition to attract the best students
MW ½IVGI [I LEZI E HIHMGEXIH TVSKVEQQI ERH WXYHIRX
VIGVYMXIVEPWS[MXLEZMI[XSEXXVEGXMRKXSTTIVJSVQMRKFPEGO
African, coloured, Indian and Asian students for greater
diversity.
In 2017, for example, 12 of our existing students phoned
over 100 prospective black engineering students to engage
them in their mother tongue about the positive experience
as a Matie engineering student. To ensure continuity and
sustained support, these 12 students will also serve as
“buddies” to their recruits next year, taking them under their
wing and assisting them with integration. Other recruitment
initiatives included a successful Engineering Winter Week,
career exhibitions, school visits, drives to follow up on
incomplete applications, and the strengthening of ties with
bursary companies.

We are also fast gaining a reputation for our work to
conserve natural resources. A prime example is the smart
water meter designed by Prof Thinus Booysen, his team
from Electric and Electronic Engineering and a University
spinoff, BridgIoT (Bridge to the Internet of Things).This novel
meter, which has been dubbed Dropula, provides consumers
with detailed information on their daily water use with the
explicit intention of changing user behaviour. Piloting the
smart water meter at Stellenbosch Primary, the device
WPEWLIH XLI WGLSSP´W HEMP] [EXIV GSRWYQTXMSR F] RIEVP]
  9TSRLIEVMRKSJXLIWYGGIWWIWEXXLI½VWXWGLSSPSR
Cape Talk Radio, Shoprite piloted the technology at Hector
Peterson Secondary in Wallacedene, where it again delivered
a staggering drop in water consumption. In November,
the #SmartWaterMeterChallenge (http://www.schoolswater.
co.za/) was launched in partnership with Shoprite, Cape Talk,
BridgIoT, Pragma and later also the Western Cape Education
Department. Corporates could sponsor a school for two
intervention stages, namely plumbing maintenance followed
by behavioural change. In total, 93 corporates sponsored
358 schools.

LOOKING FORWARD
With new Dean Prof Wikus van Niekerk at the helm,
XLI *EGYPX] MW HYI JSV MXW ½ZI]IEVP] )RKMRIIVMRK 'SYRGMP
accreditation visit in 2018, and also plans to grow its
doctoral and postdoctoral student corps. In addition, we will
be extending our ties with industry to remain relevant in
our teaching and research, while also opening up additional
income streams. To this end, we will identify multidisciplinary
¾EKWLMTTVSNIGXWSVVIWIEVGLEVIEWXLEXXMIMR[MXLXLI[SVO
of international research groups.

6WXGHQWVUHFUXLWLQJ*UDGHVIRUHQJLQHHULQJ
VWXGLHV3YVWXYHIRXVIGVYMXIV%YKYWX)RKIPFVIGLX FEGO
JEVPIJX [MXLXLIWXYHIRXW[LSGSRHYGXIHEXIPIXLSR
XSXIPP+VEHIWEFSYXXLIMVTSWMXMZII\TIVMIRGIEW
GYVVIRX1EXMIIRKMRIIVMRKWXYHIRXW

6PDUWZDWHUPHWHU'URSXODVODVKHVZDWHU
FRQVXPSWLRQFollowing the success of the smart
water meter pilot project at Stellenbosch Primary,
7LSTVMXIETTVSEGLIH&VMHK-S8XSTMPSXXLITVSNIGXEX
,IGXSV4IXIVWSR7IGSRHEV]7GLSSPMR;EPPEGIHIRI
EW[IPP8LITVSNIGXTVSZIHWSWYGGIWWJYPXLEXMXPIH
XSXLIGSYRXV][MHI7QEVX;EXIV1IXIV'LEPPIRKIEX
WGLSSPW LXXTW]SYXYFI.^Z+QNU4 [MXLGSVTSVEXI
WTSRWSVWLMT4MGXYVIHJVSQPIJXEVI(IFFMI7GLmJIV
1)'JSV)HYGEXMSRMRXLI;IWXIVR'ETI 'LIVSPMRI
6MTYRHE 79QEWXIV´WWXYHIRXERHQIQFIVSJXLI
&VMHK-S8XIEQ 1MOI1EZSZERE LIEHSJ,IGXSV
4IXIVWIR7IGSRHEV]7GLSSP ERH0YQOE7GLSIQER
7LSTVMXI'SVTSVEXI7SGMEP-RZIWXQIRX 

We constantly work to create a more welcoming environment
for all. In this regard, we established a Faculty Transformation
'SQQMXXII [LMGL GSQTVMWIW VITVIWIRXEXMZIW JVSQ EPP ½ZI
our departments. Similar committees will be formed in each
department to advise management of suitable actions and
projects to maintain a welcoming environment for staff and
students from diverse backgrounds.
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Faculty of

LAW
During 2017, the Faculty of Law continued to contribute to the advancement of South Africa’s
constitutional democracy, the rule of law and the science of law through the sustained efforts
of its excellent staff, students and collaborators.

Attracting staff from the designated groups also remains a
TVMSVMX]VIKEVHPIWWSJSYVPS[WXEJJXYVRSZIVERHXLI½RERGMEP
GSR½RIW XS GVIEXMRK RI[ TSWMXMSRW -R  [I QSXMZEXIH
successfully for an nGAP position in the Department of
Private Law. We also adopted an employment equity plan,
the targets of which will be revised in 2018 as part of the
CHE condition for accrediting our LLB programme.

SUSTAINING OUR MOMENTUM OF
EXCELLENCE

H

Headed up by new Dean Prof Nicola Smit, our staff, students
and graduates remain at the forefront of their disciplines.

Prof Sandra Liebenberg, incumbent of the HF Oppenheimer
Chair in Human Rights Law, continued her duties as African
states representative to the United Nations Committee
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR). Prof
Juanita Pienaar and Dr Mary Nel were respectively awarded
institutional research and teaching excellence awards, and
4VSJ 1EVMYW HI ;EEP VIGIMZIH XLI 'LERGIPPSV´W E[EVH
for research. Legal Aid Clinic Manager Theo Broodryk
graduated with his doctorate, while Profs Gerhard Kemp
and Annika Rudman respectively received a B3 and C2
rating from the National Research Foundation (NRF). This
brings our number of staff holding an LLD to 26 (84% of
total staff complement), and those with an NRF rating to
   SJ XSXEP  %XXIWXMRK XS SYV EGEHIQMGW´ GSRXMRYSYW
career progression, two inaugural lectures were delivered
and another two staff members promoted to professor in
the course of the year.
To further expand our legal education and research focus,
we hosted several seminars and conferences that attracted
renowned scholars as guest lecturers and participants, such
as Prof Christopher Yukins, Lynn David research professor in
Government Procurement Law from George Washington
University, and Prof Sam Amoo from the University of
Namibia.
In terms of student excellence, the Faculty conferred 237
HIKVIIW MRGPYHMRK  QEWXIV´W ERH  HSGXSVEXIW HYVMRK
the December 2017 and March 2018 graduations for the
2017 academic year. To deliver employable, socially engaged
KVEHYEXIW [I TPEGI WTIGMEP IQTLEWMW SR PE[MREGXMSR ERH
MRXIVREXMSREPMWEXMSR -R XLMW VIKEVH 00& ½REP]IEV WXYHIRXW
Lerato Melato and Charissa Barden held their own in the
African Human Rights Moot Court competition in Mauritius
in September 2017. And a month later, our students did us
proud in the LexisNexis Moot Court contest in Pretoria,
where Kathleen Henning and Jodie Muller advanced to the
½REP 1SVISZIV XLI WXYHIRX NSYVREP 6IWTSRWE 1IVMHMERE
appeared again, continuing a proud tradition that can be
traced back to 1964.
Also taking care to expose our students to law in a global
context, 15 of them made use of exchange opportunities and
visited ten partner universities in Germany, the Netherlands
and Finland.
Even our alumni continued to excel. Two of our former LLB
students, Letlhogonolo Mokgoroane (2013) and Jenalee
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Indian and Asian groups. SU recruitment bursaries were
E[EVHIH XS  ½VWXXMQI IRXIVMRK ½VWX]IEV WXYHIRXW JVSQ
the designated groups. The focus on increasing diversity
will continue in the year ahead, as will efforts to broaden
EGGIWW JSV XLI PIEVRERHIEVR QEVOIX [MXL XEVKIXIH WLSVX
programmes.

ENHANCING OUR SOCIAL IMPACT

Prof Henry Fagan,
½VWXPIGXYVIVMR0E[

Prof Nicola Smit
Dean: Faculty of Law

Harrison (2014), were awarded prestigious international
scholarships for LLM studies abroad. Mokgoroane received
the Sonke Health and Human Rights Fellowship to study
at the University of California, and Harrison the Chevening
Scholarship and funding from Cambridge Trust to study at
Cambridge University.
With regard to our programme offering, the Council on
Higher Education (CHE) provisionally accredited our LLB
TVSKVEQQIERH[IEVIGSR½HIRXXLEXJYPPEGGVIHMXEXMSR[MPP
follow in 2018. Mindful that an excellent law programme
offering requires continued renewal and quality assurance,
the Faculty has embarked on a programme renewal
I\IVGMWI [LMGL [MPP XEOI GSKRMWERGI SJ XLI ½RHMRKW SJ XLI
CHE national report on the LLB. Our new LLM in Labour
Law and LLM in Alternative Dispute Resolution were also
approved.

BROADENING ACCESS
%W E GSQTEVEXMZIP] WQEPP JEGYPX] ½RERGMEP WYWXEMREFMPMX]
is a key concern, and we remain dependent on the third
(commercial) and fourth (philanthropic donations) income
streams. In this regard, we are tremendously grateful towards
SYVPS]EPEPYQRM[LSGSRXMRYIXSWYTTSVXXLI(IER´W*YRH
and the Law Faculty Trust to help us broaden access.
The year in review saw sustained progress in diversifying
our student body, with individuals from designated
groups now accounting for 37,4% of undergraduates and
26,1% of postgraduates. The Faculty was able to provide
 TSWXKVEHYEXI FYVWEVMIW XLVSYKL XLI (IER´W *YRH XS
postgraduate students from the black African, coloured,
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From its new, more accessible address in Crozier Street,
our Legal Aid Clinic continues to offer legal and education
WIVZMGIW XS PS[IVMRGSQI GSRWYQIVW -XW MRZSPZIQIRX MR
KVSYRHFVIEOMRKPMXMKEXMSRWYGLEWXLI'SRWXMXYXMSREP'SYVX
ruling that established the unlawfulness of certain conditions
attached to emoluments attachment orders, is the type of
LMKLMQTEGXMRMXMEXMZIXLEXGLERKIWPMZIW
Our African Procurement Law Unit, in turn, collaborated with
XLI/SRVEH%HIREYIV7XMJXYRKERHXLI3J½GISJXLI4YFPMG
4VSXIGXSV XS XVEMR MRZIWXMKEXSVW SJ XLI 4YFPMG 4VSXIGXSV´W
SJ½GI WXVIRKXLIRMRK XLIMV GETEGMX] XS TYVWYI KSSH TYFPMG
governance.
Contributing to the national dialogue, we hosted esteemed
speakers such as Judge Mahomed Navsa from the Supreme
Court of Appeal and retired Constitutional Court Judge
Albie Sachs. These jurists shared their thoughts on topical
issues such as human rights and the rule of law as a
bulwark against corruption and maladministration, and the
Constitution as an instrument of decolonisation and equality.
%PWS QEOMRK XLI *EGYPX]´W MQTEGX JIPX JEV FI]SRH GEQTYW
Public Law Professor Geo Quinot was elected president
of the Administrative Justice Association of South Africa
%H.%7%  E RSRTVS½X EWWSGMEXMSR EMQIH EX TVSQSXMRK
administrative justice nationwide.

7KH/HJDO$LG&OLQLFFKDQJHVOLYHVIRUJRRG
8LI0IKEP%MH'PMRMGTYXWJYRHMRKJSVQZEVMSYWHSRSVWXS
KSSHYWIF]WIVZMRKPS[IVMRGSQIGSQQYRMXMIW[MXLJVII
PIKEPEHZMGIHSMRKPIKEPXVEMRMRKGSRHYGXMRKVIWIEVGL
ERHHIPMZIVMRKVIWIEVGLSYXTYXW&IWMHIWXLI*EGYPX]SJ
0E[HSRSVWMRGPYHI0IKEP%MH7SYXL%JVMGEXLI'PEYHI
0ISR*SYRHEXMSRXLI3TIR7SGMIX]*SYRHEXMSRJSV7SYXL
%JVMGEXLI,IX.ER1EVEMW*YRHXLI0SQFEVHM8VYWXERH
XLI%XXSVRI]W*MHIPMX]*YRH0IKEP%MH'PMRMGWXEJJ PIJXXS
VMKLX EVI1V7ZERHIV1IV[I1W26SSHI
(V8&VSSHV]O QEREKIV 1W14SWXLYQYW1I]NIWERH
Mr C Julius.

1HZSURIHVVRUIRUWKH'HSDUWPHQWRI0HUFDQWLOH
/DZ4VSJ7EHYPPE/EVNMOIVERHLMW[MJI2E^IIVEEXLMW
inaugural lecture.

LOOKING FORWARD
Having established itself as a centre of excellence, the Faculty
SJ 0E[ [MPP JSGYW SR KVS[MRK MXW VIWIEVGL SYXTYX QEWXIV´W
and doctoral throughput, social impact, and student and staff
diversity going forward.This will be accompanied by ongoing
VI¾IGXMSRSRGYVVMGYPEVIRI[EPXSVIQEMREXXLIJSVIJVSRXSJ
legal education.

1HZSURIHVVRUIRUWKH'HSDUWPHQWRI3XEOLF/DZ
4VSJ%RRMOE6YHQEREXLIVMREYKYVEPPIGXYVI[MXL4VSJ
)YKIRI'PSIXI:MGI6IGXSV 6IWIEVGL-RRSZEXMSRERH
4SWXKVEHYEXI7XYHMIW PIJXERH4VSJ2MGSPE7QMX(IER
Faculty of Law, right.
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Faculty of

MEDICINE AND HEALTH SCIENCES
The Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences at Stellenbosch University (SU) aims to develop
medical and health sciences professionals who will promote health, prevent disease and
provide optimal healthcare and rehabilitation. Our graduates must be scientifically literate,
technically and culturally competent, collaborative, ethical and compassionate. We strive to
develop these competencies within an institutional culture that values diversity, inclusivity and
personal development.

Our newly appointed student affairs manager, Ms Khairoonisa
*S¾SROIV [MPP JYVXLIV WXVIRKXLIR WXYHIRX WYTTSVX WIVZMRK
as a central contact between our student support services,
VIWMHIRGI WXVYGXYVIW GSGYVVMGYPEV EGXMZMXMIW ERH EGEHIQMG
programmes.

SUSTAINING OUR MOMENTUM OF
EXCELLENCE

I

Efforts to diversify our student body are paying dividends,
albeit at a slow pace.

In terms of teaching and learning excellence,an unprecedented
17 MB,ChB students graduated with distinction in 2017 –
XLIQSWXIZIVMRXLI*EGYPX]´WLMWXSV]%XTSWXKVEHYEXIPIZIP
our number of PhD student registrations has increased from
only 62 in 2005 to around 200 at present. A record number
of 38 doctoral students graduated in 2017.
Yet we are not complacent. To further improve our teaching
and learning practices, we have acquired the Primal Pictures
3D medical software, which provides students and staff with
interactive visuals of anatomy structures, as well as online
learning materials. And with our new electronic clinical
placement and curriculum mapping tool, we will be able to
FIXXIVTPEREPPEGEHIQMGEGXMZMXMIWERHIJ½GMIRXP]QEREKIXLI
curriculum. In addition, our ongoing process of renewing the
1&'L&GYVVMGYPYQMWWIXXSHIPMZIVEQSVIWXYHIRXGIRXVIH
course, strongly emphasising the critical knowledge, skills and
EXXMXYHIWXSGSTI[MXLWXGIRXYV]GLEPPIRKIWERHTVSZMHI
for the needs of the South African health system. At the
same time, our new curriculum will provide an opportunity
to introduce graduate entry programmes and intercalated
postgraduate degrees.
Rated as one of the top three health sciences faculties in
%JVMGE[IEPWSGSRHYGXGYXXMRKIHKIVIWIEVGLMRTEVXRIVWLMT
with an extensive network of international and local partners.
We produce the highest number of publication units of all
SU faculties, and around 25% of all journal articles at the
University. In addition, six of the top 20 SU postdoctoral
researchers in 2017 were from our ranks.
However, dedicated research time for clinicians remains a
GLEPPIRKIMRXLIGSRXI\XSJ½WGEP EYWXIVMX]8S LIPTEHHVIWW
this, we have established a faculty PhD bursary targetted
EX GPMRMGMERVIWIEVGLIVW ERH EPWS TVSZMHI EGGIWW XS GPMRMGEP
research mentorship. A major step forward in terms of
renewing and expanding our research facilities is the new
biomedical research facility estimated to be completed by
2022 which will cost R977 million.
Our staff once again attained a number of outstanding
achievements. Prof Soraya Seedat, a distinguished professor
and executive head of the Department of Psychiatry,
VIGIMZIH E 'LERGIPPSV´W E[EVH JSV VIWIEVGL I\GIPPIRGI
Furthermore, Prof André van der Merwe and a team of
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R85 million in bursaries to 1 649 students. This included a
R1,4 million contribution from our Faculty Bursary and Loan
Fund. Through a newly formed partnership with Standard
&ERO WXYHIRXW[LS[SYPHSXLIV[MWIRSXLEZIUYEPM½IHJSV
½RERGMEP EWWMWXERGI HYI XS E PEGO SJ GSPPEXIVEP WIGYVMX] [MPP
now have access to loans. We have also obtained personal
EGGMHIRX MRWYVERGI [LMGL GSZIVW ZEVMSYW EGGMHIRXVIPEXIH
circumstances for all students, including HIV contracted
XLVSYKLRIIHPIWXMGOMRNYVMIW

LOOKING FORWARD
As we proudly celebrate our achievements of 2017, we
remain focused on realising the vision and mission of the
Faculty and University, and vigilant regarding the potential
XLVIEXWERHVMWOW[IJEGIMRXLIGYVVIRXYRGIVXEMR½RERGMEP
milieu. In particular, we look forward to implementing our
renewed MB,ChB programme in 2020 and seeing how our
RI[WXEXISJXLIEVXFMSQIHMGEPVIWIEVGLJEGMPMX]XEOIWLETI
in the years ahead.
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT DIVERSITY
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ENHANCING OUR SOCIAL IMPACT

Prof Francie van Zijl,
½VWX(IER*EGYPX]SJ
1IHMGMRI

4VSJ.MQQ]:SPQMRO
(IER*EGYPX]SJ1IHMGMRIERH
Health Sciences

colleagues from the Faculty and Tygerberg Hospital, who
TVIZMSYWP] TIVJSVQIH XLI [SVPH´W ½VWX WYGGIWWJYP TIRMW
transplant, successfully repeated the procedure in 2017.
Sustaining excellence, however, is costly. We have worked
LEVH XS HMZIVWMJ] SYV JYRHMRK WXVIEQW ERH KVS[ SYV XLMVH
stream income. Yet we cannot rely on research funding
alone. Therefore, we are collaborating with the Division
for Development and Alumni Relations to develop a
XEMPSVQEHI JEGYPX] EHZERGIQIRX WXVEXIK] 4VMSVMXMIW MRGPYHI
providing funding for student loans, endowed chairs and
VIWIEVGLMRJVEWXVYGXYVI )\TERWMSRSJSYVWLSVXGSYVWIERH
continuous professional development offerings has further
boosted our income streams.

BROADENING ACCESS
8S IRWYVI E [IPGSQMRK IRZMVSRQIRX JSV EPP XLI (IER´W
Advisory Committee on Transformation in 2017 broadened
its membership and initiated consultation to develop a
Faculty Transformation Charter. Also, our core values were
amended to include compassion, while the preamble to
the Constitution is now on prominent display on campus
in Afrikaans, English and isiXhosa. This reminds us that the
ZEPYIWIRWLVMRIHMRSYV'SRWXMXYXMSRWLSYPH½RHI\TVIWWMSR
in our workplaces and daily lives.
In our ongoing effort to ensure that no undergraduate student
MW I\GPYHIH JSV ½RERGMEP VIEWSRW [I QEREKIH XS EPPSGEXI
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;IGSRXMRYIXSTPE]EPIEHMRKVSPIMRXLI½IPHSJVYVEPLIEPXL
and rural health professions education. Our Ukwanda Rural
Clinical School in Worcester remains a model of excellence.
In 2017, we initiated the establishment of a research unit at
Ukwanda to encourage more studies on rural health.
In line with our aim of remaining relevant to the needs of the
continent, our annual Africa Day symposium again focused
on topical issues. These included the decolonisation of
education, and the importance of intergenerational dialogue
to transform African universities.
Various scholarly activities in the course of the reporting
]IEVGSRXVMFYXIHXSEQSVILIEPXL]ERHLIEPXLE[EVIWSGMIX]
*SV MRWXERGI SYV 'IRXVI JSV )ZMHIRGI&EWIH ,IEPXLGEVI
GSPPEFSVEXIH[MXL79´W(ITEVXQIRXSJ.SYVREPMWQXSLSWXER
international summit on quackery and pseudoscience. Here,
participants warned against the dangers of quackery and
debunked some pseudoscience that lands up in the media
EW±JEOI RI[W² XLVIEXIRMRK XLI [IPPFIMRK SJ WSGMIX] 8LI
IZIRXIQTLEWMWIHXLIRIIHJSVIZMHIRGIFEWIHLIEPXLGEVI
based on sound research, and the importance of proper
public science communication in a digestible format. In other
LMKLMQTEGX GSRXVMFYXMSRW SYV WXEJJ ERH WXYHIRXW WXYHMIH
insulin resistance, kidney disease, obesity, the link between
gut bacteria and posttraumatic stress disorder, the need
for proper hydration, the risk of malnutrition among older
TISTPIGSRGYWWMSRMRNYVMIWERHXLIFIRI½XWSJFVIEWXJIIHMRK
Researchers from the FMHS were also involved in organising
XLI½VWX+PSFEP)ZMHIRGI7YQQMXMR'ETI8S[R8LIXLIQI
SJXLIWYQQMX[EW³9WMRK)ZMHIRGI -QTVSZMRK0MZIW´ ERHMX
LMKLPMKLXIH ERH TVSQSXIH IZMHIRGIMRJSVQIH ETTVSEGLIW
for health and social policy and development.
In celebrating Mandela Day 2017, our students and staff
prepared more than 1 500 sandwiches and donated 1 500
juice bottles to patients in Tygerberg Hospital, distributed
another 1 000 sandwiches in Khayelitsha, and collected and
distributed 607 scarves to hospital outpatients.
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Faculty of

MILITARY SCIENCE
Located in the South African Military Academy overlooking Saldanha Bay, the Faculty of
Military Science strives to be a leader in its field. We closely collaborate with the Department
of Defence to deliver soldiers with the knowledge and character demanded by the 21st-century
security context, serving their country in the National Defence Force and the security cluster.

SUSTAINING OUR MOMENTUM OF
EXCELLENCE

T

The working relationship between the Faculty and the
Department of Defence was reinforced in the course
of 2017 with the signing of a revised memorandum of
EKVIIQIRX8LIRI[EKVIIQIRXMRGPYHIWGPEVM½GEXMSRSJXLI
higher education services we provide, as well as measures to
create a learning environment where both students and staff
GER¾SYVMWL8LMWWXVSRKGSPPEFSVEXMZIFEWMWWE[XLI1MPMXEV]
Academy climb the global rankings to seventh best military
academy in the world.
With six undergraduate, nine BMil Honours and seven
QEWXIV´WTVSKVEQQIWEW[IPPEWXLI4L(MR1MPMXEV]7GMIRGI
we are an academic home of excellence to many. At the
WXEVXSJ[I[IPGSQIHERSXLIVGSLSVXSJ½VWX]IEV
PIEVRIVWJVSQEPPEVQWSJWIVZMGIEXERSJ½GMEPTEVEHI
In terms of senior students, we awarded 94 degrees in the
reporting year. Five of these had been obtained cum laude,
and 24 degrees were conferred at the postgraduate level.
'ERHMHEXI3J½GIV611ELPERKYVIGIMZIHXLIW[SVH
of honour, which is awarded to a student who serves as
SYXWXERHMRK WGLSPEV ERH HMWGMTPMRIH WSPHMIV SZIV XLI XLVII
]IEV&1MPTVSKVEQQI WIIQMHHPITLSXSKVETLJEV½KLX 
-R XLI ½IPH SJ WXEJJ I\GIPPIRGI %WWSGMEXI 4VSJIWWSV %FIP
Esterhuyse attained a prestigious National Research
Foundation rating, while Cdr HAP Smith graduated with
a PhD in Geography from Stellenbosch University. Our
scholarship was boosted when three new research fellows –
Drs Juliette Koning (Oxford Brookes Business School), Math
Noortmann (Centre for Trust, Peace and Social Relations,
Coventry University) and Christian Bueger (Cardiff
University) – joined the ranks of the Security Institute for
Governance and Leadership in Africa (SIGLA). In addition,
having been appointed extraordinary associate professor to
SIGLA in 2016, Professor Thomas Mandrup joined us from
March 2017.
Some six months later, Profs Mandrup and Francois Vreÿ,
7-+0%GSSVHMREXSV GSIHMXIHXLIFSSO8LI%JVMGER7XERHF]
*SVGI 5YS:EHMW# Further boosting our research output, Maj
David Katz authored the book South Africans versus Rommel:
8LI YRXSPH WXSV] SJ XLI (IWIVX;EV MR;SVPH;EV --, while
Dr Ntsikelelo Breakfast, senior lecturer in military political
science, published the opinion piece “The defence force an
essential part of society in SA” in 8LI,IVEPH.
Living up to our international reputation of excellence, we
collaborated with the Royal Danish Defence College to host
XLI½JXLFMIRRMEP'SRJIVIRGISR 7XVEXIKMG8LISV] MR%HHMW
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'SP4MIXIVHI:SW
½VWX(IER
*EGYPX]SJ1MPMXEV]7GMIRGI

Prof Sam Tshehla
Dean: Faculty of Military Science

%FEFE )XLMSTME 8LI IZIRX [LMGL [EW XLIQIH ±%JVMGE´W
Security Triad: From Leadership to Landward and Maritime
Security Governance”, highlighted the interplay of leadership
and security governance on the African continent and its
surrounding seas, and featured prominent African Union
VSPITPE]IVW
Finally, the Military Academy class of 1967 celebrated their
]IEV VIYRMSR 8LI KVSYT MRGPYHIW VIWTIGXIH QMPMXEV]
PIEHIVWSJXLIGEPMFVISJ:MGI%HQMVEP.SLER6IXMIJ JSVQIV
chief of the South African Navy. Their celebrations served to
underline that with each student who successfully graduates,
our mission to provide excellent education to future military
PIEHIVWMWJYP½PPIH

BROADENING ACCESS

ENHANCING OUR SOCIAL IMPACT
-RXSHE]´W[SVPHQMPMXEV]SVKERMWEXMSRWRIIHXSHSQSVIXLER
just train troops and commanders – graduates should also be
sensitive to social needs. Through the Trans Enduro Exercise,
]SYRKSJ½GIVW´ TL]WMGEPIRHYVERGIERHPIEHIVWLMTWOMPPWEVI
tested, while they are also sensitised to the practicalities
of community service. For the 2017 event, students again
travelled from Port Elizabeth to Saldanha over a period of ten
days. Along the way, they took part in endurance exercises
on land and at sea, while also performing community service,
WYGLEWGPIERMRKGLMPHVIR´WERHSPHEKILSQIWERHTEMRXMRK
school buildings. In the process, they raised funds for Maties
'SQQYRMX] 7IVZMGI ERH 1%7->% XLI 1MPMXEV] %GEHIQ]´W
community service organisation.
Contributing to society more broadly, SIGLA partnered with
XLI%QIVMGER)QFEWW]´W(IJIRGI8LVIEX6IHYGXMSR%KIRG]
(DTRA) and Naval Criminal Investigative Service (NCIS)
XSTVIWIRXXLI½VWX-RXIVREXMSREP;SVOWLSTSR'SQFEXMRK
Maritime Threats off Africa. The workshop, which took place
in Stellenbosch in May, aimed to strengthen collaboration
XSQMXMKEXIQEVMXMQIXLVIEXW ERH[EWXLI½VWXMRETPERRIH
biennial series on addressing transnational security issues.
Finally, seven candidates who studied via the interactive
telematic education platform, obtained the BMil degree in
2017.The year under review saw 259 students registered for
BMil degrees via this platform.

\HDUUHXQLRQFHOHEUDWLRQSeen here is the
79GPEWWSJ8LMWKVSYTEPWSORS[REW1%
GIPIFVEXIHXLIMV]IEVVIYRMSRMR-RXLIQMHHPI
SJXLIKVSYTMW79EPYQRYWERHJSVQIV'LMIJSJXLI
7SYXL%JVMGER2EZ]:MGI%HQMVEP.SLER6IXMIJ

LOOKING FORWARD
In the period ahead, negotiations to further expand and
transform our staff corps in line with both Stellenbosch
University and Department of Defence policies will continue.
This should ultimately enable greater capacity to serve more
students, including on the interactive telematic education
TPEXJSVQJSV[IFFEWIHPIEVRMRK
The two new programmes that will commence in 2019
offer an ideal opportunity in this regard and are estimated
to increase our academic corps by an additional 15 positions.

$ZDUGIRURXWVWDQGLQJVFKRODUDQGGLVFLSOLQHG
soldier General Solly Shoke, Defence Force chief,
E[EVHMRKXLIW[SVHSJLSRSYVXS'ERHMHEXI3J½GIV61
Mahlangu.

To help broaden access to higher education for all, our
academic partnership with the SA National Defence Force
(SANDF) through the MPhil in Security Management offers
WIRMSV SJ½GIVW SJ XLI (ITEVXQIRX SJ (IJIRGI ERH WIRMSV
managers in the security cluster access to further training
and, consequently, better career prospects. The programme
MW XLI QSWX WIRMSV SJ½GIV´W GSYVWI SJ XLI 7%2(* ERH
successful members are usually promoted to the military
rank of brigadier general in line with international and African
military trends. One student graduated from this MPhil
programme in 2017. In addition, the new BMil in Defence
Intelligence and the Postgraduate Diploma in Defence
Studies, both set to commence in 2019, will not only offer
opportunities to further transform our staff corps, but will
also increase our capacity to accommodate more students.
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Faculty of

SCIENCE
The Faculty of Science is committed to providing a general formative education in the natural
sciences, solidly grounded in mathematics, physics, chemistry and biology. This foundation
is essential to prepare our graduates for the demands of the workplace against the backdrop
of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. Moreover, as a respected knowledge partner, the Faculty
actively helps develop society through high-impact research and collaborations with industry.
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Awards abounded in recognition of Faculty staff and
WXYHIRXW´ WYWXEMRIH I\GIPPIRGI 4VSJ ,EVEPH 4EWGL VIGIMZIH
XLI 7SYXL %JVMGER 'LIQMGEP -RWXMXYXI´W KSPH QIHEP 4VSJ
Hendrik Geyer was awarded the Havenga prize for physical
sciences by the 7YMH%JVMOEERWI %OEHIQMI ZMV ;IXIRWOET
en Kuns ERH 4VSJ 0IR &EVFSYV VIGIMZIH XLI 'LERGIPPSV´W
VIWIEVGL I\GIPPIRGI E[EVH 4VSJ 6IWME 4VIXSVMYW ½RMWLIH
second in the Department of Science and Technology (DST)
annual awards for distinguished women scientists in natural
sciences and engineering. In terms of student excellence,
Sunel de Kock received the S2A3 (Southern African Society
for the Advancement of Science) medal for the best MSc
student in natural sciences at Stellenbosch University (SU)
MR  [LMPI .ERE &SXLE [EW E[EVHIH XLI (IER´W QIHEP
for continuous excellent performance. Nonkululeko Radebe
won the Borealis poster award at an international conference
on polymer analysis and characterisation, and Megan Mitchell
the Wyndham award for the best oral presentation at the

600

The Faculty prides itself on its research excellence. Altogether
73% of its researchers hold National Research Foundation
(NRF) ratings, and it is home to 11 research chairs and four
centres of excellence. In this regard, the reporting year saw
Prof Bubacarr Bah, previously from the University of Texas,
joining the Faculty as incumbent of the Humboldt Chair in
Big Data Analysis at the African Institute for Mathematical
7GMIRGIW ,MW SJ½GMEP EWWSGMEXMSR [MXL XLI (ITEVXQIRX SJ
1EXLIQEXMGEP7GMIRGIW[MPPWXVIRKXLIRXLIRI[MRXIVJEGYPX]
Centre for Bioinformatics and Computational Biology.

400

Postgraduate enrolments in the Faculty increased by 16%
over the period 2013–2017, and by an astonishing 34%
for PhD students alone. Postgraduate output rates also
remained high, with 139 MSc and 54 PhD degrees awarded
in 2017.

200

U

Undergraduate student numbers have grown by 6% over the
TEWX½ZI]IEVW3JXLI½VWX]IEVMRXEOI [IVIXST
achievers with an average Grade 12 mark of 70% and higher,
including an increased share of black African, coloured, Indian
and Asian (BCIA) students.The percentage of undergraduates
who complete their degrees within the normal duration plus
two years remains below the University average. However,
the average module pass rate is improving, having increased
from 77% in 2008 to 83% in 2017. Going forward, the
Faculty faces important strategic decisions regarding its
undergraduate curricula in a transforming higher education
GSRXI\X ERHXLI)EVXL7GMIRGIWTVSKVEQQIMWXLI½VWXXS
undergo extensive renewal.

POSTGRADUATE STUDENT ENROLMENTS
0

SUSTAINING OUR MOMENTUM OF
EXCELLENCE

In terms of staff diversity, BCIA staff account for 51% of the
RSREGEHIQMGWXEJJGSQTPIQIRX FYXSRP] SJEGEHIQMG
staff. Meeting our targets in this regard remains challenging
HYI XS XLI WGEVGMX] SJ GERHMHEXIW [MXL E 4L( MR WGMIRXM½G
HMWGMTPMRIW8LIQSWXWMKRM½GERXJYRHMRKWSYVGIJSVEHHVIWWMRK
staff diversity is the Department of Higher Education and
8VEMRMRK´W R+%4 TVSKVEQQI [LMGL E[EVHIH XLI *EGYPX] E
third position in 2017, in the Department of Mathematical
Sciences.

2013
2014

ENHANCING OUR SOCIAL IMPACT
Determined to practise science for society, the Faculty
presented 50 posters to over 100 industry players and alumni
EXMXW½VWXVIWIEVGLWLS[GEWI8LMWMRMXMEXMZISJXLI*EGYPX]´W
advisory board promotes collaboration and enhances the
visibility of our research.

Dr Duthie,
½VWXPIGXYVIVMR&SXER]

4VSJ0SYMWI;EVRMGL
Dean: Faculty of Science

Physiology Society of Southern Africa annual conference. In
addition, PhD students Therina du Toit and Carol Mahachi
IEGL VIGIMZIH E 0´3VqEP92)7'3 VIKMSREP JIPPS[WLMT JSV
WYF7ELEVER%JVMGER[SQIRWGMIRXMWXW
Yet excellent teaching and research require expensive
JEGMPMXMIW ERH IUYMTQIRX %RH [LMPI XLI *EGYPX]´W MRGSQI
LEWMRGVIEWIHF] SZIVXLITEWX½ZI]IEVW GSWXWLEZI
increased by 32,3%. Of particular concern is the decline
MR WXEXYXSV] MRGSQI MRGPYHMRK 26* KVERXW % TEVXXMQI
appointment has therefore been made to source additional
funding for bursaries and equipment.

Our scientists and students continued with relevant research
for the betterment of society. Prof Brian van Wilgen from
the DST/NRF Centre of Excellence for Invasion Biology
was lead author of a status report on biological invasions in
South Africa.The report is the most comprehensive study of
this problem to date. Researchers from the Department of
Botany and Zoology, in turn, devised the Sharksafe barrier
EW E GSWXIJJIGXMZI IRZMVSRQIRXEPP] JVMIRHP] EPXIVREXMZI XS
GSRZIRXMSREP ERXMWLEVO HIZMGIW ERH XSSO WIGSRH TPEGI MR
XLI7SYXL%JVMGER-RRSZEXMSR7YQQMX´W4MXGLMRK(IR%KEMRWX
the backdrop of the Western Cape water crisis, a group of
Chemistry postgraduates made the headlines with their
innovative measures to save up to 3 000 litres of water
per week in their laboratory. Equally concerned about the
drought, postgraduates from the Department of Earth
Sciences raised nearly R150 000 through crowd funding
XSVIWIEVGLXLIWYWXEMREFMPMX]SJ7SYXL%JVMGE´WKVSYRH[EXIV
resources.

LOOKING FORWARD
BROADENING ACCESS
The Faculty met its diversity target for 2017, but enhancing
MXW HMZIVWMX] TVS½PI VIQEMRW E OI] WXVEXIKMG EMQ 8LI
YRHIVKVEHYEXI HMZIVWMX] TVS½PI VIQEMRW PS[ IZIR XLSYKL
BCIA students have increased by 20% since 2013. In terms of
gender diversity, 58% of undergraduate students are female.
To accelerate diversity improvements, a newly appointed
QEVOIXMRKERHVIGVYMXQIRXSJ½GIV[MPPFI[SVOMRK[MXLXLI
Centre for Student Recruitment.

8LI*EGYPX]PSSOWJSV[EVHXSXLI9RMZIVWMX]´W'IRXIREV]
GSQQIQSVEXMSREWERSTTSVXYRMX]XSVI¾IGXERHVITSWMXMSR
,S[IZIV WGMIRXM½G I\GIPPIRGI WSGMEP VIPIZERGI ERH JYXYVI
½X LERHWSRWXYHIRXXVEMRMRK[MPPEP[E]WVIQEMRTEVXSJSYV
ethos.

2015
2016
2017

,SRSYVW

Master’s

7XVYGXYVIH
17G
PhD
%-17

8SXEP

&URZGIXQGHGVWXG\RQWKHVXVWDLQDELOLW\RI6RXWK
$IULFD³VJURXQGZDWHUVRXUFHV)EVXL7GMIRGIWWXYHIRXW
[LSGVS[HJYRHIHXLIMVWXYH]EVIJVSQXLIPIJX17G
WXYHIRX.EVIHZER6SS]IRERHJIPPS[&7G,SRWWXYHIRXW
=EE%K]EVI([SQSLERH>MXE,EVMPEPP[MXLXLIMV
WYTIVZMWSV(V.SHMI1MPPIV FEGO 4LSXS7XIJER)PW

%XTSWXKVEHYEXIPIZIP XLIHMZIVWMX]TVS½PILEWMRGVIEWIHF]
13% since 2013, with BCIA students representing nearly 40%
(285) of our total postgraduate cohort in 2017.The challenge
VIQEMRWXSQEMRXEMREWYJ½GMIRX¾S[SJTSWXKVEHYEXIWEXEPP
levels to reach our target of graduating 60 PhD students per
year. Securing postgraduate bursaries is therefore a strategic
goal.
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Faculty of

THEOLOGY
The Faculty of Theology seeks to help build a society in which peace, justice and compassion
are natural conditions. This is an increasingly urgent calling, considering the wave of “education
desperation” that is threatening to overwhelm the tertiary sector, and extreme financial and
political pressure on academic infrastructure.

COMPARATIVE STUDENT PROFILE, 2016–2017

5DFH8QGHUJUDGXDWH
Black African
Coloured
Indian and Asian

SUSTAINING OUR MOMENTUM OF
EXCELLENCE

I

Theology staff members received various accolades.
Emeritus Distinguished Professor Dirkie Smit was appointed
incumbent of the Rimmer and Ruth de Vries Chair for
Reformed Theologies of Mission and Public Life at Princeton
Theological Seminary, United States. This recognises his
remarkable career as international researcher, teacher and
GLYVGLPIEHIV4VSJ2EHMRI&S[IVWHY8SMX[EWIPIGXIHGLEMV
of the Society of Practical Theology in South Africa, Prof
Juliana Claassens received the American Catholic Publishing
%WWSGMEXMSR´W LMKLIWX EGGSPEHI JSV E QSRSKVETL [LMPI (V
Nadia Marais won the World Communion of Reformed
'LYVGLIW´ 0SQFEVH TVM^I -R (IGIQFIV 4VSJ )PRE 1SYXSR
ended her distinguished academic career on a high note
[LIRWLIVIGIMZIHXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WTVIWXMKMSYW'LERGIPPSV´W
E[EVH%XVYITMSRIIV1SYXSR´WEGLMIZIQIRXWMRGPYHIFIMRK
XLI ½VWX JIQEPI XS LEZI LIEHIH YT E XLISPSK] JEGYPX] MR
South Africa.

Our students also attained outstanding achievements. A total
SJUYEPM½GEXMSRW[IVIGSRJIVVIHMRGPYHMRKEXQEWXIV´W
and 18 at doctoral level. Attesting to the relevance of our
teaching and learning, PhD students Didier Kasongo (Practical
Theology) and Marthie Momberg (Systematic Theology)
produced topical articles based on their respective theses,
which were well received in the popular media. In addition,
our Christian Sadie was among the medallists at the 2017
Swimming Paralympics in Mexico.
As a respected contributor to the local and international
½IPH SJ XLISPSK] XLI *EGYPX] EKEMR LSWXIH E RYQFIV
of conferences and events. These included the annual
conferences of the national societies of Practical Theology,
Church History, New Testament and Systematic Theology.
For our annual Theological Day, we hosted Rev Moss
Nthla, general secretary of the Evangelical Alliance of South
Africa, as keynote speaker. In addition, we welcomed Prof
Bagele Chilisa from the University of Botswana as keynote
speaker at a conference on studying theology and religion in
Africa, received colleagues from the Protestant Theological
University in the Netherlands for a consultation on “Justice
for strangers and the right to be particular”, and hosted a
Reformed 500 conference with Profs Michael Welker, John
HI+VYGL]ERH%PPER&SIWEO3YV½JXLERRYEP;MRXIV7GLSSP
QEVOIHXLI]IEVERRMZIVWEV]SJXLI6IJSVQEXMSR,IVI
[IVI¾IGXSRXLIRIIHJSVERSRKSMRKVIJSVQEXMSRSJXLI
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2016

2017

104

99

73

73

6

5

144

114

2016

2017

103

125

English

93

81

IsiXhosa

16

8

Other

20

12

2016

2017

Afrikaans

114

107

English

138

115

IsiXhosa

13

21

Other

62

50

Indian and Asian
White

/DQJXDJH8QGHUJUDGXDWH
Afrikaans

/DQJXDJH3RVWJUDGXDWH

In an attempt to secure the resources needed to support
sustained excellence going forward, we have formulated a
WXVEXIKMGEGXMSRTPERJSV½RERGMEPWYWXEMREFMPMX]8LMWMRGPYHIW
phasing in external funding for ten positions over two
HIGEHIW ERH XEVKIXMRK XLMVHWXVIEQ ERH JSYVXLWXVIEQ
income sources.

BROADENING ACCESS
We believe the route to excellence is diversity. Our
academic staff from the designated groups stand at 33% and
our administrative staff at 50%. A snapshot of our student
HMZIVWMX]TVS½PIMR EPSRK[MXLGSQTEVEXMZI½KYVIWJSV
the previous year, is as follows:

Male
Female

*HQGHU3RVWJUDGXDWH
Male
Female
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The Faculty does not shy away from the complexities of
QSHIVRHE] 7SYXL%JVMGE -R XLMW VIKEVH (V (MSR *SVWXIV
explored the deeply contested issue of forgiveness between
FPEGOERH[LMXI7SYXL%JVMGERWMRXLI½JXL7XIPPIRFSWGL*SVYQ
lecture. In the same vein, the 2017 Institute for the Healing
SJ1IQSVMIWPIGXYVI [LMGL[IGSWTSRWSVIH VI¾IGXIHSR
contemporary events in both the United States and South
Africa, and how failure to take action against injustice could
imperil the future of the next seven generations.
Further strengthening our international impact, we signed an
agreement with the Oxford Centre for Religion and Public
Life. This could see 15 leaders of the Anglican Church in
Africa and Asia completing PhDs at Stellenbosch University
over the next few years.

LOOKING FORWARD
Having experienced immense growth over the past decade,
we are proud of what we have achieved. At the same time,
however, this has put strain on our resources. Yet with new
½RERGMEP WYWXEMREFMPMX] QIEWYVIW MR TPEGI ERH WYWXEMRIH
academic excellence, we aim ever higher to maintain our
global reputation, while remaining rooted in our African
reality.

While the Faculty already is among the most diverse on
campus, further improvement remains a priority. A task
team has therefore been established to explore recruitment
options and the offering of theology career counselling
via social media. Linguistic diversity is catered for by way
SJ E [IPPGVEJXIH PERKYEKI TSPMG] XLEX VIQEMRW WIRWMXMZI XS
WXYHIRXW´RIIHW
Further accessibility initiatives include the ongoing
decolonisation of the BTh programme, visual redress of our
faculty spaces, and exploratory discussions with key churches
XS JEGMPMXEXI EGGIWW XS ½VWX]IEV8LISPSK] QSHYPIW JSV XLI
most marginalised Western Cape communities. External
funding has been secured to sustain the latter initiative in
2018 and 2019.

ENHANCING OUR SOCIAL IMPACT

COMPARATIVE STUDENT DIVERSITY PROFILE,
2016–2017

*HQGHU8QGHUJUDGXDWH

110
1

Coloured

church, society and people. Finally, the keynote speaker
at the third Russel Botman memorial lecture was retired
Constitutional Court Judge Zak Yacoob, who spoke on
religious philosophy, practice and the Constitution.

118

74

Black African

Prof Reggie Nel
Dean: Faculty of Theology

41

0

5DFH3RVWJUDGXDWH

Prof AA Moorrees,
½VWX(IER*EGYPX]SJ8LISPSK]
1918

2017

56

58

White

In the reporting year, our reputation of excellence was
VIEJ½VQIH F] SYV VEROMRK EQSRK XLI [SVPH´W XST 
theological institutions in the QS World University Rankings.
We have reached this level of excellence through the work
and achievements of our talented staff and students.

2016

coordinating research and tuition both on campus and in
faith communities, while the latter offers short learning
programmes to various local communities.

2016

2017

134

116

98

110

2016

2017

233

225

94

68

Throughout 2017, our staff and students continued to have
a social impact in their congregations and communities.This
included service learning, preaching, environmental actions
and poverty relief.
3XLIV LMKLMQTEGX ZILMGPIW MRGPYHI SYV VIGIRXP] JSYRHIH
Gender Unit in the Beyers Naudé Centre for Public
Theology, as well as the Ecumenical Centre for Leadership
Development and Congregational Studies (Ekklesia).
The former addresses gender issues by stimulating and

,QWKHQHZV6IXMVIH'SRWXMXYXMSREP'SYVX.YHKI>EO
=EGSSFHIPMZIVIHXLI*EGYPX]´WXLMVH6YWWIP&SXQER
QIQSVMEPPIGXYVIMR3GXSFIV
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Honorary

DEGREES
In the reporting year, the University awarded sixteen honorary degrees – to Omar Badsha,
Glenda Elizabeth Gray and Markus Reuter in December 2017, and, in commemoration of the
University’s Centenary, to Max du Preez, Musa Dube, Trueman Thandabantu Goba, Peter
Anthony Jones, Mervyn King, Thabo Cecil Makgoba, Patrice Tlhopane Motsepe, Jannie Mouton,
André Nel, Brian Percival O’Connell, Sandra Prinsloo, Imtiaz Ismail Sooliman and
Christine van den Wyngaert in March 2018.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

1. 2PDU%DGVKDwas awarded the DPhil, honoris causa, as outstanding documentary photographer, activist and historian who,
LEZMRK GLVSRMGPIH XLI WXSVMIW SJ SVHMREV] TISTPI´W I\XVESVHMREV] GSRXVMFYXMSRW XS E HIQSGVEXMG 7SYXL%JVMGER WSGMIX] [MPP
GSRXMRYIXSYRPSGOSYVGSYRXV]´WTEWXJSVQER]KIRIVEXMSRWXSGSQIIUYMTTMRKSYV]SYXLXSFIIRKEKIHERHGVMXMGEPGMXM^IRW
2. 0XVD:'XEH was awarded the DTh, honoris causa, for having pioneered a new way of reading the Bible in pursuit of justice
for all, including African women and peoples still suffering the consequences of colonisation, and for drawing on her discipline
XS½KLX,-:ERH%MHWSRXLIGSRXMRIRXFIMRKETVMQII\EQTPISJWSGMEPP]IRKEKIHWGLSPEVWLMT

The University acknowledges

EXCELLENCE

3. 0D[GX3UHH] was awarded the DPhil, honoris causa, for having ushered in a new era for Afrikaans reporting through his
principled, uncompromising and courageous investigative journalism, serving as a critical voice for justice in South African society,
and remaining a moral compass in our quest to safeguard our democracy.
4. 7UXHPDQ7KDQGDEDQWX*RED was awarded the DEng, honoris causa, for his exceptional contribution to establish critical
national infrastructure, his key role in growing and transforming South African civil engineering, his service as a thought leader
taking national industry forward, and for ploughing back by showing aspiring young engineers the way to success.
5. *OHQGD (OL]DEHWK *UD\ was awarded the DSc, honoris causa, for her accomplished guidance leading the South African
Medical Research Council, her pioneering research to improve the lives of those with chronic diseases, her revolutionary work
in search of a solution to the HIV/Aids scourge, and her social impact, harnessing science to serve society.
6. 3HWHU$QWKRQ\-RQHV was awarded the DSc, honoris causa, for his trailblazing work advancing medical science and technology
globally by pioneering epigenetics and expertly translating his discoveries into clinical treatments, offering new hope for millions
of cancer patients worldwide, and for exemplifying the innovative spirit to which every SU student should aspire.
7. 0HUY\Q.LQJ was awarded the DCom, honoris causa, for his exceptional pursuit of more responsible, inclusive corporate
KSZIVRERGILMWGSRXVMFYXMSRWXSMQTVSZMRKGSVTSVEXIXVERWTEVIRG]ERHHMWGPSWYVILMWIQTLEWMWSRFYWMRIWWIW´WSGMEPMQTEGXERH
PSRKXIVQWYWXEMREFMPMX]ERHJSVWIVZMRKEWEVSPIQSHIPSJIRKEKIHGMXM^IRWLMTERHVIWTSRWMFPIPIEHIVWLMT[SVXLIQYPEXMRK
8. 7KDER&HFLO0DNJRED was awarded the DTh, honoris causa, for serving as a moral compass to society by espousing the
values of human dignity, mutual respect, justice and enduring peace, for his deep commitment to quality education for all, and
for being the voice of reason that helps society navigate turbulent times.
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Chancellor’s

MEDAL

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

9. 3DWULFH 7OKRSDQH 0RWVHSH was awarded the DCom, honoris causa, for his exceptional entrepreneurial skill and
innovative business practices, for being a model of responsible corporate citizenship, ethics and accountability, and for
WIP¾IWWP]WYTTSVXMRKPMJIGLERKMRKGEYWIWMR7SYXL%JVMGE%JVMGEERHXLI[SVPHGSQFEXMRKTSZIVX]YRIQTPS]QIRXMPPMXIVEG]
and disease.
10. -DQQLH0RXWRQ was awarded the DCom, honoris causa, for his unparalleled vision and business sense, his resilience and
TIVWIZIVERGILMWGSRXVMFYXMSRXSXLI7SYXL%JVMGERIGSRSQ]ERHWSGMIX]ERHJSVYRWIP½WLP]MRZIWXMRKMRUYEPMX]IHYGEXMSR
for current and future generations, thereby assisting his alma mater to maintain its momentum of excellence.
11. $QGUp(1HO[EWE[EVHIHXLI(7G LSRSVMWGEYWE JSVLMWQYPXMTPILMKLPIZIPERHGSRWMWXIRXP]I\GIPPIRXGSRXVMFYXMSRW
to the science of nanomedicine, allergy and immunology, which have not only advanced medical science and technology
KPSFEPP]FYXGSRXMRYIXSLEZIEXERKMFPIMQTEGXMRIRWYVMRKEWEJILIEPXL]ERHIRZMVSRQIRXEPP]JVMIRHP][SVPH
12. %ULDQ3HUFLYDO2³&RQQHOO was awarded the DEd, honoris causa, for his tireless efforts establishing his institution as one
SJ%JVMGE´WFIWX LMWGSQQMXQIRXXSXLIJYPPWTIGXVYQSJIHYGEXMSRMR7SYXL%JVMGE ERHLMWZMWMSREV]PIEHIVWLMTMRXLI
sector as a whole, ensuring that education will never again be the privilege of only a few.
13. 6DQGUD3ULQVORR was awarded the DPhil, honoris causa, for having made a lasting impact on local arts and culture as
XLIEXVI½PQERHXIPIZMWMSRMGSRJSVLIVGSRXVMFYXMSRXSIWXEFPMWLMRK7SYXL%JVMGE´WGYPXYVEPPIKEG]ERHJSVYWMRKLIVWOMPPW
to add value to the lives of vulnerable groups in society.
14. 0DUNXV$5HXWHU was awarded the DEng, honoris causa, for his outstanding contribution to the science, technology
ERHMRHYWXV]SJQIXEPWTVSHYGXMSRVIG]GPMRKERHVIWSYVGIIJ½GMIRG]ERHLMWGSRXMRYIHGSQQMXQIRXXSIUYMTTMRK]SYRK
engineers as the thought leaders of tomorrow who will take up the baton of securing a sustainable future for all.
15. ,PWLD],VPDLO6RROLPDQ was awarded the DSc, honoris causa, for having established Gift of the Givers as a renowned
ZILMGPISJLSTIERHVIPMIJJSVWOMPPJYPP]LEVRIWWMRKLMWQIHMGEPXVEMRMRKXSMQTVSZIHMWEWXIVWXVMGOIRERHZYPRIVEFPITISTPI´W
fate, and for his leadership in inspiring others to follow suit and serve society.
16. &KULVWLQHYDQGHQ:\QJDHUW was awarded the LLD, honoris causa, for her outstanding contributions to human rights
and international criminal justice as a judge in international tribunals, her academic rigour producing seminal criminal law
ERHMRXIVREXMSREPGVMQMREPPE[VIJIVIRGI[SVOWERHJSVIRVMGLMRK7XIPPIRFSWGL9RMZIVWMX]´WPE[SJJIVMRKXLVSYKLLIVPSRK
standing relationship with the institution.
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Ms Jacqueline Kazmaier, who obtained the BEng in Industrial Engineering cum laude, received
Stellenbosch University’s Chancellor’s Medal for 2017. This was the second consecutive year
that the medal was awarded to an Engineering student. Presented annually to a final-year or
postgraduate student for outstanding achievements, the medal is the highest honour that the
University can bestow on a student.

M

Ms Kazmaier, originally from Namibia, enrolled for the degree
BEng in Industrial Engineering in 2014. She achieved the rare
feat of passing all her modules with distinction during the
JSYV]IEV )RKMRIIVMRK GSYVWI ERH FSEWXIH XLI FIWX SZIVEPP
average in Industrial Engineering for the last three years. Her
average over the four years was 89,7%.
Being a top academic achiever, Kazmaier has been a member
of the Golden Key International Honour Society – the
[SVPH´W TVIQMIV GSPPIKMEXI LSRSYV WSGMIX] XLEX VIGSKRMWIW
outstanding academic achievements – since 2014. Yet it
has not just been about books, attending class and endless
studying, she says. “You have to maintain a good balance.
%JXIV Q] ½VWX ]IEV [LIR - WXEVXIH HSMRK QSVI XLMRKW -
enjoyed over weekends or after class, I noticed that I actually
started doing better than before, so my advice to other
students would be to do your hobbies as much as you do
your university work,” says Kazmaier.
Apart from honing her skills in photography, videography
and graphic design, she was also actively involved in the
QEREKIQIRXGSQQMXXIISJ7XIPPIRFSWGL9RMZIVWMX]´W+IVQER
Carnival Society (MatieKa); DASUS, a society for primarily
+IVQERWTIEOMRKWXYHIRXWXLEXJEGMPMXEXIWXLIMVMRXVSHYGXMSR
MRXSXLI1EXMIGSQQYRMX]EW[IPPEW79´W'SRWYPXMRK7SGMIX]
As a music lover, Kazmaier enthusiastically took part in the
Sêr singing competition in 2015 and 2016. Throughout her
studies, she also participated in sporting events as a member
SJFSXL1EXMIW7YV½RKERH1EXMIW:SPPI]FEPP
Kazmaier plans to continue her studies with an MEng in
Industrial Engineering at Stellenbosch. Her postgraduate
WXYHMIW[MPPMRGPYHIEWM\QSRXLI\GLERKIXS1YRMGL
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Chancellor’s

AWARDS
Stellenbosch University’s Chancellor’s Awards recognise some of the leading academics at the
institution for their sustained contributions to excellence in the fields of research, learning and
teaching, and social impact.

P

3URI/HQ%DUERXU, incumbent of the research chair in
nanostructured functional materials, is regarded as a world
PIEHIVMRWSPMHWXEXIWYTVEQSPIGYPEVGLIQMWXV]3RISJ
SRP]XLVIIGLIQMWXW[MXLER%VEXMRKMR7SYXL%JVMGELI
LEWIWXEFPMWLIHE[SVPHGPEWWPEFSVEXSV]EX7XIPPIRFSWGL
9RMZIVWMX][LIVILIPIEHWETVSPM½GVIWIEVGLKVSYTXLEX
LEZIQEHIEWYFWXERXMEPGSRXVMFYXMSRXSXLI9RMZIVWMX]´W
WGMIRXM½GVIWIEVGLSYXTYX,ILEWVIGIMZIHRYQIVSYW
awards, including the SASOL Innovator of the Year award
and the gold medal of the South African Chemical Institute.
In his research, distinguished professor &KULVWR%RVKRII,
GLEMVSJXLI(ITEVXQIRXSJ&YWMRIWW1EREKIQIRXERHZMGI
dean of research in Economic and Management Sciences,
focuses on service quality as a competitive strategy, the
management of service recovery, scale development and
WYFNIGXW´RIYVSTL]WMSPSKMGEPVIWTSRWIWXSWIVZMGIWJEMPYVI
,MW[SVOLEWIEVRIHLMQE&VEXMRKJVSQXLI2EXMSREP
Research Foundation. The editor of Management Dynamics
for the past 18 years, he has published 127 journal articles,
contributed to six textbooks and read 96 academic papers
at local and international conferences.

internationally. In the critical area of sustainability, he also
YXMPMWIWLMWI\TIVXMWIJSVVIRI[EFPIIRIVK]ETTPMGEXMSRW
Kamper is a valued collaborator of industry, including the
process and industrial automation giant ABB in Sweden
and associate editor of -)))8VERWEGXMSRWSR-RHYWXV]
Applications.
%W7XIPPIRFSWGL9RMZIVWMX]´WVIQYRIVEXMSRQEREKIV
-DSLH.RW]p³V work epitomises outstanding and relevant
professional academic support services delivery. He
MWVIKEVHIHEWEPIEHIVMRXLI½IPHSJVIQYRIVEXMSR
and related matters in South African higher education,
[LMPIEPWSQEREKMRKXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WWM^IEFPITIRWMSR
fund portfolio. Committed to human dignity and
GSQTEWWMSREXINYWXMGILILEWEJJSVHIHPS[IVMRGSQIWXEJJ
access to affordable medical insurance, ensured parity of
VIQYRIVEXMSRERHLIPTIHMQTPIQIRXXLIZMEFPIWSYVGMRK
parameters. This has established Stellenbosch University
EWETVIJIVVIHIQTPS]IVMRXLIGSYRXV]´WLMKLIVIHYGEXMSR
sector.

Professor of private law 0DULXVGH:DDOhas been at
the leading edge of research in the law of property, the
law of succession and the law of trusts. Having produced
28 book chapters and 40 articles in refereed journals
ERHGSTVSHYGIHWIZIRFSSOWXLMW&VEXIHVIWIEVGLIV´W
dedication to his discipline has earned him an Alexander
von Humboldt scholarship on three occasions. De Waal is
also visiting professor at the University of Paris Descartes
(Paris V) and holds the Belgian Journal of Private Law
exchange chair.

Distinguished professor /HVOH\OH*UDQJH³V innovative
[SVOMRXLI½IPHSJGYVVMGYPEERHXIEGLMRKQEOIWLMQ
MRWXVYQIRXEPMRXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WTYVWYMXSJI\GIPPIRGI
XLVSYKLSRKSMRKGYVVMGYPYQVIRI[EP,MWVIIPIGXMSREW
ZMGITVIWMHIRXSJXLI-RXIVREXMSREP%WWSGMEXMSRJSVXLI
Advancement of Curriculum Studies in 2017 attests to
his curriculum development expertise. He has received
WIZIVEPE[EVHWMRGPYHMRKIMKLX6IGXSV´WI\GIPPIRGIE[EVHW
X[S:MGI6IGXSV´WE[EVHWJSVVIWIEVGLTVSHYGXMZMX]ERHXLI
)HYGEXMSR%WWSGMEXMSRSJ7SYXL%JVMGE´W=SYRK6IWIEVGLIV
medal, Santam medal for research excellence as well as
medal of honour.

(YVMRKLMW]IEVW´WIVZMGI1HHOV)RXULH has made key
contributions to learning and teaching support, systems
and process renewal as well as service delivery to the
University community. As deputy registrar of student
EHQMRMWXVEXMSRLILIPTIHHIZIPSTXLI9RMZIVWMX]´W½VWX
extended degree programmes, the internal and external
QSHIVEXMSRW]WXIQEW[IPPEW¾I\MFPIEWWIWWQIRX,I
[EWEPWSMRWXVYQIRXEPMRMRXVSHYGMRKIW]WXIQWJSVWIPJ
registration, readmission applications and thesis and
dissertation submission. Fourie participates in regional and
national forums, and provides input to various national
policies.

0DQLH/RPEDUGGLMIJ½RERGIHMVIGXSVPIEHWE
QIQFIVXIEQXLEXTVSZMHIWEGVYGMEPWYTTSVX
WIVZMGIXSXLI9RMZIVWMX];MXL0SQFEVH´WHMPMKIRGIERH
WOMPPXLI9RMZIVWMX]´W6FMPPMSRFYHKIXERHI\XIRWMZIVMWO
management programme are in safe hands. Being central to
XLI6QMPPMSR8]KIVFIVKGEXGLYTQEMRXIRERGITVSNIGX
and R3,7 billion Campus Renewal Project business plan,
this chartered accountant and registered auditor helps
XLI9RMZIVWMX]TVSZMHI[SVPHGPEWWJEGMPMXMIWJSV[SVPH
class teaching. He is also a valued sector contributor as
EQIQFIVSJ,MKLIV)HYGEXMSR7SYXL%JVMGE´W½RERGMEP
executive forum.

Prof 0DDUWHQ.DPSHU chair of the Department of
)PIGXVMGERH)PIGXVSRMG)RKMRIIVMRKMWERIWXEFPMWLIHLMKL
PIZIPI\TIVXSRIPIGXVMGEPQEGLMRIWERHHVMZIW8LMW&VEXIH
WGMIRXMWX´WVIWIEVGLSRGSQTYXIVEMHIHHIWMKRERHXLI
GSRXVSPSJVIPYGXERGITIVQERIRXQEKRIXERHMRHYGXMSR
electrical drives is highly regarded both nationally and

Professor (OQD0RXWRQ[EWXLI½VWXJIQEPIPIGXYVIVMR
XLI*EGYPX]SJ8LISPSK]ERHXLI½VWXERHXSHEXISRP]
female dean of a theological faculty in the country. She has
I\GIPPIHEWERI\GITXMSREPQYGLPSZIHXIEGLIV1SVISZIV
1SYXSR´W[SVOEWGSIHMXSVERHGSPPEFSVEXSVMRXLI0MZMRK
with Dignity project, which explored gender equality
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ERHHMKRMX]MR%JVMGEJVSQSZIV%JVMGERXLISPSKMERW´
TIVWTIGXMZI[EWVI[EVHIH[MXLXLI%RHVI[1YVVE]
Desmond Tutu prize. Her career attests to an unwavering
commitment to teaching, and equality and dignity for all.
As a renowned scholar of African literature and a public
intellectual, associate professor *UDFH0XVLODadvocates
for studies of Africa, by Africa. She has also been a valued
fellow of Cardiff Law School, the Cadbury Foundation and
XLI%QIVMGERFEWIH%JVMGER7XYHMIW%WWSGMEXMSR%JVMGER
Humanities Programme and National Humanities Center.
1YWMPE´WQSRSKVETL%HIEXLVIXSPHMRXVYXLERH
rumour, exploring varied interpretations of the Brit Julie Ann
;EVH´WQYVHIVMRXLI1EEWEM1EVE2EXMSREP6IWIVZIMW
lauded for its sophisticated treatment of social history and
folklore.
$QLWD1HO, chief executive of Innovus and senior director
of innovation and business development, has established
7XIPPIRFSWGL9RMZIVWMX]´WXIGLRSPSK]XVERWJIVSJ½GIEWE
PIEHIVMRMXW½IPH9RHIV2IP´WKYMHERGI-RRSZYWI\TIVXP]
I\TERHWXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WMRRSZEXMSRERHMRXIPPIGXYEP
property portfolio, and commercialises its inventions. She
EPWSSZIVWIIWXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WFVERHTSVXJSPMS7YR'SQ
the Copyright and Short Courses Division, the Nedbank
Stellenbosch University LaunchLab business incubator and
WTMRSYXGSQTERMIW%ZEPYIHQIQFIVSJREXMSREPERH
international committees, Nel keeps the University at the
leading edge of innovation.

'U$QWRLQHWWHYDQGHU0HUZH of the Division for
Learning and Teaching Enhancement is an esteemed leader
in teaching and learning promotion and scholarship. She
has equipped the Division to offer excellent, innovative,
QYPXMPMRKYEP-'8EWWMWXIHXIEGLMRKERHPIEVRMRKXSI\MWXMRK
and new knowledge markets. Beyond the Division, she
has served on numerous audit and evaluation panels, as a
National Research Foundation reviewer and an external
examiner and moderator to postgraduate students. Her
sustained excellence in teaching and learning promotion
LEWIEVRIHLIVJSYV6IGXSV´WWIVZMGII\GIPPIRGIE[EVHW
'U7UHYRUYDQ/RXZ³V work as director of the
Stellenbosch University Centre for Pedagogy (SUNCEP)
has given the Centre a national footprint in educational
HIZIPSTQIRX;MXL792')4´WYRMZIVWMX]TVITEVEXMSR
programmes SciMathUS and HOPE@Maties – the latter
personally initiated by Van Louw – learners can improve
their Grade 12 marks and their chances of accessing higher
education, while seven advanced diploma programmes
FYMPHXIEGLIVGETEGMX]8LMWXLVIIXMQIVIGMTMIRXSJE
6IGXSV´WE[EVHWYTIVZMWSVJSVTSWXKVEHYEXIWERHTYFPMG
speaker excels in broadening access and enhancing social
impact for the University.

Distinguished professor of psychiatry 6RUD\D6HHGDW is a
VIRS[RIHGPMRMGMERWGMIRXMWX[MXLEWYFWXERXMEPMQTEGXSR
GPMRMGEPTVEGXMGIERHTSPMG]ERHMWGMXIHMRWGMIRXM½GPMXIVEXYVI
globally. Her research has earned her the Department of
Science and Technology/National Research Foundation
GLEMVMRTSWXXVEYQEXMGWXVIWWHMWSVHIVERHGSHMVIGXSVWLMT
SJXLI1IHMGEP6IWIEVGL'SYRGMP´W9RMXSR%R\MIX]ERH
Stress Disorders. Accolades bestowed on Seedat include
fellowships of the World Federation of Societies of
Biological Psychiatry and the Lundbeck Institute, along
with an award from the Anxiety Disorders Association of
America.
Distinguished professor of psychology /HVOLH6ZDUW] is an
acclaimed researcher, leading authority and international
consultant on mental health and disability issues. A member
SJXLI%GEHIQ]SJ7GMIRGISJ7SYXL%JVMGEERHE&VEXIH
VIWIEVGLIV7[EVX^´WGYVVIRXVIWIEVGLJSGYWIWEVIEGGIWWXS
healthcare for vulnerable people in Africa, language access
to mental healthcare, and building research capacity among
XLIHMWEFPIHTISTPI´WSVKERMWEXMSRWSJ7SYXLIVR%JVMGE,MW
work has earned him accolades including the Stals prize for
psychology of the SYMH%JVMOEERWI%OEHIQMIZMV;IXIRWOET
en Kuns.
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University Council’s responsibility for

Independent auditor’s report to the Council of

FINANCIAL REPORTING

STELLENBOSCH UNIVERSITY

The University Council accepts responsibility for the integrity, objectivity and reliability of
the consolidated annual financial statements of Stellenbosch University. The responsibility for
the preparation and presentation of the annual financial statements has been delegated to
management.

T

The Council is of the opinion that Stellenbosch University,
including the subsidiaries, associate companies and trusts
MRGPYHIH MR XLI GSRWSPMHEXIH ERRYEP ½RERGMEP WXEXIQIRXW
MW E KSMRK GSRGIVR ERH GSRWIUYIRXP] XLI ERRYEP ½RERGMEP
statements have been prepared on this basis.
It is the responsibility of the external auditor to express
an independent opinion on the fair presentation of the
GSRWSPMHEXIH ERRYEP ½RERGMEP WXEXIQIRXW FEWIH SR XLIMV
EYHMX8LI] LEH YRVIWXVMGXIH EGGIWW XS EPP ½RERGMEP VIGSVHW
and related data, including minutes of meetings of the
Council and all Council committees.
8LI%YHMXERH6MWO'SQQMXXIILEWGSR½VQIHXLEXEHIUYEXI
MRXIVREP ½RERGMEP GSRXVSP W]WXIQW EVI QEMRXEMRIH ERH XLEX
there were no material defects in the functioning of the
MRXIVREP½RERGMEPGSRXVSPW]WXIQWHYVMRKXLI]IEV
8LI'SYRGMPMWWEXMW½IHXLEXXLIGSRWSPMHEXIHERRYEP½RERGMEP
WXEXIQIRXWJEMVP]TVIWIRXXLI½RERGMEPTSWMXMSRXLIVIWYPXWSJ
STIVEXMSRW GLERKIWMRJYRHWERHGEWL¾S[WMRPMRI[MXLXLI
relevant accounting policies based on International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS).
&IX[IIR XLI ]IEVIRH ERH XLI HEXI SJ XLMW VITSVX RS
material facts or circumstances have arisen that materially
EJJIGXXLI½RERGMEPTSWMXMSRSJ7XIPPIRFSWGL9RMZIVWMX]
8LIGSRWSPMHEXIHERRYEP½RERGMEPWXEXIQIRXWSRTEKIW
to 144 were approved by the Council and were signed by:

1V+17XI]R
Chairperson of the University Council

4VSJ7%HY4PIWWMW
'LMIJ3TIVEXMRK3J½GIV

4VSJ(4HY4PIWWMW
Chairperson of the Audit and Risk Committee
18 June 2018

REPORT ON THE AUDIT OF THE
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

W

OPINION
;I LEZI EYHMXIH XLI GSRWSPMHEXIH ½RERGMEP WXEXIQIRXW SJ
Stellenbosch University set out on pages 108 to 144, which
GSQTVMWI XLI GSRWSPMHEXIH WXEXIQIRX SJ ½RERGMEP TSWMXMSR
as at 31 December 2017, and the consolidated income
statement, statement of other comprehensive income,
statement of changes in funds, and statement of cash
¾S[WJSVXLI]IEVXLIRIRHIH EW[IPPEWXLIRSXIWXSXLI
GSRWSPMHEXIH ½RERGMEP WXEXIQIRXW MRGPYHMRK E WYQQEV] SJ
WMKRM½GERXEGGSYRXMRKTSPMGMIW
-RSYVSTMRMSRXLIGSRWSPMHEXIH½RERGMEPWXEXIQIRXWTVIWIRX
JEMVP] MR EPP QEXIVMEP VIWTIGXW XLI GSRWSPMHEXIH ½RERGMEP
position of Stellenbosch University as at 31 December 2017,
ERHMXWGSRWSPMHEXIH½RERGMEPTIVJSVQERGIERHGSRWSPMHEXIH
GEWL ¾S[W JSV XLI ]IEV XLIR IRHIH MR EGGSVHERGI [MXL
International Financial Reporting Standards and the
requirements of the Higher Education Act of South Africa,
act no. 101 of 1997.

AUDITOR’S RESPONSIBILITIES FOR THE
AUDIT OF THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about
[LIXLIV XLI GSRWSPMHEXIH ½RERGMEP WXEXIQIRXW EW E [LSPI
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud
SVIVVSV ERHXSMWWYIEREYHMXSV´WVITSVXXLEXMRGPYHIWSYV
opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance,
but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance
with ISAs will always detect a material misstatement when it
exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are
considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they
GSYPH VIEWSREFP] FI I\TIGXIH XS MR¾YIRGI XLI IGSRSQMG
decisions of users taken on the basis of these consolidated
½RERGMEPWXEXIQIRXW
A further description of our responsibilities for the audit
SJ XLI GSRWSPMHEXIH ½RERGMEP WXEXIQIRXW MW MRGPYHIH MR XLI
ERRI\YVIXSXLIEYHMXSV´WVITSVX

CONTEXT FOR THE OPINION
We conducted our audit in accordance with the International
Standards on Auditing (ISAs). Our responsibilities under
XLSWI WXERHEVHW EVI JYVXLIV HIWGVMFIH MR XLI EYHMXSV´W
VIWTSRWMFMPMXMIW JSV XLI EYHMX SJ XLI GSRWSPMHEXIH ½RERGMEP
statements section of our report.
We are independent of the University in accordance with
XLI -RXIVREXMSREP )XLMGW 7XERHEVHW &SEVH JSV %GGSYRXERXW´
Code of ethics for professional accountants (IESBA code)
together with the ethical requirements that are relevant to
SYVEYHMXMR7SYXL%JVMGE;ILEZIJYP½PPIHSYVSXLIVIXLMGEP
responsibilities in accordance with these requirements and
the IESBA code.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is
WYJ½GMIRXERHETTVSTVMEXIXSTVSZMHIEFEWMWJSVSYVSTMRMSR

REPORT ON THE AUDIT OF THE ANNUAL
PERFORMANCE REPORT
INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE
In accordance with the Public Audit Act of South Africa, 2004
(Act No. 25 of 2004) (PAA) and the general notice issued
in terms thereof we have a responsibility to report material
½RHMRKW SR XLI VITSVXIH TIVJSVQERGI MRJSVQEXMSR EKEMRWX
predetermined objectives for selected objectives presented
in the annual report. We performed procedures to identify
½RHMRKWFYXRSXXSKEXLIVIZMHIRGIXSI\TVIWWEWWYVERGI
Our procedures address the reported performance
information, which must be based on the approved
performance planning documents of the University. We have
not evaluated the completeness and appropriateness of the
performance indicators/measures included in the planning
documents. Our procedures also did not extend to any
disclosures or assertions relating to planned performance
strategies and information in respect of future periods
that may be included as part of the reported performance
MRJSVQEXMSR%GGSVHMRKP]SYV½RHMRKWHSRSXI\XIRHXSXLIWI
matters.
We evaluated the usefulness and reliability of the reported
performance information in accordance with the criteria
developed from the performance management and
VITSVXMRK JVEQI[SVO EW HI½RIH MR XLI KIRIVEP RSXMGI
for the following selected objectives presented in the
annual report of the University for the year ended
31 December 2017:

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE COUNCIL
The Council is responsible for the preparation and fair
TVIWIRXEXMSR SJ XLI GSRWSPMHEXIH ½RERGMEP WXEXIQIRXW MR
accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards
and the requirements of the Higher Education Act of
South Africa and for such internal control as the Council
determines is necessary to enable the preparation of
GSRWSPMHEXIH½RERGMEPWXEXIQIRXWXLEXEVIJVIIJVSQQEXIVMEP
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
-R TVITEVMRK XLI GSRWSPMHEXIH ½RERGMEP WXEXIQIRXW XLI
'SYRGMPMWVIWTSRWMFPIJSVEWWIWWMRK7XIPPIRFSWGL9RMZIVWMX]´W
ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as
applicable, matters relating to going concern and using the
going concern basis of accounting unless the Council either
intends to liquidate the University or to cease operations, or
has no realistic alternative but to do so.
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2EMHFWLYHV

3DJHVLQWKH
DQQXDOUHSRUW

Objective 1 – to achieve the approved
headcount enrolment target

33

Objective 2 – to achieve the approved
½VWXXMQIIRXIVMRKIRVSPQIRXXEVKIX

33

Objective 3 – to achieve the approved
graduate output rate target

33

Objective 4 – to achieve the approved
research output per instructional/
research professional staff target

34

We performed procedures to determine whether the
reported performance information was properly presented
and whether performance was consistent with the approved
performance planning documents. We performed further
procedures to determine whether the indicators and
related targets were measurable and relevant, and assessed
the reliability of the reported performance information to
determine whether it was valid, accurate and complete.
;IHMHRSXMHIRXMJ]ER]QEXIVMEP½RHMRKWSRXLIYWIJYPRIWW
and reliability of the reported performance information for
the following objectives:
• to achieve the approved headcount enrolment target
•XSEGLMIZIXLIETTVSZIH½VWXXMQIIRXIVMRKIRVSPQIRX
target
• to achieve the approved graduate output rate target
• to achieve the approved research output per
instructional/research professional staff target
ACHIEVEMENT OF PLANNED TARGETS
Refer to the annual report on pages 33 and 34 for information
on the achievement of the planned targets for the year.
REPORT ON AUDIT OF COMPLIANCE WITH
LEGISLATION
INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE
In accordance with the PAA and the general notice issued
in terms thereof we have a responsibility to report material
½RHMRKW SR XLI GSQTPMERGI SJ XLI 9RMZIVWMX] [MXL WTIGM½G
matters in key legislation. We performed procedures to
MHIRXMJ] ½RHMRKW FYX RSX XS KEXLIV IZMHIRGI XS I\TVIWW
assurance.
;IHMHRSXMHIRXMJ]ER]MRWXERGIWSJQEXIVMEPRSRGSQTPMERGI
[MXL WTIGM½G QEXXIVW MR OI] PIKMWPEXMSR EW WIX SYX MR XLI
general notice issued in terms of the PAA.

do not express an audit opinion or any form of assurance
conclusion thereon.
In connection with our audit, our responsibility is to read the
other information and, in doing so, consider whether the other
information is materially inconsistent with the consolidated
½RERGMEPWXEXIQIRXWERHXLIWIPIGXIHSFNIGXMZIWTVIWIRXIHMR
the annual performance report, or our knowledge obtained
in the audit, or otherwise appears to be materially misstated.
If, based on the work we have performed we conclude that
there is a material misstatement of this other information,
we are required to report that fact.
INTERNAL CONTROL DEFICIENCIES
We considered internal control relevant to our audit of the
GSRWSPMHEXIH ½RERGMEP WXEXIQIRXW VITSVXIH TIVJSVQERGI
information and compliance with applicable legislation;
however, our objective was not to express any form of
EWWYVERGI XLIVISR ;I HMH RSX MHIRXMJ] ER] WMKRM½GERX
HI½GMIRGMIWMRMRXIVREPGSRXVSP;ILEZIRSXLMRKXSVITSVX
in this regard.
OTHER REPORTS
We draw attention to the following engagements
conducted by various parties that had, or could have, an
MQTEGXSRXLIQEXXIVWVITSVXIHMRXLI9RMZIVWMX]´W½RERGMEP
statements, reported performance information, compliance
with applicable legislation and other related matters. These
VITSVXW HMH RSX JSVQ TEVX SJ SYV STMRMSR SR XLI ½RERGMEP
WXEXIQIRXW SV SYV ½RHMRKW SR XLI VITSVXIH TIVJSVQERGI
information or compliance with legislation.
;IMWWYIHEKVIIHYTSRTVSGIHYVIWIRKEKIQIRXVITSVXW
during the year ended 31 December 2017 on funding from
various donors and Department of Higher Education and
Training funding. These reports covered periods ranging
from 1 January 2014 to 31 July 2017.
;IMWWYIHHSRSVJYRHMRKEYHMXERHRSREYHMXEWWYVERGI
reports during the year ended 31 December 2017 covering
periods ranging from 1 January 2015 to 31 December 2016.

PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc.
NH Döman
Registered Auditor
Stellenbosch
18 June 2018

Annexure –

AUDITOR’S RESPONSIBILITY
FOR THE AUDIT

A

As part of an audit in accordance with the ISAs, we exercise
professional judgement and maintain professional scepticism
XLVSYKLSYXSYVEYHMXSJXLIGSRWSPMHEXIH½RERGMEPWXEXIQIRXW
and the procedures performed on reported performance
MRJSVQEXMSRJSVWIPIGXIHSFNIGXMZIWERHSRXLI9RMZIVWMX]´W
compliance with respect to the selected subject matters.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
In addition to our responsibility for the audit of the
consolidated financial statements as described in the
EYHMXSV´WVITSV X[IEPWS
• identify and assess the risks of material misstatement
SJXLIGSRWSPMHEXIH½RERGMEPWXEXIQIRXW[LIXLIVHYI
to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures
responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that
MWWYJ½GMIRXERHETTVSTVMEXIXSTVSZMHIEFEWMWJSVSYV
opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement
resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from
error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional
omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal
control.
• obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to
the audit in order to design audit procedures that are
appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose
of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the
9RMZIVWMX]´WMRXIVREPGSRXVSP
• evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used
and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and
related disclosures made by the Council.
•GSRGPYHISRXLIETTVSTVMEXIRIWWSJXLI'SYRGMP´WYWISJ
the going concern basis of accounting in the preparation
SJXLI½RERGMEPWXEXIQIRXW;IEPWSGSRGPYHIFEWIH
on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material
uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that

QE]GEWXWMKRM½GERXHSYFXSR7XIPPIRFSWGL9RMZIVWMX]´W
ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude
that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to
HVE[EXXIRXMSRMRSYVEYHMXSV´WVITSVXXSXLIVIPEXIH
HMWGPSWYVIWMRXLI½RERGMEPWXEXIQIRXWEFSYXXLIQEXIVMEP
uncertainty or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to
QSHMJ]XLISTMRMSRSRXLI½RERGMEPWXEXIQIRXW3YV
conclusions are based on the information available to
QIEXXLIHEXISJXLIEYHMXSV´WVITSVX,S[IZIVJYXYVI
events or conditions may cause the University to cease
to continue as a going concern.
• evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content
SJXLI½RERGMEPWXEXIQIRXWMRGPYHMRKXLIHMWGPSWYVIW
ERH[LIXLIVXLI½RERGMEPWXEXIQIRXWVITVIWIRXXLI
underlying transactions and events in a manner that
achieves fair presentation.
•SFXEMRWYJ½GMIRXETTVSTVMEXIEYHMXIZMHIRGIVIKEVHMRK
XLI½RERGMEPMRJSVQEXMSRSJXLIIRXMXMIWSVFYWMRIWW
activities within the group to express an opinion on the
GSRWSPMHEXIH½RERGMEPWXEXIQIRXW;IEVIVIWTSRWMFPIJSV
the direction, supervision and performance of the group
audit. We remain solely responsible for our audit opinion.
COMMUNICATION WITH THOSE CHARGED
WITH GOVERNANCE
We communicate with the Council regarding, among other
matters, the planned scope and timing of the audit and
WMKRM½GERXEYHMX½RHMRKWMRGPYHMRKER]WMKRM½GERXHI½GMIRGMIW
in internal control that we identify during our audit.
;I EPWS GSR½VQ XS XLI 'SYRGMP XLEX [I LEZI GSQTPMIH
with relevant ethical requirements regarding independence,
and communicate all relationships and other matters that
may reasonably be thought to have a bearing on our
independence and here applicable, related safeguards.

OTHER INFORMATION
The Stellenbosch University Council is responsible for the
other information. The other information comprises the
information included in the annual report other than the
½RERGMEP VITSVX ERH XLI 9RMZIVWMX] 'SYRGMP´W VIWTSRWMFMPMX]
JSV ½RERGMEP VITSVXMRK MRGPYHIH MR XLI ½RERGMEP VITSVX
The other information does not include the consolidated
½RERGMEPWXEXIQIRXWXLIEYHMXSV´WVITSVXXLIVISRERHXLSWI
selected objectives presented in the annual report that have
FIIRWTIGM½GEPP]VITSVXIHSRMRXLIEYHMXSV´WVITSVX
3YV STMRMSR SR XLI ½RERGMEP WXEXIQIRXW ERH ½RHMRKW SR
the reported performance information and compliance
with legislation do not cover the other information and we
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Accounting

Revenue needs to be recognized at a point in time or over time depending on the performance obligations linked to
WITEVEXIIPIQIRXWSJXLIGSRXVEGX[MXLXLIGYWXSQIV 8LI9RMZIVWMX]LEW½ZIMRGSQIWXVIEQWFIMRK +SZIVRQIRX
grants, 2) Student, accommodation and other fees, 3) Grants and contracts, 4) Donations, and 5) Sale of services and
TVSHYGXW-XMWI\TIGXIHXLEXXLIXMQMRKERHQIEWYVIQIRXSJXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WVIZIRYI[MPPRSXQEXIVMEPP]GLERKIEWEVIWYPX
of the implementation of IFRS 15. Based upon an initial impact assessment, grants and contracts appears to be the only
income stream impacted by this standard. Although the University in most instances already account for research grants
SZIVXLIXIVQSJXLIVIWIEVGLTIVMSHQEREKIQIRXMWMRXLITVSGIWWSJEREP]^MRKMRHMZMHYEPGSRXVEGXW[MXLWTIGM½GJSGYW
on contracts with multiple performance conditions attached to them and where measurement of progress is not neces
sarily in line with time. Government grants are excluded from the scope of IFRS 15 and accounted for in terms of IAS 20.
7XYHIRXEGGSQQSHEXMSRERHSXLIVJIIWKIRIVEPP]EGGVYIW[MXLMRXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WEGEHIQMG]IEVERHEVIRSXVIGSKRM^IH
SZIVXMQITIVMSHWXLEXWTERQYPXMTPI½RERGMEP]IEVW (SREXMSRW[MXLRSVIWXVMGXMSRWEXXEGLIHXSXLIQEVIVIGSKRM^IH
at that point in time, or otherwise deferred in line with the performance conditions. Sundry sales of goods are mostly
delivered to customers at the point of sale. Sales of services are already accounted for on an accrual basis over time and
does not have multiple element arrangements included in it.

POLICIES
The principal accounting policies applied in the preparation of these consolidated annual
financial statements are set out below. The policies are applied consistently for all periods
covered by these consolidated annual financial statements.
 %$6,62)35(3$5$7,21
 8LIGSRWSPMHEXIHERRYEP½RERGMEPWXEXIQIRXWSJ7XIPPIRFSWGL9RMZIVWMX]EVITVITEVIHMREGGSVHERGI[MXL-RXIVREXMSREP
*MRERGMEP6ITSVXMRK7XERHEVHW -*67 8LIGSRWSPMHEXIHERRYEP½RERGMEPWXEXIQIRXWEVITVITEVIHSRXLILMWXSVMGEPGSWX
basis, as amended by the revaluation of investments available for sale, endowments and investment properties.
 -R XLI TVITEVEXMSR SJ XLIWI GSRWSPMHEXIH ERRYEP ½RERGMEP WXEXIQIRXW MR EGGSVHERGI [MXL -*67 E RYQFIV SJ GVMXMGEP
EGGSYRXMRKIWXMQEXIWEVIVIPMIHYTSR%TTPMGEXMSRSJXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WEGGSYRXMRKTSPMGMIWMWEXQEREKIQIRX´WHMWGVIXMSR
%VIEWVIUYMVMRKKVIEXIVHMWGVIXMSR ERHEVIEWMRZSPZMRKWMKRM½GERXEWWYQTXMSRWERHIWXMQEXIW EVIHMWGYWWIHMRRSXIXS
XLIGSRWSPMHEXIHERRYEP½RERGMEPWXEXIQIRXW
STANDARDS, INTERPRETATIONS AND AMENDMENTS TO PUBLISHED STANDARDS APPLIED FOR
THE FIRST TIME DURING THE YEAR
Certain new standards, amendments and interpretations relating to existing standards that have become compulsory for
XLI½RERGMEP]IEVWXEVXMRKSR.ERYEV]LEZIFIIRETTPMIHF]XLI9RMZIVWMX]JSVXLI½VWXXMQI2SRISJXLIWILEHE
QEXIVMEPMQTEGXSRXLIGSRWSPMHEXIHERRYEP½RERGMEPWXEXIQIRXW8LIEQIRHQIRXWXSERHMRXIVTVIXEXMSRWSJXLIWXERHEVHW
are as follows:
Amendment to IAS 7

³'EWL¾S[WXEXIQIRXW SRHMWGPSWYVIVIUYMVIQIRXW

Amendment to IAS 12

-RGSQIXE\IW SRVIGSKRMXMSRSJHIJIVVIHXE\EWWIXWJSVYRVIEPMWIHPSWWIW

Amendments to IFRS 12

(MWGPSWYVISJMRXIVIWXWMRSXLIVIRXMXMIW´SRHMWGPSWYVIVIUYMVIQIRXW

STANDARDS AND AMENDMENTS TO EXISTING STANDARDS NOT YET EFFECTIVE
Certain new standards and amendments to existing standards that have become compulsory for accounting periods
commencing on or after 1 January 2018 or later and that the University has not yet applied, have been published. The
University will apply these in the applicable period, if relevant. The new standards and amendments to existing standards
are as follows:
6WDQGDUGVDQGDPHQGPHQWVWRH[LVWLQJVWDQGDUGVZKLFKZLOODIIHFWWKHFRQVROLGDWHGDQQXDO¼QDQFLDOVWDWHPHQWV
IFRS 9



-*67EHHVIWWIWXLIGPEWWM½GEXMSRERHQIEWYVIQIRXSJ½RERGMEPEWWIXWERHVITPEGIWXLIQYPXMTPIGPEWWM½GEXMSRERHQIE
WYVIQIRXQSHIPWMR-%7[MXLEWMRKPIQSHIPXLEXLEWSRP]X[SGPEWWM½GEXMSRGEXIKSVMIWEQSVXMWIHGSWXERHJEMVZEPYI
-*67MRGPYHIWKYMHERGISR½RERGMEPPMEFMPMXMIWERHJSVXLIHIVIGSKRMXMSRSJ½RERGMEPMRWXVYQIRXW
%PXLSYKL-*67GLERKIWXLIGPEWWM½GEXMSRSJGIVXEMR½RERGMEPMRWXVYQIRXW XLIQIEWYVIQIRXFEWMWSJXLI9RMZIVWMX]´W
½RERGMEPEWWIXWERHPMEFMPMXMIWMWI\TIGXIHXSFIYRGLERKIHYRHIVXLIRI[TVMRGMTPIW8VEHIERHSXLIVVIGIMZEFPIWEVIEPP
held to collect solely principal and interest (SPPI) and will continue to be measured at amortised cost in future. Similarly,
FSVVS[MRKWERHXVEHIERHSXLIVTE]EFPIW[MPPGSRXMRYIXSFIQIEWYVIHEXEQSVXMWIHGSWX8LI9RMZIVWMX]LEWEWMKRM½GERX
portfolio of available for sale investments consisting of both debt and equity instruments – all currently measured at fair
value through other comprehensive income (FVOCI). For debt instruments under IFRS 9, the University will continue to
recognize them at FVOCI, since it is the business model of the University to hold and collect SPPI and sell these instru
ments. For equity instruments, the intention is to elect the FVOCI option. The University does not expect the new ex
TIGXIHGVIHMXPSWWMQTEMVQIRXQSHIPXSLEZIEWMKRM½GERXIJJIGXSRXLITVSZMWMSRJSVWXYHIRXJIIWEPXLSYKLXLITVSZMWMSR
for student loans might increase if lifetime expected losses is to be taken into account. Management is in the process of
JYVXLIVWXVEXMJ]MRKXLIHIFXSVWFSSOMRXSHI½RIHGPEWWIWSJWXYHIRXHIFX[MXLHMJJIVMRKTE]QIRXTVS½PIWSVKYEVERXSVW
IFRS 15 and amendment to IFRS 15
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³*MRERGMEPMRWXVYQIRXW´   SR½RERGMEPPMEFMPMXMIWHIVIGSKRMXMSRSJ½RERGMEP
MRWXVYQIRXW½RERGMEPEWWIXWERHKIRIVEPLIHKIEGGSYRXMRK IJJIGXMZIHEXISJ
1 January 2018)

³6IZIRYIJVSQGSRXVEGXW[MXLGYWXSQIVW´ IJJIGXMZIHEXISJ.ERYEV]

-*67MWEWMRKPIGSQTVILIRWMZIVIZIRYIVIGSKRMXMSRQSHIPJSVEPPGSRXVEGXW[MXLGYWXSQIVWXSEGLMIZIKVIEXIVGSRWMW
tency in the recognition and presentation of revenue. Revenue is recognised based on the satisfaction of performance
obligations, which occurs when control of the goods or service transfers to a customer.
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IFRS 16



³0IEWIW´ IJJIGXMZIHEXISJ.ERYEV]

8LIRI[WXERHEVHEHHVIWWIWXLIHI½RMXMSRSJEPIEWIVIGSKRMXMSRERHQIEWYVIQIRXSJPIEWIWERHIWXEFPMWLIWTVMRGMTPIW
JSVVITSVXMRKYWIJYPMRJSVQEXMSRXSYWIVWSJ½RERGMEPWXEXIQIRXWEFSYXXLIPIEWMRKEGXMZMXMIWSJFSXLPIWWIIWERHPIWWSVW%
OI]GLERKIMWXLEXQSWXSTIVEXMRKPIEWIW[MPPFIEGGSYRXIHJSVSRXLIWXEXIQIRXSJ½RERGMEPTSWMXMSRSJPIWWIIW
Management is currently investigating the impact of this new standard, but there will not be an effect on the consolidated
ERRYEP½RERGMEPWXEXIQIRXWSJXLI9RMZIVWMX]MRXLIJSPPS[MRK]IEV
6WDQGDUGVDQGDPHQGPHQWVWRH[LVWLQJVWDQGDUGVZKLFKZLOOQRWKDYHDPDWHULDOHIIHFWRQWKHFRQVROLGDWHG
DQQXDO¼QDQFLDOVWDWHPHQWV
Amendments to IFRS 10

³'SRWSPMHEXIH½RERGMEPWXEXIQIRXW´ERH-%7´-RZIWXQIRXWMREWWSGMEXIWERHNSMRX
ZIRXYVIW´ IJJIGXMZIHEXITSWXTSRIH

IFRS 17

³-RWYVERGIGSRXVEGXW´ IJJIGXMZIHEXISJ.ERYEV] 

IFRIC 22

*SVIMKRGYVVIRG]XVERWEGXMSRWERHEHZERGIGSRWMHIVEXMSR  IJJIGXMZIHEXISJ.ERYEV]

Amendments to IFRS 2

³7LEVIFEWIHTE]QIRXW´ IJJIGXMZIHEXISJ.ERYEV]

IFRIC 23

³9RGIVXEMRX]SZIVMRGSQIXE\XVIEXQIRXW´ IJJIGXMZIHEXISJ.ERYEV] 

Amendments to IFRS 4

³-RWYVERGIGSRXVEGXW´ IJJIGXMZIHEXISJ.ERYEV] 

Amendments to IAS 40

³-RZIWXQIRXTVSTIVX]´ IJJIGXMZIHEXISJ.ERYEV]

Amendments to IFRS 1

³*MVWXXMQIEHSTXMSRSJ-*67´ IJJIGXMZIHEXISJ.ERYEV]

Amendments to IAS 28

³-RZIWXQIRXWMREWWSGMEXIWERHNSMRXZIRXYVIW´ IJJIGXMZIHEXISJ.ERYEV]

 %$6,62)&2162/,'$7,21
SUBSIDIARIES
All entities (including special purpose entities) in which
the University, directly or indirectly, has an interest of
more than half of the voting rights, or otherwise is able
to exercise control over activities, are included in the
GSRWSPMHEXIH ERRYEP ½RERGMEP WXEXIQIRXW8LI TYVGLEWI
method is used to bring the acquisition of subsidiaries
to book.The cost of an acquisition is measured as the
fair value of assets transferred and liabilities assumed
at the date of the transaction, including any transaction
GSWXW -HIRXM½EFPI EWWIXW EGUYMVIH ERH PMEFMPMXMIW ERH
contingent liabilities assumed in a business combination
are measured initially at fair value.
The surplus of the cost of acquisition over the fair
ZEPYI SJ XLI KVSYT´W WLEVI SJ MHIRXM½EFPI RIX EWWIXW MW
accounted for as goodwill.The results of subsidiaries
acquired during the year are included from the date on
which effective control has been obtained. Subsidiaries
are deconsolidated from the date on which effective
control ends.
 8LI 9RMZIVWMX] VIGSKRMWIW ER] RSRGSRXVSPPMRK MRXIVIWX
MR XLI EGUYMVII SR ER EGUYMWMXMSRF]EGUYMWMXMSR FEWMW
IMXLIV EX JEMV ZEPYI SV EX XLI RSRGSRXVSPPMRK MRXIVIWX´W
proportionate share of the recognised amounts of the
EGUYMVII´WMHIRXM½EFPIRIXEWWIXW



-RXIVKVSYTXVERWEGXMSRWFEPERGIWERHYRVIEPMWIHTVS½XWSR
transactions between the University and its subsidiaries
are eliminated. Unrealised losses are also eliminated and
are treated as a potential indicator of impairment of the
underlying asset.The accounting policies of subsidiaries
are adjusted during consolidation, where necessary.
ASSOCIATE COMPANIES
An associate company is a company, other than a
subsidiary, in which the University holds an investment
ERH SR [LMGL MX GER LEZI E WMKRM½GERX MR¾YIRGI HYI
to the nature and size of its investment.The results of
associates have been accounted for by using the equity
method.The equity method involves the recognition
of the interest of the University and its subsidiaries
MR XLI TSWXEGUYMWMXMSR TVS½XW ERH PSWWIW SJ EWWSGMEXI
companies in the consolidated income statement
and the postacquisition movements in reserves in the
consolidated statement of comprehensive income.
The cumulative postacquisition movements are adjusted
against the carrying amount of the investment in the
associate company.The recognition of the share of the
University and its subsidiaries in losses of associate
companies is limited to the interest in the associate
company. Additional losses are only recognised to the
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extent that the University and its subsidiaries have
guaranteed the debt of the associate company.
-RXIVKVSYT XVERWEGXMSRW FEPERGIW ERH YRVIEPMWIH TVS½XW
on transactions between the University and its associate
GSQTERMIWEVIIPMQMREXIHXSXLII\XIRXSJXLI9RMZIVWMX]´W
interest in the associate companies.
Unrealised losses are also eliminated and are treated
as a potential indicator of impairment of the underlying
asset.The accounting policies of associate companies are
adjusted, where necessary, in applying the equity method.

 )25(,*1(;&+$1*(
FUNCTIONAL AND PRESENTATIONAL
CURRENCY
 -XIQW MRGPYHIH MR XLI GSRWSPMHEXIH ERRYEP ½RERGMEP
statements are measured by using the currency of the
primary economic environment in which the University
operates (the functional currency). The consolidated
ERRYEP ½RERGMEP WXEXIQIRXW EVI TVIWIRXIH MR 7SYXL
African rand, the functional and presentational currency
of the University.
TRANSACTIONS AND BALANCES
Foreign exchange transactions are accounted for at the
exchange rate ruling on the date of the transaction.
4VS½XW ERH PSWWIW EVMWMRK JVSQ XLI WIXXPIQIRX SJ WYGL
transactions and the conversion of monetary assets and
liabilities denominated in foreign currency are recognised
in the consolidated income statement.These balances
EVIGSRZIVXIHEXI\GLERKIVEXIWVYPMRKEX]IEVIRH
 3523(57<%22.6$1'(48,30(17
Land and buildings mainly consist of stands, lecture halls,
laboratories, residences and administrative buildings.
Land and buildings are shown at historical cost less
accumulated depreciation, excluding donations of land
and buildings valued at fair value by sworn valuers at the
date of donation.
Historical cost includes direct costs associated with the
acquisition of the item. Postacquisition costs are added
to the original cost, or recognised as a separate asset,
SRP][LIRMXMWTVSFEFPIXLEXJYXYVIIGSRSQMGFIRI½XW
EWWSGMEXIH[MXLXLIMXIQ[MPP¾S[XSXLI9RMZIVWMX]ERH
the cost can be measured reliably. All other repair and
maintenance costs are recognised in the consolidated
income statement in the period in which they are
incurred.
Books and equipment are shown at cost, excluding
donations of books and equipment that are valued at
fair value by sworn valuers at date of donation.
Government grants received for infrastructure are
recognised by subtracting the grant from the value of
the asset.
Land is not depreciated, as it has an unlimited useful life.
3XLIV EWWIXW EVI HITVIGMEXIH F] YWMRK XLI WXVEMKLXPMRI
method to write off cost or revalued amounts to residual
values over their useful life. Residuals and depreciation
rates are as follows:
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5HVLGXDO


'HSUHFLDWLRQ


Land

100



Buildings





Computer equipment



33,3

Other equipment and
motor vehicles





Library books



100

The useful life of property, books and equipment is
reviewed annually and, if necessary, adjusted.
-JXLIGEVV]MRKZEPYISJEREWWIXMWWMKRM½GERXP]MRI\GIWW
of its realisable value, it is written down to the realisable
value.
4VS½XW ERH PSWWIW SR XLI WEPI SJ EWWIXW EVI VIGSKRMWIH
in the consolidated income statement and represent
the difference between the proceeds and the carrying
amount at the date of sale.

 ,17$1*,%/($66(76
Purchased computer software licences are capitalised at
XLIGSWXMRGYVVIHXSSFXEMRERHYWIXLIWTIGM½GWSJX[EVI
This cost is amortised over the expected useful life of
the software.The expected useful life of software falling
MRXSXLMWGEXIKSV]EX]IEVIRHMW]IEVW4SWXEGUYMWMXMSR
costs incurred in the maintenance of computer software
are recognised as expenditure in the period in which
incurred.
The surplus of the cost of acquisition over the fair value
SJXLIKVSYT´WWLEVISJMHIRXM½EFPIRIXEWWIXWMWEGGSYRXIH
for as goodwill. Goodwill is not subject to amortisation
and is tested annually for impairment.
Intangible assets include computer software licences and
goodwill.
 ),1$1&,$/,167580(176
Financial instruments include cash and cash equivalents,
derivatives, investments, loans and receivables, trade and
other payables and borrowings. Financial instruments
are initially recognised at fair value, including transaction
GSWXW 'SRZIRXMSREPFY]MRKERHWIPPMRKSJ½RERGMEPEWWIXW
are recognised at date of trade.
 8LI9RMZIVWMX]GPEWWM½IWMXW½RERGMEPEWWIXWMRXLIJSPPS[MRK
categories: loans and receivables; investments available
JSV WEPI ERH ½RERGMEP MRWXVYQIRXW GEVVMIH EX JEMV ZEPYI
with adjustments in the consolidated income statement
XLVSYKL TVS½X ERH PSWW8LI 9RMZIVWMX] GPEWWM½IW
½RERGMEP PMEFMPMXMIW MR XLI JSPPS[MRK GEXIKSVMIW XVEHI ERH
SXLIV TE]EFPIW ERH MRXIVIWXFIEVMRK FSVVS[MRKW8LI
GPEWWM½GEXMSR MW HIXIVQMRIH F] XLI TYVTSWI JSV [LMGL
the asset or liability has been acquired. Management
HIXIVQMRIWXLIGPEWWM½GEXMSREXMRMXMEPVIGSKRMXMSR



LOANS AND RECEIVABLES
0SERW ERH VIGIMZEFPIW EVI RSRHIVMZEXMZI ½RERGMEP
MRWXVYQIRXW[MXL½\IHSVHIXIVQMREFPIVITE]QIRXWRSX
quoted in an active market. Loans and receivables are
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initially measured at fair value. Where amounts are only
TE]EFPIQSRXLWJVSQ]IEVIRH XLI]EVIMRGPYHIHMR
RSRGYVVIRXEWWIXWSXLIV[MWIMRGYVVIRXEWWIXW
Loans and receivables are shown at amortised cost
F] YWMRK XLI IJJIGXMZIMRXIVIWXVEXI QIXLSH ERH EJXIV
provision for impairment of the outstanding amount.
An allowance for credit losses is raised in the event of
objective evidence that outstanding amounts will not
be collected in accordance with the original terms.The
amount of the provision is the difference between the
carrying amount and the recoverable amount, being the
GYVVIRXZEPYISJXLII\TIGXIHGEWL¾S[W HMWGSYRXIHEX
the effective interest rate.
7MKRM½GERX½RERGMEPHMJ½GYPX]ERHJEMPYVIXSTE]SYXWXERHMRK
debt are deemed indicators of impairment. The carrying
amount of the asset is decreased by raising a provision.
The amount of the impairment is recognised in the
consolidated income statement as operating expenditure.
When the debt or loan becomes irrecoverable, it is
written off against the provision. Subsequent recoveries
of any amounts previously written off are credited to
the consolidated income statement against operating
expenditure.
Trade and other receivables, excluding forward foreign
I\GLERKI GSRXVEGX EWWIXW EVI GPEWWM½IH EW PSERW ERH
receivables.
'EWLERHGEWLIUYMZEPIRXWGPEWWM½IHEWPSERWERHVIGIMZEFPIW
consist of cash on hand, call deposits, investments
in money market instruments and bank overdrafts.
INVESTMENTS AVAILABLE FOR SALE
-RZIWXQIRXW EVI GPEWWM½IH EW³EZEMPEFPI JSV WEPI´ ERH EVI
shown at fair value by using relevant valuation methods.
-RZIWXQIRXW EVI MRGPYHIH MR RSRGYVVIRX EWWIXW YRPIWW
the University intends to dispose of the investment
[MXLMR  QSRXLW JVSQ ]IEVIRH 4YVGLEWIW ERH WEPIW
of investments are recognised at the date of trade, ie
the date on which the University commits itself to the
purchase and sale. Changes in fair values are shown in
the statement of comprehensive income.The difference
between the net sale proceeds and the cost of the
MRZIWXQIRXMWXVERWJIVVIHJVSQXLIJEMVZEPYIVIWIVZIXS
the consolidated income statement on disposal.
Investments are derecognised when the right to cash
¾S[ I\TMVIW SV MW XVERWJIVVIH SV XLI 9RMZIVWMX] LEW
XVERWJIVVIH XLI WMKRM½GERX EWWSGMEXIH VMWOW ERH FIRI½XW
of ownership
The fair values of listed investments are based on current
market prices.The University determines the value of
unlisted investments and investments in respect of which
there is no active market by using relevant valuation
techniques.
8LI 9RMZIVWMX] HIXIVQMRIW EX IEGL ]IEVIRH [LIXLIV
E ½RERGMEP EWWIX LEW FIIR MQTEMVIH TVSZMHIH SFNIGXMZI
IZMHIRGI GER FI TVSZMHIH % WMKRM½GERX HIGPMRI MR XLI
fair value of the investment below its cost over a period
is indicative of impairment. If there is such evidence
for investments available for sale, the cumulative
PSWW MW XVERWJIVVIH JVSQ XLI JEMVZEPYI VIWIVZI XS XLI
consolidated income statement.

The cumulative loss is calculated as the difference
between the acquisition cost and the current fair value,
net of any impairments recognised in previous periods.
Impairment losses recognised in the consolidated income
statement are not reversed on later recovery.
DERIVATIVE INSTRUMENTS
Derivative instruments, including forward foreign
I\GLERKI GSRXVEGXW EVI GPEWWM½IH EW³EX JEMV ZEPYI [MXL
EHNYWXQIRXWXLVSYKLXLIGSRWSPMHEXIHMRGSQIWXEXIQIRX´
These instruments are recognised at fair value at the
date the derivative contract has been entered into. In
WYFWIUYIRXTIVMSHWMXMWVIZEPYIHEXJEMVZEPYI4VS½XWERH
losses on derivative instruments are recognised in the
consolidated income statement.
TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES
Trade and other payables, excluding forward foreign
exchange contract liabilities, are initially recorded at fair
value. Thereafter they are shown at amortised cost by
YWMRKXLIIJJIGXMZIMRXIVIWXVEXIQIXLSH
INTEREST-BEARING BORROWINGS
Borrowings are initially recognised at fair value, taking
into account any transaction costs incurred. After initial
recognition borrowings are carried at amortised cost.
Differences between the initially recognised amount
and the redemption amount are recognised in the
consolidated income statement over the term of the
FSVVS[MRKWF]YWMRKXLIIJJIGXMZIMRXIVIWXVEXIQIXLSH
Borrowings are shown as current liabilities, except
where the University has an unconditional right to defer
TE]QIRXJSVEXPIEWXQSRXLWEJXIV]IEVIRH MR[LMGL
GEWIXLIWIEVIWLS[REWRSRGYVVIRXPMEFMPMXMIW
 5(6($5&+$1''(9(/230(17&2676
Research and development costs are recognised as
expenditure in the year in which incurred, since both are
inherent in the normal operations of a university.
 '21$7,2165(&(,9('
Donations are recognised at fair value at the date of the
donation, based on external valuations.
 ,19(1725,(6
Inventories, mainly comprising consumer goods and
stationery, are shown at the lower of cost, on the basis of
average cost, or net realisable value.
 'SWXI\GPYHIW½RERGIGLEVKIW2IXVIEPMWEFPIZEPYIMWXLI
estimated selling price in the normal course of business,
less selling costs.
 ,03$,50(172)121),1$1&,$/$66(76
 %WWIXW[MXLERMRHI½RMXIYWIJYPPMJIEVIRSXHITVIGMEXIH
or amortised and are subject to annual testing
for impairment. Assets subject to depreciation or
amortisation are tested for potential impairment if an
event or change in circumstances indicates that the
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carrying amount of the asset may not be recoverable. An
impairment loss is recognised for the amount by which
the carrying amount of the asset exceeds its recoverable
amount. The recoverable amount is the higher of the fair
value of an asset, less any selling costs, or its value in
use. In the test for impairment, assets are grouped at
XLIPS[IWXPIZIPJSV[LMGLXLIVIMWEWITEVEXIMHIRXM½EFPI
GEWL ¾S[ GEWLKIRIVEXMRK YRMXW  2SR½RERGMEP EWWIXW
TVIZMSYWP]MQTEMVIHEVIVIZMI[IHEXIZIV]]IEVIRHJSV
potential reversal of previously recognised impairments.
5(9(18(5(&2*1,7,21
Income is recognised at the fair value of the amounts or
goods received.
Donation income is accounted for when it accrues.
Student and accommodation fees are recognised as and
when the service is provided.
Central government grants are recognised in the period
for which they are received. Government grants are
recognised where there is reasonable certainty that
the grant will be received and that the University will
meet all the associated conditions. Government grants
received for infrastructure are included in liabilities as
deferred government grants and are credited to the
asset when the asset becomes availabe for use, resulting
in a decrease in the depreciation recognised in the
consolidated income statement over the expected lives
of related assets.
Research grants are recognised over the term of the
research and based on the terms of the individual
contracts.
Interest income is recognised on a time apportionment
FEWMW F] YWMRK XLI IJJIGXMZIMRXIVIWXVEXI QIXLSH 3R
impairment of a debtor the University reduces the
carrying amount to the recoverable amount. The
VIGSZIVEFPI EQSYRX VITVIWIRXW XLI JYXYVI GEWL ¾S[
discounted at the original effective interest rate. This
discount is recognised as interest over time. Interest
income on loans in respect of which an impairment has
been recognised, is recognised at the original effective
interest rate.
Interdepartmental income is eliminated.
Other income earned by the University is recognised on
the following bases:
• (MZMHIRHMRGSQI¯[LIRXLIWLEVILSPHIV´WVMKLXW
to receive a dividend vest, ie on the last day for
registration in respect of listed shares, and when
declared in the case of unlisted shares.
• Rental income – receipts in respect of operating
leases are recognised in the consolidated income
WXEXIQIRXSREWXVEMKLXPMRIFEWMWSZIVXLITIVMSHSJ
the lease.
• Accidental sales and services – are recognised on
transfer of the goods or in the period in which the
services are rendered.
/($6(6
The University leases property and equipment. Lease
EKVIIQIRXW[LIVIXLIPIWWSVVIXEMRWXLIWMKRM½GERXVMWOW
ERHFIRI½XWEWWSGMEXIH[MXLS[RIVWLMTSJEPIEWIHMXIQ
EVI GPEWWM½IH EW STIVEXMRK PIEWIW 4E]QIRXW MR VIWTIGX
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of operating leases are recognised in the consolidated
MRGSQIWXEXIQIRXSREWXVEMKLXPMRIFEWMWSZIVXLITIVMSH
of the lease.
Lease agreements where the University, as lessee,
VIGIMZIWEPPXLIWMKRM½GERXVMWOWERHFIRI½XWSJS[RIVWLMT
EVI GPEWWM½IH EW ½RERGI PIEWIW *MRERGI PIEWIW EVI
capitalised at the beginning of the lease term at the
lower of the market value of the leased property and
the current value of the minimum lease payments. Each
PIEWITE]QIRXLEWEPMEFMPMX]ERH½RERGIGLEVKIWIPIQIRX
and is apportioned accordingly. The corresponding
PIEWIPMEFMPMX] RIXSJ½RERGIGLEVKIW MWVIGSKRMWIHMRXLI
GSRWSPMHEXIH WXEXIQIRX SJ ½RERGMEP TSWMXMSR 4VSTIVX]
ERHIUYMTQIRXEGUYMVIHF]QIERWSJ½RERGIPIEWIWEVI
depreciated over the shorter of the useful life or the
lease term of the asset.
3529,6,216
Provisions are recognised when the University has a
current statutory or constructive liability as a result of
a past binding occurrence that will probably lead to an
SYX¾S[SJVIWSYVGIWMRXLIJSVQSJIGSRSQMGFIRI½XWXS
meet the liability, and a reasonable estimate of the amount
of the liability can be made. Provisions are measured at
the current value of the expected future expenditure to
QIIXXLIPMEFMPMX] HMWGSYRXIHEXXLIQEVOIXVIPEXIHVEXI
for similar provisions. Changes in the value of provisions
due to passage of time are recognised as interest.

'()(55('7$;$7,21
Deferred tax is provided by using the liability method for
XIQTSVEV] HMJJIVIRGIW [MXLMR XE\TE]MRK WYFWMHMEVMIW SJ
the University. Deferred tax represents the tax effect of
temporary differences between the tax bases of assets
ERH SJ PMEFMPMXMIW ERH XLIMV GEVV]MRK ZEPYIW JSV ½RERGMEP
reporting purposes. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are
determined using tax rates (and laws) that have been
enacted or substantively enacted by the statement of
½RERGMEPTSWMXMSRHEXIERHEVII\TIGXIHXSETTP][LIR
the related deferred income tax asset is realised or the
deferred income tax liability is settled. Deferred tax assets
are only recognised to the extent of their recoverability.
Deferred tax is not provided if it arises from the initial
recognition of assets and liabilities from transactions
other than business combinations and at the date of the
XVERWEGXMSRHSIWRSXMQTEGXEGGSYRXMRKTVS½XWSVPSWWIW
or taxable income or determined losses.
)81'6
Funds consist of restricted and unrestricted funds.
Restricted funds consist of operational, loan, donor
ERH ½\IH EWWIX JYRHW [MXL WTIGM½G GSRHMXMSRW JSV YWI
Unrestricted funds are those which Council uses at its
own discretion. In the pool of unrestricted funds are
JYRHW[LMGLEVIIEVQEVOIHJSVWTIGM½GTYVTSWIWERHGER
therefore not be used for other purposes.

67$))%(1(),76
POSTRETIREMENT MEDICAL BENEFITS AND
GROUP LIFE INSURANCE SCHEME
Retired employees receive postretirement medical
FIRI½XW%GGIWWXSXLMWFIRI½XMWVIWXVMGXIHXSIQTPS]IIW
appointed prior to 1 June 2002. All employees are
required to participate in the group life insurance scheme.
8LI I\TIGXIH GSWXW SJ XLIWI FIRI½XW EVI VIGSKRMWIH
over the period of employment. The liability in respect
SJTSWXVIXMVIQIRXQIHMGEPFIRI½XWMWXLITVIWIRXZEPYI
SJXLIPMEFMPMX]EX]IEVIRHPIWWXLIJEMVZEPYISJTPEREWWIXW
ERH ER] EHNYWXQIRXW JSV EGXYEVMEP TVS½XW SV PSWWIW ERH
TEWXWIVZMGIGSWXW8LIPMEFMPMX]MWGEPGYPEXIHEGXYEVMEPP]F]
independent actuaries at least once every three years.
%GXYEVMEPTVS½XWERHPSWWIWEVIVIGSKRMWIHMQQIHMEXIP]
in the consolidated statement of comprehensive income.
PENSION LIABILITIES
Contributions are made monthly to the US Retirement
*YRH E HI½RIHGSRXVMFYXMSR TPER JSV TIVQERIRX
IQTPS]IIWSJXLI9RMZIVWMX]%HI½RIHGSRXVMFYXMSRTPER
is a pension plan in terms of which the University makes
½\IHGSRXVMFYXMSRWXSERI\XIVREPJYRHVIGSKRMWIHEWER
expense in the period in wich services are rendered.



LONG-SERVICE BENEFITS
%JXIV]IEVW´ WIVZMGIIQTPS]IIWUYEPMJ]JSVEKVEXYMX]
ZEPYIHEX SJXLIIQTPS]II´WQSRXLP]WEPEV] [MXLE
minimum value of R400 and a maximum value of R5 000).
The University recognises a liability and the concomitant
expenditure as and when the liability accrues.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AT 31 DECEMBER 2017

%77)87
232'966)28%77)87
Property, books and equipment
Intangible assets
0SRKXIVQMRZIWXQIRXW
Investment in associate companies
0SRKXIVQTSVXMSRSJXVEHIERHSXLIVVIGIMZEFPIW
Deferred tax
Operating lease asset

'966)28%77)87
Inventories
Trade and other receivables
7LSVXXIVQTSVXMSRSJSTIVEXMRKPIEWIEWWIX
Cash and cash equivalents

CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2017

Notes

2017
R000

2016
R000

4
5
6
7
8
9
11


5 084 044
5 158
8 888 708

231 871
1 885
1 204

12 895 559
4 782 785
2 144
7 893 329
5 254
208 410
2 875
761

10
8
11
24

1 037 177
6 671

200
774 115

1 018 273
4 932
261 150
67
752 124

15 256 438

13 913 832

838%0%77)87
*92(7%2(0-%&-0-8-)7
%:%-0%&0)*92(7
Unrestricted funds: earmarked
Unrestricted funds: unearmarked
Restricted funds

2
2
2

Property revaluation reserve
2SRGSRXVSPPMRKMRXIVIWXW

2
2

13 338 103



10 785 500
2 538 731
13 872

12 254 208
701 654
459 461
8 553 334
9 714 449
2 538 731
1 028

232'966)280-%&-0-8-)7
-RXIVIWXFIEVMRKFSVVS[MRKW
7XEJJFIRI½XW

3
26

857 531
202 411
655 120

774 371
144 790
629 581

'966)280-%&-0-8-)7
Trade and other payables
Deferred tax
7LSVXXIVQTSVXMSRSJMRXIVIWXFIEVMRKFSVVS[MRKW

12
9
3

1 060 804


11 078

885 253
871 206
598
13 449

15 256 438

13 913 832

838%0*92(7%2(0-%&-0-8-)7

)HYGEXMSREP
KIRIVEP

9RVIWXVMGXIH
R000

6IWXVMGXIH
R000

8SXEP
R000

6IWXVMGXIH
R000

2 818 885

2 723 802

5 542 687



5 877 485

5 311 428

1 368 644

489 421

1 858 065

24 326

1 882 391

1 708 638









-

79 274

898 080
71 634
7 277

83 123
1 093 919
224 293

981 203
1 165 554
231 570

301 224



1 282 427
1 165 554
231 570

1 129 965
1 210 219
338 442

314


203 730


204 043
4 440 435


325 550

204 043


190 676
4 657 215

57 508

277 693

335 201

9 248

344 449

318 241

4 984

4 875



4 875

6 118

343 051

758 368



758 368

327 049


220
2 818 885


3 588
2 723 802


3 808
5 542 687






3 808
5 877 485

1 370
1 434
5 311 428

2 161 353

2 585 832

4 747 185





4 570 604

14

1 412 797
768 598
644 199

885 480
258 761
626 719

2 298 277
1 027 359
1 270 919

33 346

33 346

2 331 624
1 027 359
1 304 265

2 172 202
961 927
1 210 276

16

647 362

1 512 340

2 159 701

162 778

2 322 479

2 092 489

16

101 194
2 161 353


173 226
2 571 046
11 769

274 420

11 769

9 026
205 150
23 179

283 445

34 948

287 872
4 552 563
18 041


2 161 353

3 018
2 585 832

3 018
4 747 185




3 018



4 570 604



77 425

77 425

(77 425)

-



(371 187)
(371 187)

400 231
477 656

29 044
106 469

(29 044)
(106 469)

-




286 345

615 626



-

901 971

740 823

286 345

614 497

900 842



900 842

741 050

1 129

1 129



1 129

(227)

615 626



838%0-2'31)
6)'966-2+-8)17
Government grants
Government grants:
FEMPSYXGSQTSRIRX
Student,
accommodation and
other fees
Grants and contracts
Private donations
Sale of services and
products
7YFXSXEP
Interest and dividends
earned
4VS½XSRHMWTSWEPSJ
property, books and
equipment
4VS½XVIEPMWIHSRHMWTSWEP
of investments
)UYMX]TVS½XMREWWSGMEXI
companies
Foreign exchange gain

17

(108)
18

838%0
)<4)2(-896)
6)'966-2+-8)17
Staff costs
Academic professional
Other
Other operating
expenditure
Depreciation and
amortisation
7YFXSXEP
Finance charges
Equity loss in associate
companies

7964097*368,)
=)%6
Attributable to parent
Attributable to
RSRGSRXVSPPMRKMRXIVIWX
7964097*368,)
=)%6
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)HYGEXMSREP
KIRIVEP

Notes

APPORTIONMENT TO/
(FROM) RESERVES
TRANSFERS (FROM)/
TO RESERVES

114

)HYGEXMSREP
KIRIVEP

7XYHIRXERH
staff
EGGSQ
QSHEXMSR

415 317


286 345



2017
7RWDO

2016
8SXEP

R000

R000



740 823
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME FOR THE YEAR ENDED
31 DECEMBER 2017
)HYGE
XMSREP
KIRIVEP

Notes

7XYHIRXERH
staff
EGGSQ
7YFWMHMEV]
QSHEXMSR GSQTERMIW

R000

R000

R000

Loan
JYRHW

)RHS[
ment
JYRHW

R000

R000

2SR
*M\IHEWWIX GSRXVSPPMRK
JYRHW
interests
R000

R000

7XYHIRXERH
staff
)HYGEXMSREP
EGGSQ
KIRIVEP
QSHEXMSR

8SXEP
R000
&%0%2')%7%8
.%29%6=

31 DECEMBER 2016
7YVTPYWJSVXLI]IEV

741 050











 

740 823

3XLIVGSQTVILIRWMZIMRGSQI
-XIQWXLEXQE]FIVIGPEWWM½IHXSTVS½XSVPSWW
*EMVZEPYIVIWIVZI
6IEPMWEXMSRXS
income statement
(99 608)
(7 872)
%HNYWXQIRXJSV
the year
20 622
1 588
Apportionment
(from)/to reserves
(137 500)
73 900
Transfers to/(from)
reserves
72 528
(42 443)





(195)



23 078


(197 307)
9 755

(22 262)
4 982

  


36 752

22 131

393 780

(375 389)





31 829

(153 892)

91 979





-XIQXLEX[MPPRSXFIVIGPEWWM½IHXSTVS½XSVPSWW
Actuarial loss for the
year
838%0
'3146),)27-:)
INCOME

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FUNDS FOR THE YEAR ENDED
31 DECEMBER 2017

26

(23 447)

573 646



25 173



22 883







52 335



 



 

 



31 DECEMBER 2017
7YVTPYWJSVXLI]IEV





3XLIVGSQTVILIRWMZIMRGSQI
-XIQWXLEXQE]FIVIGPEWWM½IHXSTVS½XSVPSWW
*EMVZEPYIVIWIVZI
6IEPMWEXMSRXS
income statement
TVS½XVIEPMWIH
on disposal of
investments
(218 981)
(17 434)
MQTEMVQIRXPSWW
recognised on
investments
36 541
2 939
%HNYWXQIRXJSV
the year
214 692
17 268
Apportionment
(from)/to reserves
(784 612)
81 152
Transfers to/(from)
reserves
90 981
(77 425)

















(475 712)

(46 241)





89 121

7 089





(875)



523 618

41 650





8 961

277 158

397 870

17 659

(96 123)

64 908

8 623


Surplus for the
year
Movement of in
terest in subsidiary
Other
comprehensive
income for the
year

R000

R000

3 443 209

192 796

741 050


(167 405)

7YFWMHMEV]
GSQTERMIW

Loan
JYRHW

R000

R000

460

)RHS[QIRX *M\IHEWWIX
JYRHW
JYRHW

314 545

R000

R000

3 266 814

4 608 049





















25 173

22 883

53 960

52 335

(300 690)

2SRGSR
XVSPPMRK
interests

8SXEP

R000

R000

(2 051)

11 823 821

(227)

740 823

3 306



3 306

 

&%0%2')%7%8
31 DECEMBER
2016

4 016 854



23 343

368 505





1 028

12 254 208

&%0%2')%7%8
.%29%6=

4 016 854

217 969

23 343

368 505

3 319 149

4 307 359

1 028

12 254 208

Surplus for the
year
Movement of in
terest in subsidiary
Other comprehen
sive income for the
year

900 842












1 129













867

867

(653 997)

6 500

7 748

26 620

318 063

465 276

10 848

181 058

&%0%2')%7%8
31 DECEMBER
2017








3 637 212

4 772 635

13 872

13 338 103

  

10 848





-XIQXLEX[MPPRSXFIVIGPEWWM½IHXSTVS½XSVPSWW
%GXYEVMEPTVS½XJSV
the year
838%0
'3146),)27-:)
INCOME
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26

7 381
246 843


6 500


7 748


26 620
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318 063


465 276




7 381

1 083 027
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Notes to the Consolidated Annual Financial Statements

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS FOR THE YEAR ENDED
31 DECEMBER 2017

'%7,*03;*63134)6%8-2+%'8-:-8-)7
Cash received from government grants
Cash received from student accommodation and other fees
Cash received from private donations
Cash received from grants and contracts
Cash received from sale of services and products
Cash paid for staff costs
Cash paid for inventories and services
Cash generated by operations
Plus: Interest received
Dividends received
Less: Finance charges paid
2IXGEWLMR¾S[JVSQSTIVEXMRKEGXMZMXMIW

Notes

2017
R000

2016
R000

23



238 152
1 111 515
204 043
 
 


1 822 912
1 104 889
362 734
1 330 921
190 676
(2 152 625)
(2 192 053)
467 454



 
750 822

226 855
88 443
(130)
782 622

 



6 738

(644 875)
(4 124 947)
4 090 593
(613 938)
3 417

19
20
21

'%7,*03;*631-2:)781)28%'8-:-8-)7
Addition to investments
Disposal of investments
Addition to property, books and equipment
Proceeds from sale of property, books and equipment
'%7,*03;*631*-2%2'-2+%'8-:-8-)7
(IGVIEWIMRMRXIVIWXFIEVMRKFSVVS[MRKW

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2017

22




134 530

'%7,%2('%7,)59-:%0)287%88,)
&)+-22-2+3*8,)=)%6

752 124

617 594

774 115

752 124

24




STAFF BENEFITS
%RYQFIVSJEWWYQTXMSRWEVIQEHIMRXLITVSZMWMSRJSVWXEJJFIRI½XW6IJIVXSRSXIJSVXLIEWWYQTXMSRW
8LIWMKRM½GERXEWWYQTXMSRWEVIEHMWGSYRXVEXISJ   EQIHMGEPMR¾EXMSRVEXISJ  
an expected retirement age of 65 years (2016: 65 years).
2017

(3 218)

2)8-2'6)%7)-2'%7,%2('%7,
)59-:%0)287

'%7,%2('%7,)59-:%0)287%88,))2(3*
8,)=)%6

 &5,7,&$/$&&2817,1*(67,0$7(6$1'-8'*(0(176
The estimates and judgements made by management are evaluated continuously and are based on past experience
and other factors, which include future expectations and are deemed reasonable under the given circumstances.
 'SRWIUYIRXP]XLIEGGSYRXMRKIWXMQEXIWYWIHMRXLIGSRWSPMHEXIHERRYEP½RERGMEPWXEXIQIRXW[MPPRSXRIGIWWEVMP]FIMR
line with the actual outcome in subsequent periods.The estimates and assumptions below may have a material effect
on the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities.
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2016

8LIIJJIGXSJE MRGVIEWIMRXLIHMWGSYRXVEXI[MPPFIEWJSPPS[W
Decrease in the accrued liability



8LIIJJIGXSJE HIGVIEWIMRXLIHMWGSYRXVEXI[MPPFIEWJSPPS[W
Increase in the accrued liability

11.8%

12.1%

8LIIJJIGXSJE MRGVIEWIMRXLIQIHMGEPMR¾EXMSRVEXI[MPPFIEWJSPPS[W
Increase in the accrued liability
Increase in the current service and interest cost

11.3%
12.5%

11.6%
12.9%

8LIIJJIGXSJE HIGVIEWIMRXLIQIHMGEPMR¾EXMSRVEXI[MPPFIEWJSPPS[W
Decrease in the accrued liability
Decrease in the current service and interest cost




(9.8%)
(10.8%)

8LIIJJIGXSJERMRGVIEWISJSRI]IEVMRXLII\TIGXIHVIXMVIQIRXEKI[MPPFIEWJSPPS[W
Decrease in the accrued liability



(2.0%)

8LIIJJIGXSJEHIGVIEWISJSRI]IEVMRXLII\TIGXIHVIXMVIQIRXEKI[MPPFIEWJSPPS[W
Increase in the accrued liability

2.0%

8LI9RMZIVWMX]´WTSPMG]SRVIXMVIQIRXEKIWXEXIWXLEX
employees retire at 65 years of age. After age 65
employment may be extended to a maximum age of
70, based on uninterrupted satisfactory performance.
For computation purposes the normal and expected
retirement age is therefore deemed 65 years.
IMPAIRMENT OF OUTSTANDING STUDENT
FEES AND LOANS
The annual provision for the impairment of student
loans is based on the assumption that students can
obtain loans in the market at prime (20I6: prime) on
average. This assumption is based on enquiries made at
ZEVMSYW½RERGMEPMRWXMXYXMSRW
Student loans are categorised as redeemable or
RSRVIHIIQEFPI%TVSZMWMSRJSVMQTEMVQIRXSJXLIMV
loans is based on historical information according to
the category of the student. Overdue student loans
are considered annually for possible creation of an
allowance for credit losses.
Provision for impairment of outstanding student
fees is based on historical trends.The probability of
collection is taken into account and based on that an
allowance for credit losses is recognised. The probability
of collection decreases with the ageing of debt and
consequently a higher allowance for credit losses is
recognised for older debt. A higher percentage is
applied to debt handed over for collection.

118

ERH



(10.1%)

2.1%

IMPAIRMENT OF INVESTMENTS
8LI9RMZIVWMX]HIXIVQMRIWXLIWMKRM½GERGISJEJEMV
value decrease to below cost by taking into account the
ZSPEXMPMX]SJXLIWTIGM½GMRWXVYQIRX%HIGVIEWIXS 
lower than the cost, or lasting longer than I2 months, is
HIIQIHWMKRM½GERX
USEFUL LIFE AND RESIDUAL VALUE OF
PROPERTY, BOOKS AND EQUIPMENT
LERHMWHIIQIHXSLEZIERMRHI½RMXIYWIJYPPMJI
Consequently, land is not depreciated.The useful life of
other assets is estimated in terms of past experience
ERHXLIJIEXYVIWSJXLIWTIGM½GMXIQW
The residual value of assets other than land is estimated
in terms of past experience and the features of the
WTIGM½GMXIQW
MARKET VALUE OF BUILDINGS
Two methods are applied in determining the market
ZEPYISJFYMPHMRKW8LI½VWXMWXLIHMVIGXP]GSQTEVEFPI
method, in terms of which value is determined with
reference to the actual selling price of comparable
property.The second is to base an evaluation on
the potential rental income, taking into account the
unique nature of the properties of the University and
occupation rates.
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The revaluation of buildings as at I January 2004 in
XIVQWSJ-*67-*MVWXXMQIEHSTXMSRSJ-RXIVREXMSREP
Financial Reporting Standards, is based on the following
key assumptions:
• The buildings will be placed on and traded in the
market under normal market conditions.

• All the properties of Stellenbosch University will not
be placed on the open market at the same time.
• Where there are title restrictions registered against
properties that restrict or prohibit their sale, such
title restrictions will be removed, where possible,
by means of the Removal of Restrictions Act, 84
of I967, before the properties are placed on the
market.

6IWXVMGXIH

Property
VIZEPYEXMSR
VIWIVZI

*EMVZEPYI
VIWIVZI

2SR
GSRXVSPPMRK
interests

8SXEP

R000

R000

R000

R000

R000

R000

3RIKSZIVRQIRXPSEREXE½\IHMRXIVIWXVEXIVITE]EFPIMRIUYEPFMERRYEPTE]QIRXW
ending 20I8
:EVMSYWPSERWJVSQ½RERGMEPMRWXMXYXMSRWEXZEV]MRKMRXIVIWXVEXIWERHXIVQWVITE]EFPIMR
biannual payments
&EROJEGMPMX]JSV½RERGMRKXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WZEVMSYWQSXSVZILMGPIWGLIQIW
Finance lease liability

Educational and general

3 213 708

668 133



381 858





Student and staff accommodation
Subsidiary companies
Loan funds
Endowment funds
*M\IHEWWIXJYRHW
2SRGSRXVSPPMRKMRXIVIWXW

-

-
2 463 708
-













2 538 73I

30 401



80 635

1 322 536








--
3 637 212
4 772 635
I3 872
I3 338 103


8 450 871

2 538 73I

I3 872
I3 872

2016



Less: Portion repayable within one year



2017

2 861 545

736 711



349 607

Student and staff accommodation
Subsidiary companies
Loan funds
Endowment funds
*M\IHEWWIXJYRHW
2SRGSRXVSPPMRKMRXIVIWXW

148 351
22 369
352 412
2 124 761
2 050 588

7 560 026




268 851


1 005 562





2 538 731

2 538 731

27 628
974

692 516
78 136

1 148 861



3 947 863


175 979

23 343

352 412
 3 086 128
 4 667 455
1 028
1 028
1 028 12 254 208

8LIEPPSGEXMSRSJXLIJEMVZEPYIVIWIVZIMWEWJSPPS[W
*YRHWEXFSSO
ZEPYI

%PPSGEXMSRSJ
JEMVZEPYIVIWIVZI

*YRHWEXQEVOIX
ZEPYI

R000

R000

R000

R000

R000

67

192



43 I0I
38 667
I3I 654
-

202 411

41 650
40 052
76 344
158 237
(13 449)
144 790

67
44 434



3 225
40 244
114 768
158 237

8LIQEXYVMX]HEXIWSJMRXIVIWXFIEVMRKFSVVS[MRKWEVIEWJSPPS[W
Within one year
&IX[IIRX[SERH½ZI]IEVW
%JXIV½ZI]IEVW



Educational and general

2016

 ,17(5(67%($5,1*%2552:,1*6

 )81'%$/$1&(6
The accumulated balances as at 3I December are as follows:
9R
VIWXVMGXIH

2017

8LIEZIVEKIMRXIVIWXVEXISRFSVVS[MRKWEQSYRXWXS-  -- EX]IEVIRH
Motor vehicle loans owing by employees are included in trade and other receivables (refer to note 8). All the
FSVVS[MRKWI\GPYHMRKXLIQSXSVZILMGPIWGLIQIWLEZI½\IHMRXIVIWXVEXIW1SXSVZILMGPIWGLIQIVEXIWEVIPMROIHXS
prime.
8LIQMRMQYQ½RERGIPIEWITE]QIRXWEVITE]EFPIEWJSPPS[W
Within one year
&IX[IIRX[SERH½ZI]IEVW
%JXIV½ZI]IEVW
Total payments
0IWW½RERGIGLEVKIWTE]EFPI

I7 507
88 248
54I 706
647 46I
- 
I3I 654

10 781
54 337
310 896
376 014
(299 670)
76 344

The current value of lease payments is as follows:
Within one year*
&IX[IIRX[SERH½ZI]IEVW
%JXIV½ZI]IEVW

-

-
I3I 654

(4 505)
(15 333)
96 182
76 344

*interest capitalised in initial periods of the lease exceed capital repayments.

2017
Restricted funds
Unrestricted funds
Earmarked funds
Unearmarked funds

8 450 871
-

360 600

1 111 645
-
--


-





I 322 536

I0 785 800

7 560 026
1 005 562
701 654
303 908

993 308
155 553

155 553

8 553 334
1 161 115
701 654
459 461

8 565 588

1 148 861

9 714 449

2016
Restricted funds
Unrestricted funds
Earmarked funds
Unearmarked funds

8LITVSTIVX]VIZEPYEXMSRVIWIVZIVIPEXIWXSERSRGISJJIZIRXMR[LIRXLI9RMZIVWMX]ETTPMIHXLI-*67-I\IQTXMSRMRXIVQW
of which the fair market value of the buildings at the date of conversion to IFRS, became the deemed cost of the buildings.
120
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 ,17$1*,%/($66(76

 3523(57<%22.6$1'(48,30(17
2017
Cost
R000
Land
Buildings
Computer equipment
Other equipment and motor vehicles
Library books

2017
Reconciliation of the
carrying amount:
Cost at the beginning of the year
Less: Government grant
Restated cost
Accumulated depreciation at the beginning
of the year
Net opening carrying value
Net additions and disposals
Depreciation per consolidated income
statement
Net closing carrying value

2016
Reconciliation of the
carrying amount:
Cost at the beginning of the year
Less: Government grant
Restated cost
Accumulated depreciation at the beginning
of the year
Net opening carrying value
Net additions and disposals
Depreciation per consolidated income
statement
Net closing carrying value

-

455 677
-668 260
-

2016

%GGYQYPEXIH 2IXGEVV]MRK
HITVIGMEXMSR
amount
R000

-
368 682

668 260


R000

Cost
R000

2017

%GGYQYPEXIH 2IXGEVV]MRK
HITVIGMEXMSR
amount
R000

-
4 328 706

652 664

5 084 044

15 679
4 992 336
413 853
1 028 134
673 955
7 123 956


893 939
345 988
427 290
673 955
2 341 171

Other
IUYMTQIRX
ERHQSXSV
ZILMGPIW

0MFVEV]
FSSOW

8SXEP

R000

R000

R000

0ERH

&YMPHMRKW

Computer
IUYMTQIRX

R000

R000

R000

Cost

R000

R000

15 679
4 098 397
67 865
600 843

4 782 785

- 5 238 2I3


- 

4I3 853

4I3 853

I 028 I34

I 028 I34







-



 

323 271


67 865



600 844
114 528



81 660

--4 782 785
584 618



 4 328 706





652 664





5 084 044

0MFVEV]
FSSOW

8SXEP

0ERH

&YMPHMRKW

Computer
IUYMTQIRX

Other
IUYMTQIRX
ERHQSXSV
ZILMGPIW

R000

R000

R000

R000

R000

R000

15 679 4 646 754
 (242 509)
15 679 4 404 245

385 736

385 736

915 815

915 815

576 588

576 588

6 540 573
(242 509)
6 298 063

 (673 462)
15 679 3 730 783

453 441

(317 431)
68 305
44 088

(273 863)
641 953
17 840


(85 827)
15 679 4 098 397

(44 529)
67 865

(58 949)
600 843

Oracle HRMS
Goodwill

2016

%GGYQYPEXIH 2IXGEVV]MRK
amortisation
amount
R000

--
5 I58
--

--

--

R000

5 I58
5 I58

 /21*7(50,19(670(176
8LIJEMVZEPYIWSJPSRKXIVQMRZIWXQIRXWEWEX(IGIQFIVEVIEWJSPPS[W
Capital market
Equities
Listed equities
Unlisted equities
Money market
Other




Cost
R000

%GGYQYPEXIH 2IXGEVV]MRK
amortisation
amount
R000

13 913
2 144
16 057

R000

13 913

13 913


2 144
2 144

2017
R000

2016
R000


7 205 382
7 202 658
2 724

2 224
8 888 708

683 733
6 590 649
6 586 485
4 I64
597 85I
2I 096
7 893 329

8LIEZIVEKIMRXIVIWXVEXIJSVTYVTSWIWSJZEPYEXMSRETTPMGEFPIXSKSZIVRQIRXFSRHWEWEX]IEVIRH[EW 
 ERHXS½\IHHITSWMXW   
8LI9RMZIVWMX]´WMRZIWXQIRXTSVXJSPMSWEVIQEREKIHF]TVSJIWWMSREPEWWIXQEREKIVWYRHIVXLIWYTIVZMWMSRSJXLI
Investment Committee of the Council.

(576 588) (1 841 344)

4 456 719
98 568
613 938
(98 568)


(287 872)
4 782 785

8LIVIKMWXIVGSRXEMRMRKJYPPHIXEMPWSJPERHERHFYMPHMRKWMWEZEMPEFPIEXXLISJ½GIWSJXLI9RMZIVWMX]
Included in land is property in Stellenbosch on which a notarial bond of RI9I,6 million (20I6: RI9I,6 million) was
VIKMWXIVIH8LIVMKLXWMRXIVQWSJXLIPIEWI[IVIGIHIHXSXLI½RERGMIV
Work in progress to the value of R404,9 million (2016: R507,4 million) is included in the cost of buildings. No
depreciation is recognised on work in progress.
The University rents property through leases with terms ranging from 15 to 20 years and these are included in the
costs and accumulated depreciation of buildings.
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2017

2016

2017

2016

R000

R000

R000

R000

5











 ,19(670(17,1$662&,$7($1'68%6,',$5<&203$1,(6
7YVJEGXERX1IHMGEP8IGLRSPSKMIW 4X] 0XH

,19(670(17,1$662&,$7(&203$1,(6
Name
Unistel Medical Laboratories (Pty) Ltd
7XIPPIRFSWGL2ERS½FIV'SQTER] 4X] 0XH
GeoSUN Africa (Pty) Ltd
Custos Media Technologies (Pty) Ltd
Bridgiot (Pty) Ltd
Surfactant Medical Technologies (Pty) Ltd
Vulamanz (Pty) Ltd
Sun Magnetics (Pty) Ltd

2YQFIVSJ
shares
350
557
30
856
400
5 000
48
48

9RMWXIP1IHMGEP0EFSVEXSVMIW 4X] 0XH

Investment made
Net share in loss of associate company
Adjustment for net share in loss limited to zero

-RXIVIWXERH
IJJIGXMZI
ZSXMRKVMKLX
35,0%
22,3%
25,0%
26,3%
36,5%
50,0%
40,0%
40,0%

Balance at the end of the year

:YPEQER^;EXIV7]WXIQW 4X] 0XH
Balance at the beginning of the year

Balance at the beginning of the year
2IXWLEVIMRTVS½X PSWW SJEWWSGMEXIGSQTER]
7LEVISJTVIXE\TVS½X PSWW
Share of tax
Dividends earned


I 027
2 088



5 661
(2 402)
(1 375)
(615)
(412)

Balance at the end of the year

4 286

3 259

Investment made
Net share of loss of associate company
Balance at the end of the year







116



+IS792%JVMGE 4X] 0XH

Balance at the beginning of the year
2IXWLEVIMR PSWW TVS½XSJEWWSGMEXIGSQTER]

1 162


744
418

Balance at the end of the year

1 026

1 162

Balance at the end of the year

Balance at the end of the year

343
1 700


Balance at the end of the year
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1 500
(1 157)

781

343




148


1
288




289

&VMHKMSX 4X] 0XH

Balance at the beginning of the year
Investment made
2IXWLEVIMR PSWW TVS½XSJEWWSGMEXIGSQTER]
Adjustment for net share of loss limited to zero





7YR1EKRIXMGW 4X] 0XH

Balance at the beginning of the year
Investment made
2IXWLEVIMR PSWW TVS½XSJEWWSGMEXIGSQTER]

8SXEPMRZIWXQIRXMREWWSGMEXIGSQTERMIW

202






1
201

182

202



5 254



9 159

16 803
26 513
2 365
4 061
6 426
2 604

14 355
23 514
3 272
1 083
4 355
4 912

3 474

4 301

17 475


225
225


6 705
11 006

334
334
(4 575)

%WWIXWPMEFMPMXMIWERHTVS½XSJ9RMWXIP1IHMGEP0EFSVEXSVMIW 4X] 0XH
2SRGYVVIRXEWWIXW

Current assets
Total assets
2SRGYVVIRXPMEFMPMXMIW
Current liabilities
Total liabilities
4VS½X

%WWIXWPMEFMPMXMIWERHPSWWSJ7XIPPIRFSWGL2ERS½FIV'SQTER] 4X] 0XH

'YWXSW1IHME8IGLRSPSKMIW 4X] 0XH
Balance at the beginning of the year
Investment made
Net share in loss of associate company

1
(1)






Balance at the end of the year

7XIPPIRFSWGL2ERS½FIV'SQTER] 4X] 0XH





Investment made
Net share in loss of associate company
Adjustment for net share in loss limited to zero

2SRGYVVIRXEWWIXW

Current assets
Total assets
2SRGYVVIRXPMEFMPMXMIW
Current liabilities
Total liabilities
Loss
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2017

2016

2017

2016

R000

R000

R000

R000

237

306

2 141
2 378
150

544
113

2 557
2 863

2
2
1 671

2SRGYVVIRXEWWIXW

1 677 587

1 537 603

Current assets
Total assets
2SRGYVVIRXPMEFMPMXMIW
Current liabilities
Total liabilities
Comprehensive income for the year

45 287
1 722 874

87 668
87 668


43 835
1 581 438

90 530
90 530
377 764

147

134

2SRGYVVIRXEWWIXW

11 615

7 082

Current assets
Total assets
2SRGYVVIRXPMEFMPMXMIW
Current liabilities
Total liabilities
Comprehensive income/(loss) for the year


12 874



3 870

1 200
8 282

2 569
2 569
(1 491)

%WWIXWPMEFMPMXMIWERHTVS½XSJ+IS792%JVMGE 4X] 0XH
2SRGYVVIRXEWWIXW

Current assets
Total assets
2SRGYVVIRXPMEFMPMXMIW
Current liabilities
Total liabilities
4VS½X

%WWIXWPMEFMPMXMIWERHPSWWSJ'YWXSW1IHME8IGLRSPSKMIW 4X] 0XH
2SRGYVVIRXEWWIXW

Current assets
Total assets
2SRGYVVIRXPMEFMPMXMIW
Current liabilities
Total liabilities
Loss


4 128
6 007
107
6 114


%WWIXWPMEFMPMXMIWERH PSWW TVS½XSJ&VMHKMSX 4X] 0XH
2SRGYVVIRXEWWIXW

Current assets
Total assets
2SRGYVVIRXPMEFMPMXMIW
Current liabilities
Total liabilities
0SWW TVS½X

116

6

3 325
3 441
600
3 313



713
719



719

%WWIXWPMEFMPMXMIWERHPSWWSJ7YVJEGXERX1IHMGEP8IGRSPSKMIW 4X] 0XH
2SRGYVVIRXEWWIXW

Current assets
Total assets
2SRGYVVIRXPMEFMPMXMIW
Current liabilities
Total liabilities
Loss





1 788
2 567
4 547
23
4 570









10

10

%WWIXWPMEFMPMXMIWERHPSWWSJ:YPEQER^;EXIV7]WXIQW 4X] 0XH
2SRGYVVIRXEWWIXW

Current assets
Total assets
2SRGYVVIRXPMEFMPMXMIW
Current liabilities
Total liabilities
Loss








%WWIXWPMEFMPMXMIWERHTVS½XSJ7YR1EKRIXMGW 4X] 0XH
2SRGYVVIRXEWWIXW

Current assets
Total assets
2SRGYVVIRXPMEFMPMXMIW
Current liabilities
Total liabilities
4VS½X
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3 192
3 326
1 790
1 347
3 137
(2 826)

536
546



(1 249)



31

1 671
1 768

83
83
848

861
892

45
45
505

,19(670(17,168%6,',$5<&203$1,(6
%WWIXWPMEFMPMXMIWERHTVS½XSJ7XIPPIRFSWGL8VYWX

%WWIXWPMEFMPMXMIWERHTVS½X PSWW SJ-RRSZ978IGLRSPSK]8VERWJIV 4X] 0XH

%WWIXWPMEFMPMXMIWERHTVS½XSJ97&)\IGYXMZI(IZIPSTQIRX0XH
2SRGYVVIRXEWWIXW



3 774

37 565



17 332


32 474
36 248
1 898
10 300
12 198
90

2SRGYVVIRXEWWIXW

1 744

1 573

Current assets
Total assets
2SRGYVVIRXPMEFMPMXMIW
Current liabilities
Total liabilities
Comprehensive income for the year

40
1 784

323
323
151

57
1 630

320
320
555

832

58


5 881

2 501
2 501
730

6 161
6 219

3 061
3 061
861

Current assets
Total assets
2SRGYVVIRXPMEFMPMXMIW
Current liabilities
Total liabilities
Comprehensive income for the year

%WWIXWPMEFMPMXMIWERHTVS½XSJ%UYEWXIP 4X] 0XH

%WWIXWPMEFMPMXMIWERHTVS½XSJ7YR1IHME7XIPPIRFSWGL 4X] 0XH
2SRGYVVIRXEWWIXW

Current assets
Total assets
2SRGYVVIRXPMEFMPMXMIW
Current liabilities
Total liabilities
Comprehensive income for the year
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2017

2016

2017

2016

R000

R000

R000

R000



21 131

32 824
32 824

4 234
4 234


52 295
73 426

11 409
11 409
13 533

Student fees

103 046

75 482

Student fees due
Less: Allowance for credit losses of student fees
Student loans
Student loans due
0IWW-QTEMVQIRXHYIXSRSRQEVOIXVIPEXIHMRXIVIWXVEXIW
Less: Allowance for credit losses of student loans
Trade receivables
Trade receivables due
Less: Allowance for credit losses of trade receivables
Motor vehicle loans
Interest and dividends receivable on investments
Insurance claim receivable
Other

264 086
-
105 308
236 053



I02 844

44 65I
I0 556
-
II3 5I8
488 062
-

197 498
(122 016)
112 262
212 271
(21 884)
(78 125)
132 828
136 187
(3 359)
45 173
18 630
21 368
63 817
469 560
(208 410)
(30 088)

-

(178 322)



261 150

%WWIXWPMEFMPMXMIWERHTVS½X PSWW SJ7XIPPIRFSWGL;MRH)RIVK]8IGLRSPSKMIW 4X] 0XH
2SRGYVVIRXEWWIXW

Current assets
Total assets
2SRGYVVIRXPMEFMPMXMIW
Current liabilities
Total liabilities
Comprehensive income/(loss) for the year

18
31

5 765

5 765
20

%WWIXWPMEFMPMXMIWERHTVS½XSJ7XIPPIRFSWGL9RMZIVWMX]7TSVX4IVJSVQERGI-RWXMXYXI 4X] 0XH
2SRGYVVIRXEWWIXW

Current assets
Total assets
2SRGYVVIRXPMEFMPMXMIW
Current liabilities
Total liabilities
Comprehensive income for the year

2SRGYVVIRXEWWIXW

Current assets
Total assets
2SRGYVVIRXPMEFMPMXMIW
Current liabilities
Total liabilities
Comprehensive (loss)/income for the year

7 013

475
2 423

4 312

3 741
12 400
913
2 089
3 002
2 046

6 470

8 989








5 428
14 417
598
2 206
2 804
210

2SRGYVVIRXEWWIXW

33 176

33 176

Current assets
Total assets
2SRGYVVIRXPMEFMPMXMIW
Current liabilities
Total liabilities
Comprehensive income for the year




4 026
4 026
15 011

23 386
56 562

4 026
4 026
14 933

2SRGYVVIRXEWWIXW



42 278

Current assets
Total assets
2SRGYVVIRXPMEFMPMXMIW
Current liabilities
Total liabilities
Comprehensive income for the year

16 131
54 360



2 021


42 278



201

%WWIXWPMEFMPMXMIWERHTVS½XSJ7XIPPIRFSWGL0E[*EGYPX]8VYWX

Current assets
Total assets
2SRGYVVIRXPMEFMPMXMIW
Current liabilities
Total liabilities
Comprehensive income for the year

 75$'($1'27+(55(&(,9$%/(6
8 659

%WWIXWPMEFMPMXMIWERHTVS½XSJ8LI7XIPPIRFSWGL(IZIPSTQIRX8VYWX

2SRGYVVIRXEWWIXW

93
243
5 747
41
5 788
(583)

8 580

%WWIXWPMEFMPMXMIWERH PSWW TVS½XSJ0EYRGL0EF 4X] 0XH

%WWIXWPMEFMPMXMIWERHTVS½XSJ7XIPPIRFSWGL*MRERGMRK4EVXRIVWLMT

150

0IWW0SRKXIVQTSVXMSRSJQSXSVZILMGPIPSERW
0IWW0SRKXIVQTSVXMSRSJWXYHIRXPSERWFIJSVIXEOMRKMRXSEGGSYRX
allowance for credit losses



Refer to note 28 for amounts outstanding by related parties included above.
%PPRSRGYVVIRXVIGIMZEFPIWEVIVIGIMZEFPI[MXLMR½ZI]IEVWJVSQXLI½RERGMEP]IEVIRH

STUDENT FEES
The largest component of outstanding student fees is due by former students. Debt is evaluated in terms of historical
rates of successful collection. The probability of collection is taken into account and based on that an allowance for
credit losses is recognised. The probability of collection decreases with the ageing of debt and consequently a higher
allowance for credit losses is recognised for older debt. A higher percentage is applied to debt handed over for
collection.
The age analysis of outstanding student fees for which an allowance for credit losses has been recognised is as follows:
One year

I24 571

80 450

&IX[IIRSRIERH½ZI]IEVW
Five years and older
Handed over

10 264
8 505
I20 746

14 179
9 276
93 592

Total

264 086

197 498

The movement in the allowance for credit losses for student fees is as follows:
Balance at the beginning of the year
Increase in allowance for the year
Amounts written off during the year as irrecoverable
Total

I22 0I6


161 040

92 554
30 611
(1 149)
122 016

The increase in the allowance for the year, as well as irrecoverable debts written off, is shown in the consolidated
MRGSQIWXEXIQIRXYRHIV³3XLIVSTIVEXMRKI\TIRHMXYVI´
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2017

2016

2017

2016

R000

R000

R000

R000

Balance at the beginning of the year
Movement during the year:
Temporary differences on property, books and equipment

2 277

2 934

Balance at the end of the year

1 885

2 277

The deferred tax balance consists of the following:
8IQTSVEV]HMJJIVIRGIWSRTVSTIVX]FSSOWERHIUYMTQIRXEWWIXW
8IQTSVEV]HMJJIVIRGIWSRTVSTIVX]FSSOWERHIUYMTQIRXPMEFMPMXMIW

1 885


2 875
(598)

Balance at the end of the year

1 885

2 277

STUDENT LOANS
7XYHIRXPSERWEVIKVERXIHEXVEXIWFIPS[QEVOIXVIPEXIHMRXIVIWXVEXIW%RMQTEMVQIRXSRSYXWXERHMRKWXYHIRXPSERWMW
calculated at recognition of the loan.
7XYHIRXPSERWEVIGEXIKSVMWIHEWVIHIIQEFPISVRSRVIHIIQEFPI%TVSZMWMSRJSVMQTEMVQIRXSJXLIMVPSERWMWFEWIHSR
LMWXSVMGEPMRJSVQEXMSREGGSVHMRKXSXLIGEXIKSV]SJXLIWXYHIRX%WEX]IEVIRHWXYHIRXPSERWXLEX[IVIRSXVIHIIQEFPI
amounted to R79,5 million (20I6: R74,2 million) and no further allowance for credit losses was deemed necessary for
this group. Redeemable students amounted to RI56,5 million (20I6: RI38,I million), of which R39,4 million
-6-QMPPMSR LEHRSXFIIRSZIVHYI2SEPPS[ERGIJSVGVIHMXPSWWIWMWHIIQIHRIGIWWEV]JSVRSRSZIVHYIPSERW
Overdue student loans amounted to RII7,I million (20I6: R96,2 million). Overdue student loans are considered annually
for possible creation of an allowance for credit losses.
The movement in the allowance for credit losses of student loans is as follows:
Balance at the beginning of the year
Increase in allowance for the year
Amounts written off during the year as irrecoverable
Balance at the end of the year

78 125



64 723
13 719
(317)

106 771

78 125

The increase in the allowance for the year as well as irrecoverable debts written off, is shown in the consolidated
MRGSQIWXEXIQIRXYRHIV³3XLIVSTIVEXMRKI\TIRHMXYVI´




TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES
%WEX]IEVIRHXVEHIERHSXLIVJYPP]TIVJSVQMRKVIGIMZEFPIWEQSYRXIHXS6QMPPMSR -6-QMPPMSR 
3XLIVVIGIMZEFPIWMRGPYHIERYQFIVSJWQEPPIVVIGIMZEFPIW[LSHSRSXLEZIEWMKRM½GERXLMWXSV]SJRSRTIVJSVQERGI
ERHEVISJKSSHWXERHMRK(YIXSXLIREXYVISJMRGSQIPIZMIHQEMRP]GSRWMWXMRKSJVIWIEVGLVIPEXIHMRGSQIJSV[LMGL
contracts are in place, receivables younger than four months are not considered for the allowance of credit losses. The
age analysis of overdue receivables is as follows:
Between one and four months



44 317

Older than four months

21 248

28 996

Total



73 313

Receivables older than four months are considered for an allowance for credit losses. The allowance for credit losses of
receivables is as follows:
Balance at the beginning of the year
Increase/(decrease) in allowance for the year
Amounts written off during the year as irrecoverable


5 021


4 677
(589)
(729)

Balance at the end of the year



3 359

MOTOR VEHICLE LOANS
The recoverability of motor vehicle loans owed by employees is regarded as highly probable and consequently no
allowance for credit losses is created for this category (refer to note 3).



INTEREST AND DIVIDENDS RECEIVABLE ON INVESTMENTS
8LIEQSYRXWEVIVIGIMZEFPIJVSQXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WMRZIWXQIRXQEREKIVW8LI9RMZIVWMX]´WMRZIWXQIRXTSVXJSPMSWEVI
managed by professional asset managers and hence the amounts are deemed fully recoverable.

 '()(55('7$;
The movement in the deferred tax asset and liability is as follows:



(657)



A deferred tax asset is recognised for tax losses only to the extent that recovery is probable.
8LIQSZIQIRXMRHIJIVVIHXE\JSVXLI]IEVMWMRGPYHIHMR³3XLIVSTIVEXMRKI\TIRHMXYVI´
 ,19(1725,(6
Inventories consist of the following items:
Stationery



424

Consumables



4 508

6 671

4 932

1 404

828





1 404

828

I 404

828



(67)

6IGIMZEFPI[MXLMRX[SXS½ZI]IEVW

-

(761)

6IGIMZEFPIEJXIV½ZI]IEVW









Trade payables



29 019

Student fees received in advance

--

113 037

Accrued remuneration costs

 23(5$7,1*/($6($66(7
The net operating lease asset is made up as follows:
Operating lease asset
Operating lease liability

The expected movement in the net operating lease asset is as follows:
Balance at the beginning of the year
Receivable within one year

 75$'($1'27+(53$<$%/(6

62 656

53 862

Accrued expenditure

50 III

62 792

Accrued leave liability

--

169 353

Income other than student fees received in advance



212 036

NRF deposit

7I 800

71 800

Interstructure balances (STIAS, WAT, MCS)

-

80 189

134 867

79 118



871 206

Other

Refer to note 28 for amounts payable to related parties included above.
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2017

2016

R000

R000

 &200,70(176
As at 31 December commitments relating to capital contracts approved or orders placed for buildings, library books
and journals were as follows:
Buildings
Library books and journals

-
62I

270 390
356

135 111

270 746



 67$))&2676(;(&87,9(0$1$*(0(17
8LIJSPPS[MRKMRJSVQEXMSRSREQSYRXWEGXYEPP]EGGVYIHHYVMRKXLI½RERGMEP]IEVMWWYTTPMIHMRSVHIVXSGSQTP][MXL
the Higher Education Act (101 of 1997, as amended) and the Regulations for Annual Reporting by Higher Education
Institutions (section 7.8).

Name

3RVLWLRQ

1DWXUH

7RWDO
YDOXH
2017

3HULRG

R000

 67$))&2676
6IQYRIVEXMSRERHJVMRKIFIRI½XW
-RGVIEWIMRTVSZMWMSRJSVWXEJJFIRI½XWMRGSRWSPMHEXIHMRGSQIWXEXIQIRX
-RGVIEWIMRTVSZMWMSRJSVPSRKWIVZMGIFIRI½XWMRGSRWSPMHEXIHMRGSQIWXEXIQIRX
-RGVIEWIMRTVSZMWMSRJSVWXEJJFIRI½XWMRGPYHIHMRGSQTVILIRWMZIMRGSQI






2 137 173

32 877

34 955

43

74

2 33I 624

2 172 202



23 447

2 324 243

2 195 649

8LIRYQFIVSJTIVQERIRXIQTPS]IIW [LMGLMRGPYHIW½\IHXIVQIQTPS]IIW MW  
8LIRYQFIVSJRSRTIVQERIRXIQTPS]IIWMW  

Remuneration
paid out

Prof WJS de Villiers

Rector and
:MGIGLERGIPPSV

Prof A Schoonwinkel

:MGIVIGXSV
(Learning and
Teaching)

Prof SA du Plessis

Chief Operating
3J½GIV
Designate

Prof TE Cloete

:MGIVIGXSV
(Research, In
novation and
4SWXKVEHYEXI
studies)

Prof L van Huyssteen

Chief Operating
3J½GIV

Prof NN Koopman

:MGIVIGXSV
(Social Impact,
Transformation
and Personnel)

Prof HC Klopper

3HULRG

R000



Jan – Dec 2017

4 001 Jan – Dec 2016

330

Jan – Dec 2017

300 Jan – Dec 2016

Remuneration
paid out

2 377

Jan – Dec 2017

2 195 Jan – Dec 2016

Leave paid out



Remuneration
paid out



Jan – Dec 2017

Remuneration
paid out

2 325

Jan – Dec 2017

Additional
remuneration
paid out



Remuneration
paid out



Jan – Dec 2017

Leave paid out

320

Jan – Dec 2017

Remuneration
paid out

2 348

Jan – Dec 2017

Leave paid out

155

Jan – Dec 2017

Bonus paid out

:MGIVIGXSV
(Strategy and
-RXIVREXMSREPM
sation)

7RWDO
YDOXH
2016

Additional
remuneration
paid out



Remuneration
paid out

2 315

81 Jan – Dec 2016

2 173 Jan – Dec 2016
3 Jan – Dec 2016
2 794 Jan – Dec 2016

1 735 Jun – Dec 2016

385 Jun – Dec 2016

Jan – Dec 2017

910 Aug – Dec 2016

Payment to Council members for the attendance of Council and committee meetings:

3DLGWR

1XPEHURIPHPEHUV

$WWHQGDQFHRIPHHWLQJV
$YHUDJHYDOXH

5HLPEXUVHPHQWRI
H[SHQVHV
7RWDOYDOXH

R000

R000

Chairperson of the Council

1





Members of the Council

29



123

No remuneration is paid to members of the Council or committees for the attendance of Council and committee
meetings.
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2017

2016

2017

2016

R000

R000

R000

R000

-

46 693

RSRSTIVEXMRKMRZIWXQIRXW

117 762

127 511

SXLIV
Dividends received

-

55 594
88 443



318 241

758 368

327 049

I8 630

15 687

235 045

229 798



 727$/(;3(1',785(
Total expenditure includes the following:
'HSUHFLDWLRQDQGDPRUWLVDWLRQ

-RXIVIWXVIGIMZIH WLSVXXIVQMRZIWXQIRXW

Buildings



85 827

Computer equipment



44 529

Other equipment and motor vehicles

62 708

58 948

Library books

81 660

98 568

Amortisation

86



283 445

287 872




67 I30
52 I54
-
I56 6I6
5 185

441 887
75 015
64 713
10 302
136 565
4 629



2 285
205
4 465
1 215

2 315
235
1 576
503
2 759
2 106

71 030

I 425 174


43 875

1 385 653
2 092 489

Bursaries managed by the University



724 503

3[RJYRHWERHVIWIEVGLGSRXVEGXW



441 887

%KIRXVIPEXMSRWLMT MRGP27*%7



282 616





+ETJYRHMRK

Other expenses include, amongst others, research expenses, consultation and other services, travel and accommodation expenses
and utility services

1

 352),75($/,6('21',6326$/2),19(670(176
4VS½XVIEPMWIHJVSQJEMVZEPYIVIWIVZI

2WKHURSHUDWLQJH[SHQGLWXUH
Bursaries
Rent
&YMPHMRKW
)UYMTQIRX
Maintenance and repairs
%YHMXSVW´VIQYRIVEXMSR
For statutory audit
4VSZMWMSRJSVGYVVIRX]IEV
9RHIVTVSZMWMSRMRTVIZMSYW]IEV
For other audit services
For other consulting services
Internal audit
Forensic audit
Increase in provision for impairment of student
fees, student loans and receivables
Impairment of investments
Other expenditure1

 ,17(5(67$1'',9,'(1'6($51('

 ,17(5(675(&(,9('
Amount receivable at the beginning of the year
Amount in consolidated income statement
Amount receivable at the end of the year



(18 630)

--

226 855

 ',9,'(1'65(&(,9('
Amount receivable at the beginning of the year
Amount in consolidated income statement
Amount receivable at the end of the year



-





-

88 443





-

88 443





 ),1$1&(&+$5*(63$,'
Amount payable at the beginning of the year
Amount in consolidated income statement
%HNYWXQIRXJSVRSRGEWLMXIQW
Amount payable at the end of the year



18 041



(17 911)





11 526

130

 5(&21&,/,$7,212)/,$%,/,7,(6$5,6,1*)520),1$1&,1*$&7,9,7,(6 
Balance at the beginning of the year





114 964

Finance leases

48 218

45 000

Interest accrued



8 652

 

(7 161)

2SRGEWL¾S[MXIQW

Less:
interest paid
Capital repayments
Balance at the end of the year

134
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2017

2016

2017

2016

R000

R000

R000

R000



 5(&21&,/,$7,212)6853/86:,7+&$6+)/2:6
Surplus according to the consolidated income statement
Adjustments for:
6IEPMWIHTVS½XWSRHMWTSWEPSJMRZIWXQIRXW
Interest and dividends received
Finance charges
4VS½XSRHMWTSWEPSJTVSTIVX]FSSOWERHIUYMTQIRX
Reversal of impairment on buildings
Increase in provision for leave gratuity
-RGVIEWIMRTVSZMWMSRJSVWXEJJFIRI½XW
Increase in provision for impairment of student fees, student loans and trade receivables
Depreciation
Impairment of investments
0SWW TVS½XMREWWSGMEXIGSQTERMIW
Adjustment to operating lease asset
Donation of property, books and equipment
Operating income before changes in working capital
Change in working capital
(Increase)/Decrease in trade and other receivables
Increase in inventories
-RGVIEWIMRXVEHIERHSXLIVTE]EFPIWERHWXEJJFIRI½XW
Decrease in operating lease asset
Cash generated by operations





740 823






I0 840

71 030
283 445

3 0I8

-
348 808



(327 049)
(318 241)
18 041
(6 118)
(22 565)
14 865
35 029
43 875
287 872

(1 151)
(8 726)
(4 578)
452 077
15 377
2 246

(a) FOREIGN EXCHANGE RISK
3[MRKXSMRXIVREXMSREPXVERWEGXMSRWMRGYVVIRGMIWSXLIVXLERXLI7SYXL%JVMGERVERH XLI9RMZIVWMX]´WJYRGXMSREP
GYVVIRG] XLI9RMZIVWMX]MWI\TSWIHXSJSVIMKRGYVVIRG]VMWO8LMWVMWOEVMWIWJVSQJYXYVI½RERGMEPXVERWEGXMSRWEW[IPPEW
recognised assets and liabilities denominated especially in US dollar, pound and euro. Foreign exchange risk associated
[MXLJYXYVI½RERGMEPXVERWEGXMSRWMWQEREKIHF]XEOMRKSYXJSV[EVHGSZIVXLVSYKLJSV[EVHJSVIMKRI\GLERKIGSRXVEGXW
If the exchange rate had increased/decreased by 5,0% as at 31 December 2017, with all other factors remaining
unchanged, the surplus for the year would have increased/(decreased) as follows:
CHF
EURO

1



39

GBP

67

27

SEK



2

240

397

367

465

USD

(846)

-
144 255

5 250

576

8 726



467 454

 &$6+$1'&$6+(48,9$/(176
Favourable bank balances
7LSVXXIVQMRZIWXQIRXWMRGEWL



0$5.(75,6.
The activities of the University expose it to various market risks, including foreign exchange risk, price risk and interest
rate risk.

-
--

278 634
473 490

774 II5

752 124



*SV[EVHJSVIMKRI\GLERKIGSRXVEGXWEVIIRXIVIHMRXSXSQEREKII\TSWYVIXSI\GLERKIVEXI¾YGXYEXMSRWMRVIWTIGXSJ
certain transactions. A cautious approach to forward cover is maintained.
On 30 November 2015, the University Council approved that exchange rate losses which arise due to the difference
FIX[IIRXLII\GLERKIVEXIWYWIHJSVFYHKIXMRKTYVTSWIWERHXLIEGXYEPI\GLERKIVEXIEX[LMGLXLI0MFVEV]´WJSVIMKR
TE]QIRXWEVIMRGYVVIH[MPPFIJYRHIHJVSQXLII\GLERKIVEXITVS½XKIRIVEXIHJVSQJSVIMKRMRZIWXQIRXW
In respect of foreign exchange transactions, the following current assets and liabilities are not covered by forward
JSVIMKRI\GLERKIGSRXVEGXWEWWLS[RMRXLIGSRWSPMHEXIHWXEXIQIRXSJ½RERGMEPTSWMXMSR

The average interest rate on cash and cash equivalents for 2017 amounts to 8,1% (2016: 8%).
8LI9RMZIVWMX]´WJEGMPMXMIWEXFEROWVIZMI[IHERRYEPP]
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171 055

%WEX]IEVIRHSRP]ETSVXMSRSJXLIJEGMPMX]JSVQSXSVZILMGPIPSERW[EWYXMPMWIH8LITSVXMSRXLEXLEWFIIRYXMPMWIHMW
MRGPYHIHMRMRXIVIWXFIEVMRKFSVVS[MRKW6IJIVXSRSXI
 ),1$1&,$/5,6.0$1$*(0(17
8LI9RMZIVWMX]´WEGXMZMXMIWI\TSWIMXXSGIVXEMRFYWMRIWWERH½RERGMEPVMWOWREQIP]QEVOIXVMWOGVIHMXVMWOERHPMUYMHMX]
VMWO8LI9RMZIVWMX]´WSZIVEVGLMRKVMWOQEREKIQIRXTVSKVEQQIJSGYWIWSRFSXLXLIMHIRXM½IHSTIVEXMSREPVMWOWERHXLI
YRTVIHMGXEFMPMX]SJ½RERGMEPQEVOIXWERHMWEMQIHEXQMRMQMWMRKXLITSXIRXMEPP]RIKEXMZIMQTEGXSRXLI9RMZIVWMX]

8VEHIVIGIMZEFPIW
CHF
SEK
EURO
GBP
USD
Net foreign exchange asset

*SVIMKR
I\GLERKI
2017

6ERHZEPYI
2017

*SVIMKR
I\GLERKI
2016

6ERHZEPYI
2016

000

R000

000

R000

2

82
82


28

1 187
1 337

7 346


32
54
33
588


46
770
542
7 931
9 289

%86,1(665,6.6
8LIQEMRFYWMRIWWVMWOWSJXLI9RMZIVWMX]EWMHIRXM½IHF]1EREKIQIRXEVIEWJSPPS[W
• The pace of transformation and broadening of accessibility.
• Growing pressure on the unearmarked government subsidy to universities.
• Infrastructure constraints and the high cost of the ongoing maintenance of facilities and science equipment.
• Pressure on study fees due to sector wide protest actions (#FeesMustFall).
• 7IGXSV[MHIJIIVIKYPEXMSR
These risks are monitored continuously and appropriate steps are taken to manage them optimally.
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2017

2016

R000

R000



(E) PRICE RISK
The University is exposed to price risk in terms of listed investments available for sale. Should the share price of the
equity component of the portfolio rise/fall by I0,0% as at 3I December 20I7 and all other factors remain unchanged,
XLIJEMVZEPYIVIWIVZIJSVPMWXIHWLEVIW[SYPHLEZIMRGVIEWIHHIGVIEWIHF]6QMPPMSR -6QMPPMSR %
securities exchange (“bond exchange”) rise or fall of I0,0% as at 3I December 20I7 would have resulted in an increase/
HIGVIEWISJ6QMPPMSR -6QMPPMSR MRXLIJEMVZEPYIVIWIVZIJSVGETMXEPQEVOIXMRWXVYQIRXW8LI9RMZIVWMX]MW
not directly exposed to commodity price risk.









Current assets
Current liabilities
Operating capital ratio

1 018 273
885 253
1,15

1 037 177
I 060 804


)LQDQFLDOOLDELOLWLHV
'EVV]MRK
amount
R000

31 DECEMBER 2017

-RXIVIWXFIEVMRKFSVVS[MRKW
Trade and other payables
8SXEP½RERGMEPPMEFMPMXMIW

'SRXVEGXYEP
GEWL¾S[
R000

< 1 year

¯]IEVW

> 5 year

R000

R000

R000



812 570

747 311



34 102

633 183





554 204

554 204

158 239
546 133
704 372

486 839
546 133
1 032 972

20 374
546 133
566 507

131 605

131 605

334 860

334 860

31 DECEMBER 2016

-RXIVIWXFIEVMRKFSVVS[MRKW
Trade and other payables
8SXEP½RERGMEPPMEFMPMXMIW
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Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

Quoted prices in terms of active markets for identical assets and liabilities.
Inputs other than quoted prices obtained directly (prices) or indirectly (derived from prices).
Inputs for assets and liabilities not based on available market data.

Assets as at 31 December 2017 shown at fair value:

(F) INTEREST RATE RISK
The interest rate features of new and existing loans are continuously reviewed. The University did not enter into any
MRXIVIWXVEXIHIVMZEXMZIEKVIIQIRXWJSVXLI]IEVWIRHIH-(IGIQFIV-ERH-
7LSYPHXLIMRXIVIWXVEXISRFEPERGIWEXFEROWEWEX]IEVIRHMRGVIEWIHIGVIEWIF]-FEWMWTSMRXWXLIWYVTPYWJSVXLI
year would have increased/decreased by R7,7 million (20I6: R7,5 million).
7LSYPHXLIMRXIVIWXVEXISRMRXIVIWXFIEVMRKMRZIWXQIRXWEWEX]IEVIRHMRGVIEWIHIGVIEWIF]-FEWMWTSMRXWXLI
surplus for the year would have increased/decreased by R7,4 million (20I6: R6,0 million).
7LSYPHXLIMRXIVIWXVEXISRXLIFEROJEGMPMX]JSVXLI½RERGMRKSJXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WZEVMSYWQSXSVZILMGPIWGLIQIW
MRGVIEWIHIGVIEWIF]-FEWMWTSMRXWEWEX]IEVIRHXLIWYVTPYWJSVXLI]IEV[SYPHLEZIHIGVIEWIHMRGVIEWIHF]6
million (20I6: R0,4 million).
/,48,',7<5,6.
8VERWTEVIRXPMUYMHMX]VMWOQEREKIQIRXMQTPMIWXLIQEMRXIRERGISJWYJ½GMIRXGEWLERHQEVOIXEFPIWIGYVMXMIWEW[IPPEW
the availability of credit facilities.
-RSVHIVXSGSZIVTSWWMFPIPMUYMHMX]VMWOWXLI9RMZIVWMX]MWMRETSWMXMSRXSVIEPMWIPSRKXIVQMRZIWXQIRXWEXWLSVXRSXMGI
'EWLMRZIWXQIRXWEQSYRXMRKXS6QMPPMSR -6-QMPPMSR LEZIEPWSFIIRMRGPYHIHMRPSRKXIVQMRZIWXQIRXW

(67,0$7,212))$,59$/8(
8LIJEMVZEPYIWSJPMWXIHMRZIWXQIRXWEZEMPEFPIJSVWEPIEVIFEWIHSRUYSXIHQEVOIXTVMGIWEWEX]IEVIRH8LIUYSXIH
QEVOIXTVMGIVIJIVWXSXLIGPSWMRKTVMGISRXLIPEWXHEXISJFYWMRIWWFIJSVI]IEVIRH8LIJEMVZEPYIWSJYRPMWXIH
investments not traded in an active market are determined by means of applicable valuation methods, based on
QEVOIXGSRHMXMSRWEWEX]IEVIRH*EMVZEPYIWSJXLIVIQEMRHIVSJ½RERGMEPMRWXVYQIRXWEVIHIXIVQMRIHSRXLIFEWMW
SJHMWGSYRXIHGEWL¾S[QSHIPW8LIRSQMREPZEPYIWSJXVEHIERHSXLIVVIGIMZEFPIWERHTE]EFPIWERHMRXIVIWXFIEVMRK
borrowings less impairments and allowances for credit losses are deemed as their fair values.
Fair value measurements are disclosed in accordance with the hierarchy below:

Capital markets
Equities
0MWXIHWLEVIW
9RPMWXIHWLEVIW
Money market
Other





0IZIP

0IZIP

0IZIP

8SXEP

R000

R000

R000

R000









7 202 658


2 224



2 724


2 724







7 202 658
2 724

2 224
8 888 708

8LIJEMVZEPYISJPMWXIHMRZIWXQIRXWKSZIVRQIRXFSRHW½\IHHITSWMXWERHSXLIVMRZIWXQIRXWMWFEWIHSRGYVVIRX
QEVOIXTVMGIW3XLIVMRZIWXQIRXWQEMRP]GSRWMWXSJGEWLMRWXVYQIRXWJSVQMRKTEVXSJXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WPSRKXIVQ
investment pool.The University determines the fair value of unlisted investments and investments for which there are
not an active market by making use of relevant valuation techniques. As at 3I December 20I6 government bonds, listed
WLEVIW½\IHHITSWMXWERHSXLIVMRZIWXQIRXW[IVIGPEWWM½IHEWPIZIP-ERHYRPMWXIHWLEVIWEWPIZIP
8LIJEMVZEPYISJ½RERGMEPMRWXVYQIRXWRSXXVEHIHSRXLIWIGYVMXMIWI\GLERKI ±FSRHI\GLERKI² MWHIXIVQMRIHF]
means of relevant valuation techniques.These techniques mainly take into account available market data.The use of
IRXMX]WTIGM½GIWXMQEXIWMWPMQMXIH7LSYPHMRTYXWGSQTVMWIEZEMPEFPIQEVOIXHEXESRP]XLIMRWXVYQIRXMWWLS[REX
PIZIP7TIGM½GZEPYEXMSRXIGLRMUYIWMRGPYHIXLIYWISJUYSXIHSVHIEPIVTVMGIWSJWMQMPEVMRWXVYQIRXWXEOMRKVMWOJEGXSVW
into account.
Should any of the inputs not be based on available market data, the item is shown at level 3.
0$1$*(0(172)$9$,/$%/()81'6
Stellenbosch University manages its funds in order to ensure that it will continue as a going concern. Funds consist of
VIWXVMGXIHERHYRVIWXVMGXIHJYRHW6IWXVMGXIHJYRHWGSRWMWXSJSTIVEXMRKPSERIRHS[QIRXERH½\IHEWWIXJYRHW[MXL
WTIGM½GGSRHMXMSRWJSVETTPMGEXMSR9RVIWXVMGXIHJYRHWEVIXLSWIJYRHWXLEXXLI'SYRGMPQE]YWIEXMXWHMWGVIXMSR

67$))%(1(),76
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE UNIVERSITY OF STELLENBOSCH RETIREMENT FUND (USRF)
USRF, established on I November I994 and managed in terms of the Pension Funds Act of I956 (as amended), is a
HI½RIHGSRXVMFYXMSRTPERJSVTIVQERIRXIQTPS]IIWSJXLI9RMZIVWMX]8LIJYRHMWZEPYIHF]MRHITIRHIRXEGXYEVMIWEX
PIEWXIZIV]XLVII]IEVW8LIJYRH´WEWWIXWEQSYRXIHXS6QMPPMSR 6QMPPMSR EWEX(IGIQFIV
2017, and members totalled 3 570 (2016: 3 545). Membership contribution rates vary from I0% to 35% of pensionable
IEVRMRKW8LIEGXYEVMIWHIGPEVIHXLIJYRH½RERGMEPP]WSYRH
Total contributions paid amounted to R234,5 million (20I6: R208,I million).The most recent audit had been done for
XLI]IEVIRHIH-(IGIQFIV-ERHERYRUYEPM½IHSTMRMSR[EWI\TVIWWIH

&5(',75,6.
Credit risk mainly arises from outstanding student fees and student loans, trade receivables and cash resources.The
largest component of outstanding student fees is due by former students.Trade receivables consist of a large number
of clients and their creditworthiness is evaluated continuously by the University. Cash surpluses are invested only at
VITYXEFPI½RERGMEPMRWXMXYXMSRW%WEX-(IGIQFIV-ERH-(IGIQFIV-XLIVI[EWRSQEXIVMEPGVIHMXVMWOJSV
which adequate provision had not been made.Trade and other receivables are shown net of any allowance for credit
losses.
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OTHER BENEFITS
4SWXVIXMVIQIRXQIHMGEPFIRI½XWEVITVSZMHIHXSGIVXEMRVIXMVIHIQTPS]IIW%GGIWWXSXLMWFIRI½XMWPMQMXIHXS
employees appointed before 1 June 2002.
The group life insurance scheme provides life insurance at the death of the member. Membership of the scheme is
compulsory for all permanent employees of the University.
Liabilities are calculated by the independent actuaries at least every three years and are reviewed annually. A complete
actuarial valuation was performed as at 31 December 2017. The most recent valuation was performed on
18 January 2018. The next actuarial valuation will be performed no later than 1 January 2019.

Discount rate
Consumer price index
1IHMGEPMR¾EXMSR
7EPEV]MR¾EXMSR
Expected average retirement age
Age difference between principal member and spouse:
Income at retirement
Proportion married at retirement
Group life proportion married at retirement
Maximum age for orphan contributions
Continuation at retirement

2016
9,9%
7,3%
9,3%
8,8%
65,0
4,0
75,0%
75,0%
90,0%
21,0
100,0%

Reconciliation of the carrying amount:

R000

R000

Change in real discount rate



(8 893)

'LERKIMRI\TIGXIHGSWXMR¾EXMSR



8 610

Change in demographic assumptions

--

16 314

Change in membership numbers and details

8 4I8

7 416

-

23 447


188 183

439 432
186 874

65I 802

626 306

The liability at the end of the year is as follows:
Continued members
-RWIVZMGIQIQFIVW



8LII\TIGXIHMRGVIEWIMRXLIPMEFMPMX] MRGPYHMRKPSRKWIVZMGIFIRI½XW JSVXLIRI\XQSRXLWMW6QMPPMSR
(2016: R33,4 million).

1IHMGEP
PMEFMPMX]

+VSYTPMJI
MRWYVERGI

8SXEP

1IHMGEP
PMEFMPMX]

+VSYTPMJI
MRWYVERGI

8SXEP

LONG-SERVICE BENEFITS
%JXIV]IEVW´WIVZMGIIQTPS]IIWUYEPMJ]JSVEKVEXYMX]XSXLIZEPYISJ SJXLIIQTPS]II´WQSRXLP]WEPEV][MXLE
minimum value of R400 and a maximum value of R5 000.

R000

R000

R000

R000

R000

R000

The liability at the end of the year is as follows:



52 385

626 306

526 491

41 413

567 904

2017

Liability at the beginning of the year
Adjustments in the consolidated income
statement:
'YVVIRXWIVZMGIGLEVKIW
-RXIVIWXGLEVKI
)\TIGXIHGSRXVMFYXMSRWTE]EFPIF]XLIIQTPS]IV
Actuarial (gain)/loss adjustments in the
consolidated statement of comprehensive income

2016

The actuarial (gain)/loss is attributable to the following:

8LIEGXYEVMEPZEPYEXMSRQIXLSHMWXLITVSNIGXIHYRMXGVIHMXQIXLSH8LIQEMREGXYEVMEPEWWYQTXMSRWEVIEWJSPPS[W
2017

6,8%
8,8%
8,3%
65,0
4,0
75,0%
75,0%

21,0
100,0%

2017

2016



Active members
Total liability

6 688



3 007
5 064



60 051


6 543
54 573
(30 767)

2 292
4 318
(2 004)

8 835
58 891
(32 771)








651 802

17 081
573 921

6 366
52 385

23 447
626 306

3 318

3 275

655 120

629 581

7YQQEV]SJHEXEJSV½ZI]IEVWSJ

Current value of liability
Actuarial (gain)/loss due to experience

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

R000

R000

R000

R000

R000

655 120


629 581
8 610

571 105
(28 378)

546 735
10 726

495 756
31 698

 ,1&20(7$;
The University is exempted from normal income tax in terms of section I0(I)(cA)(i) of the Income Tax Act. Some of
the subsidiaries of the University are, however, liable for tax. Refer to note 9.
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 5(/$7('3$57<75$16$&7,216
7+(,167,787,216%(/2:$5('((0('5(/$7('3$57,(62)7+(81,9(56,7<
8LIGSRWSPMHEXIH½RERGMEPWXEXIQIRXWEWEX(IGIQFIVMRGPYHIWXLIJSPPS[MRKXVYWXWERHTEVXRIVWLMTW

UNLISTED SUBSIDIARIES AND ASSOCIATES Continued

%RRNYDOXHRILQWHUHVW

TRUSTS AND PARTNERSHIPS

/RDQ
R

1DPHRI7UXVW3DUWQHUVKLS

1DWXUHRIDFWLYLWLHV

Stellenbosch Trust

Fund recruiting and investing of donations

Zero

The Stellenbosch Development Trust

Investment of property for educational and research activities

Zero

Stellenbosch Law Faculty Trust

Promotion of Law Faculty for access to members of the general
public

Zero

Stellenbosch Financing Partnership

Loan of funds in accordance with partnership agreement

Zero

(IIHFWLYH
VKDUHKROGLQJ

,QYHVWPHQW
R

Sun Magnetics (Pty) Ltd

The development and sale of inductance
I\XVEGXMSRERHQEKRIXMG½IPHGEPGYPEXMSR
WSJX[EVIJSVMRXIKVEXIHGMVGYMXZIVM½GEXMSR
(including superconducting integrated
circuits)

40%

48

Zero

Bridgiot (Pty) Ltd

The development of an internet of things
platform aimed at connecting household
and other electronics to the cloud

36,5%

400

Zero

Vulamanz (Pty) Ltd

The use of a patented Capillary
9PXVE½PXVEXMSR1IQFVERI2ERSXIGLRSPSK]
to produce high quality drinking water

733 187

Zero

/RDQ
R

1DWXUHRIDFWLYLWLHV

Unistel Properties (Pty) Ltd

Dormant

100%

Zero

Zero

InnovUS Technology Transfer
(Pty) Ltd

Commercialising of intellectual property
and sources from the University for
research, educational and community
interactions

100%

Zero

5 983 580

-RRSZ978IGLRSPSK]8VERWJIV 4X] 0XHE[LSPP]S[RIHWYFWMHMEV]SJXLI9RMZIVWMX]LEWXLIJSPPS[MRKMRZIWXQIRXWMR
unlisted subsidiaries and associates as at 31 December 2017:






2017

2016

R000

R000

75$16$&7,216:,7+5(/$7('3$57,(6
8VERWEGXMSRW[MXLVIPEXIHTEVXMIWMRGPYHITE]QIRXJSVEHQMRMWXVEXMZIWIVZMGIWERH½RERGIGLEVKIWEW[IPPEWMRZIWXQIRX
income earned.
During the year, stakeholders had no material interest in any material agreement of the University or any of its
WYFWMHMEVMIWXLEXGSYPHPIEHXSEGSR¾MGXSJMRXIVIWX
Transactions between Stellenbosch University and its subsidiaries are eliminated on consolidation.
8LIJSPPS[MRKVIPEXIHTEVX]XVERWEGXMSRWXSSOTPEGIFIX[IIRXLI9RMZIVWMX]ERHVIPEXIHTEVXMIW

From subsidiaries:

%RRNYDOXHRILQWHUHVW
(IIHFWLYH
VKDUHKROGLQJ

1DPHRIFRPSDQ\

1DWXUHRIDFWLYLWLHV

USB Executive Development
Ltd

Development and presentation of
executive development programmes and
provision of consultation services

54,8%

,QYHVWPHQW
R
4 317 980

Distribution of earmarked donations from Stellenbosch Trust

/RDQ
R

Services
Interest and dividends

Zero

Aquastel (Pty) Ltd

Development of aqua culture

100%

1 000

Zero

Sun Media Stellenbosch (Pty)
Ltd

Publishing and printing services

55%

1 000

Zero

Unistel Medical Laboratories
(Pty) Ltd

Providing human and animal genetic,
diagnostic and testing services

35%

4 586 000

Zero

Unistel Technology (Pty) Ltd

Dormant

100%

1 000

Zero

Stellenbosch University Sport
Performance Institute (Pty) Ltd

Providing of sport related services

100%

1 000

913 490

7XIPPIRFSWGL2ERS½FIV
Company (Pty) Ltd

'SQQIVGMEPMWMRKSJRERS½FIVXIGLRSPSK]

22,3%

2 992 000

Zero

Stellenbosch Wind Energy
Technologies (Pty) Ltd

Commercialising of wind energy
technology

74%

1 000

Zero

GeoSUN Africa (Pty) Ltd

Service providers to the solar power
industry

25%

417 000

Zero

LaunchLab (Pty) Ltd

Support on campus through networking
opportunities, mentorship and affordable
leasing tariffs in an entrepreneurial
environment

100%

1 000

Zero

Surfactant Medical Technologies
(Pty) Ltd

Development of patented synthetic lung
technology

50%

Custos Media Technologies
(Pty) Ltd

Development of technology to dissuade
consumers from illegally sharing purchased
media
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/RDQ
R

Members of the executive management are also deemed related parties of the University. Refer to note 15 for a list of
the executive management members and payments made to them during the year.

%RRNYDOXHRILQWHUHVW
1DPHRIFRPSDQ\

,QYHVWPHQW
R

1DWXUHRIDFWLYLWLHV

The University has the following investments in unlisted subsidiaries as at 31 December 2017:
UNLISTED SUBSIDIARIES

(IIHFWLYH
VKDUHKROGLQJ

1DPHRIFRPSDQ\



26,3%

Zero

1 701 000

Zero

375 542



35 103

202

147

310 462

410 792



32 235

)\TIRHMXYVI
To subsidiaries:
Services
Interest

227

162





38 328

32 397

Subsidiaries

72 180

78 234

Payable to:
Subsidiaries

7 085

3 789





1 318

1 318

Contribution made



%QSYRXWSYXWXERHMRKEWEX]IEVIRH
Receivable from:


1 000



0SERWKVERXIHXSVIPEXIHTEVXMIW
Stellenbosch University Sport Performance Institute (Pty) Ltd
InnovUS Technology Transfer (Pty) Ltd



8LIPSERXS7XIPPIRFSWGL9RMZIVWMX]7TSVX4IVJSVQERGI-RWXMXYXI 4X] 0XHFIEVWMRXIVIWXPMROIHXSTVMQIERHLEW½\IH
XIVQWJSVVITE]QIRX8LIPSERXS-RRSZ978IGLRSPSK]8VERWJIV 4X] 0XHFIEVWRSMRXIVIWXERHLEWRS½\IHXIVQWJSV
repayment.
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Annual Integrated Report

GLOSSARY

2016
R000
 &217,1*(17/,$%,/,7<
The University guarantees a percentage of the outstanding amount on mortgage loans of qualifying employees. The
QE\MQYQI\TSWYVIEWEX]IEVIRHEQSYRXWXS6 -6 



 &203$5$7,9(),*85(6
+SZIVRQIRXFSRHWTVIZMSYWP]HMWGPSWIHEWEWITEVEXIGEXIKSV]YRHIVPSRKXIVQMRZIWXQIRXWERHSXLIVFSRHW
TVIZMSYWP]MRGPYHIHMRSXLIVMRZIWXQIRXW VIJIVXSRSXI [IVIVIGPEWWM½IHEW±'ETMXEPQEVOIX²MRZIWXQIRXWHYVMRK
%WEVIWYPXXLI½KYVIW[IVIEHNYWXIHXSVI¾IGXXLIWIGLERKIW8LIMQTEGXMWEWJSPPS[W
Decrease in Government bonds

(576 736)

Decrease in Other investments

(106 997)

Increase in Capital market investments





TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
%VEXIHVIWIEVGLIV

6IWIEVGLIVW[LSEVIVIKEVHIHEW[SVPHPIEHIVWMRXLIMVVIWTIGXMZIVIWIEVGL½IPHW

KVEHYEXIEXXVMFYXIW

In order to create sustainable hope in Africa, Stellenbosch University seeks to equip every graduate
with desirable and enduring attributes in the course of his or her studies. A Stellenbosch graduate:
• has an enquiring mind (accepts responsibility for lifelong learning and the application of
knowledge; thinks critically and creatively);
• is an engaged citizen at the local, regional and global level (acts accountably towards society
ERHXLIIRZMVSRQIRXI\IVGMWIWIJ½GMIRXPIEHIVWLMTTEVXMGMTEXIWMREHMZIVWIQYPXMPMRKYEPWSGMIX]
creates opportunities for others as a social entrepreneur);
• is a dynamic professional (applies and communicates knowledge; seizes opportunities and solves
TVSFPIQWMRRSZEXIWYWIWWYWXEMREFPIERHIJ½GMIRXXIGLRSPSKMIWFILEZIWIXLMGEPP] ERH
• MWE[IPPVSYRHIHMRHMZMHYEPFSXLWSGMEPP]ERHMRXIPPIGXYEPP] YXMPMWIWSTTSVXYRMXMIWJSVTIVWSREP
KVS[XL¯GYPXYVEPMRXIPPIGXYEPERHMRWTSVXWWIIOWIRVMGLMRKI\TIVMIRGIWXEOIWMRJSVQIHERH[IPP
considered decisions).

683 733

 *2,1*&21&(51
8LIGSRWSPMHEXIHERRYEP½RERGMEPWXEXIQIRXWLEZIFIIRTVITEVIHSRXLIKSMRKGSRGIVRFEWMWEWXLI'SYRGMPLEWIZIV]
VIEWSRXSFIPMIZIXLEXXLI9RMZIVWMX]LEWWYJ½GMIRXVIWSYVGIWMRTPEGIXSGSRXMRYI[MXLSTIVEXMSRWJSVXLIRI\XX[IPZI
months.

FPEGO

-RXLMWVITSVXXLI[SVHFPEGOWMKRM½IWFPEGO%JVMGERSRP]ERHRSX±FPEGO%JVMGERGSPSYVIH-RHMERERH
Asian”.

FPIRHIHPIEVRMRK

 68%6(48(17(9(176
&IX[IIRXLI]IEVIRHERHXLIHEXISJXLIETTVSZEPSJXLIGSRWSPMHEXIHERRYEP½RERGMEPWXEXIQIRXWRSQEXIVMEPJEGXWSV
GMVGYQWXERGIWLEZIEVMWIRXLEXQEXIVMEPP]EJJIGXXLI½RERGMEPTSWMXMSRSJXLI9RMZIVWMX]

%GSPPEFSVEXMZIW]WXIQSJPIEVRMRKXLEXMRXIKVEXIWXIGLRSPSKMIWWYGLEW[IFFEWIHWEXIPPMXIERH
QSFMPIETTPMGEXMSRW[MXLJEGIXSJEGIPIEVRMRKERHXIEGLMRKJSVKVIEXIV¾I\MFMPMX] anytime access) and
mobility (anywhere access). Blended learning enhances interaction amongst students, and between
staff and students, while also improving access to resources.

FYWMRIWWQSHIP

%RSVKERMWEXMSR´WW]WXIQSJXVERWJSVQMRKMXWFYWMRIWWEGXMZMXMIWMRXSSYXTYXWERHSYXGSQIWXLEXEMQW
XSJYP½PXLISVKERMWEXMSR´WWXVEXIKMGTYVTSWIWERHGVIEXIZEPYISZIVXLIWLSVXQIHMYQERHPSRKXIVQ

GPYWXIVLYF

%PPWXYHIRXWRSXWXE]MRKMRVIWMHIRGIEVIEWWMKRIHXSSRISJXLIXIR[EVHWSJXLI4VMZEXI7XYHIRXW´
Organisation. The wards are grouped into six clusters with nearby residences to form student
communities. For each of these clusters, a hub is being built, of which two have already been
GSQTPIXIHREQIP]EQE1EXMIWERH;MQFPIHSR-RXLMW[E]HE]WXYHIRXWGERIRNS]XLIWEQIFIRI½XW
EWVIWMHIRGIWXYHIRXWWYGLEWQIRXSVWYTTSVXERHE[IPPETTSMRXIHTPEGIXSKSXSFIX[IIRGPEWWIW

HIWMKREXIHKVSYTW

People who are black African, coloured, Indian and Asian (BCIA).

¾MTTIHGPEWWVSSQ

8LI¾MTTIHGPEWWVSSQMWETIHEKSKMGEPQSHIPMR[LMGLXLIX]TMGEPPIGXYVIERHLSQI[SVOIPIQIRXW
of a course are reversed. The term is widely used to describe almost any class structure that
TVSZMHIWTVIVIGSVHIHPIGXYVIWJSPPS[IHF]MRGPEWWI\IVGMWIW )HYGEYWI February 2012)

,SVM^SR

8LI)YVSTIER9RMSR´WFMKKIWXVIWIEVGLERHMRRSZEXMSRJYRHMRKTVSKVEQQIXSTVSQSXII\GIPPIRX
science and industrial leadership, and to tackle social challenges. Funding is made available to a
ZEVMIX]SJTVSNIGXWSZIVEWIZIR]IEVTIVMSH¯JVSQXS¯KIRIVEPP]MREJVEQI[SVOSJ
three to four years per project.

MRGSQIWXVIEQ

8LI9RMZIVWMX]´W½RERGMEPGETMXEP[EWYRXMPVIGIRXP]HMZMHIHMRXSJSYVMRGSQI QSRI] WXVIEQW[LMGL
EVIRYQFIVIHJSVIEWISJVIJIVIRGI8LIJSYVWXVIEQWHITIRHYTSRHMJJIVIRX½RERGMEPMRTYXW
• ½VWXWXVIEQMRGSQI: state subsidy;
• WIGSRHWXVIEQMRGSQI: student and accommodation fees paid by students;
• XLMVHWXVIEQMRGSQI: earned from (contract) research and related consultation contracts; and
• JSYVXLWXVIEQMRGSQI: philanthropic donations and bequests.

 %52$'%$6('%/$&.(&2120,&(032:(50(17 %%%(( 
The University measures its BBBEE status against the generic scorecard criteria of the Department of Trade and
-RHYWXV]I\GPYHMRKXLIS[RIVWLMTGVMXIVME4IVXLIQSWXVIGIRXIZEPYEXMSRSJXLI9RMZIVWMX]´W&&&))WXEXYW[LMGL[EW
performed in May 20I7, the University obtained a score of 64.62 and subsequently attained a level 8 contribution
status.

A ½JXLMRGSQIWXVIEQ was recently added. This is a newly pursued income stream generated from
PIZIVEKMRKERHGSQQIVGMEPMWMRKXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WEWWIXWQSVIIJJIGXMZIP]
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MRHMVIGXGSWXVIGSZIV]

A general practice in the higher education sector that enables the University to recover the indirect
GSWXWEWWSGMEXIH[MXLI\XIVREPP]JYRHIHTVSNIGXW XLMVHWXVIEQMRGSQI JVSQMXWGPMIRXWF]QIERWSJ
EWYVGLEVKIJSVPIKEP½RERGMEPLYQERVIWSYVGIWVIWIEVGLQEREKIQIRXMRJSVQEXMSRXIGLRSPSK]ERH
library services, as well as support with intellectual property matters.

MRXIVTVIXMRK

The class is presented entirely in either Afrikaans or English, and an interpreter simultaneously
translates the lesson into the other language. The interpreter uses a headset or hand microphone,
and students listen to the lecture through earphones.

ORS[PIHKIERHSXLIV
partnerships

The University establishes relationships through formal, institutional partnerships with civil society
organisations, local governments or municipalities, the Western Cape provincial government, the
Western Cape Department of Health, the national departments of Defence and Military Veterans,
churches (Theology), Elsenburg (AgriSciences), etc. These partnerships are usually informed by a
formal memorandum of understanding.
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QSHYPI

A module is a set of classes or lectures, seminars or practical sessions forming a unit within a subject.

TEVEPPIPQIHMYQMRWXVYGXMSR

Instruction is offered in separate classes in Afrikaans and in English.

TSWXKVEHYEXIFEGLIPSV´W
HIKVIIW

&EGLIPSV´WHIKVIIW[LMGLQE]FIXEOIREWWIGSRHFEGLIPSV´WUYEPM½GEXMSRWIK&4LMPERHXLIX[S
ERHXLVII]IEV00&HIKVIIW8LMWI\GPYHIW&EGLIPSV,SRSYVWHIKVIIW

TVSKVEQQI

%GSQFMREXMSRSJQSHYPIWQEOMRKYTEGYVVMGYPYQJSVEHIKVIIUYEPM½GEXMSRJSVI\EQTPI&%&)H
BEng, BAcc, BSc. Also known as learning programme, instructional programme or study programme.
;IHMJJIVIRXMEXIFIX[IIRYRHIVKVEHYEXITVSKVEQQIW¯XLI½VWXYRMZIVWMX]UYEPM½GEXMSRMREGIVXEMR
½IPHSJWXYH]¯ERHTSWXKVEHYEXITVSKVEQQIW¯TVSKVEQQIWXLEXJSPPS[SRXLI½VWXUYEPM½GEXMSR
JSVMRWXERGITSWXKVEHYEXIHMTPSQELSRSYVWQEWXIV´WERHHSGXSVEXI;IEPWSHMJJIVIRXMEXIFIX[IIR
HMTPSQETVSKVEQQIWERHGIVXM½GEXITVSKVEQQIW

WGLIHYPEFPIPIGXYVILEPPW

:IRYIWXLEXGERFIFSSOIHZMESYVEHQMRMWXVEXMZIW]WXIQ[MXLMRXLIGSRWXVEMRXWSJXLI9RMZIVWMX]´W
schedule and resources.

WSGMIX]GIRXVIHWGLSPEVWLMT

%WGMIRXM½GERHWSGMIXEPETTVSEGLXSWSGMEPMQTEGXYXMPMWMRKXVERWHMWGMTPMREV]GSPPEFSVEXMZI
methodologies to build capacity.

XSXEPGSWXETTVSEGL

In the context of facilities management, an approach that acknowledges that the organisation
GSQQMXWXSEGSQTVILIRWMZIGLEMRSJGSWXW[LIRTVSGYVMRKEWTIGM½GJEGMPMXMIWWSPYXMSR&]XEOMRK
MRXSEGGSYRX½VWXGSWXW GETMXEPMRZIWXQIRXTYVGLEWIERHMRWXEPPEXMSR EW[IPPEWJYXYVIGSWXW IRIVK]
STIVEXMRKQEMRXIRERGIGETMXEPVITPEGIQIRXERH½RERGMRK XLMWETTVSEGLLIPTWQMRMQMWISZIVEPP
costs by benchmarking them against alternatives.
8LI9RMZIVWMX]´WZMEFPIWSYVGMRKQSHIPEWEREPXIVREXMZIXSMRWSYVGMRKWXVMOIWEWSYRHFEPERGI
FIX[IIRXLITVSZMWMSRSJHIGIRXERHHMKRM½IHNSFWSRXLISRILERHERH½RERGMEPWYWXEMREFMPMX]
on the other. Coming into effect with the expiry of existing contracts, the model enables the
9RMZIVWMX]XSXVERWTEVIRXP]HIXIVQMRIXLISTXMQEPWSPYXMSRJSVXLIWYTTP]SJIWWIRXMEPWIVZMGIWWYGL
as cleaning services, to SU. The model relies on the principles of human dignity; sustainability of SU;
½RERGMEPJIEWMFMPMX]XVERWTEVIRG]ERHGSR½HIRXMEPMX]WXEOILSPHIVMRTYXWWMKRMRKSJEGSHISJGSRHYGX
GSVTSVEXIKSZIVRERGIERHFIWXQYXYEPFIRI½X

ZMEFPIWSYVGMRK

The University, as a 21st century institution, plays a leading role in the creation of an advanced
society. Our goal ofMRGPYWMZMX] focuses on the talents and contributions of individuals; MRRSZEXMSR
HIEPW[MXLXLIRIIHWTIGM½GEPP]XSEHHVIWWXLIGLEPPIRKIWSJEQSVIWYWXEMREFPIfuture creatively; the
energy of students and academics is directed at creating the future imaginatively from courageous
efforts to tackle current problems and issues actively; HMWGSZIV]happens when theory and practice
are interwoven in the education process; and the Stellenbosch experience delivers XLSYKLXPIEHIVW
that have a better insight into world issues, an innovative unlocking of creative abilities to solve
problems, and an encouragement of meaningful action to serve society through knowledge. This
EPPLETTIRWMREGSRXI\XSJXVERWJSVQMRKXLI9RMZIVWMX]XSFIJYXYVI½XERHKPSFEPP]GSQTIXMXMZI
(7XIPPIRFSWGL9RMZIVWMX]-RWXMXYXMSREP-RXIRXERH7XVEXIK]¯)

:MWMSR

STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT INDICATORS EXPLAINED
786%8)+-'
786%8)+-' 1%2%+)1)28
46-36-8-)7 -2(-'%836

,3;8,)1%2%+)1)28-2(-'%836 71- -7'%0'90%8)(

&VSEHIR%GGIWW

For a given year, determine the number of students who are registered at the University on
7LEVISJWXYHIRXWJVSQ
XLISJ½GMEPGIRWYWHEXI % (IXIVQMRIXLIXSXEPRYQFIVSJWXYHIRXWJVSQXLIFPEGO%JVMGER
FPEGO%JVMGERGSPSYVIH
coloured, Indian and Asian population groups who are registered at the University on the
-RHMERERH%WMERTSTYPE
SJ½GMEPGIRWYWHEXI & 
XMSRKVSYTW
Calculate the SMI as (B) divided by (A).
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For a given year, determine the total number of permanently employed staff members (only
7LEVISJTIVQERIRX
TVMQEV]ETTSMRXQIRXW SRXLISJ½GMEPGIRWYWHEXI % MRXLI7EPEVMIW,6KVSYT(IXIVQMRI
WXEJJJVSQFPEGO%JVMGER the total number of permanently employed staff members (only primary appointments)
from the black African, coloured, Indian and Asian population groups in the Salaries HR
GSPSYVIH-RHMERERH
%WMERTSTYPEXMSRKVSYTW KVSYT[LSEVIMRWIVZMGISRXLISJ½GMEPGIRWYWHEXI & 
Calculate the SMI as (B) divided by (A).

7LEVISJJIQEPI
TIVQERIRXWXEJJ

For a given year, determine the total number of permanently employed staff members
SRP]TVMQEV]ETTSMRXQIRXW SRXLISJ½GMEPGIRWYWHEXI % MRXLI7EPEVMIW,6KVSYT
Determine the total number of permanently employed female staff members (only primary
ETTSMRXQIRXW MRXLI7EPEVMIW,6KVSYT[LSEVIMRWIVZMGISRXLISJ½GMEPGIRWYWHEXI & 
Calculate the SMI as (B) divided by (A).

7LEVISJYRHIVKVEHYEXI
QSHYPIGVIHMXWXEYKLX
MR%JVMOEERWERH)RKPMWL
XS4%6%00)0GPEWW
KVSYTW 4

Add the credits of the modules offered in Afrikaans and English to PARALLEL class groups,
excluding NQF level 8 modules and Faculty of Military Science modules (A).
Add the credits of all the modules, excluding NQF level 8 modules and Faculty of Military
Science modules (B).
Then calculate the indicator as (A) divided by (B) x 100.
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STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT INDICATORS EXPLAINED &RQWLQXHG
786%8)+-'
786%8)+-' 1%2%+)1)28
46-36-8-)7 -2(-'%836

7YWXEMR1SQIRXYQSJ)\GIPPIRGI

Available at www.sun.ac.za/language.

)RLERGI7SGMEP-QTEGX

PERKYEKITSPMG]ERHTPER

,3;8,)1%2%+)1)28-2(-'%836 71- -7'%0'90%8)(

7LEVISJYRHIVKVEHYEXI
QSHYPIGVIHMXWXEYKLX
MR&38,%JVMOEERWERH
)RKPMWLXSXLI7%1)
GPEWWKVSYT 4

Add the credits of the modules offered in BOTH Afrikaans and English in THE SAME class
group, excluding NQF level 8 modules and Faculty of Military Science modules (A).
Add the credits of all the modules, excluding NQF level 8 modules and Faculty of Military
Science modules (B).
Then calculate the indicator as (A) divided by (B) x 100.

7LEVISJYRHIVKVEHYEXI
QSHYPIGVIHMXWXEYKLX
MR)-8,)6%JVMOEERW36
)RKPMWLXSEGPEWWKVSYT

Add the credits of the modules offered in ONLY Afrikaans or English to a class group,
excluding NQF level 8 modules and Faculty of Military Science modules (A).
Add the credits of all the modules, excluding NQF level 8 modules and Faculty of Military
Science modules (B).
Then calculate the indicator as (A) divided by (B) x 100.

4

4IVQERIRXXIEGLMRK
ERHVIWIEVGLWXEJJ[MXL
HSGXSVEXIW

For a given year, determine the total number of permanently employed teaching and
VIWIEVGLWXEJJSRXLISJ½GMEPGIRWYWHEXI % (IXIVQMRIXLIXSXEPRYQFIVSJTIVQERIRXP]
IQTPS]IH'WXEJJ[MXLEHSGXSVEPUYEPM½GEXMSRSRXLISJ½GMEPGIRWYWHEXI & 
Calculate the SMI as (B) divided by (A).

6EXMSSJ[IMKLXIH
VIWIEVGLSYXTYXWTIV
JYPPXMQIIUYMZEPIRX
XIEGLMRKERHVIWIEVGL
WXEJJQIQFIV

*SVEKMZIREGEHIQMG]IEVHIXIVQMRIXLIRYQFIVSJQEWXIVW´HIKVIIWE[EVHIH % ERHXLI
number of accredited publication units produced by SU (B). For the same academic year,
HIXIVQMRIXLIRYQFIVSJHSGXSVEPUYEPM½GEXMSRWE[EVHIH ' ERHXLIRYQFIVSJJYPPXMQI
equivalent research and teaching staff members (D).
Calculate the SMI as [1x(A+B) + 3x(C)] divided by D.

,)1-7FEWIHWYGGIWW
VEXISJYRHIVKVEHY
EXIERHTSWXKVEHYEXI
WXYHIRXW

*SVEKMZIR]IEVHIXIVQMRIXLIXSXEPRYQFIVSJJYPPXMQIIUYMZEPIRX *) WXYHIRXW % 8LIR
HIXIVQMRIXLIRYQFIVSJJYPPXMQIIUYMZEPIRX *) HIKVIIGVIHMXWJSVXLIWEQI]IEV & 
Calculate the SMI as (B) divided by (A).

6EXMSSJJYPPXMQI
IUYMZEPIRXWXYHIRXW
[IMKLXIHTIVPIZIPSJ
WXYH]TIVJYPPXMQI
IUYMZEPIRXXIEGLMRKERH
VIWIEVGLWXEJJQIQFIV

*SVEKMZIREGEHIQMG]IEVHIXIVQMRIXLIRYQFIVSJVIKMWXIVIHYRHIVKVEHYEXIERHJYPPXMQI
IUYMZEPIRXWXYHIRXW % XLIRYQFIVSJVIKMWXIVIHLSRSYVWERHJYPPXMQIIUYMZEPIRXWXYHIRXW
& XLIRYQFIVSJVIKMWXIVIHQEWXIV´WJYPPXMQIIUYMZEPIRXWXYHIRXW ' ERHXLIRYQFIV
SJVIKMWXIVIHHSGXSVEPWXYHIRXW ( *SVXLIWEQI]IEVHIXIVQMRIXLIRYQFIVSJJYPPXMQI
equivalent teaching and research staff members (E).
Calculate the SMI as [1x(A) + 2x(B) + 3x(C) + 4x(D)] divided by E.

8LMVHWXVIEQMRGSQI1
WLEVISJ79´WXSXEP
MRGSQI2

For a given year, determine the total revenue from all income streams (A). Then determine
XLIXSXEPXLMVHWXVIEQMRGSQI & JSVXLIVIPIZERX]IEV'EPGYPEXIXLI71-EW & HMZMHIHF]
(A).

*SYVXLWXVIEQMRGSQI
WLEVISJ79´WXSXEP
MRGSQI2

For a given year, determine the total revenue from all income streams (A). Then determine
XLIXSXEPJSYVXLWXVIEQMRGSQI & JSVXLIVIPIZERX]IEV'EPGYPEXIXLI71-EW & HMZMHIHF]
(A).

7LEVISJTIVWSRRIP
remuneration not
½RERGIHZMEXLIQEMR
FYHKIX 3

*SVEKMZIR]IEVHIXIVQMRIXLIXSXEPRYQFIVSJJYPPXMQIIUYMZEPIRX *) WXYHIRXW % 8LIR
HIXIVQMRIXLIRYQFIVSJJYPPXMQIIUYMZEPIRX *) HIKVIIGVIHMXWJSVXLIWEQI]IEV & 
Calculate the SMI as (B) divided by (A).

Notes
 8LMVHWXVIEQMRGSQII\GPYHMRKVIXYVRSRMRZIWXQIRXWERHVIEPMWIHTVS½XJVSQXLIWEPISJEWWIXW
 8SXEPMRGSQII\GPYHMRKVIXYVRSRMRZIWXQIRXWERHVIEPMWIHTVS½XJVSQXLIWEPISJEWWIXW
3. Stellenbosch University manages its funds to ensure that it remains in higher education as a going concern. Funds
GSRWMWXSJPMQMXIHERHYRPMQMXIHJYRHW0MQMXIHJYRHWGSRWMWXSJSTIVEXMSREPPSERHSRSVERH½\IHEWWIXJYRHW[MXL
WTIGM½GGSRHMXMSRWJSVYWI9RPMQMXIHJYRHWEVIXLSWI[LMGL'SYRGMPYWIWEXMXWS[RHMWGVIXMSR-RXLITSSPSJYRPMQMXIH
JYRHWEVIJYRHW[LMGLEVIIEVQEVOIHJSVWTIGM½GTYVTSWIWERHGERXLIVIJSVIRSXFIYWIHJSVSXLIVTYVTSWIW8LI
difference between future limited and unlimited funds may have an impact on the feasibility of the 2017 to 2022
targets which have been set.
4. These SMIs are new indicators and replace two former medium of instruction SMIs.
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ABBREVIATIONS
%6'

Audit and Risk Committee of Council

%69%

Alliance for Research Universities in Africa

&%

Bachelor of Arts

&)H

Bachelor of Education

&)RK

Bachelor of Engineering

&7G

Bachelor of Science

&7G,SRW

Bachelor of Science Honours

&)H,SRW

Bachelor of Education Honours

&'-%

black (African), coloured, Indian and Asian

',7

Campus Health Service

(,)8

Department of Higher Education

HXM

Department of Trade and Industry

*1,7

Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences

GEC

Global Engagement Centre

,)1-7

Higher Education Information Management System

ICT

information and communication technology

IF

Institutional Forum

-*67

International Financial Reporting Standards

<IR>

Integrated reporting

--7

Stellenbosch University Institutional Intent and Strategy 2013–2018

/MRK---

/MRK6ITSVXSR+SZIVRERGIJSV7SYXL%JVMGEERHXLI/MRK'SHISJ
+SZIVRERGI4VMRGMTPIWJSV7SYXL%JVMGE

/MRK-:

/MRK-:6ITSVXSR'SVTSVEXI+SZIVRERGIJSV7SYXL%JVMGE

R+%4

New Generation of Academics programme

NRF

National Research Foundation

27*%7

National Student Financial Aid Scheme

PCT

patent cooperation treaties

PhD

Doctor of Philosophy

Prof

Professor

7%2(*

South African National Defence Force

7%6'L-

South African Research Chairs Initiative

71-

strategic management indicator

76'

7XYHIRXW´6ITVIWIRXEXMZI'SYRGMP

79

Stellenbosch University

792')4

Stellenbosch University Centre for Pedagogy

7YR'SQ

Stellenbosch University Commercial Services

8,6-4

Technology and Human Resources for Industry Programme

8-%

Technology Innovation Agency

9'8

University of Cape Town

94

University of Pretoria

94)

University of Port Elizabeth – today Nelson Mandela Metropolitan
University

9;'

University of the Western Cape

Wits

University of the Witwatersrand
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7KHFRYHUSKRWRVKRZVWKHROG3DYLOLRQ
UXJE\¼HOGVwhere rugby games were
TPE]IHYRXMP7ITXIQFIV8LIVIEJXIV
VYKF]KEQIWERHEXLPIXMGWQIIXMRKW[IVI
QSZIHXS'SIX^IRFYVK8SHE]XLI.ER1EVEMW
WUYEVI FIXXIVORS[REWXLI6IHWUYEVI 
ERHXLI790MFVEV];MPGSGOWERH'EVRIKMI
FYMPHMRKWEVI[LIVIXLI4EZMPMSR½IPHWSRGI
were. In October 1919, the University bought
XLITMIGISJPERHFIX[IIR.ERRMI1EVEMW´
JEVQ'SIX^IRFYVKERHXLI9RMZIVWMX]´WJEVQ
;IPKIZEPPIR[MXLXLIZMI[XSHIZIPSTIRSYKL
WTSVX½IPHW
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4YFPMWLIHF]
'SVTSVEXI'SQQYRMGEXMSR
Stellenbosch University
Victoria Street, Stellenbosch
Private Bag X1, Matieland 7602
Tel: 021 808 4977 / Fax: 021 808 3800
Website: www.sun.ac.za
)QEMPMRJS$WYREG^E
-7&2
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